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ABSTRACT 

Depression and suicide rates are prevalent amongst Native people living on 

reservations in North America, The literature indicates that the emotional 

difficulty termed "depression" is common among Native people (ONell, 1993). 

However, Western understandings of the term "depression" may not always be 

applicable in Native contexts. Studies indicate that in some Native comunities 

the particular impact of social circumstances on mood is related to Native 

peoples' experiences of depressive illness. It is important to understand the 

meanings Native people give to the term "depression", their experience of it, and 

the sources they ascnibe to it, both social and individual. 

It was the purpose of this study to assess fkom the Native participants' 

understanding, whether depression and suicide does affect îhose living on a 

reserve in Northwestem Ontario. This study's aim was to explore whether both 

depression and suicide, as the terms are understood in Westem culture, are a 

problem for these Native peoples. Also, it was the aj.m to understand what the 

illness experience of depression and suicide means for these Native people, botb 

at the social level, the contextual level and the persona1 one. It was intended that 

tiom this research, knowledge would be gleaned about what these Native peoples' 

explanatory models were regarding the sources of low mood and suicide. 

This exptoratory narrative investigation revealed the participants' themes or 

meanings that they gave to their illness experience. These themes spoke to 

psychosocial sources for which these Native individuals attributed their 

experiences of psychological distress. In their understanding, both female and 



male participants experienced episodes of depressive mood and certain 

symptoms. Participants ais0 had experienced suicida1 thoughts and intentions. 

Importantly, participants sourced their mood ~ c u l t i e s  to social causes and not 

to their own biologically-based predispositions orr diseases as posited by Western 

medicalized perspectives as sources for mood prmblems. Rather, the occurrences 

of psychosocial stressors that began in early Me and continued into adulthood 

were described as major contributors to the illness experience of mood diEcdties 

by participants in this study. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Nonvesters are located in rugged land in Northwestem Ontario. 

These mountains are strong and resilient, steel blue against the hi& 

background of the sky. The landscape is jagged, craggy, helped to appear so 

by the outline of the trees; firs, pine, mountain ash, poplar and birch. This is 

not gentle geography. The land is situated on the north shore of Lake Superior 

in the centre of nowhere. Driving to the reserve h m  the city, I cross a rickety 

swing-bridge where a dilapidated, no longer used grain elevator is siîuated. A 

ship sits at dry-dock beside it, its msted black bullc hi& in the air. The road 

leads straïght to the mountain. At the corner, the highway marks the end of 

the road. The highway stretches left and right. To the right is the paper mil1 

with its srnoke stacks puffing upward. Ski trails c m  be seen forming rivulets 

down the mountain. Gas bars and confechonery stores line one side of the 

highway and a railroad track lines the other. Native people own these purnps 

where gas and cigarettes are cheap, even if you are a non-Native customer. 

This annoys the nomNative vendors on the other side of the track enormously. 

Tuming left and driving down the highway past more gas bars and headïng 

toward the lake, half-ton trucks and muddy cars rolI past. A police cruiser 

usually sits dong side the highway waiting for speeders. About a quarter of 

kilometer down the road, on the right-hand side, a large, beaten up white 

painted sign attached to a pole is hahidden in the bmsh. It reads, "NABSS" 

with a paùited circle beside it split into quarters, in one quarter a feather, 

another a nsing Sun, then a round white circle surrounded in green, and in the 

fourth quarter a stak with three leaves. "Fort William Indian Band" is written 



underneath this with a pichue of the Sleeping Giant, which is a local landmark 

and part of the mountain range. Under this is written, "Administration Office". 

Then, another long narrow sign underneath reads, "Nishnawbe-Aski". Below 

that yet another sign reads, "Nishnawbe-Aski Development Fund". Beside 

this sign is an oval sign with a red s m  on the left s b g  over a teepee and 

reeds in water. An4  beside this a sign with the words "Nation" with a bear- 

m g  like painting on it. Undemeath this, another sign says, "Developrnent 

Fund Unity Strength Success" . 

Tuniing right onto a non-paved curving road, the band offices eventually 

appear. They are a hodgepodge arrangement of huge trader offices. Thirty to 

forty cars are parked by each trailer but people are rarely seen around. A few 

big dogs usually sit in the sun outside the trailer doors. Opposite the trailers 

are homes, modem versions of log cabins, some are beautifidly architectured. 

A few stucco homes of the mid-sixties style are intermingled between. The 

yards are big and scrubby. Some have lawns but most have no landscaping. 

Curiously, this juxtaposition seems metaphonc of the mix between the 

presence of acculturation and tradition on this reserve. Unpaved roads 

traverse the reserve land with homes built side by side dong the roadsides. A 

main dirt road slices the reserve in halfand meanders up the mountain . Part 

way up it splits into a fork with one side leading to a bay on the lake and the 

other heading up to the mountain's top. 

Locating the band office is not dinicult if one knows who drives what car. 

Entering the band office I hear the sound of telephones, intercoms, fax 

machines, printers and all the noises of a busy office. There are many offices 

in this place and long narrow comdors lead off in various directions created 

by add-ons to the main trailers. I h o w  the secretaries fiom previous visits to 

the reserve and we chat and 1 am usually told to go to the back and make 



myself a coffee. No one is surprised to see me, even if 1 have not been there 

for months. I was told a long time ago that conceming band members, 

"everyone knows where everybody is all the time". 1 have never asked how. 1 

am cornfortable here, the attitudes of others toward me are very relaxed. 

Perhaps because the city and its surrounding geography were my birthplace 

and home for many years and the reserve looks the way the city appeared 

years ago when 1 was growing up. The air is clear, clean and energizing. 1 

have visited the reserve more than once a year for almost twelve years now, 

whenever 1 corne to the city. 1 have a close fiîend who works in the band 

office whorn 1 enjoy reconnecting with when I have the chance to go home. 

Until recently, upon appearance, it seemed the band was run by a 

matriarchy of women. The chef was female and several other women were in 

positions of authority. While in te~ewing for this study, it was my impression 

that local government was controlled by women. 1 felt this to be an 

enlightened political situation and since women are both more verbal and 

helper-orientated by nature, 1 believe it assisted me in negotiating the process 

for this study to be realized. All the women 1 spoke with were encouraging of 

my educational pursuits and enthusiastic about this type of study. 1 did not 

meet with the resistance to outside researchers so often described in the 

literature (Darou, Hum & Kurtness, 1993). Over the sumrner of 1995, two 

women, Bev and Evelyn, emerged as my cornpanions in this endeavour and it 

was their friendship and assistance that helped me to negotiate the temtory 

among people I had not yet corne to personally know. Initially, 1 would not 

have been able to contact interviewees without their assistance. My cloçeness 

with these two women developed during the data collection and I had a 

difficult time emotionally separating fkom them at the end of the summer. 

When transcribing the tapes after leaving the reserve, it was sometimes hard to 



distinguish my voice fiom theirs. 1 had not known before that our accents 

were so simiiar, even the tenor of our voices was alike. I felt such a keen 

sense of sisterhood with them that it was easy to forget that our lives had been 

so different. They were Native and I was not and because of this, we had 

experienced two very different worlds. 

The treatment centre was located at the base of the mountain beside a bay. 

I took the second fork in the road to get there. It was necessary to drive 

through the reserve to get to this road leading to the centre. The sheer c m  of 

the mountain rose hi& over the puie and cedar building. Long before I began 

visiting the reserve itself on a regular basis, I was asked to corne as a 

volunteer to the centre so that a woman could "do her fïfW"' It seemed like 1 

drove for miles dong a dusty road before 1 r-ached the bay. There were no 

signs, no people, no houses. Just a long road in the midde of ta11 timber on 

either side. The road suddenly ended directly at the shore of the bay. To the 

right, a muddy track by the water's edge eventually Led up to the building. A 

sweat-lodge was erected to the right of it. I parked and entered the building. I 

was greeted by no one but a few people were seated in a canteen to rny right. 

The place was very quiet and 1 stood in the foyer waiting. Eventually, a small 

Native man approached me and we exchanged names. 1 was instmcted to 

have a coffee in the canteen wliile the man went to f5nd the wornan who 

wished to do her "tifth". I had no idea what "a fi*" was. My brotlier 

volunteered me to do this and 1 understood $om him that al1 1 had to do was 

listen. A shy Native woman came with the man and we greeted each other. 

She led the way into the centre's meeting room. It was a large, circuiar, 

wooden meeting room with skylights, it smelled strongly of cedar wood and 

sweetgrass. On the floor in the centre of the room was  a mg with the four 

directions, north, les t ,  south and east in different colours. We sat side by 



side on a bench that encircled the room and the woman began to tak and 1 

listened. Five hours later 1 have leamed that "a is a confession of past 

sins and guilt. It is a part of the Twelve Step program used in h g  and 

alcohol treatment. Basically, my role required non-judgmental, Rogerian-style 

reflective listening (Rogers, 1 95 1). My impression, fiom hearing this woman's 

story was that she had far less to confess than those who had perpetrated 

actions against her. Once a "fifth" is completed, the person in treatment can 

"graduate" f?om the program. After hearuig many "nfths", 1 have becorne 

quite leamed in the victimization of Native woman. One woman horrifïed me 

when she showed me older and newer scars on her arms and stomach from 

knife wounds she had experienced at the hands of an abusive non-Native 

husband. She worked for him dragging logs in a more Norihem remote 

cornmunity. Another young beautifid Native girl told me she prostituted in the 

city to pay for groceries because if the city's social worker visited her mother's 

house and found no groceries in the cupboards, C.A.S . would take her siblings 

away. Central to every woman's story were incidents of expenencing abuse 

and violence. Al1 had used alcohol or dmgs but whether they were alcoholics 

or addicts was unknown to me. My impression was that most were not. It 

seemed to me that substances accompanied the troubled lives they led. 1 was 

glad for the treatment lodge in that fiom my perspective, it provided them with 

some rest. 1 held little hope that thlligs would change much for them when 

they left treatment. My sense was that a drastic change in the environment in 

which they lived would need to £kst occur. To me, their life situations seemed 

to be products of the social world that they interacted with. 

Doing this research touched at an array of feehgs within me. Because this 

study's approach was based in grounded theory, 1 have not included my 

emotional experiences in this study. As Glaser and Strauss (1967) describe, 



"The field worker who has obsewed closely in this social world had, in a 

profound sense, to lived there" (p.326). Yet, as these authors explain as 

required, I had to be sufnciently immersed in this world to know it, and at the 

same t h e  retain enough detachment to thuik theoretically about what 1 saw 

and lived through (p.226). As these authors comment, this detachment serves 

to protect the researcher f?om "going native" while still passing as a native to a 

large extent (p.226). My sojourn with these people was a time of wannth and 

acceptance. However, their stones pained me and 1 spent many evenings 

sitîing in a boat at the waterfs edge wondering haw 1 codd emotionally 

regroup after each day of interviewing. 
0 v P e p e  A- of Depressran 

Research that explores the illness experience of depression has interested 

me since I began studies for rny second career goal - that of becoming a 

clinical psychologist. My &st experience of thesis writing was in my 

undergraduate psychology studies in 1993 and this research explored 

depression amongst survivors of cancer. What type of psychological help 

cancer survivors, particdarly those who reported experiencing depression, 

regarded as most helpfùl to them in their physical illness experience was the 

topic of interest in that study. 

Since 1993, I have chosen intemship training in psychiatric settings at both 

the Master's level and the Doctoral level of my studies. Throughout the seven 

years I have been involved in the academic process of studying to become a 

psychologist 1 have focused my interests on training and working in 

psychiatric settings. For the past four years, I have been working with the 

population of schizophrenic clients whose mental illness experience is both 

severe and chronic, 



However, it has been the presence of mood ditficulties in al1 clients' or 

patients' illness experiences that continues to most capture my interest. 

Training and now, employment as a clinician in psychiamc settïngs has 

af5orded me the learning opportunity to work with individuals s u f f e ~ g  fiom 

varied psychological difficdties. Currently 1 work with a population where 

chronic schizophrenia is the predominant illness experience of my clients or 

patients; however, a good proportion of this population suifier fiom a mood 

dysregulation difficulty that has corne to be temed as "schizoaf3ective 

disorder". This mood disorder includes the presence of psychotic features and 

is a severe ilhess that often Grst presents as Bipolar Disorder. 

As a clinician, 1 h d  working with individuals experiencing mood 

difficulties to be most rewarding because treatment strategies for the several 

foms of mood illnesses, particularly depressive illness, offers more hopeful 

treatment resolutions to relieve the mental distress. There are many therapies 

available to control the symptoms. Because my training occurred in 

psychiatrie hospital settings, 1 have been educated in both counselling and 

pharmacological treatment modalities. I feel that 1 cannot make a general 

comment on whether any particular treatment strategy or a combination of 

them is most effective because results often depend on the individual, their 

circumstances and what life experience variables preceded the illness and may 

contibute to perpetuating it. It is in this life experience arena, or what issues 

surround the illness experience, particularly causal factors, that 1 find most 

intliguing. 

Addressing causal factors for both depression and suicide have been of 

great research interest perhaps because it is assumed that the manipulation of 

the factors related to etiology, be they biological, psychosocial or 

sociocultural, may work towards developing better treatment outcomes. 



Importantly, designing interventions where factors have been identified 

through research activ-ity to contribute to depressive illness may prevent its 

onset, shorten its duration or prevent reoccurrence. 

e Native Popadatwn 

During my elementaiy and hi& school years, 1 Lived in Thunder Bay but 

spent considerable time in Winnipeg, Manitoba. Both cities have large Native 

populations. I grew up surrounded by Native people in rny environment but 1 

did not intermùigle with them socially und I was in my early teens when 1 

developed a relationship with a boy who was halfNative. We continued our 

relationship into young adulthood and although 1 knew his Native mother well, 

my fnend and 1 never discussed the topic of his Native background. Some 

form of silent agreement existed where I knew it was a topic he did not wish 

to discuss. My fiend did not inherit his mother's Native physical 

characteristics and so, in the early stages of our relationship, before 1 met his 

family, 1 was not aware of his Native ancestry. If 1 had been, 1 do not know 

whether a relationship between us would have developed. Racism was quite 

prevalent in our geographical area and 1 do not know if 1 could have withstood 

societai pressure at the time. 

After finishing university, I married a man who was half Native also. 

Through this mariage, I gained what is called "Indian Status" and became a 

band member, in both my rnarried and single name, of Forî William First 

Nations Indian Reservation. 1 had very little contact with the reservation and 

knew virtually no one who lived there but my husband told me stories of the 

years he had spent as a child on the reservation before his mother left both his 

Native father and the reservation. My husband was one of the three children 

his rnother was forced to "give away" by the insistence of her new non-Native 

city-dwelling husband to C.A.S. for adoption. My husband did inherit his 



Native physical characteristics. The stones I heard fiorn hùn about his life on 

and off the reserve were upsettîng to me and much of what he described is 

similar to that presented in the data for this study. The marnage did not last 

but my name has remained listed on the band membership. 

As a youngster, 1 watched Native people corne in fiom the reservation to 

grocery shop in rny father's store. They used "chits" or food vouchers to 

purchase their food. My father let them into the store to shop at 5 5 5  p.m. 

"just before we were ready to close" when the store was not open to regular 

customers. I recall my father telling me that these Native customers were not 

allowed to purchase the "higher grades of meat". They could not buy 

anyùiing more than what was indicated on the "chit's. My father said "They 

were only allowed to buy h m  a specified list of grocenes". He aIso said "But 

we, for instance they like maple synip, but I'd tell them they could take it and 

we doctored things after. We had to send this list ui to the city in three copies 

and they [the city] never questioned it as long as we were within the amount 

they [the Native customers] were allowed to have." 

My father said that in 1947 until the mid-sixties, not many Indian people 

were ever seen in the city of Thunder Bay. Because they had their own school 

on the reserve until the mid-sixties, no Native children attended school in 

town. 1 remember seeing signs on the city's main Street on bar-room doors 

statùig, "No Indians Allowed" in the early 1970's. 

In grade school, I was often bored with the dry content oEered to us in 

reading and writuig classes but 1 particularly recall being enchauted when our 

grade four class studied a poem by Native poet and &ter E. Pauline Johnson 

entitled The Song My Paddle Sings. Throughout my childhood, my materna1 

grandmother told my sister, brother, and I stories about her life growing up on 

the prairies. She told colourful and descriptive tales about seeing Indians 



riding bare-back on horses and being temfied of them. She too was proud of 

her own ability to ride bare-back. 

My grandmother was a very good story-teller even though we knew most 

of the "scary" content was made up. In later years, my mother told me that 

this grandmother's father had been nicknamed "Wandering Spirit" because 

instead of ninning his large farm in Manitoba, he left that work to his sons and 

went off for long periods of time to do "business" with hdian people. I was 

never told what this business was. At some point in my early teens, my 

grandmother gave me a buckskin covered book written by E. Pauluie Johnson 

(1 9 13) entitled Legends of Vancouver. On the front cover, Ms. Johnson had 

hand-painted her self-portrait in full Native head-dress. 1 do not recall how 

my grandmother explained that she received this book but it is inscribed to her 

by Ms. Johnson. 

In my undergraduate studies as an English major in the mid-seventies, my 

plan was to enter the Master's Program in Literature and do my thesis on the 

works of E. Pauline Johnson. Near the end of rny undergraduate program, 1 

travelled to Brantford, Ontario to visit the site of the Johnson home and leam 

more about what her Iife had been like. I made a special effort to take courses 

that would focus one-quarter of my English degree on Canadian Literature 

studies. The poetry and stories written by Canadian poets and authors about 

Native people were of most interest to me. Unfominately, pragmatism 

intervened and the finances required were unavailable to me for M e r  long- 

term studies at the Master's level. After swallowing my disappointment and 

some weeping in the university washroom, 1 trudged across campus to register 

for the one year Faculty of Education degree. 

1 tau& high school in both Northwestem Ontario and Manitoba for meen  

years. Throughout these years 1 encountered Native children in my 



classrooms and later, in my Guidance Counselling office. With rare 

exception, these students did not fare well in our education system and by 

Grade 11, almost all had dropped out dong with the large nurnber of students 

as a whole who drop out at this grade level. 1 was concerned about this and 

was perplexed as to why these students needs could not be met in school? 1 

was puzzled as to why the school system was not much interested in the poor 

school performance of Native students. Even a weak-hearted attempt by the 

last board 1 taught for to introduce a course in Native studies was a complete 

failure. 1 was aware of racism in the schools on the part of both students and 

faculty. I sensed that the home lives of Native students were Werent fiom 

those of students in general. Native students' values regarding education did 

not seem to be similar to those of the predominant school culture either. 

1 did not take a "leave of absence" from teaching to m e r  my studies in 

counselling because of a particular concem on how to better help Native 

students but the desire to know more about what to do in generd for students 

experiencing psychological distress strongly motivated me to become better 

trauied. Many Native students 1 encountered while teaching fit into this 

grQuP* 

At the time 1 began my teaching career my broiher, whom I was close to, 

had completed his Master of DiWUty degree and became a parish mlliister 

sening on Native reservations in Saskatchewan. He manied a Cree woman 

and he himself was becoming leamed in traditional Native healing practices. 

He incorporated these into his theology praxis and honed his skills in Native 

counselling. He would eventudy practice this role in a hospital in niunder 

Bay. On vacations, we would encounter each other in Thunder Bay and it was 

he who introduced me into Native counsellùig as a volunteer at a Native 

treatrnent centre nearby. It was thïs expenence that helped me leam and 



better understand the experiences of psychological distress amongst Native 

people and its prevalence. 

ter& in Native Peoples' Interacts witb P e r s o e e r e s t  

Over the following years, 1 came to know Native people and thei  life 

circumstances quite well. 1 also realized that most of the nomNative 

population 1 interacted with was not aware of what 1 had corne to learn. 

In 1994,I joined the Native Psychological Association when 1 began my 

doctoral studies. Their regular newsletters kept me abreast of research by 

Native people for Native people. Movements in all areas of H e  for Native 

people were being addressed and advanced because of this type of research 

activity and 1 found this exciting. Involvement in the Native Psychological 

Association provided me with new acquaintances and fiiendships with Native 

researchers, writers and politicians. WeekIy, I have cornrnunicated by 

electronic mail with Native academics fiom across North America, Realrns of 

dialogue with Native professionals have traveled across my computer screen 

over the past four years and the ultirnate impact on me was cornfort in leamuig 

that much is being done to address Native issues in general. Through tliis 

communication process, I leamed a great deal of general lcnowledge about 

what had and continued to contribute to the plight of North American Native 

people in society. 

When newspaper articles across Canada began to report the startlingly 

hi& suicide rates amongst Native people, 1 followed this with interest. 1 was 

hopefûl that dissemination of this information through the media might 

indicate real interest and concem was emerging in public interest. When The 

Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (1995) reported that suicides for 

Canada's First Nations and Inuit peoples are about three tirnes higher than the 

general non-Native population and five to six times higher among Native 



youth, 1 began to seriously consider what role I could play in participating in 

the need to look more closely at Native peoples' mental health issues. I felt 

enough seKefficacy in possessing certain knowledge of the subject area to 

consider researching it. 1 was enthused at the prospect of making a research 

attempt toward providing knowledge that could contribute to a better 

understanding of the mental heaIth needs of Native people. This intent was 

also mobilized by my personal interest in hding out what was really causing 

the alarmingly high suicide rates among Native people. I intuitively knew 

what the contrîbuting factors might be f?om personal experience in coming to 

know these people, their home reserves and He situations but I could not 

contextualize all the factors at play in any systematic fashion. 

I made the assumption that depression must be a key factor for high Native 

suicide rates because the risk of suicide is a signincant factor in all depressive 

states. Research has show that the vast majority of those who complete the 

act of suicide do so during or in the recovey phase of a depressive episode. 

As a researcher, 1 wanted to leam more about the role depression played in the 

high suicide rates amongst Native people. Again, treatment for depression is 

more hopefbl than it is for other severe mental illness difficulties. On a 

simplistic level, 1 wondered if treatrnents could be developed to address 

depression in Native contexts and whether these could be implemented in the 

Native population. If so, would the tragedy of hi& suicide rates be lowered? 

This was a research endeavor that 1 felt both a professional and persona1 

interest and responsibility to pursue. Interestingly, my 1973 - 1977 d f i l l e d  

eEorts to academically research the life and works of E. Pauline Johnson was 

resurfacing in 1994 in a different fom and becoming this time, an actuality! 

SUnilarities surroundmg her own life circumstances resurfaced in much of the 

data gathered for this present stuciy. 



Once 1 began volunteering in 1988 as a counsellor at the Native treatment 

centre situated on the resenre land where participants in this study live, I came 

to know people living on the reserve. I was a band member and able to 

approach the band leadership with my idea of doing this research. One rnust 

know Native people to appreciate their ability to be both surpnsed by little 

and flexible. They willingly agreed to promote membership participation in 

this study and their enthusiasm quickly moved the enterprise into a data 

collection reality. The project was accepted and approved before 1 

assimilated its becoming a reality and it felt like I was taping and inte~ewing 

soon after my initial query as to its feasibility. 

Prior to going to the reserve to collect the data in the summer of 1995,I 

was explorkg methodologicd approaches to my inquiry that would be 

sensitive and respectfid with regard to this particular culture. Aiready well- 

practiced in psychiatric interviewkg, 1 wanted to altematively explore my 

research question in a rnanner that included cultural awareness and sensitivity. 

1 felt psychiatric in te~ewing rnissed a lot of pertinent information because 

this approach Mmially ignores the role the cultural world plays in the psyche 

of the individual. 

Forîunately, as Chapter two of this study presents, a few researchers 

including a Native psychiatrist, Charles Manson, had researched depression 

among Native people. Arthur Kleinman, an anthropologist and psychiatrist 

had conûibuted much to infonn academics on both the importance cultural 

contexts play in the illness experience of uidividuals. He had developed an 

approach on how to perform research so that consideration of the role context 

played in local settings resulted in leaniing much more about not only the 

illness experience but how to utilize this howledge toward delivering 



meanin@ and hence, more effective treatment strategies. The research 

questions in Chapter Three were designed to follow Kleinman's 

methodological approach to this research. 

Early in this research process, 1 was able to both meet and listen to 

presentations by Dr. Manson and Dr. Kleinman. These two psychiatrists, 

academics and researchers advocated for abandoning research approaches 

heretofore practiced in their field. They were proposing to medical students 

that they abandon psychiatrie categorization models when assessing mental 

hedth issues in peoples from other cultures. From the experïence of listenuig 

to them, I felt more cornfortable in adopting their proposed research approach 

in this present study. It is culturally respectfd and promotes the disregard of a 

priori assumptions when entering the research inqujr with Native peoples. 

Manson and Kleinman's research modei is presented in Chapter Two. 

The original far-reachïng aim of my research endeavor was to discover 

what helpers or helping systems these Native participants identified as usefd 

for assisting them in overcoming what they identined as psychological 

distress. This knowledge could lead to the development of culturally 

appropriate care paradigms. Contributing, through research, to the knowledge 

about "what is happening?" and "why is it occ-g?" could assist in the "how 

and when to?" process of promoting healing outcomes in this Native 

community. Further, if this knowledge were found to be generalizabie, then 

helping strategies that develop fiom the knowledge these data produce may 

contribute to helping approaches in other Native communities. 

The more realistic aim of this research experience tumed out be limited to 

h d i n g  out information as to what the experience of depression and suicide 

meant in the context of this Native community. From leaming the 

participants' understandings of the depressive illness experience, the causal 



factors they attributed to creating psychological distress for individuals in this 

particdar commhty also emerged. 

Abandoning psychiatnc or psychological theoretical assumptions about 

depression and e x p l o ~ g  the iUness experience at the local level in an 

approach that encouraged the participants to define theïr own understandings 

of the term "depression" as an illness experience and to explore their 

explanations surromding causality provided for a much richer collection of 

information. From my research experience with suMvors of cancer and their 

experiences of depression, I had learned that the distribution of measurement 

instruments to assess the severity and type of depressive experiences merely 

revealed predetermined information. These research results infiormed Little 

about the complexity of the issues surromding psychological distress fiom the 

participants' understandings It was intended that for this present study, a 

qualitative research approach would provide greater insighr into the Native 

individual's experiences of psychological distress. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

ce of Depressive Sy-tol- 

This chapter will begîn by explainuig why diagnoses of depression among 

Native people require close examination. Too often, depression is used as a 

catch-all term for conditions ranghg ffom mild to moderate psychological/ 

mentdemotional disturbance, to chical  psychological depressive psychosis. 

As such, the t e m  is of3en misapplied and misused. From this, it follows that 

Iabelling Native people as clinically depressed may be a rnisdiagnosis, or 

misapplication of the tem.  Thus, it is important when considering the 

expenence of depression among Native people to distinguish clinical 

depression fkorn valid experiences of unhappiness. 

Note well here that treatment decisions arise out of any diagnosis of 

depression, so that a rnisdiagnosis can have alaming consequences. In the 

present day, the treatments for "red" clinical depression are many and varied, 

and have rnixed success. The most common approaches to treatment are 

based in Westem medicine, and usudly involve a combination of 

phmaceutical intervention and psychotherapy. If depression is misdiagnosed 

in a Native person and a Westem course of therapy is prescribed, more h m  

than good rnay result, because other important causes of that individual's 

suffering will have been overlooked. 

The 1995 report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples discussed 

at length the tragically hi& suicide rate among Canada's First Nations, Metis, 

and Inuit peoples (Waldram, Herring, and Young, 1997, p.90). Among the 

commission's fïndings was that the suicide rate arnong Native young people is 

up to six times higher than among non-Native young people. Native groups, 

long aware of this distressing fact, have been seeking ways to deal with their 



members' emotional problems, in particular, those related to "depression" in 

the broadest (and least usefid) sense of the term. 

The link between depression and suicide is only assumed. In Western 

society, depression is regarded as mental health problem that, ifnot treated in 

the individual sufferïng fiom it, may result in suicide. The assumption is that 

Native people are suffering £kom crinical depression because of the hi& 

suicide rates. It is imperative that the validity of this assumption be 

investigated. If unhappiness and psychological distress are assumed to be 

"depression", then the responsibîlity for solutions is too easily rernoved f?om 

Canadian society as a whole, and placed on the shoulders of the individual, 

whose treatment (as opposed to reform of the s ~ ~ ~ o m d i n g  social world) 

becomes the focus of interest. 

e C w n t  T Depresson And . 
of a New Theorv to Peoples fromnon-Western C : w  

This section of the literature review will focus on the theoretical work of 

Arthur Kleinman, who represents what he describes as the "new cross-cultural 

psychiatry" that has adopted a critical stance toward prevailing professional 

assumptions, which he regards as biased in that they approach mental health 

and illness fi-orn a biological and disease model or paradigm (Kleinman, 1977; 

Lewis-Femandez & Kleinman, 1994, p.67). In contrast to this long-held 

theoretical model, Kleinman argues for an approach based on a: 

cultural theory of personality and psycho-pathology [that] asserts 
that the local cultural world precedes the appearance of the 
individual and fundamentally patterns his or her developing biological and 
psychological processes.. . Interpersonal experiences are contested and 
negotiated by real people who differ ... Yet their mind-body states and 
notions of personality are profoundly shaped by collective cultural 
paradigms. (Lewis-Femandez and Neinman, 1 994, pp.68-9) 



Kleinman (1994) M e r  contends that local cultural and gender noms 

must be taken into account before questions of pathology are raised. His 

approach is not to pathologize people who are experiencing illness, but rather 

to reformulate current models so that they focus on how social change affects 

sociosomatic and sociopsychological processes. Centra( to this present study 

is an analysis of how the social context affects the individual's experience of 

depressive distress. As Lewis-Femandez and Kleinman (1994, p.69) assert, 

the disaggregations of individual expenence that we c d  depression exist not 

just in the interior of the body-self but equally at several social levels. For 

example, the demoralization caused by political disenfranchisement, and the 

loss of supporting social networks, can both contribute to "depression". 

"Depression" is a Western medical term used to describe and categorize a 

cluster of symptoms. At times (which are obviously relevant here), the term is 

applied to members of another culture, for whom it lacks coherence 

(KIeinman, 1986). Kleinman (1 977, p.452) describes the "depressive 

syndrome" as characterized by "depressive affect, insornnia, weîght loss, lack 

of energy, d i m a l  mood changes, constipation, dry mouth, and an apparently 

Limited number of related psychological complaints" . He adds, however, that 

the depressive syndrome represents a small fiaction of the entire field of 

depressive phenomena, and that the syndrome as dehed above excludes most 

depressive phenomena - even in the West. So: Is a Native person, or a 

comrnunity with distress, actually suffering fiom depression as a "disease"? 

Or is the "depression" really a socially caused form of human misery that is 

manifesting itself in psychological distress? Investigation is required if these 

questions are to be answered. 

There is plenty of research to support the assumption that mental illness 

(includuig depression) is cornmon in Native populations; but effective 



treatments for the mental "distress" that Native people experience are only 

beginning to be explored. Before we can treat mental distress effectively in 

Native populations, we must detennine which components of the mental 

distress they feel are actually "depression" as the term is generally understood. 

To this end, it is vital to analyze what the term "depression" means in a given 

Native community. 

In Westem societies, depressive illness is often viewed as a biological 

illness, and a pharmaceuticat approach to treatment is frequently taken. But 

Kleinman, like many present-day Western medical practitioners, questions 

whether Westem diagnostic approaches can be applied to non-Western 

cultures. In his view, the medicalized theory of mental distress is quite 

possibly flawed: 

An anthropological anaiysis of cross-cultural research in psychiatry shows 

that the model of pathogenicity/pathoplasticity cornes f d y  close to being a 

medical orthodoxy. In this revealed version of psychiatrie tnith, biology is 

presurned to most, "shape" or "influence" the content of the disorder. The 

classical example is disease caused the delusional thought process but the 

system of cultural beliefs organizes the content of paranoid thinking 

(Kleinman, 1986, p.450). 

Kleinman (1 986) challenges the relevance of this biological disease-based 

model of mental distress, contending that it is the depression "experience" 

rather than the biological disease concept that predicts illness behaviour. For 

example, depression experienced as low back pain and depression 

experienced as gdt-rïdden existentid despair are substantially different foms 

of illness, with difTerent symptoms, patterns of help-seeking, and responses to 

treatment. The disease Ui each instance may be the same, but it is the iilness 

that is the determinant factor. Even in North Arnerican society, the social and 



psychological components of the iUness experience are more powerfùl 

determinants of disabiliîy than the biological ones. 

This redirection of focus fkom depression as "disease" to depression as 

"illness" (or experience) is more informative and also less pathologinng of 

individuals. The process of pathologizing too often places blame on the 

individual (Fernando, 199 1). This cm work against treaîment by closing the 

door to more usefut pursuits, such as e x p l o ~ g  the i b e s s  and its meaning, and 

how the individual views healing as achievable. This latter, personalized 

approach to treatment would involve a "culturally sensitive mini-ethnography 

of a patient that encompasses cultural and persona1 metaphors" (Kleinman, 

1986, p.452). The present-day, impersonal treatment approaches are often 

practised by Western caregivers. The validity of their approach must be 

questioned. 

To this end, Kleinman favours questioning the validity of applying Westem 

diagnoses to peoples f?om other cultures: 

Dysthymic Disorder in DSM-III (or neurotic depression in ICD-9) 
is a possible example. It may hold coherence in the more affluent 
West, but it represents the medicalisation of social problems 
in much of the rest of the world (and perhaps the West as well) 
where severe economic, political and health constraints create 
endemic feelings of hopelessness and helplessness, where 
de-moralization and despair are responses to real conditions 
of chronic deprivation and persistent loss, where powerlessness is 
not a cognitive distortion but an accurate mapping of one's place in an 
oppressive social system, and where moral, religious and political 
configurations of such problems have coherence for the local 
population but psychiatrie categories do not (Kleinman, 1985, p.452). 

Kleinman (1976) stresses how important it is for us to change long- 

accepted theoretical and methodological paradigms in cross-cultural research 



on mental distress. For example, he contends that we must reconsider the 

terminology we use, especidy the distinctions we make between the words 

diseuse and ihess.  The former stems fiom the medical theory; the latter is 

used by lay people. Recent cross-cultural research has underlined the 

importance of disthguis hing between two interrelated aspects of sickness : 

disease and illness, 

Disease can be thought of as m-ctioning or maladaptation of biological 

or psychological processes. m e s s  is the personal, interpersonal and cultural 

reaction to disease. Although social and cultural factors may or may not 

innuence the etiology, pathophysiology, and course of disease, they always 

innuence iuness. Illness is by definition a cultural constmct. Disease may 

occur without ihess, as in acute overwhelming disorders, like massive trauma 

in which there is not sunicient time to generate an illness response. Illness 

may occur without disease, as in malingering and also perhaps in certain 

problems like non-medical aspects of dmg abuse and alcoholism that are made 

into illnesses for political, social and historical reasons (Kleinman, 1977, p.9). 

In the individual's reaiïty, the illness "experience" is more important than 

the disease concept, and is what h a  the greatest impact on treatment 

outcomes. Heinman (1977, p.9) m e r  explains that the individual's reaction 

to the illness does much to establish the form the sickness takes, and its 

meaning. "The illness response rnay sîrongly influence symptoms and 

care.. .The 'disease' may respond to technological interventions, the illness 

fiequently does not, and often requïres psychosocial issues to be attended ton. 

For example, technological treatment for cancer (such as radiation) wiU affect 

the course of the disease, but the heaiing experience involves a complex 

interplay of various elements including personal attitude, social support, and 

secondary psychological reactions (Gotay, 1987). In fact, it is in the 



psychosocial arena that predictions of outcornes are best made. Among 

cancer patients, there is a Luik between sumival rates and levels of depression 

(Spiegal, 1990). Kleinman's argument, that we should focus on the illness 

experience, challenges the assumption that only "cure" approaches are valid, 

and in so doing encourages medical practitioners to explore more holistic 

treatment par adigms . Example: nontec hnological (that is, non-dmg) 

treatments for depression are proving to be &en more beneficial than 

traditional, phannaceutical-based therapies. 

KleiXiman (1 977, p.9) M e r  distinguishes between the terms "curing" and 

"healing." "Treatment for the former [disease] we c m  c d  cure, while 

treatment of the latter [illness] we c m  refer to as healuig." He argues that new 

paradigms need to be developed because "cross-cultural studies suggest most 

traditional healing systems provide both forms of treatment [cure and healing], 

whereas modem medical care provides principally the former [cure]". 

Treatment fkom the current medical paradigm is lacking because "patients 

appear to consider both [cure and healing] essential". Further, "evidence is 

accumulating that patient non-cornpliance and dissatisfaction with care is in 

part a function of the absence of healing in modem health care.. . . Biomedicine 

attends almost entirely to disease and appears to be systematicaUy blinded to 

the evaluation of illness". Biomedical theory that labels illness experience as a 

disease ignores the importance of incorporating the individual's (illness) 

understanding into the treatment paradigm. Lewis and Kleinrnan (1 994) 

explain: 

The interpersonal study of mental health categones in local worlds based 

on recent anthropological concepts of culture is able to capture the cross- 

cultural and intracultural complexity of human personality development and 

psychopathology. Current professional theories, in contrast, are wedded to 



individualistic assumptions that represent largely unexamined North Arnerica. 

and Western-European cultural common sense that de-emphasizes the 

complex innuence of social categories and relationships on experience. 

Clinicians and researchers trained to contextualize behavior and experience as 

a funchon of radically dinerent environments would be less prone to category 

fdacies.. .that is, the imposition of one culture's categones onto another 

culture, for which they lack validity (p. 9). 

Native traditional approaches to both cure and healing incorporate the 

above-described holistic approach, which Kleinman's investigation of cross- 

cultural studies revealed as most effective and most desired by patients. 

Kleinmants work ackoowledges that the loss of these traditional healing 

systems has had a powerful impact. As Waldrarn et al. (1997, pp.99-100) 

comment: 

It is clear that Europeans have often Mewed Aboriginal medical traditions 

through biased eyes, and even where forced to admit that success in treating 

patients was not uncornmon, were nonetheless unable to see traditional 

medicine for what it really was: sets of coherent beliefs and practices that 

were well integrated within Aboriginal socieîies and which served important 

social and religious as well as medical functions. 

The hubris of biomedicine is challenged by cross-cultural research that 

highlights the need to acknowledge traditional healing approaches, and to 

return to those approaches. 

Research on appropriate treatment approaches resulting fiom Native 

peoplesf evaluations of their illness experience, regardless of dinical 

operational definitions of what they are experiencing, needs to be addressed. 

I d e n m g  how psychological distress manifests itself in the specific Native 

culturai context is helpfùl, to S o m  both the Native community's leadership 



and the clinicians/helpers who provide treatment. In non-Native care, which is 

fiequently utilized by Native people, it is crucial that the Native client and the 

clinician (nonoNative) have effective rapport. Non-Native valuations of 

depression need to be abandoned; addressing the illness experïence of 

distress/depression in a local Native community requires a new approach. 

Kleinman (1987) states that Western concepts of reality are not necessarily 

"real" : 

And now we want to classe  the culture-bound syndromes, not as a 

separate domain of experience, but within the technicd terminology of 

international psychiatry.. .classification serves particular bureaucratie purposes: 

clinical care and research fi-om the psychiatrk perspective, but social control 

f%om the anthropological perspective.. xastigates the psychiatrie profession for 

its hubris, its inexorable quest to consign al1 of "relevant" hurnan reality to a 

short list of mutually exclusive disease states. It is indocile to alter Native 

codifications of reahty; it is unwilling to accept subtlety, ambiguity.. .It reduces 

the complexities of individual experience to the typifications of a small 

number of psychological and physiological classes. It transforms social 

problems into medical ones. It splits off mind fiorn body, cognition fkom 

emotion, theory fkom description in keeping with the dominant 

ethnopsychology of Western tradition. And the authorinng rationalizations 

are the scientific search for "natural" order and the mandate to treat (p.50). 

on of the Issues ln Stud;r 
This chapter will explore depression as experienced by Native peoples, and 

the treatment implications. It will have three sections, thefirsl of which will 

consider depression itself. The relevant Literature review will explore the 

following: 



Whether depression, as the term is understood in Westem culture, is a 

problem for Native peoples. 

What depression means for Native people, both at the social level and 

at the personal one. 

O What Native people perceive as the cause of depression. 

The second section will explore Native attitudes regardhg approaches to 

the probiem of depression. Broadly speakïng, there are two such approaches: 

individual, and social. Combinations of the two are possible. 

The thzrd section will review curent and specific issues afTecting 

depression and its treatment. This will ïnclude an o v e ~ e w  of the political 

issues affecthg treatment-fùnding, racism, and so on. A closer look at two 

remedies wili follow this. 

Because the present study is qualitative in design, support f?om the 

literature for th% type of research approach will be incorporated in al1 three 

sections. 

1s Depression a Healfh Issue for Native People? 

It is vital it ascertain whether Native people really do suffer fiom 

depression as the term is understood in Westem culture. ONeU (1 993) states 

that emotional difEculty described as "depression" is common among Native 

people, and advocates that immediate treatment for symptoms be made 

available to them. The sarne author also notes that Native people need help 

badly in the present, and that whatever research has been performed into the 

problem has done nothing to help them yet. 

Part of the problem, as ONeU explains, is that rnedicalized approaches to 

research are often inappropriate. For example, comorbidity research with 



Native people is currently popular (example: major depressive disorder and 

problem drinking CO-existing as a psychiatric disorder). However, such an 

approach cm result in what Kleinman (1977) refers to as "category fdacies". 

Example: ONell found that arnong Native people on the Hathead Reservation, 

the coexistence of alcoholism and depression was not always indicative of 

psychopathological distress. Y et mainsiream Amencan society, - being 

cornfortable with medicalized perspectives, has long assumed that alcoholism, 

depression, and suicide are expressions of demoralization but really indicative 

of psychiatric distress. Clearly, medicalized diagnostic/categorization 

research can err quite easily if the process of establishg the 

culturdcontextual validity of comorbidïty is flawed. 

Mistakes can be avoided by carefidly investigating the phenornenological 

reality of psychopathological distress. This means fkst conducting 

ethnographie research for each of the comorbid disorders and only then 

connecting them to the specific fom of comorbidity, and to local and 

individual signs of distress. A diagnosis of comorbidity relies on two or more 

diagnoses and has the potential to draw Western researchers from a singly 

potentidy culturally inappropriate diagnosis toward two or even more. If we 

are to avoid invalid results that confuse ongoùig research, comorbidity, like 

any single psychiatric disorder, m u t  be referenced to phenomenologically real 

pain for individual Natives (O'Nell, 1993). 

Current research suggests that depressive-like symptoms are an important 

health issue for many Native people. For example, Waker, Lambert, Silk- 

Walker, and Kivlahan (1993) researched the prevalence of comorbidity 

between alcohol dependence, h g  dependence, and psychiatric disorders in 

Native populations in the Pacific Northwest, and found it high. Shore et al. 

(1987) reported that 83 percent of Native subjects in their study had 



experîenced a psychiatric disorder. Ross et al. (1988) evaluated individuals 

presenting at a public alcohol and dmg treatment facility in Toronto and found 

that 78 percent of clients had a psychiatnc disorder. ONeU (1989) found that 

Native Americans were reiatively underrepresented in mental health facilities, 

but overrepresented in correctional institutions. At a psychiatric hospital in 

Saskatoon, patients fiom "Indian reserves" were significantly more likely to be 

diagnosed with schizophrenia than "non-Indian" patients (Roy et al., 1 970). 

Manson et al. (1985) found that 82 per cent of Hopi individuais in their study 

indicated that they had felt depressed, sad, or womed for two weeks or more, 

as compared to 50 per cent in a matched group. These same people also 

reported signi6cantly more fiequent experiences of other depressive 

symptorns, such as diminished appetite, weight loss, disrupted sleep, 

psychomotor retardatiodagitation, a sense of not being likeable, and trouble 

thinlàng clearly. A marked number of them had attempted to kill themselves. 

of D e m o n  ( 1  'O t t  

. 
e- the Native WorM - View 

Western understandings of the term "depression" may not be readily 

applicable in Native contexts. For example, Manson, Shore, and Bloom 

(1985) found that the Hopi made important distinctions between certain 

affective States, and that there was much more to the Hopi experience with 

depression than diagnostic categories and related symptoms alone would 

suggest. They found that arnong this group, illness categories and symptoms 

interacted with presumed etiologies (causes), various social situations, and an 

array of health-care seeking stratedes. 

The sarne researchers encountered a phenomenon they referred to as 

"double depression", the coexistence of major and chronic depression. This 

finding, which was obtained fiom the self-descnbed experiences of the Native 



people themselves, reinforced the clinical reports of many Indian Health 

Service psychiatrists. The phenornenon of double-depression may help 

explain why depression among the Hopi tends to be especidy pernicious and 

debilitating. To the extent this is tme, it provides highly relevant information 

about Native experiences with depressive illness. 

It is worth noting here the hding by Manson et al. (1985) that Hopi illness 

symptoms interacted with presumed causes and social situations. Lewis- 

Femandez and Kleinrnan (1994) acknowledge that current North American 

professional constnicts of personality and psychopathology are mostly culture- 

bound - that they selectively reflect the experiences of those who are white, 

male, Anglo-Germanie, Protestant, and formally educated, and who share a 

middle- and upper-middle-class cultural orientation. They M e r  comment 

that this results in a largely ethnocentric psychology which ignores the 

fundamental influence of social context and cultural noms  on human 

behaviour. They add that current psychiatric nosology, while it claims to be 

universal, does not take senously the great cross-cultural diversity of somatic 

and psychoiogical symptorns (Mezzich et al., 1993). Research indicates that 

in some Native communities the particular impact of social circumstances on 

mood is related to Native people's experience with depressive illness (Manson 

et al., 1985). 

The social context and its influence on moods may have much to Say about 

what depression means in a Native context. For example, ONell(1993) 

found that the word "depression" is used at the Flathead Reservation (as in 

many places in the United States) to talk about a variety of experiences that 

extend beyond simple clinical understandings of depression. For example, to 

these Native people it is a mark of mahinty to feel profound loneliness, to feel 

sorrow for the pain one has caused others, and to feel pity for those who have 



nothing. Thus, to be sad is to be aware of human interdependence and of the 

gravity of historical, tribal, familial, and interpersonal loss. To be depressed, 

and this includes being tearful and suffering sleep and appetite disturbances, is 

to demonstrate maturity and connectedness to the Native world. A carefiee 

attitude is often perceived as a sign of immaturity. In this light, loneliness and 

depression are potentially expressions of a positive moral vimie. 

It is important to research the understanding that Native people have of the 

term "depression," their experience of it, and the causes they ascribe to it, both 

social and individual. According to Kleinman and Good (1985), cross-cultural 

research provides important evidence of cdtural variations in depressive 

mood, symptoms, and illness. "Dysphona", sadness, hopelessness, 

unhappiness, lack of pleasure with the things of the world and with social 

relationships, has dramatically different meanings and foms of expression in 

different societies. For example, the same authors comment that among many 

Native Amencan groups, hearing voices of relatives who have died is 

considered normal, and not a sign of sickness. Yet in white society, hearing 

voices is ofien interpreted as a symptom of psychosis. Fernando (199 1) notes 

that dreams of the dead retuming to speak are an important part of Native 

peoples' grief expenence and are of great cornfort to them. 

The same authors comment that the "single most troublesome problem 

plaguing the cross-cultural study of affect and affective disorder [depressive 

illness] is the failure to take an anthropologically sophisticated view of the 

culture" (1 985, p.7). They note that the most innovative and productive 

approaches to an "interdisciplinary" study of emotion in society are 

"integrative" in nature. Kleinrnan: " We believe the biological component 

[medicalized view] of clinical depression is important and cannot be 

disregarded, but we also share that biological studies divorced fiom clinical 



and ethnographie investigations have littie to contribute to our understanding 

of the relation of culture and depression." These authors feel that 

anthropological accounts, especially those which regard culture as the 

"intersection of meaning and experience" for the depressed individual, are in 

greatest need ofresearch. 

Ethnographie investigations which reveal illness resolution strategies that 

Native people use when feeling emotional distress may provide information 

about the rneaning they give to the iUness. By leaming about the unique 

approaches used by Native communities to understand mental illness, we will 

better understand their treatment needs. 

nders- the of 
. . 

psv - 
rom the Native Perspective . 

K l e h a n  (1986) comments that research on " f i e s s  meanings" is scarce. 

He also states that illness meanings are too often discounted by researchers, 

who regard them as part of the soft, messy, "subjective" aspect of illness; and 

as difficult to transfom into "barder," neater sets of behavioural variables (that 

is, "respectable" data), which c m  then be statistically manipulated. Thus, 

many ùivestigators perceive narrative data as "contaminating" the solution 

fiamework. It is more diEcult to transfomi local narrative data than to carry 

out the "hard" data analysis of the type that has long been performed with 

Western participants. As one result, the narrative data are viewed as 

noninformative because new parameters for non-Western clients must first be 

found. Also considered a hïndrance to research is the ill-idomed but still 

prevalent view that the manipulation of narrative data is basicdly useless for 

understanding any Western or non-Western psychiatnc phenornenon. 

Anthropological theory and qualitative research c m  both contribute to our 

understanding of Native people's experiences. Garro, in her 1990 study of an 



Anishinaabeg community in southem Manitoba, argued that narrative data are 

an important means for us to improve our knowledge of Native illness 

behaviour. She found that a number of Ojibway cultural practices are quite 

persistent, and that contemporary Anishuiaabeg think about and respond to 

illness quite dinerently from others in rural, non-Indian communities. The 

responses of the Native people to illness is a product of both past and present, 

of both continuity and change. For example, the Native participants in Garrofs 

study considered certain illnesses to be "Anishinaabe sicknesses" that 

physicians would not be able to treat effectively and that could only be treated 

properly by a Native medicine man. 

Garro (1995) found that Native people in an Ojibway communiîy in 

southem Manitoba drew on two perspectives, Native and non-Native, and 

moved back and forth £kom one to the other. In their understanding of illness, 

these Native people did not perceive an overt contradiction between two 

explanatory models. 

Local investigations into treatrnent-seeking behaviour can provide a wedth 

of inforihation regarding what depression "means" to Native people. This may 

be reflected in how they pursue healing individually or collectively. For 

example, a depressed uidividuaI may seek psychotherapy because he or she 

feels that the distress cornes fiom within (endogenous depression); or, that 

person may pursue political activities if he or she perceives the distress as 

having an extemal source (exogenous depression) (Sue, Sue & Sue, 1990). 

Many clinicians and researchers have distinguished between exogenous and 

endogenous depression. It is believed thaï exogenous depression is 

precipitated by extemal events, such as life siressors, job loss, or the death of 

a loved one (Leff et al., 1970). In contrast, endogenous depression is 

perceived as more biologically based, and as such may respond better to 



biologicai treatments such as h g  therapy. Garro (1 995) and Fineman and 

Bennett (1995) comment that medical practitioners who ignore the broader 

social context of depression do a d i s s e ~ c e  to those expenencing it in the 

Native communiîy. 

Garro emphasizes that successful treatment draws on cultural, social, local, 

and individual understandings about the illness. This culturally or socially 

contextual approach may provide clients and caregivers with a sense of 

empowement over the illness. Person*g depression, or giving it meaning 

(a "theme"), gives the individual increased control over their experience of it. 

Meaning then provides direction in personal decision-making when it cornes 

to choosing healing strategies. Perceptions about how the illness was 

"created", that is, its cause, appear to direct the individual in treatment choices 

(Garro, 1995). This suggests that an important research avenue would be to 

explore whether Native people perceive depression as having interna1 or 

extemal causes, or both. 

he Importnce of Native Peoples' A t t r i b u t i o n s m d  

Native peoples' perceptions of how illnesses are caused seem to detennine 

their choices of treatment. Garro (1990) found that Anishinaabe peoples in 

southem Manitoba utilized a variety of healing strategies for itiness and that 

they would seek out biomedical treatment unless they judged an illness to be 

due to "Anishinaabe sickness." Ambiguity, on their part, as to etiology 

(cause) resulted in these Native people using both physicians and Anishinaabe 

healers concurrently and sequentially. Garro comments that Anishinaabe 

understandings of illness have changed in response to radical changes in al1 

aspects of Ne, but that these traditional understandings also continue to give 

meanïng to illness. For example, their view that white men's sickness is 



distinct fkorn Anishinaabe sickness provides the rationale for the actions they 

take to deal with the iIlness. 

The effects of outside (i.e., non-Native) influences on Native people's 

mental heakh have been many and varied, and often negative. Long before the 

Europeans arrived in North Amenca, Native peoples had developed adaptive 

and plwalistîc strategies for seekuig health care. The concept of mental illness 

is not new in the Native people's world. In pre-Columbian times, Native 

people had procedures for dealing with ihess  and deviant behaviour. Local 

treatment procedures included consultation, diagnosis, and treatment by a 

trained practitioner (shaman); treatment plans required participation by the 

f d y  and by the entire tribal communîty. These practices were devastated by 

European contact, which ravaged traditional Native ways of living, including 

healing practices (Waker, Lambert, Sills-Walker, and Kivlahan, 1993). The 

result is that Native people now practice pluralistic help-seeking behaviours. 

Woody (1990) suggests that treatment efficacy improves when patients and 

therapists have a variety of treatment options fiom which to choose that allow 

specinc patients to be matched to specific treatments. As Wafdram et. al. 

(1995, p.208) comment, Native people practice medical pluralism and want a 

full range of services. They will quite willingly utilize several seMces 

regardless of what medical or other health care practitioners think. The same 

authors point out, as does Kleinman (1980), that the Native client's 

expianation or understanding of his or her illness is &en different f h m  that of 

non-Native health-care practitioners. Native people ofien seek help in ways 

that reflect their understanding of what the illness is, and how it was caused, 

and how healing cm be achieved. These local understandings must be 

explored. 



Native people do choose off-site treatment, and this involves seelàng out 

off-reserve helpers. Thus, how prepared these helpers are to meet Native 

clients' needs is an important issue. Greater awareness of Native people's 

mental health concems will help S o m  both Native people and the clinicians 

serving them about the experience of depression and appropriate treatments 

for it. For example, Pace et al. (1996) found that Native participants in central 

Alberta weren't sure what triggered mental health problems, or whom they 

should go to about them, or what sort of treatment they could expect to 

receive. The same researchers commented that in these circumstances, people 

in crisis on the reserve tended to be misled into making inappropriate choices. 

In the Pace study, Native people viewed several treatment rnethods as equally 

desirable, but none of them as especiaily effective. Some of the reasons for 

this ambivalence were provided by the Elders, who pointed out that many 

people on the reserve felt caught in a struggle to integrate Native and Western 

culture, and that many people did not honour their own cultural traditions. 

The loss of traditional cultural healing approaches resdted in confusion about 

treatment choices. Informed non-Native clinicians should be aware of this 

sort of confusion and respect its impact on Native clients. Ln this context, 

health care providers would do well to encourage Native clients to incorporate 

and honour traditional healuig strategies in their treatment. 

The issues that Native people must face when they experience 

psychological distress are highly complex. Native traditional helping processes 

are currently in the process of being "rediscovered"; this is happening in the 

context of the stniggie for Native self-government. In the interim, approaches 

to health care in Native communities tend to be pluralistic, and this is not 

necessarily a bad thing, as it provides more options for mental health 



treatment. Adaptive cultural strategies will eventudy emerge kom this 

process (Kunstadter, 1 975). 

1 Change? 

Drflering views on Healing Approaches 

As Kleinman (1976) notes, a focus on the local setting is usefùl in field 

studies because it ailows investigators to relate local health-care- systems to 

particular environmental influences. Even so, it must be recognized that 

knowledge of local systems cannot be extrapolated to entire Native societies. 

As Kleinman comments, intracdtural diversity is extensive, and is so across 

luies of gender, class, age cohort, and political groups (Lewis-Femandez and 

Kleinman, 1994). This social and politicai issues affecting mental health may 

Vary both wzthin a community and across several Native communities. 

Through qualitative research, "deep" howledge of these issues can be gained 

in a local context, 

Ln order to understand the expenence of depressive mood in a local Native 

context, we must establish whether the emotional distress is the result of real 

social problems as opposed to psychological or biologically based psychiatric 

disorders. LfNative residents descn3e their affect difficulties as arîsing fkom 

social problems such as semal or other abuse, discrimination, poverty, and 

other environmental difnculties, this suggests that community-wide solutions 

should be sought out. By investigating the perspectives of Native individuals 

who are experiencing depression, we gain knowledge about their treatment 

needs. What do they perceive to be the causes of depression? What to they 

see as the best approach to healing? Does it involve individual treatment 

programs, or social change, or both? The efficacy of these two healing 

approaches has long been debated by Native people themselves. 



Individual treatment such as psychotherapy is considered to be the non- 

Native approach, in the sense that it is a European construct. Social issues are 

w i t h  the purview of local Native communities themselves. Manson (1995) 

explains this difference by stating that dennitions of the self vary on a 

continuum between "egocentric" and "sociocentric." Egocentric definitions, 

which are most typically found in Western, industrialized populations, 

characterize individuals as unique, separate, and autonomous. Sociocentnc 

definitions are found in many non-westem cultural traditions, and characterize 

individuals in relational terms, as parts of an interdependent collective d e k e d  

by kinship and myth. Native people may cnticize personal counselling or 

therapy as an egocentric strategy that ignores the importance of addressing 

broader social issues- 

Native people themselves disagree about what will heal emotional distress. 

An extreme example of low regard for Western therapy is provided by Roland 

Chrisjohn, a Native psychologkt and policy consultant. He regards 

psychotherapy as actually perpetuating problems for Native pzople, problerns 

that were onginally created by the "the system" (by which he means non- 

Native helpers). He and many Native political commentators "share a critical 

attitude toward the system" (Chrisjohn, electronic mail, December, 1996). 

Chrisjohn and Young (1 995, p. 10) comment that in reference to 'healing f?om 

Residential Schools' experiences, the c d s  for 'therapy'. ..that have 

predominated the testimony of Abonginal Peoples ourselves.. . . 1s our own call 

for a 'heahg process' a studied, considered response based on a clear 

o v e ~ e w  of the issues, or are we merely repeating what we have been told 

over and over again?" Native political perspectives, such as the ones 

expressed by these authors, call for social action that would "undo what has 

been done" by resolving tangible settlements of land and resource claims. 



However, these authors dso support "unrestrained access to the treatment of 

their choice" for those sufKering the aftereffects of physical, sexual, and 

emotional abuse experienced in Residential Schools. Chnsjoha and Young 

(1995, p.75) have misgivings about the intent and effectiveness of much of the 

therapeutic work being done with Native individuds, but also feel that they 

are in "no position to prejudge the manner in which [a Native] individual has 

leamed to cope". They do, however, caution therapists to consider their own 

"standing as an agent of damage-control" on behalf of non-Natives, and they 

advise that "real therapy has the liberation of your client as its purpose, not the 

camoufiaging of chahs, psychic or otherwise". 

Native people who, unlike Chnsjohn, are supporrive of the 

psychotherapeutic approach are working to develop therapies that incorporate 

traditional Native ways of healing. Connors (1 99 1) comments: "Most Euro 

Western healing, such as psychotherapy, often does not acknowledge the 

spiritual as an element of the healing process ..A appears as though the more 

Native society has adopted the current scientific world view and 

accompanying Mestyle of the oîher races, the more unbalanced and unhealthy 

we have become. Connors adds: "Many of our communities are beginning to 

recognize the limitations of nomNative healuig practices in addressing the 

healing needs within our communities. Consequently, many communities are 

reviving the traditional healing practices and are seekïng ways to integrate this 

knowledge with non-Native healing within the new environmental paradigrn". 

Others besides Connors are now suggesting that reverting to traditonal healuig 

ways is not a clear necessity. They c d  for "new paradigms", for new 

approaches to healing in which Native and nomNative healers collaborate. 

Thus, "what emerges is that despite the most varied explanations of the illness, 

£iom the possession of an evil spirit to an unresolved Oedipus complex, 



healing proceeds on the basis of the powemil, socially sanctioned, two-person 

interaction [therapeutic alliance] in which both the sufferer and the practitioner 

exude the utmost faith and confidence in the healing rationale and 

methodology" (Fosshage, 1978, in Connors, 199 1). This search for means of 

integrating nomNative therapies with Native traditional healing is occupying a 

greater and greater place in the research literature (Darou, 1994: McCormick, 

1994; Momsette, 1994). 

Clearly, Native people M e r  in their attitudes toward treatment for 

emotional distress. Arguments exist for abandoning help-seeking nom non- 

Native care providers, just as they exist for incorporahg Native traditonal 

healing into non-Native therapies. Because of these Mering points of view 

about what healing should involve, research activity would do well to focus on 

local issues as they relate to specific groups of Native people. In any given 

situation, a good fkst question will often be this: "What do the Native people 

in this community see as the cause of emotional distress?" 

on Three: Tb P&t~cs of Native Mental He* 0 .. 
It would be arrogant to promote outside perspectives as specific remedies 

for local problems of Native mental-health distress. Native people have begun 

to resolve these dïlemmas for themselves, and will resolve them. That being 

said, there are aspects of care that non-Native helpers must begin to address, 

and that must be altered, if only because Native people still do seek our 

assistance. Non-Native help providers rnust evaluate those practices of theirs 

which hinder Native people in their efforts to heal themselves. 

rent F- Barnen 

Medical SeMces Brand (MSB) has had dficulîy providing medical and 

related care to Native people in their local contexts. For this reason MSB has 

sought assistance fkom medical schools, teaching hospitals, and professional 



associations. However, in this endeavour MSB has attempted to lirnit the role 

of these non-Native helpers to a strïctly clinical one. As weU, MSB has 

resisted handing over any public health hnctions to local Native leaders 

(Waldram et al., 1997). AU of this makes it more difficdt for Abonginal 

governments to work with outside helpers with the goal of meeting local needs 

as Native people know and understand them, and works against the 

development on-site public health initiatives. The present process merely 

involves nonNative helpers as short-terni recniitees, rotating medical intems, 

residents, and consultants. 

ce of s b o r m  

Plufalistic help-seeking strategies, and conferences between Native healers 

and biomedical practitioners, are becoming more common as the two groups 

seek to understand each other better and to facilitate collaborative treatrnent 

relationships (Waldram et al., 1997, p.208). Unfortmately, biomedical 

practitioners have been reluctant to accept Native traditional medicine as a 

viable alternative - mainly for epistemological and philosophical reasons. This 

is unfortmate, because many in the mainstream helping professions are 

influenced heavily by the accepted biomedical approaches to mental health 

care deliveiy. 

Fineman and Bennett (1995) m e r  comment that unfortunately, a 

medical world view has recently emerged, especially in Western and 

industrializing societies, in which the focus is on assigning responsibibty and 

placing blame. Thus, diseases are blamed directly on the afnicted themselves, 

who are then subject to accusations of personal failure for h a h g  "caused" 

their own condition. These authors add that ethno-medical studies cm 

contribute to an "enlightened prejudice," with the emphasis on particularism 

and cultural relativism inadvertentl y reinforcing assumptions about blame. As 



a result, some may become convinced that alternative values and practices are 

the product of ignorance or superstition, and are baniers to successful 

treatment and medical change. Social and behavioural research must 

articulate more effectively the validity of context-specific systems that link 

pathophysiological processes, environments, beiiefs, behaviour, and health. 
. 1 Amtudes Towwds C 

Biomedical constructions of illness have a powerful influence, and are 

often dismissive of alternative perspectives. Fernando (199 1) and Gaines 

(1994) have criticism to make of anthropotogists, noting that when 

psychopathology is interpreted ethnographically and psychiatry provides the 

theory, anthropologists see psychiaîric illness as culture-specific Xnot culture- 

bound in the peoples they study. He comrnents that these researchers see a 

dichotomy between modemlscientific psychiatxy and traditional/ 

ethnopsychiatry (Gaines, 1994); thus, illness in Westem culture is seen as 

"authentic" while illness in other cultures is seen as contaminated or distorted 

(by culture). "Thus anthropology and psychiatry have colluded in regarding 

illness seen in Westem (white) societies as being on a different plane fiom that 

seen in non-Western ('primitive') societies. When culture 'distorts' a syndrome 

beyond a certain point, a CBS [Culture Bound Syndrome] is [mis]identifiedV. 

Fernando (1 99 1) argues that al1 diseases are culturally pattemed. 

However, this does not mean that culture, and culture alone, provides a 

complete explanation for a "cuiture-bound" syndrome. He cites Kleinman 

(1978) in noting that it may be useful in practical terms to see certain types of 

"disturbance" as culture-bound in a particular local health-care context. But 

he also argues that the racist connotations attached to the concept of CBS 

(Culture-Bound Syndrome) must be removed; also, the importance of arrivùig 



at a cultural understanding of anyone presenting as emotionally disturbed must 

be accepted. Psychiaîric understanding must be personalized and 

individualized. When it is, CBS becomes shorthand for descnbing a situation 

where the person's behaviour and feelings require an intense and specific 

knowledge of cultural background. When approached in this way, CBS is not 

merely a name attached to a constellation of "symptorns," but a staternent 

about the individual's particular need at the time of seeking or requiring help. 

This implies that mental illness must be redefined so that it looks beyond 

"symptorns", beyond "presentation," beyond" illness category" . Practitioners 

must learn what the illness is fiom the individual who is experiencing it . 

Overlaying prescribed categorization constmcts on Native individuals can 

only result in meaningless labehg.  
w w 

o w o  

Collaborative Attitudes: New Approaches for Non-Native Helpers 

Research that explores the interactions between clinicians and Native 

clients has been canied out m d y  by anthropological psychiatrists 

(Kleinrnan, 1976). However, psychologists have also been researching these 

interactions, because it has been found that the alliance between helper and 

help seeker may be more important to treatrnent outcornes than was first 

thought. Research on the treatment alliance may contribute significantly to 

our understanding of the therapeutic process in all forms of therapy with 

Native people (Bergin and Garfield, 1994). Research exploring which 

interactions are most effective in healing is required. For example, Pace, 

Mayo, Harpur, Kuelker, and Reimer (1996) found that Native people in the 

Treaty Seven area of central Alberta preferred psychologists over al1 other 

providers of mental health care, ùicluding traditional Native healers. These 

researchers concluded that both health care workers and the general 



population on the reserve were biased toward Western treatments. However, 

their study also revealed that the general population on the reserve had Little 

confidence in any of the people they would typicdy seek out for help with 

mental health problems. Native people gave psychologists higher ratuigs as 

helpers because psychology requires the talking out of problems and a 

stronger interpersonal relationship. Also, people fiom the srnail communities 

of the reserve perceive as desirable the confidentiality that a psychologist 

provides. 

As a researcher representative of the discipline of psychology intem-ewing 

on the reserve to gather data, 1 found Native people to be very open and 

codïding. They seemed to enjoy the tallcing experience and reveaied much 

about their personal lives. I felt that they did so because they saw me in my 

researcher role @sychology) as not part of the community on a daily basis, 

and therefore as more likely not to betray their confidences. 

Pace et al. (1986) found that Native people Living on the Blood Reserve in 

central Alberta believe that the ".whole" person enjoys a balance of spiritual, 

mental, emotiond, and physical well-being. The fact that these Native people 

saw all mental health treatment methods as equally desirable may simply mean 

that each method addresses at least one of the four elements; if so, this would 

explain why no one treatment method (as provided by psychology, psychiatry, 

fnends, medicine medwomen, social workers, family nurses, elders, and 

religious leaders) was preferred over others. However, none of the methods 

was viewed as especially effective, except psychology, which was seen as the 

best of the choices. 

According to Lewis-Femandez and Kleinman (1994), illness is the 

combined personal, interpersonal, and cultural reaction to disease. These 

authors state that patient noncornpliance and dissatisfaction with care are in 



part a fhction of the absence of "healing" in modem health care. This hding 

is supported by the fact that doctors and patients tend to differ in their 

evaluations of treatment, and by the nurnber of patients who use alternative 

forms of care. The same authors add that treatment of psychosocial issues, 

which is what is meant by "healing," is considered essential by patients and is 

provided in Native traditional healing systems. Malloch (1989) comments that 

the underlying principles of maùistream Westem medicine are at odds with the 

principle of traditional Native medicine. This author then notes that it is 

important to recognize that countertrends do exist in Westem medicine. 

These trends can be seen in the way some doctors have tumed to more holistic 

approaches to treatment, ones which take into account the importance of body, 

mind, and spirit. Malloch ad& that these countertrends represent values and 

principles akin to a holistic approach, with emphasis on prevention and 

personal responsibility, that are more closely aligned with Native medicine. 

The doctors and nurses w i t h  the Westem medicd profession who support 

these trends may be valuable allies of those Native people who are working to 

build their own health care systems around Native values. 

Fernando (1 99 1) argues for a cross-cultural collaboration between 

psychiatrie and iraditional healing systems that is based on mutual respect. He 

sees Western psychiatrists and psychologists as the counterparts of 

"indigenous healers" and "shaman." In his Mew, in order to maximize this 

type of collaboration it wiU be necessary to ensure that a variety of "helping 

systems" are prornoted without value judgements being attached to them. This 

will require the political will to challenge the dominance of Western 

"scientific" psychiaûy and to recognize the importance of consumer choice. 

Anthropologists who are interested in "educating" psychiatry and 

psychology have contributed a great deal to mental health practitioners 



working in Native communities. Kleinman's work is the most widely 

referenced by anthropology, psychiatry, and psychology, which are the three 

disciplines that dominate the cross-cultural study of depression (Kleinman and 

Good, 1985). Kleinman has developed an explanatory model (EM) of illness, 

which he applies in local ethno-cultural contexts; and he advocates the use of 

treatment approaches that unite modem biomedical health strategies witli local 

traditond healing treatments. 

According to Kleinrnan (1 978), collaboration is beneficid because it 

increases mutual understanding. When the explanatory models (EMS) of 

patients, families, and practitioners are similar, communication is improved, 

there are fewer problems in clùùcal management, and outcomes are generally 

better. Culhiral healing is more lïkely to occur when EMS are similar. 

Kleinman favours the involvement of Naîive folk healers who are trained to 

recognize and treat illness. This enhances clinical communication as well as 

patient adherence. Patient satisfaction should improve, and problems in care 

should be reduced. 

Fernando (199 1) is more apprehensive than K l e h a n  about integrating 

psychiatnc and anthropological methodology. He argues for a pragmatic 

approach in which culturally transportable "bits" of Western psychiatry are 

used in concert with techniques extracted fiom other cultures. In his view, 

psychiatry's current medical model of illness is a hindrance to cross-cultural 

sharing of techniques and ideas. Furthermore, Western psychiatry will have to 

rnove away from its current approaches to defining illness before it can 

acquùe and use techniques fiom other cultures (p. 194). 

According to the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (1995), Native 

people are seeking to address the mental health needs of their communities. 

To this end, they are introducing alcohol and dmg treatment programs and 



facilities into many of their communities. Local mtuals and support structures 

uniting Native spintuality, Christianity, and Wesaem psychotherapy are 

becoming common. Social workers, police, addiktion counsellors, teachers, 

priests, and traditional healers are beguining to cmllaborate in community 

healùig networks. Many Native populations prefer a pluralistic approach that 

partly incorporates Western techniques. The acadernic literatirre must keep 

abreast of this multidisciplinary approach to healiing. - 
Medical researchers are directkg their efforts at expanding knowledge for 

cluiicians who encounter Native individuais who are experiencing 

psychological distress. This is vitai, because a number of large metropolitan 

centres are trymg to help remote Native communiities by providing short-term 

medical staff. Medical researchers, includuig Maser and Denges (1 993), have 

stmggled to find methods for assessing the presence of psychiatric illnesses in 

Native populations. Much of their research has c-oncerned how to classify 

these illnesses under the categories Ui the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 

Mental Disorders @SM-IV, Amencan Psychiatrii Association, 1994). These 

researchers call for more research activity focusimg on cross-cultural 

methodologies for diagnosing depression. Theu belief is that this diagnostic 

approach is crucial for arriving at adequate treatnment strategies. However, 

this type of research activity merely superimposes non-Native models of 

understanding illness onto Native peoples. Unforrtunately, these research 

endeavours continue. 

Current research activity dso focuses on validating non-Native psychiatric 

diagnostic instruments for use with Native populattions. However, this present 

study favours abandoning diagnostic categorizatioan with Native peoples. It is 

doubtful whether such a research endeavour has any vaIidiîy. 



KleUiman and Good (1985) argue for the inclusion of anthropological 

accounts, especidy those which regard culture as the intersection of rneaning 

and experience. They add that the cross-disciphary (psychiatry, psychology, 

anthropology) study of cdture and depression will be best advanced by 

coming to tenns with the analytic questions raised by these (anthropological) 

accounts, and by critically examinhg the ethnocentric bias of psychiatrie and 

psychological research categories. 

However, they also feel that rnerely anthropological accounts fail to grasp 

the clinical dimensions of depression. Thus they promote clinical and 

epidemiological work that bridges anthropological and clinical fhmeworks. 

They also advocate more research, sociolinguistic, cognitive behavioural, 

developmental, ethnoepidemiological, and sociosomatic, that represents more 

innovative and productive approaches to the interdisciplinary study of 

emotion. 

Hence, Kleinrnan advocates for the integration of methodologies as an 

innovative collaborative step toward rnalang significant practical as weU as 

theoretical contributions in understanding depressive disorders in cross- 

cultural context S. 

Further, Kleinman (1 977) states that psychiatry must leam fkom 

anthropology that culture does much more than shape illness as an experience: 

it also shapes the vew way that i h e s s  is conceived. He cornments that the 

ideal cross-cultural study of mental illness would begin with a detaïled local 

phenomenological description to compare indigenous and professional 

psychiamc explanations of disorders, independent of a unlfied fiamework. 

The results of this effort would be used to analyze how culture influences 

îhese disorders, and to compare these innuences between cultures. 



In support of this approach, Manson, Shore and Bloom (1985) attempted to 

develop an ethno-medical instrument to determine Hopi symptom domains 

that might plausibly be infened as having some more or less close relationship 

to the Amencan psychiatnc category "major depressive disorder." 

Categorization in psychiatry is considered important because it provides 

nomenclature that can be shared and understood by non-Native practitioners. 

The development of diagnostic tools that permit a cdturally sensitive 

assessrnent of the depressive experience in certain American Native 

communities improves on Westem diagnostic assumptions that have long 

disregarded Hopi self-perceptions and life experiences. 

Kleinman and Good (1985) describe this research endeavor as an 

innovative methodological collaboration between anthropologist and 

psychiatrist that makes significant practical as well as theoretical contributions 

to assist in explainïng why depression among Amencan Native people is ofien 

misdiagnosed and inadequately treated. It is puzzling that these authors 

support this type of research. Kleinman's theoretic approach critiques the 

application of Western psychiatrie categorization approaches with non- 

Westem cultures. The auîhor of this present study can only conclude that 

Kleinman supports the development of a culturally sensitive assessment tool 

that will eventually replace Westem ones. Kleinman (1987) explains this 

contradiction by stating that too often, medical research proceeds as if 

translation were a nuisance to be quickly handled in the same way as one 

controls the demographics in matched samples. Kleinman notes that problems 

exist with assessment tools (questionnaires admbistered to illiterate 

populations), but points out that the research activity itself iliuminates the 

lexicon used by a particular culture. For example, he describes how Manson 

et al. (1 985) found that one item in the non-Native assessment tool combines 



the concepts of guilt, sharne, and suifulness. Hopi health care professionals 

clearly distinguished each of these concepts from the others and indicated that 

three separate questions were required to avoid confounding responses. 

Research must explore what the depressive experience means for Native 

people, in their own lives and context. According to Kleinman (1987), clinical 

care should ideally provide a kind of culturdy sensitive mini-ethnography of a 

patient that encompasses cultural and personal metaphors, but he notes that 

how to achieve this in a researcli project is a major problem. He adds that the 

presence of such information can greatly affect the vaiidity of cross-cultural 

research hdings. 

Native peoples' descriptions of de pressive experiences fkom bo th individual 

and collective perspectives d l  help increase understanding as to how this 

illness experience manifests itself in a parhcular Native community. Leaming 

what the depressive experience is fiom their point of view will contribute to 

knowledge about their explanatory models regarding the depressive illness 

expenence. Knowing and understanding their explanatory models, and 

contnbuting (when sought out) to treatment strategies that they esteem as 

synchronistic with their understandings of the illness, can assist them in 

achieving healing outcornes. 

When Native people develop healing systems that do not access the care of 

non-Native helpers, research knowledge will work to uiform caregivers fkom 

al1 cultures. Care must be taken so that Native people c m  continue to seek 

help in ways they choose, with understanding and acceptance of their cultural 

uniqueness on the part of the practitioners they utilize. 

Research in the local context that explores the individual, interpersonal, 

and intercommunity meaning and local explmations of depression and suicide 

is important. Knowing how Native individuals in a specific social context 



employ the term "depression " increases our understanding of how it is self- 

perceived and whether it is regarded as requiring treatment. As noted earlier, 

the term "depression" in a Native commety can mean a mature response 

rather than a disabling illness. Learnuig what the term "depression" means to 

Native individuals helps suggest what is necessary to address it. For example, 

if depression is locally regarded as an appropriate but discomforting response 

to local social difEcuIties, hding out what the social problems are will reveal 

treatment interventions that may be useful for deviating the unwanted aspects 

of discodort. 

Narrative research is most useful for unvekg local descriptions of the 

experience of depression, and can also reved the illness's meaning and cl- 

its causes. This expanded knowledge about local understandings of 

depression can contribute toward site-specinc treatment needs. 

Ways must be sought to improve interactions between care giver and care 

receiver. Helping approaches in a local Native setting require a nonpejorative 

stance that sees the depressive illness experience not as culture-bound but 

rather as a unique set of illness symptom experiences relating to a particular 

context, 

Research must address how to deliver treatment in an effective 

interpersonal rnanner that seeks to understand and collaboratively work with 

the Native client and community. Services must to amuied to the local 

explanatory mode1 of the illness. This research activity promotes deeper 

understanding; h m  it, treatments emerge that are vafued both by the Native 

individual and by the collective. 



III 

METHODOLOGY 

This chapter will begin by providùig a general introduction to the 

methodology, based on Grounded Theos., used for this research study. The 

methods used to iden* and select participants for this research are 

described, as is the approach taken toward interviewing. The procedure for 

analysis of the data wiLl then be described. 

Methodology Overview 

The purpose of this study was to explore the nanatives of Native people 

living on a Native Resewe, populated by appro>àmately 700 people, that is 

situated beside an urban city in Northwestem Ontario, to discover the 

understandings these Native participants possessed concerning their 

experiences with the emotional distress of depression and suicide. From this 

study's narrative data, it was intended to giean howledge about these peoples' 

experiences of illness related to the mood difficulties. One intent f?om 

leaming their meanings and understandings of the term depression was that 

this would reveal more ùiformation pertinent to their psychological treatment 

needs. 

As described in Chapter Two, medical research methods employ the 

logico-deductive generation of theory and are "committed to logical deduction 

of a forma1 theory that forces the data to fit it" (Glaser and Strauss, 1967, 

p. 142). Preconceived research strategies limit the possibilities that the 

grounded aspect of the theory will emerge on its own. As Glaser and Strauss 

(1967) comment: 

This preconceived limitation prevents the reader fiom ever 
really knowing whether the core variable.. . [grounded theory] 
provides the most relevant relationships, because the complexity 



of all relationships [in quantitative inquiry.. .is never shown. 
To preconceive relevance is to force data, not to discover 
fiom the data what really works as a relevant explanation. 
@. 147-143) 

The previous chapter outlined that medicalised research perspectives seek 

to ask diagnostic questions which are the foundation of the medical model. 

These questions arise fkom a Euro-centric concept of mental heaith and seek 

to categorize symptoms to explain and hence, label the mental distress as a 

type within a category: 

.. .testing a logico-deductive theory, which is dubiously related 
to the area of behavior it purports to explain,. . .is merely thought 
up on the basis of a priori assumption and a touch of common 
sense, peppered with a few old theoretical speculations made by 
the erudite. The verifier may find that the speculative theory 
forces a connection. (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p. 29) 

Inherent in the logico-deductive research methodologies is diagnosing by 

quantifying symptoms and features of the depressive illness. Isolating aspects 

of the phenomenon are of primary importance. Other aspects and other 

features of the individual expenence are not investigated. Comparing scores 

on a variety of measurement instruments is the procedure usudy employed. 

Quantimg the severity of the depression, diagnosing the type of depression, 

and cornparhg depression scores with other measures such as anxiety are 

investigated. However to respect Native researchers admonitions, M e r  

research of t h i s  type is uninformative: 

M a t  will help us to look M e r  afield is defïnitely not the kind 
of psychosocial research [long practiced]. There is some value 
in presenting tables and numbers . . . but 1 must repeat what I 
have already stated.. . : personal experîences are not somehow 
more truthful when numbers are attached to them, nor is forma1 
research likely to uncover infoxmation that could not be obtained 
by generating and carefully examùung persona1 narratives. Indeed 



adopting a Westernized standard of social science evidence 
would assure the continued marginalkation of First Nations 
peoples in areas of crucial importance to us, while reinforcing 
the hegernony of the outside "expert". (Chrisjohn & Young 1994) 

A review of the literature had suggested that the best approach to a study 

of this type was one that involved basic research and description of the Native 

person's He fiom their own voice. Glaser & Strauss, (1967) explain why this 

process is more informative than the methods used in logico-deductive 

analyses: 

. . . when we try to fit a category from another theos. [i-e.. medicd 
rnodel] to the situation under study, we can have much trouble getting 
indicators. .. . The result is that our forcing of 'round data' into 
'square categories' is buttressed by long justifactory explanations 
for the tentative relationship between the two . . . . Working with 
bomwed categories is more difficult since they are harder 
to f i d ,  fewer in nurnber, and not as rich ... focus on the emergence 
of categories [fi-om the data] solves the problem of fit, relevance, 
forcing, and richness. (p. 37) 

These authors M e r  explain the process of grounded theory, "An effective 

strategy is, at first, literally to ignore the literature of theory and fact on the 

area under study, in order to assure that the ernergence of categories will not 

be contaminated by concepts more suited to different areas". 

These cornments suggested that the approach for this study should be that 

of grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss- 1967). Grounded theory is theory that 

follows fkom the data rather than preceding them. Grounded theory assumes 

that there is no a priori theory which could anticipate al1 the realities that the 

researcher will meet in the investigation, and thus the researcher approaches 

the data and invites the data to speak and the patterns to emerge. Grounded 

theory as a methodological approach also coincided with Kleinman's (1977) 

research approach suggestions. 



This qualitative approach implied an emergent design. In particular, I did 

not know what would be specinc to the depressive illness expenence of 

Native people and so I was viewing the research enterprise as Glaser and 

Strauss (1969) descn%e, a 'tabula rasa' on which the researcher records the 

relevant aspect of the phenornena being studied. The design that emerged is 

explained in more detafi later in this chapter. Using grounded theory, I 

attempted to place myselfoutside the data, to be objective and to focus on the 

data h m  the interviews with eighteen participants. However, 1 attempted as 

Smith (1983) describes, not to be detached in such a manner as to dehumanize 

participants. This author states that the goal that makes social science unique 

and separate from physical science was what dowed social science to deal 

with that essential humau aspect of our subjects. To understand the meanings 

another assigned to his or her actions (expenence of illness) required that 

these meanings be placed within a context, nothing could be understood in the 

absence of context. Researching the oral histories of these Native participants 

encouraged the opportunity to make sense of the events. In telling the story, 

the narrator gives her or his meanïng .... The interviewer has an opporhinity to 

expand her or his knowledge and understanding of a different world 

experience" (Hunt, 199 1, Chpt.5 ). As Peshkin (1993) comments, the 

assumption behind the story of any particular life is that there is something 

worth knowing. 

Manson, Shore & Bloom (1 985) describe the richness revealed fiom their 

data using a qualitative approach. In their study, ethnosemantic i n t e ~ e w  

procedures have enabled investigators to elicit lexicon taxonomies of disease 

entities in other cultures. Manson et al. (1985) described that in their research 

approach toward understanding Native depression ai the local level, they 

employed a similar, but less rigorous i n t e ~ e w  technique to idenw a broad 



range of Hopi categories of psychopathology, including etiologies, context and 

potential sources of assistance. 

These grounded approaches fiom a qualitative design, s d a r  to those 

proposed by Arthur Kleinman's and Manson et. al (1 985), suggested the 

methodology for this study and seemed to be most synchronistic with my 

persona1 interest in this area of depression as an illness experience in another 

culhne. Although Kleinmanls theoretical perspective is designed to promote 

changes to currently practiced approaches utilized in mental ihess 

assessment and treatment in the fields of both anthropology and psychiatry, 

the profession of psychology would benefit should these two powerful groups 

evolve in their clinicd approaches with different cultural groups. The 

qualitative approach seemed most appropriate for this study because as yet, 

no theoretical assumptions to explain and understand psychological distress 

with this population have been fùlly developed or presented in the literature 

(Renf?ey, 1992). Clinicd psychological practice fkquently adheres to the 

psychiatrie medical model paradigm in the areas of both cognitive and 

personality diagnosis/treatment and research approaches. Mainstream 

psychological practice has adopted the well-entrenched medical model 

approaches with regard to the clients' or patients' presentation of 

psychological difficulties. - 
verwew of &e Applirahan . 

The methodology of grounded theory, originally developed by Glaser and 

Strauss (1967) is an inductive method of generating both substantive and 

formal theory widely used by sociologists. Grounded theory requires that data 

collection, coding and analysis be carried out simultaneously and the constant 



comparative method is utilized. Data is systematically categorized until 

patterns in the data emerge: 

. ..constant cornparison causes the accumulated knowledge 
pertaining to a property of the category to readily start to 
become integrated; this is, related in many different ways, 
resulting in a unined whole.. . . By joint collection and analysis, 
the sociologist is tapping to the West  extent the in vivo 
patterns of integration in the data itself. (p. 109) 

Well-versed in the psychiatnc mental status interview process, I entered 

the interview process prepared to resort to this type of query with participants 

about their expenences of depression and suicide. This standard psychiatric 

interview process ùicludes observations about appearance and behaviour. It 

inquires of the individual about abnormalities in mood, affect, thought 

(content and process), judgement and sewother ham ideation. 

Specific to depression and suicidal risk, the standard psychiatric interview 

process seeks to identi@ syrnptoms developed fiom established theory that 

are indicative of depression and its severity. FoUowing the guidelines of the 

Diagnostic and Statisticai Manual of Mental Disorders @SM- I V) , the 

presence of a certain number of syrnptoms and their duration will either 

include or exclude an assumption, and ifpsychometrically assessed, a 

diagnosis, of depression and the type of mood disorder (e-g.. 'Major', 'Mixed', 

'Dysthymic', 'Bipolar', 'Cyclothymie' etc.). 

Fortunately, I was not required to resort to using this standard i n t e ~ e w  

procedure because for the most part, i n t e~ewees  for the study spoke fieely 

and willingly in a monologue style on the topic of depression and suicide in 

their own lives. Their openness allowed for collection of the data suitable for 



the application of grounded theory analysis. In some cases, 1 would re-direct 

participants back to the topic had they digressed but 1 did not have to do this 

of'ten. The data inqujl was then focused on the topic of depression and 

suicide and the manifestations of this distress in participants' persona1 

experience(s). 

The stmctured question and answer format utilized in both psychiatry and 

psychology to assess for the presence of depression and its type or severity 

that I was prepared to rely upon to query symptoms related to depression and 

suicidality nsk was not needed and the result was data that required post- 

interview coding for categorization of depressive and suicida1 experiences. 

I intended to choose adult female and male participants ranging in age 

fkom early adulthood to later adulthood. Women participants who 

demonstrated interest in participating in this study ranged from age twenty- 

one to age forty-four. Eight were in their mid to late thirties. Two women 

were in their forties. Two men were in their mid to late thirties and four were 

in their early thirties. One man was in his forties. (Tables 1 and 2). 

Had 1 more time to visit homes and interview older participants more 

removed fi-om the daily activity of comuig into the centre of the community, I 

would have included them in the interviews. OIder band members were not 

visible in the community and ths may have been because they lived farther 

away fiom the communïty and spent more time in the area surrounding their 

homes. 

The participants in this study were individuals who daily came into the 

community centre which at that time, served as the band office as well. 1 

spent al1 of my t h e  in this hub of the community and by observing me and 

leaming through the "rnoccasin telegraph" or local gossip what 1 was 



atternpting to do, participants became quickly aware that 1 was conducting a 

study . Two local social workers assisted me by infonning community 

rnembers of my interest in interviewing. Initially, I approached participants to 

talk with them and explain the purpose of the study. 1 would invite them to 

inform me if they wished to participate. A few agreed to participate at the 

time of initially talking to them but others came back and informed the two 

social workers or other staff in the band office area that they would like to be 

interviewed. Through this process, appointments were made by my self or by 

other band personnel on my behatf. 

Interestingly, by the time the month long pedod for inteMewing was over, 

there were always at least two participants waiting to be i n t e ~ e w e d  with 

whom I had not met previously. It bothered me that I did not have a longer 

period of tirne to continue interviewing to include participants who seemed so 

eager to be involved. But 1 realized that my data categories were saturated 

and new infornation would likely not emerge. Most interviewees were in the 

same age and occupation range as those wanting to be interviewed, so 1 felt 

there would be no great advantage to extending the nurnber of participants 

beyond the eighteen adults interviewed. (Tables 1 and 2). 

I was atternpting to get some variety in the current occupations of the 

participants but as the data revealed, most employed members living on the 

reserve were employed in two areas: in local administrative activities or in the 

local helping professions. Employment opportunities in other fields seemed 

non-existent on the site. Educational backgrounds ranged fiom having not 

completed hiph school to university-educated for the men and having 

completed high school to diploma or university-educated for the women. 

Half the women participants were more engaged in continuhg their education 

at the time of interviewing. No male participants were in this process but two 



men commented that they would consider it iftheir employment required it. 

(Tables 1 and 2). 

Two female participants were married and living with their spouses. AU 

the women but two had children. Halfthe male participants were also 

married and had children. The remaining female participants were divorced 

or separated except for one wornan who had never been manied. The three 

unmarried men had never been marrïed and did not have children. (Tables 5 

and 6).  

In the women's group consisting of eleven, two women participated as 

parficipant-commentators. In the groups of seven men, one man participated 

in this role. The importance of these people to elaboratïng on the categorïes 

is explained below (Glaser, 1978). 

With each participant, 1 established a face to face meeting pnor to the 

interview. 1 explained the research intent in detail and included the 

information that the i n t e ~ e w  would be taped. 1 explained how the tapes 

would be used and how the i n t e ~ e w s  would be used in my research. 1 

explained the issue of confidentialîty, particularly that 1 would not reveal the 

content of their interviews to other band members. All participants were 

given time to consider their willingness to be interviewed by inviting them to 

retum to make an appointment. Those who did not return were not sought 

out. After being given t h e  to consider their wilhgness to participate, all 

participants scheduied an interview time by either approaching me or 

idomiing staffto inform me. Those who participated were show the letter 

of consent and requested to sign it before participating. 

While coUecting this data by visiting the reserve twice, once in Apd, 

1995 for four days and then in August on a daily basis for over a one month 

period, 1 encountered individuals who needed immediate treatment assistance 



and whom 1 assisted in referring to the local city hospitals for inunediate 

attention via the local Native O.P.P. personnel. One Native person who was 

self-described as suicidal was rejected at one general hospital and sent back 

to the Reserve. One man was presenting as quite psychotic and suicidal at 

the time of rny suggestion to refer and 1 was made aware of the lack of 

resources accessible to him. 

The Native reserve involved in this research was considering and 

begùining to mobilize collaborative strategies to promote mental health 

healing outcornes in their local context. Their approach is similar to that 

advocated in the research studies cited in Chapter Two. The participants in 

this study wished to voice their distress as they move forward fiom the 

silence surrounding mental health diniculties fkequently practised on this 

Native reserve. 

temew Process 

Data was collected through in-depth interviewhg of eleven female and 

seven male adult Band Members who were both born and currently, at the 

time of interviewing, living on the reservation. A few participants had left the 

reserve to live in the nearby city or other cities afler being bom and raised 

during their early years on the reserve. These were one man and two wornen. 

However, d l  participants were living on the reserve at that time. 

Interviewees were asked on an individual basis to discuss their 

experiences and understandings of depression, suicide and related mental 

health distress in their personal lives and in those of others in their 

cornmunity. The interviewer also explored with them as to how their mental 

health needs had been addressed and their vision as to how these could best 

be addressed. The narratives were qualitatively analyzed from a grounded 

theory methodology to extract categories, their properties and then, themes 



(Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p.113; Glaser, 1978; Rennie, Phillips & Quartaro, 

1988)). 

An i n t e ~ e w  time period of approximately one hour was required for each 

interviewee. To collect the data, the researcher needed to be present on a 

forty-hour weekly basis for one month. The i n t e ~ e w s  were tape-recorded 

and later transcribed for analysis. Interview space was provided by the Band 

Council in the Band Office that is regularly accessed by a l l  community 

members. Follow-up counselling was provided by the researcher and two on- 

site Native Social Workers who facilitated this research interview process. 

My own experiences of living within easy access to the reserve site and being 

familiar with many band members assisted in the research process. 

On-going communication with band members as both fnends and 

colleagues has facilitated my being able to access information as requUed and 

to follow experiences long after the data was collected. 1 continued to visit 

the reserve when in the area and continue do so at least four times a year. I 

am in regular telephone contact with two band counsellors employed by the 

Band Council. In the fiiture, 1 anticipate participahg in mental health care 

provision on this reserve site. 

Because of my ability to be "outside" as a helper, 1 have learned fiom 

participants in this study that 1 am perceived as "helpful". Participants were 

amongst 700 people living on the reserve and they have stated that they felt 

that what they had codided was "held" and did not become part of local 

cornmunity gossip these people described as most troublesome to their own 

self-esteem. Keeping a personal distance has been valuable in my ability to 

provide counselling support that respects their need for safety in a setting 

where the site itself is enrneshed by the close physical proxïmity of band 

members with each other. Members are fiequently related through family and 



local divisions are present because families are not always in political 

agreement with each other. Local politics create divisions and tensions and 

helpers perceived to be psychologically "part" of the community yet, 

"outside" this stniggle are removed fiom it. 

Local band members were informed of the research process through 

regular information dissemination provided by the researcher and through the 

support of the band administration's helpers. The researcher continues to 

maintain on-going contact with the community for M e r  input and 

consultations. 
. o d i n g d A n a l y s i s  

Grounded theory analysis using the constant comparative method requires 

coduig of the data for incidents of a category and comparing it with the 

previous incidents in the same and different groups coded in the same 

category. As Rennie, Phillips and Quartaro (1988) describe, the approach is 

systematic, places less ernphasis on the researcher in CO-constnicting of the 

participant's responses and importantly, is a way of studying a relatively large 

number of individuals. Constant coding requires the researcher to stay close 

to the data through the constant comparative method (Rennie et al., 1988). 

M e r  each interview while collecting data fiom the first set of fou.  

participants, 1 transcribed the inteMew, one per day, in the evening. This 

dlowed me to begin the process of i d e n m g  meaningful units and to attend 

tu the need to close gaps in planning for the next i n t e ~ e w  penod with the 

rest of the women and men four months later. 1 also made rnemos at this 

the .  The "units" would form the basis for the analysis. Data collection in 

the grounded approach is iduenced by the outcornes of the emerging 

analysis. The initial four i n t e ~ e w s  were transcribed for the identincation of 

meaningful units, the rnechanics Rennie et al. (1988) prefer over Glaser's 



(1978) suggestion to analyze Line by line. M e r  al1 the eighteen interviews 

were completed, coding generated from comparing the data was begu. to 

discover the theory rooted in the data (Glaser, 1978, p.38). As Glaser (1978) 

recommends, jointly coding and anaIyMg limits the IikeIihood of collecting 

irrelevant data; however, staying open is important to keep following up new 

ideas. While inte~ewing, 1 noted the relevance of a unit of meaning by its 

constant or patterned reoccurrence in participant's discussions and checked 

this by a s h g  parhcipant-commentators to give more data on categories such 

as suicide, sexual abuse, and drug and alcohol abuse. 

I chose a Iarger andytic unit defhed by ReMie et al. (1988) in their 

application of grounded theory. Each narrative was broken into units. 

Because of the complexity of the material provided by the participants, units 

varïed in length fi-om sentences, phrases to paragraphs. Many units contained 

more than one item of information. As a result, each meaning unit was 

condensed by a series of reductions. For example, Bemice, one of the first 

women to be interviewed said: 

1 have expenenced depression. Others too. From the very 
beginning of my Me. 1 was Uicestually abused when 1 was 
a child, and by my brother. And actually 1 couldn't remember 
everythuig und later on, maybe when I was in my late thirties 
and then things got.. - -  

The meaning unit was condensed in steps with the k s t  reduction being: 

Bernice report that she expenenced depression. She reported 
others expenenced it. Bemice expenenced this early in We. 
She said she was sexually abused. She said a brother abused 
her sexualiy. She said she did not remernber al1 of the abuse 
until her late thirties. In her late thirties, her emotiond problems 
were present. 



Sorting the units of analysis into clusters on the basis of the meaning 

embedded in the items ties the items to a given cluster that is symbolized and 

this symbol makes up the category (Rennie et al., 1988). Responses fiom 

several interviews that have the same general meaning to each of the above 

reductions generates the category. Each categov is descriptive and reflects 

the language of the participants. For example in the &st data collection 

similarities were found: 

Participant said she was depressed (3 women). Participant reports 
feeling depressed fkom early life/years (4 women). Participant says 
others in the comrnunity are depressed (3 women). Participant 
says she was sexually abused (4 women). The abuse was through 
incest (2 women). The participant experiences memory 
gaps (2 women). As an adult the participant remembers and 
she emotionally reacts (symptoms) (3 women) . 

The meaning units above are assignable to the category, The Participants 

Sexual Abuse Contributing to Depression. Each new unit of meaning is 

assigned to categories as they ernerge. New categories are developed to fit 

new units. Open categorizing occurs when a given unit is assigned to as 

many categories as possible. As ReMie et al. (1988) rernark, this technique 

separates the grounded method f?om content analysis. For example, some of 

the incidents that were first assigned to The Participants Sexual Abuse 

Contributing to Depression were assigned to other categories: 

Depression in Childhood. Sexual Abuse Experienced As Incest. 
Depression Experienced by Several Participants. Depression 
in Adulthood Related to Childhood Issues. Symptomatology of 
Depression Ernerging in Adulthood. 

Open categoriang pemits the preservation of subtle nuances of the data 

and supplies the "groundwork for the developrnent of rich theory" (Glaser, 

1978, p.48-49; Rennie et al., 1988). Blending and consûucting categories 



occurs simultaneously. For example, the first category above, Depression in 

Childhood, was reconstmcted as Unhappiness Occurrhg in Childhood. 

As the analysis proceeds with material fiom other inteMews, some 

categories become properties of other categones as in the above, Sexual 

Abuse Expenenced as Incest which came to be put under the category of 

Sexual Abuse in Childhood. Categones are saturated when additionai 

narrative material revealed no new categones, properties or relationships 

among them (Rennie et al., 1988). This occurred after the analysis of seven 

protocols for the women and five for the men. 

The network of linked categories came to form a hierarchical structure in 

which central categories subsumed lower-order categories. The most central 

or core categories are developed and are u s u d y  abstract. For example, Low 

Sense of Self Esteem is most densely related to other categories and their 

properties in this study. This category subsumes sensitivity to others' 

opinions, feeling disdauiful of the Native lifestyle, losing pride in one's 

Nativeness and detennining that religious teachhgs lowered self-esteem. 

This category is associated with other categories such as Motivation f?om 

Withui and fiom Social Support, Experiences of Racism, Abusive Re- 

Victimization, and Rediscovering Native Traditional Practices. 

Constant cornparisons were done by sorting the data fiom item to item, 

item to code, and code to code. The relationships between the substantive 

groupings began to emerge as described above (Glaser, 1978, p.55). As 

Glaser explains: 

Coding gets the analyst off the empiricd level by fiacturing 
the data, then conceptually grouping it into codes that then 
become theory which explains what is happening in the data b.55). 



Once substantive codes conceptualize the empirical substance of the area 

of research, theoretical codes d l  conceptualize how the substantive codes 

are related to each other as hypotheses to be integrated into theory. For 

example, two substantive codes in this study, sexual abuse Mctimization and 

racism can be coded into an hypothesis that psychosocial stressors impact on 

mood States in this Native population. Theoretical groupings or themes that 

emerged fiom the substantive codïng process for this study for both men and 

women were: Episodes of Depression' or Unhappiness Beginning in 

Childhood; Low Sense of SeFEsteem, Experiences of Racism; Losses; Low 

Motivation; Abusive Victimization in Adulthood (Women) and Becoming 

Abusive (Men); SesAbuse; Experiencing Distress; and The Inability to 

Address Psychological Problems. In addition, related themes emerged: The 

Experience of Sexual Abuse and The Experience of Suicidal Thoughts and 

Intentions. Expenences with Treatment Provided for Native People and 

Ways of Coping were themes that accounted for the survival behaviour 

participants described exploring. These last two categories also provided 

uiformation on treatment needs for participants. 

n 
Glaser (1978) describes that a "core category" accounts for most of the 

variation in a pattern of behavior and has several important functions for 

generating a theory" (p.93). It is the "main theme" that emerges fiom the data 

(p.94). F i n h g  the core theme occurs at the end of the data categorization 

but the process begins in the early data collection. 

Early in this study, I originally felt that the experience of sexual abuse 

would be the core theme related to episodes of mood difficulties or 

depression and suicide in the lives of participants. However, as the data 

categorization progressed and was re-organized, it became clear that this 



experience was one of other negative experiences participants identified as 

sources they related to mood dBiculties. Conhnued cornparison, 

reconceptualization and repeated sorting of the study's "rubric" revealed that 

the core constnict, unhappy experiences in childhood, was closely tied to the 

following theoretical constmcts: negative childhood experiences; these 

followed by negative experiences while growing up; these experiences 

continuing to occur in adulthood; and, d l  were psychosocial stressors 

contributing to vulnerability towards mood dïfEculties. One key stressor was 

the experience of sexual abuse. Amongst other symptoms, a dramatic 

symptorn of low mood was suicidal intentions or thoughts. Treatment and 

findùig ways to cope were means by which participants sought to ameliorate 

negative feelings. Feeling unable to address the psychological aspects 

sourced in stresshl events perpetuated mood difficulties. 

In the following chapters, this theory d l  be presented through the 

comments of the eighteen participants who are directly quoted. Similadies 

between the participants' experiences will be found but the aim of the 

research, to explore the meaning of the illness with regard to the term 

"depression" and "suicide", will be achieved. Implications for helpers and the 

need of rnultiphasic helping systems are revealed. 

ese- 

( 1 )  The purpose of thk smdy was to aplore the personal narratives of 

Native people living on a reserve in Northwestern Ontario to fearn of their 

individual and collective eupetiences, understandings and befiefs 

concerning depression and suicide, 

The precipitatïng events that result in a Native individual being or 

becoming depressed or suicidal have not been widely discussed within this 

particular commmity. The timeliness of this inquiry is highlighted by the 



need to assist in facilitating shared communication among these Native 

peoples, since they are currently in the initial stages of the process of 

attempting to implement their own collaborative healing environment. The 

local Band Council, in its desire to implement mental-emotional-spintual 

health programs (holistic), rnay benefit from this research information in their 

desire to meet the relevant needs of their people. This study cm serve to 

provide an autonomous f o m  for these Native participants to "tell their 

story" and inform uiose rnost desirous and able to address their concems. 

( 2 )  A second purpose was to in form cme-givers about how Native 

people cope with their psychological distress. This includes how they 

utilize the sentiees of outside helpers and what the results of this 

belraviour hm been from their perspective. 

Knowledge of rhese experiences provided by Native people living 

on this reserve will lrighlight both the benefits and disadva~tages these 

people erperience in employing their coping strategries and lie@-seeking 

behaviours. 

Native people report utiliMg a variety of help-seeking strategies. Their 

experiences in treatment in non-Native society are important knowledge to 

leam f?om in developing treatment approaches that are transformed fkom 

current non-Native medical practises that may disregard their heding needs. 

Native people demonstrate that they do approach both Native and non-Native 

healers. To better know how nomNative healers can best help is important 

knowledge for improved delivery of care. 

Native people fiom the reserve describe having fiequently accessed non- 

Native mental health seMces provided by city practitioners. However, 

dissatisfactions in treatment services, because they do not acknowledge local 

Native cultural treatment needs, has resulted Ui local band members 



emphatically voicing a need for collaborative input into the provision of these 

services. Many stated that basic respect for Native people and their Me-style 

of reserve living and resdting issues fkom this Mestyle was lacking. The 

present research can contribute knowledge for improved co~~~munication of 

needs between urban mental health-care providers and this Native 

community. 

ta Or- 

The data will be presented under the following sections: 

( 1 )  General Descriptions of Experiences of Depression and Subjective& 

Felt Disfress 

(2 )  Major Themes or Causes Attributed to the Experience of Depression 

(3) Experiences of Sexual Abuse 

(3) Experiences of Suicihl Intentions or Actions 

(4) Ways of Coping 

(5) Experiences of Participants Wlio H m e  Recented Treatment (Drug and 

Akolrol) 

This study is an original contribution to mental health care research and 

the fïndings provide a better understanding of Native peoples' experiences of 

psychological distress. First, the study advances knowledge about this 

Northwestem Ontario Native group's experiences of depression and suicide 

f?om their personal perspectives. Little of this type of narrative data is 

presented in the literature. 

Secondly, howledge from these participant's mental health experiences 

wiIl heighten awareness and understanding about the nature of the distress 

these Native people expenence. Knowledge c m  work towards a better 



understanding for the development of appropnate care paradigms. 

Knowledge wiU better inform both local caregiv-ers and Western medical 

caregivers. 

Thirdly, this knowledge can serve to assist in the development of 

culturdy relevant mental hedth treatment appraaches at the local level. 

Better treatment paradigms can contribute towards increasing the clients' 

cornpliance with mutually agreed upon treatrnenrt plans. Mutually agreed 

upon treatment strategies will better work to deviate the distress experienced 

fkom depression and reduce suicidal ideas among those who experience these 

emotional difficulties on the reserve. 

This research also adds to the body of knowledge that is currently seeking 

to address what the meaning of illness is among Northem Ojibwey peoples. 

This research provided a unique oppomuiity to collect information which may 

assist helpers in developing collaborative partnerships among local care- 

givers, Westem medical practitioners and Native clients. The study's care- 

givers were planning for the delivery of on-site mental health treatments and 

many were receptive to a new form of collaborattion with caregivers fiom 

other disciplines. 

The participants stated the their experiences of depression or suicidal 

ideas were rarely discussed within the communitry. Exploration of their 

experiences, through i n t e ~ e w s ,  with Native participants who are depressed 

or at risk for depression, or, who are at suicidal risk can encourage dialogue 

that can reveal both individual and community-wide themes. Band councils 

who wish to provide mental-emotional-spiritual health programs (holistic) can 

benefit from more intimately knowing the menta health needs of their people. 

Qualitative research that provides these Native individuals an anonymous 



forum in which to "tell their story" will infom those most interested and able 

to address their mental health concerns- 



IVa 

ANALYSE AND DATA PRESENTATION 

art 1: Introductim 

The eighteen Native participants, eleven women and seven men who were 

i n t e ~ e w e d  for this study were generous in their trust and in their willingness 

to describe their frequently painful experiences with psychological 

unhappiness. For the most part, they detexmined that emotion-related 

problems affecting their mood stemmed fiom certain sources. These sources 

will be given the tem "psychosocial stressors" in this study. While the 

participants did not consistently relate their episodes or experiences with 

mood diilïculties to that of being clinically depressed in the medical sense of 

the tem, they often used the term "depression" to describe their reactions to 

the situations or psychosocial stresses they viewed as causing them 

unhappiness. 

Through the meanings that the participants attributed to their experiences 

of emotional discodort, various themes emerged and these will be presented 

in this chapter. These themes are presented separately for women participants 

and for male participants in five sections: Section One - The Experiences of 

"Depression" and Its Expressions; Section Two - A Major Theme of 

Psychosocial Stress: Sexual Abuse; Section Three - Experiences of Suicida1 

Thoughts and Intent; Section Four - Various Ways of Coping; and Section 

Five - Experiences of Participants Who Have Received Treatment. 

For the most part, participants discussed their experiences or episodes of 

psychological unhappiness in a developmental fashion. Almost every woman 

began her narrative by including experiences that occurred durhg childhood. 

Many of these women's narratives indicated that these early experiences had 



some impact on theîr lifelong sense of psychological well-being. Descriptions 

of emotional distress in childhood were folIowed by narrations of other 

occurrences that created negative feelings. Emotional problems were sourced 

in events that had occuned in the teens, early adulthood, and the midde 

adulthood. It seems that ernotionally painful experiences in childhood were 

quickly followed by other negative experiences in later adolescence and 

adulthood. My impression is that the persistent nature of the psychosocial 

stresses that the female participants were exposed to allowed for no recovery 

tune. Unable to heal psychologically, participants were unable to absorb the 

shock of M e r  encounters with stressors. Listening to their stories often 

overwhelmed me emotiondy and for a long time 1 was unable to w&e about 

them in a fashion that allowed the voices of the participants to be heard. As a 

mental health professional, 1 felt the need to withhold what 1 had heard. 1 

experienced each individual's narrative as a constant barrage of negative 

occurrences. 1 felt a need to present the material in a more distant, personally 

removed, clinical presentation. Perhaps, that was my defence to protect 

myself psychologically and to remove myself fiom the pain in the storïes. 

Forced to de-clinicalize their stories, 1 came to realize that my need to protect 

readers was an imposition 1 was making on the participants and that it was 

limiting their voices fiom speaking. They wanted their experiences to be 

heard 

Section One 

The Women's Stories Describing Low Moods Occurring in Tbeir Lives 

4.1 Psy&ological U- Descrihed Occurring in C- 

Visibility as a child, whether feeling invisible or the opposite, feeling 

visible but in a discornforthg way, was a metaphonc thread that ran through 



the stories that the female participants shared about their childhood. This was 

a major theme that emerged in their discussions of their experiences of 

"depression" and of episodes of psychological unhappiness in childhood and 

early to middle adolescence. Sub-themes that arose among participants fkom 

this main theme were: having to cope with parental alcoholism, having to cope 

with parental break-up, experiencing physical abuse uiflicted by parents, 

experiencing parental neglect or absence, and being exposed to sexual abuse. 

Eight of the female participants stated that low mood diffïculties began 

early in their lives. Of the remaining participants, two did not mention this as 

a personal experience in their own childhood because they contributed to this 

study as participant-observers and did not discuss their own experiences, and 

one commented only that her parents' marital conflicts were beùig repeated in 

her own marrïage but did not mention the problerns in her childhood. 

Overwhelmingly, the women commented on an absence of a sense of good 

relationship with their parents. They revealed that their personal sense of 

vîsibility in their relationship with parents had been an issue. For two women, 

their feelings of being unacknowledged was uifluenced by parental use of 

alcohol or resulted fiom a parent's reaction to a spouse's alcohol use. Two 

participants taked about feeling "alone and cut off", "shut down", and not 

"allowed to speak up". Another said of the children in her family that "we 

weren't loved" and that "accomplishments" were not "acknowledged". In 

contrast, other women considered that they had been too visible because of 

the negative attention they had received. They mentioned feeling 

"intimidated" by "authority" figures through "verbal abuse" or feeling the 

"imposition" of "abuse" through "violence" or "real good licking[s]". 

Feeling invisible did not arise only out of living with their parents' 

alcoholism, it came fkom feeling parental "[dis]interest", from feeling "pushed 



aside", or fiom feeling that their parents were "not there". Being Mctimized by 

sema1 abuse during childhood was talked about in two ways, first as feeling 

invisible, fiom a sense of being "abandoned" by parents, or, secondly as not 

wanting to feel visible: "1 preferred being on my own". 

1 D m v e  Feeiings in C w o o d  and Par- 

Two participants explained how their parents' alcoholism haà created 

unhappy experiences for them. Low moods were termed as "depression" by 

one woman. Donna's experience of having had an alcoholic parent led her to 

assume the role of caretaker, and for her this had resulted in a "lonely" and 

isolating existence. 

Even as a kid 1 felt depression. 1 came f?om a family of 
six. 1 was the second youngest. I felt alone and cut off 
fiom the rest of the famiy. My dad was an alcoholic. My 
role was caretaker. 

Doma said that she felt unable to tdk about her emotions when she was a 

child. This resulted in her feeling "sick" when the issue of feelings arose 

because she knew ody how to hide them. She noted that she experienced 

guilt when people taked about their feelings, and her inability to be 

cornfortable with them caused her need to "shut down again". 

The depression cornes fiom when 1 was young, goes way back. 
1 was just hiding it and not saying anythmg. Hiding it, block 
it out, no feelings until someone talks about it. Gets over- 
wlielmuig, l~ke a sick feeling. 1 just want to cry or take over 
somebody else's feelings. 1 feel guilt and then, all of a 
sudden you just shut down again. But it's always there. 

The general state of fear that came fiom being in a family where alcohol abuse 

could lead to chaos resulted in Donna's attempts to regain a sense of personal 

control. She descnbed the helplessness that came from being controlled by 

authonty figures as a child and of the need to counteract this helplessness by 



ûyïng to be in control to some extent. She acquired this control by being 

invisible but watchful when she could not assert her presence or her voice. 

M e n  1 was small the need for control started, 1 was toId 
what to do, I had no choice. 1 wasn't allowed to speak up 
. ..I would scan and watch every move they made.. . 
when [they were] drinking. 

Evelyn stated that as a child her father's alcoholism upset her. He was 

fiequently absent fiom the f d y  home. Evelyn felt unloved. Her mother 

became the one who carehlly rnonitored her children's exposure to the 

negative aspects surrounding the alcohol abuse. Evelyn could not understand 

how to get the love, attention, or approval she needed when she was "cornered 

away". She attempted to be visible and receive acknowledgment by becoming 

perfec t : 

And I had a mother that was so protective that kept us 
kinda cornered away into this corner and uh, a lot of times we 
weren't loved or ever told we were loved. W c h  1 cm understand 
now but at seventeen, eighteen, 1 couldn't understand it. And uh, 
anything around any accomplishments, anything I'd done I was 
never told 1 was good or did good or I love you. .. . 

4.1.2 Parental Breakup 

One participant believed that her parents' physical arguments and their 

separation had a negative impact on her sense of emotional well-king. In 

tum, she attempted to gain visibility by crying out behaviourally . Arlene said 

that as a child she had suffered emotionally fiom her parent's marital conflicts. 

After their separation she lost a father who acknowledged her - we were 

"really close" - but her mother was silenced through his physical abuse. 

When 1 was a young girl 1 went through a lot of emotions because 
of my parents splitting up and Dad leaving us. 1 was twelve years 
old.. . . I went wild after that. At twelve years old I used lots 
of dmgs, needles, the whole bit. 1 wouldn't listen to my mother. 



1 was very angry. I was reaUy close to my Dad. 1 didn't feel 
angy at rny Mom. I Eelt sorry for my Mom because I used to 
see her get a good l i c b g  [beating]. . . . 

Three participants described being acknowtedged by their parents only 

through verbal or physical abuse. These women expressed anger at this 

violation of their selves. The  absence of a sense of comectedness with her 

abusive parents resulted in long-lasting emotional distress. Donna believed 

that she had corne to feel defensive fkom having experienced this form of 

attention: 

[I experienced] lots of verbal abuse. I was told to respect 
others. Authority figures intunidate me [now] .. . 1 become 
defensive. 

Linda mentioned feeling unhappy in her childhood when her parents 

"imposed" on her through physical abuse. They defended their abusive 

behaviour by religious beliefs conceming punishment. Linda decided as early 

as when she was in hi& school to become a social worker and to work with 

children because she felt she could help children as a result of "ber] own 

experiences as a child. "Yes, itrs [my own experience that has] made me a 

better helper". She explained that those who abused her misused church 

beliefs to rationalize their belhaviow: 

1 was raised in a Cathmlic family and some of the beliefs that 
1 was given or were sost of imposed on me I guess, um, worked 
against me later in Me. ... So, 1 believe in there that 1 was 
abused using the C a k l i c  belief system, um, because of being 
abused using religion.. -. I've been there [abused]. . . . 1 wasn't a 
very happy kid. CI experienced] a lot of violence ...p ast traumas. 

Linda also talked about feeling upset about the physical abuse that 

occurred in nomNative childuen's aid senices: "1 heard of one lady who 

watched her cousin or niece cor sister get grabbed by a CAS worker by the 



hair. The girl was developmentdy delayed, and when she came back to the 

reserve she was missing patches of hair, bruised up, and stuff like that". 

Bernice said she had received severe beaîings and other punishments fiorn 

her mother and that these had begun in her childhood and had continued into 

her later adolescence. She came to hate her mother for this kind of attention: 

My mom made me kneel, kneel down all night in the corner 
[as punishment] and she woulcln't let me go to bed .... I'd 
get a whipping at seventeen or eighteen.. .then, I'd get a real 
good licking. I hate those red wiUows. I hate those red willow 
sticks and when anybody, a lot of people Say, "oh, 1 love those 
red willows!" and 1 hate those things.. .. 1 used to hate my 
mother, 1 hated her. I got over that later on in years. 

N e w e d  by Par- 

For two participants a sense of feeling invisible was encouraged by the 

experience of feeling unimportant through direct acts of being "pushed aside" 

or through indirect ones resulting &om parents being "never around", either 

psychologically or physically. 

One participant, Jarnie, stated that she felt herself to be unimportant 

because she felt that her parents were not interested in her. She mentioned 

that she had felt neglected as a child. She thought that her parents gave her a 

"boy's name" because "they wanted a boy" and she believed they did not want 

her. 

As a child 1 was told to be quiet. Pushed aside, they [my parents] 
never had tirne, I was not important. I see rnyself dohg to my 
kids what my parents did to me. 

Ginger said that in her teens she fded two hi& school courses she needed 

in order to graduate. "1 failed because 1 had an early season. 1 was just 

stressed out." At the time of our interview, she was studying to pass these 



courses and was planning to enter university. However, she remernbered 

having been "bummed nght out" in high school. She recalled that her low- 

mood problems started in grade nine a time when she ofien felt "lost". "Al1 by 

myself someîimes. You how,  youfd dways have your good days. Basically, 

I was aiways sad. Wnting sad poems. It was pathetic." Ginger said that her 

parents were frequently absent fkom the home and that she missed them. She 

also remembered feeling ionely as a child because of the emotional loss of ber 

mother whom she felt was depressed during those years. Even her father was 

mavailable to her: 

1 love my mom, we get dong good now, but, 1 think, 
like I said, she was depressed since 1 was little. And 
she would work a lot.. .. Like, my dad was never around. 
Because he works out of town. It just seemed like we'd 
go to school, and when we got home from school. ..she 
wouldn't be there. We'd have a baby-sitter. 

Two women mentioned how their experiences of childhood sexual abuse 

impacted on their need for attention. Bemice sou& out visibility by trying to 

please, by ûying to "rnake people like ber]". In contrast, Shirley liked to be 

"busy" and to be invisible, by keeping to herseK. 

Bernice began her narrative by immediately attributing her ongoïng 

psychological distress in adulthood to her experiences of sexual abuse as 

child. Bemice attributed her feelings of depression to her expenence of being 

sexually abused as a child by a family member. She said she always felt 

"udoved and " abandoned by family members: 

1 have experienced depression.. . . From the very begirinuig 
of m y  We. 1 was incestually abused when I was a child, and by my 
brother. And actually 1 couldn't rernember everythmg until later on, 
maybe when 1 was in my late M e s  and the, things got .... 1 started 



reflecting back. 1 don? know what brought the situatiorn on but 1 
always feit unloved, 1 felt abandoned and unclean and 1: always felt 
1 had to do things to make people r edy  like me .... 

Shirley differed fkom other participants in that she was unaware of having 

been depressed as a young child. However, in her teens she began reflecting 

back on her childhood experiences of sexual abuse, and fkom this she becarne 

depressed: 

I've been there [in depression]. I don? know really what 
to Say because I've been by myself even as a kid. I preferred 
being on my own and there r e d y  wasn't too much depression 
and there wasn't redly any time to be thinking like that.. 1 
always had something that I had to do .... But as 1 got onder, 
I would think about myself, my shaîtered dreams [fko-orm sexual abuse] 

The wornen descrïbed childhoods where alcohol use, verbal and physical 

abuse, parental disinterest and absence, and sexual abuse werie situations to be 

contended with at home. Even on their own, these psychosocial stressors 

would be emotionally demanding for small children to cope w4.h and would 

seem to require strength beyond that available to children. However, the 

messages that the behaviour of the parent relayed to these women when they 

were children was that their visibility as persons was either urnattainable or a 

negative personal experience. No woman mentioned having ar sustained 

relationship with a parent in which they felt loved, appreciated, or worthy. A 

sense of self was not nurtured in any of these women and for most of them the 

resulting fi-agility of positive self-worth meant that they required validation or 

affirmation fiom elsewhere. Later 1 will show how the womem stated that this 

validation fiom sources outside their family did not occur. 



4.2 Low Sense of Self-Esteem Interpreted As An Aspect of Depressive 

Experïences 

A negative concept of self extended fiom chrldhood experiences hto the 

teenage years for several women. Issues surrounding a sense of visibility 

continued to thread through their expenences. A major theme that emerged 

firom half of the women's narratives was the experience of poor self-concept 

and how at it contnbuted to feelings of low mood at certain points in their 

lives. Sub-themes were an adoption of an attitude that one must please others 

and the feeling of hopelessness about the possibility of a brighter fiiture. 

Participants chose to indude the issue of self-esteem in their monologues 

describing the depressive episodes in their lives. Therefore, it appears that in 

their explanatory mode1 (EM) or understanding of the meaning of the term 

"depression", they viewed low sense of self-esteem as a facet of their 

depressive expenences. For two women who had experienced negative 

attention as children, either from being visible and punished or from being 

invisible and pushed away, regard others had of thm mattered more to them 

than how they felt about themselves. One woman continued her invisible yet 

watchfiil stance into adulthood where she cued the difflculties of others and 

"moved" in, as she had in childhood, to take care of them only to have them 

cornplain about her when she withdrew this attention. Two women, who had 

both alluded to feeling invisible as children, felt either "shick" or "labelled" in 

Me, and consequently unable to move forward. One of them had felt 

"comered" or "stuck" as a child. The second had experienced sexual abuse 

that made her feel vulnerably visibie and she was angry about it. 

to PI.ease 

Three participants said that their willingness to please others was 

problematic in their Lives. These women believed that it was their low sense 



of self-esteem that caused them to want to please others regardless of their 

own feelings. They considered that they felt the regard they paid to the 

evaluations others made of for them was too important. Bemice said she med 

to gain love by pleasing others: 

1 feel lonely. A lot of times 1 always felt like 
the black sheep in the family .... I'm always womed 
about other people, too. I'd rather not hurt the next 
person. 1 want people to like me so if I did not like you 
or thought you were doing something bad, I would not Say 
that. I would rather have you like me than not like me. 
1 feel terrible when people don? like me. And it's not 
right - 1 should not be &aid to stand up and speak my 
mind to those people and not wony about if they're going 
to like me or not, just try not to worry .... I guess 1 
think 1 want to be loved, I want to be cared for and 
someone to take care of me. 

Jamie said she felt unmotivated to follow through on her desire to find 

some kind of outside work: "1 don't have enough confidence in myself'. 

Jamie too held others' regard of her as greater than her own self-regard, "1 

always think what other people think of me. 1 never think of what 1 think. 1 

thùik of what theyfre goma think of me before. 1 think that's what stops me 

lots." Jamie felt "[un]important" as a child and "stopped" f?om asserting 

herself by being "pushed aside". 

D o ~ a  stated that her low sense of self-esteem contributed to her tendency 

to take on the family care-taking role early in her childhood. She described 

that this behaviourd pattern of trying to troubleshoot and please others 

continued into her adult Me, where her efforts caused her to feel those she 

trïed to rescue were t a h g  advantage of her. However, when she tried to 

becorne invisible again, a role she had felt safest in during childhood, she was 

reprimanded. 



You go for people you feel need caretaking and types who'U 
blame you when you move away. It feels like I'm deserting 
them if CI] see what's going on and that [I'm] being taken 
advantage of. You cut yourself off and then you're put into 
another role and you have to explain yourseK 

Two participants felt that their life situations would lead them nowhere in 

the future. For one participant, Evelyn, a sense of feeling trapped came fiom 

both her chiidhood experiences at home and her sense of the current local 

attitudes. She beIieved these worked towards creating a system of beliefs in 

which she thought she would be forever codïned to the reserve just as she 

was "comered" in her family, unable to plan for any other firture. Evelyn said 

that in her late teens she felt that this sense of being "stuck" led her to feel 

poorly about herself. She had graduated £kom high school but could not 

envision anythmg better for herself in the fiiture. 

My self-esteem was really low even though I had graduated 
fkorn grade 12. 1 guess 1 felt stuck. 1 dont know if we're 
brought up to feel stuck here or what it is. You know, I've 
been trying to figure that out, that part when we grow u?, 
part of how we're raised. They raise us to feel stuck, not 
intenhondy of course. 

The second participant said that she came to believe that she had no fiture 

as a result ofbeing a victim of sexual abuse. She felt awkwardly visible and 

became angry when others gave her personal attention. The abuse led to her 

feeling impure, and she believed that she was somehow assigned to be visibly 

singled out to be mistreated. 

I'rn no longer pure. And it kïnda shattered eveqdmg for me. 
[I would Say to the Creator:] Why did you put me here? 
Why did you allow this to happen to me? 1 used to think 
1 had a sign on me, "Pick [on] me"! 



4.3 Experiences of Racism and Self-Regard 

AU women participants descnbed experiencing racism as a stressor, so that 

their experiences were negative psychosocial sources of unhappiness. Again, 

visibilïty as a Native person emerged as a part of this major theme fiom 

discussions of persona1 experiences of low self-esteem. Sub-themes stemming 

fiom this were a sense of damaged self-respect, racism experienced at its 

worst at school, and feelings of sharne arising f?om racist treatment. Al1 the 

women recalled experiences of racism withui the context of tirnes in their lives 

when they felt they had been depressed. Being visible as Native meant being 

vulnerable to negative experiences fiom both the Catholic Church and the 

school system. Consequently, the women's own sense of being was 

invalidated fiom childhood experiences within the family, and then pride in 

one's own collective cultural being within the larger comrnunity was 

diminished. 

13.1 Damaged Sense of S a  - R w e c t  as a Native Persan 

Three parîicipants mentioned that their self-image as a Native person was 

jeopardized by teachings imposed on them through the Catholic Church and 

other non-Native sources. 

In her early years, Shirley was close to her grandmother who practised her 

Native traditional ways and taught them to her. Shirley drew a positive sense 

of esteem fiom this closeness but her pride in her Nativeness was stigmatized 

when she was removed fiom her home to begin her education at a residential 

school run by the Catholic Church. The church's aim in wanting to erase the 

visibility of Native people was directly communicated to Shidey: 

They tried wipuig the culture out. They said that was the 
only way at that time. 



Evelyn mentioned how the teachings of the Catholic Church and the 

communiîy attiîude that developed fiom these teachuigs contnbuted to her 

poor sense of self-esteem. The church taught Native people to judge each 

other as "sinners". 

My spirit, 1 feel my spirit now. T'here was a time 1 would 
go to church and you know, even when ... I went to church 
all the time and you never feel that real connection.. . . 1 felt 
1 was in this building and I know I'm a sinner [laughs] and I 
always felt that [the people in the congregation are] loolcing 
at me funny here [laughs]. And it's supposed to be a place 
where people dont judge people.. . . 

Ginger's self-esteem seems to have been afTected by disdain of her Native 

relatives whose Lives represented poverty an economic situation that she did 

not want for herself: "1 never want to end up like my cousins at all. Middle 

class, below, that was never for me!" 

These kinds of experiences were shared by many in the community. 

However, for individuals the impact cm be intense. What follows are 

descriptions that participants gave of their personal encounters with racist 

Felt at S c w  

More than half of the group said that they had been racially mistreated at 

school. They said the racist attitudes towards them came mostly fiom fellow 

students, but two participants said that these attitudes were also shared by 

teachers. Sorne participants said their own children were expenencing racism 

fkom educators. Participants descrïbed the behaviours that violated a positive 

sense of self as a Native person. They felt they were being "put down", 

"segregated", or "unsupported", and they suffered fiom being called terms like 



"bunit". They said that their p ide  in being Native was also damaged through 

"prejudice" and "bully[ing]". 

Donna, who was removed fiom the more protected collective of the 

reserve school where all fellow students were Native, described how feelings 

of panic started when she was forced to integrate as a minority figure into the 

nonoNative system: "When 1 went to school, it meant 1 had to be with lots of 

people. I'm beîter at crowds now, now 1 can control it [panic]." Doma had 

attended a school on the reserve where nuns were her teachers mtil she 

entered grade eight. M e n  the nuns left, the school was closed. At fist, 

Donna felt that going to a different school off the reserve in the white 

comme@ was "excituig" at Grst and then she found it to be "petrifjmg, 

Merent kinds of people." 

Donna soon realized that she was "singled out" because she visibly 

"look[ed]" Native in cornparison to two Native school fiiends. She attempted 

to hide herself, to "cringe and shut up. ..and thuik theyll leave [me] alonetf. 

She was "pushed aside" but at the same time she was noticed as a Native. 

I didn't know much about prejudice and then I heard "stinkùig 
Indian" and thought, " I don't stink?" . . . . In high school 1 heard 
cornrnents about Indians.. . . I remember farrners and Indians 
were put down.. .. 1 was singled out because my two fiiends 
didn't look Native. I would cringe and shut up and think, 
"TheyrU leave [me] alone." 1 had feelings of anger, fear, 

loneliness. Youfre segregated and pushed aside.. . . I wanted 
to ask them, "What's wrong with me?" but you're not used to 
speaking up for yourself, [ifl you're not brought up to 
fight.... 

Linda was told by an individual in authority that she would not be able to 

realize her professional dream because of poverty. The teacher assumed that 

because she was Native, she was poor. Linda's guidance counseUor quickiy 



dismissed M e r  education as an option for her. Linda said that her 

experience of encounters with "cruel" teachers was shared by many Native 

children. 

A lot of the experiences that 1 had as 1 was going through school 
and stuff weren't very positive. 1 went to the guidance counsellor 
and told him I wanted to be a social worker and he started telling 
me that it would cost my parents thousands and thousands of 
dollars and said it wasn't a very good idea. And it held me back. 
Teachers were not only unsupportive but very, very cruel, very 
unsupportive. They made derogatory comments to Native 
kids in school and as recently as my own kids. 

Margaret's schoot experiences caused her to hate herself for being an 

"Indian". She said that when she was a child in school, she heard derogatory 

remarks about ber skin colour. She remarked that her own children were 

subjected to racism at school: 

II] hated being an Indian! [1 heard comments like] "You 
didn't have to worry about being burnt, you're already 
dark". Even my kids, there's sornething about it [racism] 
out there again [Secting them]. 

Arlene stated that she was now "proud" about being Native, but this was a 

new experience. In school she said that she did not "want to be Native", and 

considered herself to be the object of "prejudice". Later, as an adult, she 

began to acknowledge her visïbility through taking part in Native activities. 

She believed this had worked to change the way she was and that it now made 

her feel "proud". 

At one time, 1 didn't want to be Native and that's changed. 
I'm very proud to be and 1 take part in a lot of activities 
today. [I think I didn't want to be Native] because of the 
prejudice. 

Jamie diEered h m  other participants in her reaction towards experiencing 

racism at school. She made herself visible by attempting to attack the 



negative experiences. By "bully[ing]" racist students, she was able to feel 

some sense of " [em]power[menîl " . 

In grade school, yeah. There was lots, lots [of racism toward 
Native students]. But 1 had more power than them [non-Native 
students]. They were scared of me 'cause I was the bully 
and I got after them. 1 had a lot of control, 1 didn't let 
them push me around. 1 had a lot of &ends but it was 
just the odd bad people. 

Racism that participants described were the result of acculturation 

strategies imposed on these women by institutions lüce the church and the 

school system. Children who experienced being either invisible or negatively 

visible in their own homes had also to contend with a social world that marked 

them as visibly infenor and unacceptable because they were Native. Several 

participants said that a sense of shame developed fiom their encounters with 

racism. Below, four women enlarge on their experience with ths feeling. 

Being Native encouraged feelings of shame among the women. Racism 

eom extemal sources heigbtened their sensitivity about being Native and they 

developed negative feelings about having to interact with the non-Native 

world. Bernice not only felt shame fiom how she was treated as a child within 

her family but also sharne in who she was as a Native person. She said that in 

her childhood she felt "a lot of shame growing up, I don? know if 1 felt shame 

in being an Indian too. Maybe." 

Evelyn felt keenly the impact of racist stereotyping f?om the behaviour of 

her own father. Her attempts to be "perfect" to counteract the 

"embarrass[ment]" and live d o m  the "shame" of his alcoholism were evident 

in her story. She described a childhood in a family where her father was 

alcoholic and where her rnother's fear led to her bying to control her children 



by isolating them. Evelyn reacted by trying to control her own fears. She 

protected herselfby m g  to hide what was occurrïng in her famiy through 

her own "perfection". She did not want to be associated with the stereotype of 

the Native people. 

And 1 think it had a lot to do with where I came fiom and uh, 
[you] how, I was always such a perfect kid and 1 grew up 
within a family where my father was dcoholic and 1 never 
spent a lot of time with rny father. And when 1 did see him, 
I would see him on a street uptown and I'd be so embarrassed 
and ashamed and al l  the stuff about Indian families was nght 
there, eh? 

Racism divided families. Ginger, who had a white father could not b l e d  

in with her father's nomNative famiy. She felt that she was not accepted 

because her Native mother was not accepted, and she felt hurt and angry about 

feeling rejected by her fatherfs side of the family. "1 guess 1 never grew up 

with my momfs side, so 1 had to Live with my Dad's side [non-Native]. . .. 1 

always wanted my [white] granny to love me, but 1 always felt ... especially 

when I found out she called me a bitch ... she didn't want my Dad to marry an 

Indian. " 

Linda felt shamed by mental health and physical helpers' attitudes toward 

Native people after having sought help fiom them. Because of their 

stereotyping of Native peoples, she was averse to Native people seeking 

treatment for depression from non-Native care services. She felt that non- 

Native helpers were "racist". She feared that she herself would be "labelled" 

if she sought help f?om them and her concern was that they would be 

"prejudiced" against her. Linda believed that outside helpers' racism 

expressed itselfin a superior attitude and that Native people should avoid 

them in order to protect their self-esteem. "We don't have a lot of different 



people coming in [now] to fix us. Because [healing] more cornes fkom 

within". She commented that in her own role as a social worker she 

encounters racism. "1 thùik [white] society has a hard tirne changing their 

views, they see Natives as in need of help rather than being able to provide it". 

Evelyn rnentioned that £iom a spiritual perspective, she had experienced a 

low self-esteem because she was raught that her Native spintual-beliefs were 

wrong. She struggled with the teachings of the Catholic Church which, by 

invading her pride in her Native spirituality, had crossed important boundaries. 

The church's teachings had worked to obliterate Native spirituahty which she 

"missed", and Lefk her feeling perplexed about issues of faith and caused her to 

feel angy "towards the Creator". Evelyn came to feel that "man-made" 

approaches to Cbristianize Native people were "not right". 

1 missed my spuituality with my religion and uh, 'cause 
now I know. ..itts [Native spirituality] . My spint comecting 
with the Creator 'cause now 1 can feel it. It took me a long 
time to realize that, you know. And it took me a long t h e  
to even realize that I had a real big anger toward the Creator - 
fiom the hurt in my Me. And 1 hurt to be able to get over 
that. And still at t hes  in my life 1 get mad [laughs]. Because 
that part of my life is st i l l  r e d y  hard, eh. 1 still struggle with it 
everyday . 
And 1 think somewhere somebody taught us something 

not right. And 1 thïnk itk more man-made stuffthan a 
connection to the Creator. 

The above-descrïbed psychosocid diaculties of stressful familial 

relationships in childhood, followed by the stresses of experiencing racism 

through interactions with non-Natives, contributed to feehgs of low self- 

worth among participants. In addition to these stressors, participants 

described other difncuities that taxed their sense of emotional well-being. For 

example, the feeling of loss discussed in the following was not merely an 



existential feeling related to depression for these participants. They described 

having to cope with deaths of family members among other forms of personal 

tragedy . 

4.4 The Experiences of Low Mood in Relationship to Losses 

Experiencing losses in adulthood emerged as a major theme of the 

monologues. Sub-themes related to this main theme were losses through 

deaths, losses through accidents, and losses through family breakdom. Half 

of the women mentioned suSering from losses that deeply affected them 

emotionally. For several women, these were not described as single losses but 

multiple expenences of overwhelming proportion. Two women described 

their emotional reaction as that of feeling "numb". One woman even termed 

her experience as "Post Traumatic Stress". - 
Arlene experienced several losses. She said she felt depressed when "my 

brother was killed, and by other deaths in the family". She added, "1 feel 

sadness for my childrenff. 

Donna described the emotional toll she experienced fiom the losing two 

important family rnembers who died. She became depressed because of these 

losses and the depression caused her to take a leave ftom work: 

This depression has gone on for several years. My Mom 
was sick for three years off and on and 1 had lost a son, 
then mom. Anybody dying and sick would automatically 
just bring in the depression. And working with children, 
seeing what they go through, I sornetimes catch it fi-om 
them. I see it faster .... 

Margaret cornrnented on her experience of depression early in her marrïage 

when her baby accidentally drowned. The "baby died in a wash pail" while 

under the care of ber sister. "1 guess 1 didn't know how to handle it. I guess 1 



felt 1 was to blame. 1 know 1 can't take care of my children everywhere". 

Margaret was angry that her husband felt she should limit ber grievïng to ody  

three days. She also felt the weight of "community pressure" because of how 

the baby died. Margaret described her feelings of shock: 

Numb, never noticed how numb 1 was. No one ever told 
me about Post Traumatic Stress. 1 wanted to see the baby 
and held him twenty minutes. Thought he would open his 
eyes and feel me touch his hands and fingers. He was 
really specid to me. Numb. 1 can cany on if my mom 
gets mad at me. Oh boy! I can cry and we'll get a tsar 
here and a tear there. 

Evelyn commented on her feelings of traumatic loss and depression afler 

her husband becarne paralysed fiom being in an accident at work: 

1 felt realIy depressed and it was because a big hurt Bad] 
happened in my We. Um, it happened when, 1 guess twelve 
years ago just after 1 got married. My husband was in an 
accident that caused him to be paraplegic and uh, we had already 
had my k s t  daughter and 1 was pregnant with my second. 
And it wasn't at that very initial time that 1 felt the depression. 
Uh, he was diagnosed in the hospital being paraplegic fkom the 
upper chest down and 1 sort of waked around really numb I'd 
Say for a good year and I still didn't realize I was depressed. 
Or, 1 didn't think I was depressed. 

Evelyn said she felt emotionally "numb" and this worked to block out the 

pain". She later realized she was experiencing depression and she began to 

abuse alcohol: 

It's alrnost as if 1 had blocked out that pain. And uh, afler 
as ifeve-g was ok in my whole Me. 1 contuiued to 
struggle that way and 1 guess it was, reaiiy it was just 
sumival and 1 guess 1 would Say that for the next couple of 
years 1 did get really depressed and through my own 
depression I tumed to alcoholism. Alcohol for uh, to 



try and bring back, 1 don't know what. 

Margaret said that she became aware that there were "Merent" types of 

depression. After her husband bunied down their family home while using 

dnigs, she lost her entire sense of familial cohesiveness: 

I wasn't home that night and my husband knew and he 
was to take care of the kids. My brother won five grand 
and I drove home even though 1 wasn't going right home. 
I was just down the road at my sister's when my house was 
bumuig. F e  was using] the cocaine and he wouldn't corne out 
[of the burning house] and the kids went in [the house's] window 
[to get him out]. Out of this came charges, Family Court 
and Local Children's Aid. He's [denying] and not 
pleading @ty to arson and three counts of endangering 
Me. And, that angers me. 

Margaret explained that she had also to further deal with the threat of 

fosing her husband, who nearly died fiom the bums he received in the fie. 

This resdted in a "Merent" kùid of "depression". 

And I went finally and he looked so awful [badly burned in 
the hospital] and Life support and it was more anger 
and anger and I talked to God. And I didn't want to 
deny [my husband] seeing the kids b y  court order 
he was to stay away fiorn them]. Right now we're not 
together and it's like, it's difïerent, the depression.. . . 

Bernice moumed the loss of two of children she had put up for adoption: 

It hurt losing two children.. .. 1 gave my twins away. I was 
only concerned with their father. .. . 1 feel guilty. I feel like 
sometimes I just want to go ùito a hole and stay there.. . . 

It would be logicd that there wodd be consequences fkom experiencing 

these psychosocial stressors, and in fact the participants did explain what 

these were, both individually and collectively, in the comrnunity. 



4.5 Depression and Goals 

Seven of the participants taked on the theme of motivation with regard to 

theïr ability to achieve goals when they discussed their episodes of low mood 

or depression. This emerged as a major theme. Sub-themes were low mood 

promoting feelings of inertia, low sense of social support w o r h g  against 

feelings of motivation, motivation being immobilized by feelings of stress, and 

needing to fïnd relief fiom work stress to stay motivated. 

Participants mentioned wanting to change their Me situations. They 

explained that the stressors that had occurred in their lives Sected their 

ability to rnove forward with their lives. Low motivation was described as an 

intemal experience, but participants also alluded to extemal factors they 

believed worked against their abdity to feel motivated. 
. . e e w  1 Jnmotiva ted 

Two participants believed that their low moods caused them to be unable 

to feel motivated. Bemice said she was like this and she also mentioned that 

the pressure of needing to please others was a personal issue she mentioned: 

We don't get out and do auything. My 
daughter's addicted to the way I live. Procrastination - 
1 know what that is. It's the father of boredom and 
boredom is plah not getting your ass off the couch 
and doing something with your Me. 1 want to teach, go 
to university. 1 don? love myself or even Wce myself. 
1 lose it [at work]. Those people standing around. .. 
1 like to work while I'm here and 1 get pulled around here. 
I want to please everyone and sornetîtnes I can see 
how other people are .... But 1 don? want to Say, "Yes, 
yes, yes" to everyone else in my He. I'm sick and tired 
of it .... 

Jamie talked about taking courses, including counselling training, but she 

said that her low mood interfered with any career plans. "1 just never followed 



through on anyîhing I ever did.. .. Can't help anybody if you can't help 

yourself? " 

Jamie said she felt hstrated with her ongoing low mood ditFculties. She 

said her mood problems worked against her ability to achieve her goals: 

Scared. I'm always wondering why do 1 feel this way? 
What's causing it? I probably know what's causing it but 
1 just dont deal with it. I thought I dealt with it when 1 
went to treatment, but I guess 1 didn't, because all the 
feelings are stil l  there. 1 don't know, just living alone and 
. . .you feel really empty.. . . I think I try too hard and it 
always feels that I just push myself m e r  deep inside and 
stay there. Donft talk to anybody. Just hold it all inside. 
ltfs safer there, 1 think. 

. vation D e y  a Low S m e  of Soc 

Two participants said that they felt motivated to pursue career plans but 

that the required social support was absent, which contributed to delaying 

their achievements. One of the two participants, Evelyn, felt this inability to 

receive encouragement fkom others was a social problem felt on the reserve as 

a whole. 

Ginger was repeating high school courses to quRlifv for university 

entrance. She felt that her mother, whom she thought had also been 

depressed, did not support her ambitions: "Everybody can be as strong as 

they want to be, but you need somebody still.. . . My momfs like, she loves me 

and SM, but she's ahvays, like, "Oh, you should have just become a 

secretary". . . . I'm [angry at her]. Moms get scared because they thùik if you 

stnve too hi& for yourself youll um, get hurt." 

Although Evelyn was beginning to achieve her career goals, she said that 

for some t h e ,  she personally felt she had encountered a lack of opportunity. 



She said that she sees this predicament continuing to repeat itselffor Native 

youth living on the reserve: 

Trapped on the reserve. 1 do see that. 1 think again it has 
to do with uh, kids the tirne in their life, when they start to 
corne in [to the social services office] at eleven, twelve years old 
to the teenager, and you start to get, to pick the options and 
stuE like that, and 1 donft think thatfs given to our kids a lot 
of îimes. At least it wasn't given to me and 1 donft remember 
ever being told 1 had a choice in what I could do. It was just 
"do it", 

Evelyn provided an example of when she had observed that the reserve's 

youth appeared uoable to realize, explore, or investigate options for 

I took some [of our youth] to Regina and for some of 
those kids that was really new to them.. . . It [the trip] was all on 
Native, more culturally more Native oriented whatever and 
1 could see those kids were r e d y  stunned. And I could 
see the places where those kids were really stuck. And 1 
try to do t h g s  to help it. 
And I lcnow there's a merence. Even my own girl, she's 

fourteen and the other kids. ..shels more wilhg to look at 
other stufTor more open to keep an open mind about things 
than the other kids are- She wanted to check out the 
university they opened up in Regina, dl Native, she was 
t a h g  to me about going there .... 1 want her to think about 
that 'cause she could end up getting stuck somewhere .... 

Below are examples of how participants enlarged on the ways their 

experiences of psychosocial stresses in their own lives affected the& ability to 

cope emotionally with any additional stress in their work environment. 

Four pdcipants had at one time been motivated and had achieved their 

professional or personal goals by becoming helpers. However, three of them 



stated that persona1 stress interfered with their ability to continue to fûnction- 

The fourth participant, also felt stress but she was able to overcome the effects 

of it. One of these three, Donna, was unable to maintain her employment as a 

child-care worker because she was unable to cope with the ongoing stressors 

in her personal and professional We. She experienced a "breakdom" and had 

to take a ten month "stress leave" fkom work- 

My lads pushed me into i t  [counsehg]. They would try 
to get me to talk about my mother and Fer death] .... 
1 would block out the death dates. So many funerds 
in my family. I wouldnY answer the phone. A client, 
a kid hung himseK Everythuig collapsed on my head 
and I suffered major migraine headaches. The doctor 
said 1 can't go on [worklng] anymore. 

Arlene, by choice, was no longer ernployed as a helper. She was able to 

obtain retraining for herself and was looking for employment in another field. 

She descnbed her emotional difficulties with her last job. She had been a Me- 

s M s  coach working with children: 

1 thuik 1 felt a lot of their pain because of the things 
they told me. I hurt for them. Cned many a time in 
life skills class. 

Margaret stated îhat her Me-lomg dream of having a husband, children, and 

a good family life had disintegrated for her because of the stress her husband's 

addictions created for the family. Yet she was unable to emotionally forsake 

But all my Me my four kids and rny husband have been my 
Me. Sometime 1 wonder i f  1 made the right decision.. . . 
Being the only adult [in the marriage because of her husband's 
abuse of alcohol and drugs and his abusiveness to Margaret]. 
It's like I'm the referee and have to think four ways. And 1 
just don't have the energy ta carry on like I used to at home. 
To clean and 1 used to love that so much. 



One participant, Linda, said her awareness of the need to "take care" of 

herself facilitated her ability to conquer stresshl feelings and helped her to 

continue to fmction well in her work role. 

4.5.4 Finding So-ns tu Work Stress . . 

Linda had achieved her goal of becoming a social worker. After a struggle 

at age thrty with suicidal feelings, she was able to maintain her social work 

role by changing her diet and lifesîyle. She was also quite involved in 

beginning to learn and to practise her cultural ways and Native spiritual 

beliefs. 

CI practice Native] spirïtuality, and [rely] on my own 
inner strength. [I deal with my emotions] by talkùig 
to people. 1 guess always following my gut, my heart. 
And tmstllig that I'rn guided. Really taking care of rnyself. 
Doing what I enjoy. And making the changes that are 
necessary. 

Other psychosocialIy stressfil experiences occunred in adulthood for the 

women and these induced feelings of emotional distress. Re-experiencing 

abusive interpersonal interactions was a theme half the participants mentioned. 

4.6 Abusive Victimization in Adulthood 

Over half the group of women mentioned having experienced conflict in 

their relationships with a spouse or partner. This emerged as a major theme. 

Sub-themes related to this theme were experiencing sexual abuse as an adult 

and being involved in abusive marital or relational relationships. Al1 but one 

of the women had also been through troubled relationships with their parents 

as children. Whether a relationship exists between these two types of 

experiences is unlaiown. However, three participants suggested that they felt 

there was a connection between theu experiences of past abuses and those of 

abusiveness later in He. 



Bemice believed that her experience of incestual abuse as a child was 

related to her allowing herself to be abused later in her life: 

My husband was abusive to me and 1 allowed myself to be 
used and abused my men.. . . 1 was ùicestually abused and 
then I was raped by three men when 1 became in my late 
teens, early twenties, and 1 just felt Like my body was being 
used.. . . 

Ginger, the youngest woman in the group, had been sexually abused as a 

child and she was beginning to get involved in a physically and 

psychologicaliy abusive relationship with a young man: "He hit me one time. 

He's just abusive in that way . .. . But, 1 fiipped out on him one tune. And I was 

hïtting him, because he was cruel sometimes, but 1 guess everybody is". 

Margaret witnessed her parent's marital codicts as a child and she said 

that now she maintains an abusive relationship with her husband. 

I had Uiis good counsellor [provided by the reserve]. She 
was so kind and nice and knew how important my husband was 
and still [she] knew that my kids have a problem. And, my 
husband said he wouldn't do the treatrnent program he was 
to go to. He came once to see me. 1 was the one 
who had to tel3 him that he couldn't live with me [any more]. 
The police were supposed to do it [tell him there was a court 
ordered separation] and he was angry and swore at me but he 
did not understand. And he never considered himselflucky 
[to have suMved the f i e  his dmg using started]. . . . His 
moods would change so much, the parties and the drinkllig. 
I would leave the home and it rerninded me of my parents 
[abusiog each other and one leaving] but] he came back. 
His anger, his abuse. Even today he does percs and diazepam. 
He had chronic pain. Eveiybody knows about his drinking 
and his dmgs. 



Linda said that dthough she had manied and had children her husband's 

physical abusiveness resulted in divorce. This lefi her a single parent with 

four children: 

And some of the beliefs that 1 was given or were sort of 
imposed on me ... like a wife's role, um, keeping the 
family together, staying.. .they worked against me and 
then 1 was mamed to someone who was through training 
school. .. . 1 was abused [in the rnamiage]. 

Donna said she had habitually placed herself in situations where others 

would "blame" her for not taking care of them as she had taken care of her 

own family when her parent's alcoholism disrupted their ability to be 

responsible parental care-givers. She said, "1 jump in to help out. ..[for the] 

types who'll blame you when you move away [fiom helping them], CI then] 

feel guilt . " 

These women said that interpersonal stress in their relationships was an 

additional stressor that they were forced to cope with. Lacking in all their 

accounts was description of positive encounters with the world around them. 

Next, it will be seen that half of the group described engaging in drug or 

alcohol use at certain times in their lives. Of interest is whether this was a 

behavioural copuig rnechanisrn or a response to a social atmosphere where 

alcohol and dmg abuse was a common activity people practised because of 

peer pressure. 

4.7 Self-Abusive Behaviours 

Five participants commented on engaging in dmg and alcohol use that 

became problematic at a certain t h e  in each of theîr lives. This emerged as a 

major theme. However, at the time of interviewùig, only two women 

described being engaged in ongoing substance use, and only one directly 

stated that this was currently creating problems for her. Ail the women 



disclosed that theu current or past use of alcohol or dmgs occurred at 

emotionally trymg tunes in their lives, and several women connected alcohol 

and drug use to their mood problems. The remaining four participants did not 

mention using dmgs or alcohol. 

4.7.1 Problems Created by D-ol Use 

Jamie's narrative revealed that she had experienced the most severe He 

dif5culties fiom her drinking behaviour. Her ongohg personal and financial 

problems stemmed fiom her heavy abuse of alcohol: 

My mother is the "wellàre lady" and she.. .pays 
my rent .... It'll be a while before everything's caught 
up. It's because I drank and that's where all my 
money went to, so 1 don't drink as much. I go out 
the odd time. So my bills are being paid off slowly 
so 1 can get my cheques back into my own name. 
It'll be another year at least untilI can take control 
again.. . . Now, [the depression cornes kom] h a d g  
no responsibilities at all and everyone else has them. 
1 have to rely on other people. 1 still feel like a child 
... can't blame anybody else. 

Jamie also said that she had a long-standing drinking problem and she 

befieved the severity of her addiction was related to her problems of low 

rnood. 

A lot of drinking [in the past]. 1 drank lots. 1 just 
drank, like just because 1 liked drïnking. Today, I 
would Say yes, maybe that's why I drank because of my 
low mood] just because 1 don? [when dntnk] have 
to think about all that, 'cause I am an alcoholic right 
ri& now. 

Arlene initially denied that her current dmg use interfered with her Me: 

1 don't smoke [cannibis] because I'm depressed, I just 
like smoking up.. . . 1 have no problem [with sleep] 
and I'm m g  to change my eating habits, trying to get 



out of greasy food.. . . rrn generally [a] pretty happy-go- 
lucky person .... I'm up and gone out of the house by 
7:30 a.m. I use a joint to relax. 

However, Arlene did Say later that she felt " g d t  [hl just doing drugs 

around them ber children] and se My oldest son ... he uses dmgs today. 

The circle is still not mended yet". 

Margaret said that she had occasionally used drugs as an attempt to both 

relate to her husband and to seek relief fiom her feelings: 

Counselling with my husband worries me. With dmgs 
there's things you do to sort of please. the] bathroom ... 
he was doing the needle and 1 said, "1 want to do that". 
So, 1 did ît. But only once but 1 had to quit. I was tired 
and had to take care of the kids and I Ued it - smoking 
up. 1 still have a toke now and again. My bad habits are 
my husband and jail and treatment. And maybe jail time 
and maybe treatment. Maybe everythmg could be wiped 
off the date with his treatment, 

Shirley recalled that as a teenager she began reviewing what had happened 

to her in her childhood years, which caused her to become depressed because 

she felt that her experiences of sexual abuse had niined her long-held dream of 

a traditional marriage. After coming to believe her dream of marriage was 

lost, she began to drink. She later attended a dmg and alcohol rehabilitation 

program in the United States but she did not complete it and she eventually 

resolved her drinking problem on her own. Shirley commented on her teenage 

and early adulthood drinking behaviour: "1 used alcohol for awhile and it just 

got worse". 

Evelyn attended Alcoholics Anonyrnous meetings for the dcohol problem 

she developed after her husband's accident. She said: "There was a period 

when I classified myself as an alcoholic too". 



The women's stories reveal that the majority of them who had engaged in 

drug or alcohol use were able either to overcorne their addiction on their own 

or to avoid becoming addicted through their own resourcefulness. Their 

narratives indicated that they viewed alcohol use as an issue that required 

close rnon i to~g  both on a personal level and at the comrnunity level. 

Feelings of emotional distress that drinking or dmg use may have served to 

deviate were mentioned by several participants. In particular, these women 

discussed their negative experiences with the emotion of anger. However, 

some participants also mentioned their disinterest in a desire to socialize. 

Also, several women mentioned they had to cope with physical &esses of 

various kinds. Problems with sleeping and eating were aIso mentioned. 

4.8 Manifestations of Distress 

Feeling emotionally distressed at the subjective level emerged as a major 

theme for these women. Sub-themes were feelings of anger; wanting to 

isolate themseives socially or interpersonally, to withdraw fiom the world, or 

to avoid other people; experiencing physical cornplaints such as panic or 

generally feeling dl; and eating problerns and sleeping problems. - 
A major theme al1 participants descnbed was that of the discornfort of 

feeling angry. Auger was portrayed as a strong emotion that participants 

stniggled with. 

4.8.Ui) C W c  

Jamie reported her dBiculties with feeling chronically angry. Sbe 

considered that the uitensity of +&s emotion harmed her relationships: 

[I feel a] Lot of anger, anger mostly. 1 get mad. Always 
mad. Take it out on everybody. 1 know when it's 
happening because 1 can't stand anybody near me and 



I just feel angry al1 the t h e .  Just feel Wce killing some- 
body, punching the w d .  And 1 screarn at my kids 
'cause I get mad at hem, 1 never hit them but 1 just 
yeU at them because I'm mad at somebody else. 

Donna said that she fiequently feels "anger, loss of control". She descnbed 

that her "anger cornes and then, goes away". 

4.8.1lM ReoccilcBng Feelings of a . . 

Ginger mentioned that she had bouts of explosive anger. "1 used to blow up 

at my sister and abuse her physically, since she was little and 1 feel bad ...." 

Her mood encouraged her angq  behaviours "Once in a while 1 just wake up 

and I'U feel shitty, sometimes I'U feel g m p y  and IfIl get bummed out...". 

Arlene said she intennittently experienced recux-ring problems with bouts of 

anger: 

Once in a while anger pops up. [The feelings] are not 
like before. I can talk about it now. Before, 1 went 
through a lot of emotions ... and I've spoken about my 
issues so many îimes. 

Linda said that she no longer felt troubled by her anger but she had been 

angry in the past and that the anger had manifested itself in "never being able 

to h d  good in people and never being able to find good in myself". She said 

she was now coping with ber anger by talking about it with CO-workers, 

putting out tobacco, going to a sweat. ..". 

Margaret provided a description of one of her many episodes of feeling 

angry towards her husband. The anger occurred f i e r  the death of their baby, 

when her husband abandoned her in her grief 

1 was angry. He ber husband] wanted to be close the night 
the baby died and the next day [he said] it was al1 my fault. 
. . . . 1 was afraid to be with him mecause he was blaming me]. 
Stayed at my Mom's. Had a feast [after baby's bmial]. He 



[her husband] left right away afier the fimeral to be alone. 
And that made me mad, 

Evelyn believed that her an- feelings about her husband's loss of mobility 

through paraiysis caused her to begin abusing alcohol to cope with this 

emotion. She considered that she had betrayed her marriage. However, she 

thought she had overcome the feelings of anger and had stopped abusing 

alcohol: 

In my own depression 1 uh, not physicdy left my husband 
but emotionally, spuitualIy and in every other way I left my 
husband,, , , 

4.8.2 S o c u v  Isafating 

Four participants mentioned that they felt little interest in either being with 

other people or engaging in social activities. These feelings of low social 

interest caused them to want to avoid ciose contact with others. Three women 

attributed their avoidance behaviour to their mood difficulties, and a fourth 

stated she wanted physical distance as a way to best manage her life. 

Two participants said that they isolated themselves socially because of 

their low moods. Bemice said she tried to avoid contact with other people 

because they easily imtated her: 

You know how some people can have fiends over 
and have coffee and tea and sit there for hours? 
1 can't. I canft. I canft have people come and 
visit me. I'm a stoic person. Like, 1 donft know .... 
1 don't want to talk about nothing. Maybe 1 should 
try and get used to that, 1 donft know. 1 don't 
have people over visiting me. I feel imitable and 
I get mad at things .... Say a fiiend cornes over, 
brings their kids and lets their kids crawl all over 
the house and theyfre just Sitting there watching 
them and 1 get mad. Dont come visit me! 1 dont 



think I m  supposed to be like that, I'm not sure. 
Again, 1 wouldn't Say nothing .... I'm afkid maybe. 

Bemice's desire to avoid social interactions was strong enough cause her to 

dream of fleeing the reserve: 

Right now in my life 1 feel like I'd Use to leave this where 
1 am right now. ... I'd love to go to British Columbia, into 
the mountains. I feel Like there's a lot of healing out there 
[for me]. 

Jamie said that she avoids "coping with Me her" by barrîcading herselfin 

her home. She felt that her Iow mood was related to her desire to isolate 

herself 

I just lock myself in my house and everything's locked 
and b h d s  are closed and that's it! Don't answer 
phones and stay away frorn everybody. Don't think 
I ever got out [of experiencing low mood]. I think 
I'm still in that. Must be about twelve years now, 
1 think, it's not as bad but just try and cope with life 
al1 the time. 

4.8.2@1 Social Withdrawal 

Two women did leave the reserve to live in the city. They stated wanting 

to avoid the requirements of socializing with other community members. 

Margaret said that she chose to avoid people on the reserve: "1 live in town 

[off the reserve] 'cause 1 can get lost there .... 1 avoid my family too so 1 dont 

have, they don? have to be bothered with me or something." Margaret 

mentioned a particular time when she wanted to flee f?om her He: 

Wished 1 could have run away and been by myself. 
Pressure to take care of four lads [alone]. Lots 
of responsibility there too. I know I still have 
some of that [depression fiom that time of Ioss] today.. .. 

Linda said that she chose to leave the reserve because she wanted 

"independence" and "distancet': 



1 Like to live my life with anonymïty and you don't get 
that on the reserve. I like to be a little bit apart.. .. IIf 1 
lived on the reserve] more people would be having a Say in 
my life than 1 would be cornfortable with. 

4.8.3 Feeling UnweU 

Half of the women said they experienced symptoms that they believed 

worked against their sense of both ernotional and physical well-being. 

4.8.30 F e w s  of Pa- 

Three women enlarged on thek experiences of feeling paniclq. Jamie 

mentioned physicd symptoms fiom overwhelming feelings of anxiety and 

panic: 

1 even have anxiety attacks. Feel like I'm having a 
heart attack or something lüce that, or 1 lose breath 
and ... 1 canY think because my mind is just 
too hyper, or 1 get too nervous and I can't think. 
Itts like, 1 dont bow,  just blank, or I feel Iike 
it's going to explode or something like that. 1 canft 
think. .. . 1 try to get my breath or try and relax to 
get that feeling away. 

Donna too was able to articulate what the experience of panic was like for 

her. She said that she codd not define where her fear came fiom, but that it 

was "there a lot of the lime. .. . At times now III just feel like a panic like when 

people are drinking or kids are near. Maybe it was my Mom dnimming in not 

to go near men when I was a child." 

Donna explained that her attempts to escape fkom her feaifut and panicky 

feelings precipitated her breakdom: "Thoughts were running through my 

head. I'd [work] to exhaustion to work off the stress. It was getting so I 

couldn't do that anymore. It helped to say, 'I'm safe, the world is good to me'. 

1 had to learn to slow down". 



Margaret taked about her experience of having thoughts race through her 

head and other unpleasant physical feelings: 

I'm tired. Sometimes 1 feel like 1 codd talk and tak. 
It's so light inside of me ... . 1 have a pounding feeling in 
my chest .... Frustration, lots of it, over kids' fights. 
1 get shortness of breath, 1 sit there and 1 don't even 
breathe.. .. 1 was numb and 1 didn't want to share nothing 
[in counselling] . 

Two women mentioned being troubled by physical ihesses. Linda said 

that she had once felt so unwell physically that she had planned to "hang" 

herself. She began to feel very frustrated with her health problems: 

1 was very 014 in my M e s .  And I think 1 was experienchg 
PMS really, really, heavy duty. Actually it was at a very 
good time in my life. The best time of my life. So that's 
why 1 say it had to be PMS. At one point in my life it was 
very, veiy strong. And I went to see my gynecologist and 
he helped me to fhd natural ways of dealing with that, like diet. 
Once 1 followed his direction and changed my diet, like 
stopping caeine, cigarette smoke, M S G. The one month 
it got really bad and it got worse the next month and it was 
fine after that. 

Donna believed that her physical iUnesses were related to her feeling 

psychologically unhappy: "1 have colds, migraines, kidney-bladder inrfections". 

At the tirne of the i n t e ~ e w s ,  her experiences of illness had finally gone away. 

She particularly associated her earlier problems with headaches to hex 

psychological problems: 

1 îhink way down deep you know you need help, 
but for most people you don? know how to ask for 
help or you're scared to face them. Fùst, gohg to a 
counsellor, all m d s  of] things were going on in my head 
and.. .lots of floating.. . . That's where the headaches 



came f?oq the building up. When I went to talk I'd 
get major headaches. I'd hold back and feel the head- 
ache coming and my neck would go stiff, and îhen I'd 
just block it out. It becomes secondary to kding a 
way of dealing with it at that moment. Strange what 
you c m  do with your body and you need counselhg. 

Donna's experiences with her moods seemed to result in greater physical 

distress than was the case with other participants. 

Three women mentioned disturbances in their eating behaviours. Two felt 

they over-ate as a strategy for coping strategy with feelings of "depression". 

A third felt she stopped eating because of feeling psychologically distressed. 

4.8.4@ Over - E- Law Mood 

Bemice said she copes with feeling depressed by over-eating: 

1 think when I become depressed 1 avoid people. Just 
stay away fiom everyone. 1 eat a lot. 1 eat. 1 bury a lot of 
my problems with food. 1 know that. Even if I'm 
stuffed, I'll eat. 

She enlarged on how she feels about herself and her shame about her body 

fkom her eatùig behaviours: 

1 always felt ernbarrassed being so heavy, but I know why 
rrn heavy - it's a lot of anger hidden by this weight. I'rn 
so embarrassed by my body or my weight or myself, 
there's something behind it. Even to wak across a room 
with people on both sides or in a group and I have to get 
up and wak, I am so embarrassed. 1 don't like people 
to look at me .... 

Jarnie said that her experiences of low mood and changeable moods caused 

her to over-eat: "1 eat lots, and ... I'm always depressed. 



4.8.4oJ,,ow Moodaod Poor &petite . 

On the other hand, Ginger mentioned problems with a diminished appetite, 

which she felt was reiated to her mood. 

At one point, I stopped eating .... I didn't want to lose weight. 
1 just didn't have an appetite. 1 couldn't eat. My Dad was 
all womed but 1 just couldn't eat. 1 was just worried all the 
thne. Over nothing. My Dad womed because 1 didn't have 
a boyfhend. I was in [hi& school] and he was f iaid 
there was something wrong with me [laughs]. I guess 
it was just concern .... He was just concemed. 1 was just always 
sad and dways moping and 1 guess he just thought a guy, a 
boyfnend was like the normal thing to do. 

c 
Three women said they experienced sleep disturbances. Sleep issues are 

quite ofien present among people with mood difaculties. Three women talked 

about their sleep problems. 

Jamie mentioned sleeping too much: 

1 sleep all the tirne. I sleep to just waste all that time. 
1 sleep lots, to kill tîme, sleep the day away. 

Donna also noted that she wants to sleep when she feels low in mood. 

"Fear and anxiety go dong with it. rrn a h i d  to deal with another problem. I 

don't want to wake up. 1 want to sleep because of fear of reality." She also 

said: "I'm tired, very, very fatigued. 1 can't do nothing in the day and if you do 

you get iotally exhausted. My immune system's down. I'm &Gd of other's 

illnesses like your body will easily pick it up." 

Bernice too said she felt tired much of the t h e :  

I'm very tired. I feel lazy. I lay on the couch. I lay there 
for months. 



In their descriptions of distress, participanîs rarely mentioned possessing 

the knowledge on how to get emotional assistance. No woman knew where 

she could or would go for help. The tone that emerged fiom each woman's 

story was one of loneliness. Mere survïval was what they struggled with. 

Remaining silent about emotional pain was believed to work against their 

ability to heal psychologically. 

4.9 The Inability to Address Psychological Issues 
. ited F+~ploration of Feelings . 

The participants claimed that their ability to verbalize and examine issues 

sux~ounding the sources of their psychological experiences of unhappiness, 

whether chronic or episodic, was curtailed by community patterns of silence 

around issues they identified as sources of personal distress. This emerged as  

a major theme. Related sub-themes were feeling forced to have to contain 

feelings and the impression that the problem was that the community as a 

whole practised secretiveness about important mental health issues. For 

example, negative feelings and mood problems arising fiom unresolved issues 

surrounding abuse victimization were described as havhg to be individually 

contained because the opportunity to discuss this f o m  of abuse as a source of 

low mood or psychological distress within this community was hampered by 

community noms. 

Two participants provided examples of how they experienced having to 

contain their feelings in their own lives. For Donna, what encouraged the 

persistence of her depression was her inability to talk, which had precipitated 

her need to take a leave of absence fiom work: "The depression stems fkom 

holding thùigs inside, fiom not taking about my feelings". She also said: "1 g o  



back to work on the twenty-fïrst but I'U continue to see a counsellor [to 

continue to talk things out]". 

Evelyn said that keeping feelings contained occurs even in near tragic 

situations: 

Yeah, 1 did [attempt suicide 15 years ago]. 1 took 
sorne h d a  pas .  1 went to hospital when I threw up. Got 
my boyfiend to take me. .. . Everybody pretended it diddt 
happen. Swept it under the table. It was like nothing 
happened. 

Evelyn, a social worker, and Bev, a participant-commentator and also a 

social worker, cornmented on the community's reticence toward discussing 

issues surrounding psychological distress: 

1 would Say that's somethùig that happens a lot within our 
cornrnunity and that's why, um, that's why we feel stuck. 
Afierwards, because things are never talked about like that 
and that's why when I do things now with my kids with 
regards to things like that [suicide] I [discuss it openly]. 
Not only with my family but the whole c o m m w  has a 
hard time with that. 

We al1 know it [about those distressed], but then we don7 
niat's how the community is. It's not as if t h g s  are really 
secrets 'cause evevbody seems to h o w ,  but people just 
don't want to talk about it, that's how thuigs go, 1 th&. 
Once we [community members] start to talk [about 
psychological problems] we'll start to move M e r .  

Evelyn provided an illustration of the cornmunity's hesitancy toward 

discussing feelings surmunding psychological issues: 

Last March, in '94, there was an incident with [dnigs] in 
the community. And the way it was handled, 1 never felt 
so proud in our cornmunity. We all got together, all the 
different families, kids, al1 Moms, just Moms at Est.. . . 
You could just feel the peace with them and we talked about 



everything. The kids talked to Da& the next morning ... did 
a sharing circle.. .fathers sat there and shared with the kids 
their stoiy.. most moving thing that ever happened in this 
comm unïty.... And al1 of a sudden again the parents pulled 
back out. Don't know why? 

Bev's comrnents may explain why the parents "pulled back" h m  

involvernent in sharing circles. She said: "on this reserve, community 

involvement leads to success". However, "Fort William [the reserve] is not at 

the point where the abuse is open. They're st i l l  partially in denial, [a] thick 

waU of secrecy. Once people begin to accept what's happened to them and 

quit using dmgs and alcohol, when they deal with what's happened to them, 

then there'll be a lot more suicides". 

As Bev commented, "deal[ing]" with what has "happened to them" 

appeared to be a pressing need. However, fear of the consequences of 

opening up about the sources of pain seemed to be prohïbitïng comrnUILiîy 

members fiom douig so. In the next section, a specinc issue, that of sexual 

abuse, will be examined. Several women enlarged on this as a major source 

of their emotional difficulties. 



5.1 The Experience of Sexual Abuse as a Major Source of Depressive 

Experiences 

One of the major themes that emerged fiom the interviews with the Native 

participants was the common experience of having been sexually abused. 

Sub-themes that emerged fiom this main theme were feeling that the 

victimization contrîbuted to depression, that the abuse worked against self- 

esteem and the ability to pursue ambitions, and the feeling of being both 

feamil and unsafe in the world. As an interviewer and clinician, 1 did not 

expect disclosure of this in an initial contact interview. It appeared that these 

women wanted to reveal what had happened to them and to communicate the 

importance of sexual abuse as a source of unhappiness and halfof them 

disclosed that it had occurred in their childhood. Five women discussed their 

experiences, a sixth, a participator-commentator, stated that she had been 

sexually abused but she did not elaborate on this. 

The five wornen who talked of their experiences of sema1 abuse mentioned 

its impact on their psychological well-being. One woman, Bemice, felt that 

the abuse was central to her current psycliological unhappiness. Bernice is the 

person most fkequently quoted below. 

The other five women in this study did not describe their victimization as 

contributing to later rnood difficulties. These women considered that their 

emotional problerns were caused by other psychosocial difficulties that were 

described above. Their stressors were childhood unhappiness, low self- 

esteem, losses, or other forms of abuse. 

5.1.1 Dept.mssion -ted to Se- 

Traumatic experiences such as that of sexual abuse victimization that 

occmed in early childhood, were considered by the participants to result in 



depressive feelings that continued into adulthood. Two participants, Bernice 

and Jamie, descnbed their experiences and a third, Shirley, said that low mood 

difEiculties had been probiematic for a long tirne in her Me. 

tive Feeüngs AnsingfrPm Chüdbood Werimes of&xmil . . 

Abuse 

Bemice felt that her current feelings of depression stemmed fkom 

childhood sexual abuse and later fiom rape as a young addt. She was of the 

opinion that "the little girl" inside of her needed to heal before she could feel 

"fkee" in adulthood. Bernice still felt "afkid" of being "hurt" again. She was 

still sensitive to any forms of abuse. 

It's like letting that liale girl out of me, Bemice. It's that little 
girl inside of me that 1 have to heal.. .but 1 guess I'm 
too afi-aid to let her out because I don't want her to be hurt 
anymore. But I know for my own fieedom, to breaîhe freely, 
to feel free, to feel good about myself. .. . 1 have to let that little 
girl out and take care of her and tell her, 1 know 1 have to tell 
her I love her .... I would love to go, do something with my own 
self because right now 1 c m  cry a lot. Every time someone 
yells at me and says the wrong things to me. 

Jarnie mentioned her ongoing feelings of despair firom her childhood sexual 

abuse. She felt "alone" and "lost", and did not know how to be helped. She 

too mentioned feeling easily demoralized by constant "put-downs". 

I'm always depressed. The feeling is youfre alone A k e  
there's no one there to help you. You think why, why am 
I feeling this way? And how can 1 get out of it? And I just 
cry lots and feel realiy alone. And there's no one there to 
help you get out of it. Lost. 1 think it's just because you 
remember a lot of things as a child and thùigs that happened 
to you. I think that's how you get that way. Or, if youfre 
put down alI the time [with] no support. 



Shirley said that she "hung on" to negative feelings for a long time after 

havuig experienced sexual abuse as a child at a residential school. Later, she 

was victimized again, "So, 1 hung on to them [negative feelings]. And the 

abuse at the residential school. And then 1 got into a brutal gang-rape. 1 was 

raped by some white giiys. That happened at thirteen". 

AU three women descnied their aloneness in dealing with the aftermath of 

their sexual abuse victimization. Positive interventions to assist in recovering 

the psychological losses f b m  the abuse were mavailable to them. Negative 

self-regard as an outcome of the abuse became entrenched. Below, the 

women talk about the impact on their self-esteem. 

5.2 Sexual Abuse and Law Self-Esteem 

Two participants explained how their self-esteem was damaged by the 

impact of early traumatic experiences. It appears that the exposure to the 

distress of sexual abuse experiences resulted in the development of negative 

feelings towards themselves. Bemice and Shirley offered their observations as 

to how this development manifested itself in their lives. Bernice descnbed 

some of the negative feelings had about herself and she comected these to the 

sexual abuse: 

1 always felt unloved, I felt abandoned and unclean, and 
1 always felt like 1 had to do t b g s  to make people really like 
me.. . . I feel a lot of hurt, a lot of anger. Sometimes 1 feel 
so confused and lost. 1 dont know what the heck I'm at, 
1 don't know what to feel sometimes.. . . And 1 think that 
al1 stems back to the abuse that 1 went through as a child, 

Shirley said that her depression set in when she realized that her 

experiences of sexual abuse impacted on her self-concept. Her dream of 

seeing herself marry as a Wgin had become tainted because she felt th is  way: 

1 wz%d to get married the traditional way and 1 



could never have it, or so I thought [and then the 
depression set in]. 

Belief in oneself and in one's abilities are prerequisites for the strength to 

pursue the goals we wish to 

self-worth was damaged by 

resdting emotional fall-out . 

their lives, 

achieve. The women explained that this sense of 

the sexual abuse they experienced and by the 

Below, two woman describe how this occurred in 

5.3 Low Esteem and RealiPng Ambitions 

The preoccupation of coping with the discomforting psychological distress 

resulting fkom sexual abuse can leave a person with little energy or sense of 

self-assurance. Pursuing the demands of life cm become f i c u l t .  As was 

seen above, one's self-regard c m  be damaged by the experience of sexual 

abuse. Shirley recollected how her experiences of childhood sexual abuse 

impacted on her self-regard and, hence, her codïdence about being able to 

achieve her future goals. Shirley felt that her experience of sexual abuse 

would resdt in her life dream being unrealized: 

But that's what 1 based my thinking on at that tirne because of 
the sexual abuse experience at the residential school]. 1 thought, 
that's gone. The dream of mamage. 1 could never have that because 
of the abuse that happened. Fm no longer pure. 1 wanted, like, 
to have just one, one man, like a soul mate all the way through. 
But that left. It kind of shattered everythmg for me. 

Bemice felt that her inabilïty to forgive herself for the sexual abuse 

contributed to a low sense of self-esteem that continued to work against her 

realUJng her strengths. She could not "forgive" and felt she blamed herself for 

"oppressing" herself 

I never really went into a deep, deep [depression] .. . . 
1 never forgave anybody for any of the abuse and 1 
think that's the main part.. . . I stiU havenY forgiven myself 
to any of those people, really. I feel that I have a strong 



spintuality, but I feel I'm oppressing it or keeping my 
tme self fiom coming out.. . . 

Participants descnbed attitudes about the world and others around them 

that emerged fiom their sexual abuse victhktion. Negative feelings toward 

self were folIowed by negative feelings toward others. 

5.4 Negative Feelings Towards Others: Fearfulness 

When sexual abuse occurs in environments where chiIdren are made 

dependent on caregivers who misuse their authonty, mistrust is created and 

this can generalize to other situations. Shirley described how childhood 

sexual abuse had precipitated feelings of anxiety. She became constantly 

fearful. Shirley recalled her fear when she was in the residential school: 

1 was abused by a priest at age six and seven. ... . 
1 made fiiends with one [nun] because she was more 
like my protector. .. . She made sure that I never got close to 
the males again and that type of thing. That's basically what she 
was, my bodyguard. 

5.4.1 Feeling Unsafe 
A general psychological stance of fearFulness appears to have developed 

as an aftermath of these women's Mctimization. Two participants explained 

how feeling unsafe affected their attitudes towards their communities and how 

it impinged on their own overall sense of safety. Ginger, a young woman in 

her early twenties, whose mother is Native, described how her non-Native 

uncle (on her father's side) sexually abused her. As one result, she felt unsafe 

in both her white and her Native environments: 

1 don't rernember [the age at which 1 was sexudy abused], before 
1 was six.. . . My uncle had raped my cousin and s tu f f  like that. 
On my Dad's side. 1 remember some of it .... Yeah, and my cousins. 
Two of rny cousins tned to fiench-kiss me and it was really 
disgusting. 1 was like eight. That really ruins it. It just niins it. 
And my Mom was so womed because she was sexually abused 



by her cousins [on the reserve]. Down here. And she was so 
womed, she didnrt want me to hang out with them .... And it 
happened to me anyways. On my Dad's side. 1 hate my Dad 
for it. Like because he knew what my uncle was like and he 
tumed a blind eye to it. 

Ginger had experïenced sema1 abuse as a child (the perpetrator was on her 

white father's side of the family). Also, because of her mother's fears, she had 

corne to believe that sexual abuse was prevalent on the reserve. "She didn't 

want me to hang out with Native people because she was scared it would 

happen to me". Ginger's voice was angry when she spoke of the abuse she 

suffered and of the abuse she heard about on the reserve. "Like my Mom was 

telling me.. . . It's just sickening! . . . . 1 just heard really bad stones about this 

place. And it's me!" 

Arlene recded her feelings of terror &er experiencing childhood sexual 

abuse: 

1 was [sexually] abused at age seven or eight. I was too 
tenified to do anything at the time, and so 1 just lay there 
and pretended 1 was sleeping. Never forgot it. [Aftenvards,] 
1 made sure 1 was closer to my Mom and Dad, stayed with 
my grandmother quite a bit when 1 was growing up then. 
I felt very safe with her. There was so much of it happening 
in al1 the families. 1 didn't know back then, but now 1 know. 
Probably I felt really afkid, not knowing it happened to others. 

5.5 Feelings of Distress and Untreated Trauma from Sexual Abuse 

A major theme among the participants were their accounts of other 

problems that they related to their sexual abuse victimization. Sub-themes that 

emerged were difficulties with memory, feelings of anger, wanting to avoid 

other people socially, and physical problems. 



One participant, Shirley, was able to describe one incident of her 

experience of sexual abuse cIearly. Other participants either mentioned 

memory diEiculties around the experience or chose not to elaborate on the 

actual experiences. Traumatic experiences imprint themselves in rnemory and 

c m  rem& vivid for suMvors of sexual abuse. Shirley was able to recount 

her experience of rape that had occurred long in the pst  with great detail: 

When 1 got raped, 1 had to corne through the snow and my 
pants were fiozen. There was blood ... because they used 
those ... stove top bandle]. That was buming hot and shoved up 
inside of me. And then I was tied up and 1 had to go through 
these people over and over again. And they were drinking 
so I managed to just yank [the ties] fiom my hands and then 
I started runuing and 1 ran directly into the bush, but I had to, 
like, you know how it is when you have to duck because of 
the trees. So by the îime I got to the highway my pants were 
just fkozen and 1 guess it helped me in a way because I was 
numb, that fiozen type of thing. And 1 seen some lights 
coming and 1 was lucky it was the Grey Goose [highway 
coach] and it just stopped and the bus picked me up and 
1 woke up in the hospital. 

In contrast, Bernice indicated that she experienced difZcdties remembering 

the specinc incidents of her sexual abuse: 

1 have a hard time remembering. Must be al1 blocked out. 
My memory, I block it out. I don? recall helping my sister 
[who was being sexually abused]. I don't remember that. 
1 don't know how long it lasted.. .. It takes time to remember 
everything.. . . 

F-of- 

Half of these participants enlarged on their experiences with angiy feelings 

stemming fiom their experiences of sexual abuse. Bemïce mentioned her 

feelings of rage: 



1 know there's a lot of rage inside of me because 1 know 
where my rage cornes fkom - the hurt and pain. One time 
1 reaLly let a lot of rage out of me and 1 feel that 1 could do 
that .... I've been hurt by three people and I crie& and 1 
sobbed and 1 puked and 1 know that was rage comïng out of me .... 

Shirley descnied her anger after being sexually abused. She too felt rage: 

And 1 used to get really maa, really upset when 
somebody would compliment me. Even me, even though 
maybe they didn't mean it or they were just trying to be fiendly, 
that type of thing. But 1 took it where it got me redy 
an gry.... And I would just wak around like, just angxy. 
It got to a point where I wanted. ... This is the part 1 
dont really like sharing because it's so mean. 1 would 
walk around with these feelings like 1 wanted to use a 
crowbar and just hit somebody in the head and just 
watch that blood, . . . 

Arlene mentioned her recwîng bouts of anger arising fiom her sexual 

abuse experience: 

I was abused by a rnernber of the family. I've worked through 
all that stuffnow. 1 don? get upset anymore. 1 don't hate the 
person who done it to me. CI dealt with it] by t a h g  about it 
and codonting the person.. .every once in a while the anger 
POPS UP. 

. he Need to N d r w  the Anger 

Rochelle, a local helper and participant-commentator cornmented that 

anger was an important area that needed to be addressed among abuse 

vic tims . 

So then, during that last part [of treatment] when we started dealing with 
sexual abuse and we used different treatment methods. One 
of them, one of the areas that we dealt with \vas anger. So, what 
we did was um, we used uh, I guess you could describe it as 
similar to psychodrama. So what we did was we would use a 
pillow and get the person to role play and get rid of that emotion. 



Rochelle said the program of treatment made available for Native people 

that attempted to address anger resulting from abuse was terminated soon afier 

it began. The program was supposed to be aimed solely at drug and alcohol 

difficulties and outside politics forced the discontinuation of treatment that 

included a focus on addressing emotions. This occurred because "outside 

experts believed" it was unnecessary to "deal with the person's emotion" in 

cimg and alcohol treatment programs. 
O t O O ersonal Avordaace and D ~ s c o m f o ~ -  Phywal Se- 

Bemice associated a dislike with being touched and ber physical 

experiences of c h o h g  sensation with having been sexually abused. Bemice 

explained how the sexual abuse had made interpersonal contact aversive for 

her : 

I won't allow them [her chddren and grandchildren] 
to hug and kiss me all the the.  I won't hug and 
kiss them al1 the time. 1 don? think I should feel that 
way. It makes me sick when they used to giwe me a 
kiss on my a m s  or cheek or breathe on me. H still 
had ail those feelings inside of me. I know tatlking 
about them is ail nght but, ughh! ... And 1 canmt 
stand dogs lickuig me. And I think that all has to do 
with the abuse but I'm not sure. Maybe 1 dont  want 
to remember.. . . 

Bemice mentioned other uncornfortable physical feelings that caused her 

discornfort. She also connected these to her experience of sexual abuse: 

I feel choking nght here in my neck, and I felel 
tight in my chest, and even when I'm taking to people. 
Sometimes I cry but 1 know that's part of the healing 
[fiom sexual abuse], and sometimes 1 know I can 
feel the spintual corne out of me but 1 won't le t  it. 

You know [crying], 1 feel like I got so mucb anger in 
my heart that 1 can't get it al1 out. Right n o w  1 feei 



like I'm choking ... . It's something in my Ne. 1 am 
sick. Something that 1 did or something that 1 didn't 
do or ... my throat feels so thick sometimes or maybe 
it's fiom the abuse 'cause 1 dont know $... I've got 
so much sickness inside of me myself. ... 

Because sexual abuse victimkation was unacknowledged as an important 

contributor to psychological ~ c u l t i e s  wÏthin this community, the women had 

to cope with their distress on their own. Below, participants explain why 

silence surrounded this issue. 

5.6 The Inability to Address Psychological Issues Associated with Sexual 

Abuse Victimization 

A major theme was that participants felt unable to tallc about sexual abuse 

issues wîthin their community. Sub-themes arising fi-om this theme were fear 

of codkontùig abusers, the belief that untreated abuse is a community 

problem, the belief that abuse is prevalent, and concems about inadequate 

treatment for abuse. 

Bernice explained one of the constraints she experienced in m g  to 

resolve emotionaily her experience of sexual abuse. She was afkaid of 

exposùig the f a d y  member who had abused her. 

And you know, 1 don't wanna [go for help]. The thïng is I'm 
so afiaid. 1 think, you know, I'm afkaid to hurt my brother 
because of him drinking and angry.. . . 1 don't want hirn charged and 
1 don't want him disrupting his life even though what he did 
disrupted mine. I've never ever confronted him or anything, 
but we did belong in the same prayer group and you lnow he 
knows that 1 h o w  ail right. He asked me for forgiveness. 
Yeah. But, we've never actually tallced about it.. . . 

Shirley described avoiding confkonting her rapists in order to protect her 

family. "[The rapists] were not charged. Afker they were al1 done with me, 1 



was stitched up and I was recuperating. Then 1 heard the cops were gohg to 

come and 1 didn't want my fàmily knowing about it. So 1 ditched the hospital 

and they came to the reserve looking for me but 1 went out to the cabin at the 

old reserve and stayed there for a mont . .  

Jarnie described that contemplating disclosing the sexual abuse fiightened 

her because she did not want to deal with the consequences of letîing others 

know: 

I'm scared about going [for M e r  treatment] because 1 
know that there's issues that 1 have to deal with and 1 
don't know how to express them. Like the deep, deep ones that 
are really hurting me. I mean, the most.. . . When I was in treahnent 
they were m g  to make me sign a paper saying that they could 
give information out if it's like abuse, thuigs like that. 1 just 
wouldn't sign the paper and 1 wouldn't tak about it because 1 
didn't want to deal with it or let everybody know. 1 don? know 
if I'm that close to lettïng everybody know what's really inside 
me, 1 guess. 1 think once 1 deal with it, it wilI be easier. 

Two women, Bev and Rochelle, who were participant-cornmentators, and 

one participant, Evelyn, discussed their perspectives on the silence 

surrounding sexud abuse issues in their commulzity. Above it has been shown 

how the women varied in their ability to discuss the sexual abuse they had 

experienced. Bev, a local Native social worker, who stated she had been 

sexually abused, commented on this: 

A lot of times, the client doesn't want to address it. Partly because 
they dont remember it. It's a block, but they know something's 
happened. It'll always come back and haut  you at some point in 
your life. The fear of dealing with that, of having to break the chab 
of silence, is so thick you have the h g  and alcohol and suicida1 
tendencies. Al1 those things. 

Sometimes there's physical abuse - that goes way back. In order 



to deal with the abuse issues you have to go clean. You have to be 
clean, stay clean, for a length of tirne, and you have to want to deal 
with those issues. 

5.6.3 The Preva lae  of S-se -te Tre- 

Rochelie, the second commentator participant, who was employed as a 

helper on the reserve, commented specincally on the prevalence of sexual 

abuse experiences and theû consequences. "One of the biggest thuigs 1 could 

Say very safely is that eighty-five percent of the men and women who carne in 

[for the reservels h g  and alcohol treatment programs] were victims of s e d  

abuse ... and ail the other abuses". 

Rochelle, both a social worker and member of the band leadership, 

commented on the shortcomings of mental health prograrns to deal with sexual 

abuse problems that have been offered on the reserves. She reported that 

comprehensive care required for sexual abuse treatment is lacking. 

There is no treatment facrlity that I'm aware of in Ontario that is 
helping people Like that [victims of sexual abuse], because ... once you 
start working with that person, you have to be prepared to take care of 
that person for mxe than a four-week period. It takes four weeks for 
that person to be able to open up. So you need residential care for at 
least two months, 

Rochelle was experienced in working with sexual abuse victims who 

presented themselves to dmg and alcohol treatment programs that were 

govemment-funded. However, funding specifically for the sexual abuse 

problems was not adequately provided for. Rochelle believed that until 

specif5c treatment was available, there were dangers in exploring sexual abuse 

trauma: 

1 have an idea of what's needed. And if a facility 
cannot be provided to take care of these people, they're better off 
to be feft alone. 



She explallied why a follow-up residential program for treatment of what 

she descnibed as the prevalence of sexual abuse problems on the reserve was 

not in place: 

I think there's opportunity coming up right now [to apply 
for funding for adequate treatment] . . . [on this reserve] 
Therefs [currently] a lot of planning involved around health, child 
welfare. What's going to happen with that whole area is 
that it's going to evolve into treatment [for semal abuse]. 
It has to. There is no way out of it. 

Rochelle felt what she experienced as a heIper taught her what was needed 

in treating sexual abuse. However, h d i n g  was not available. 

Today, if there was a family heahg centre or a family 
treatment centre, then you could get into that [sexual abuse 
issues], but you're looking at a goveniment, federal or 
provincial, that you know, where their decision-mahg 
is controlled by where the buck stops. 

As Rochelle explained, the counsellors providing h g  and alcohol 

treatment locally for band members soon realized the importance of the 

inclusion of sexual abuse therapies for these clients. "During that last part [in 

evolving the dmg and alcohol treatment program], we started dealing with 

sexual abuse and we used Merent treatment methods. One of the areas that 

we dealt with was anger". 

Treatrnent that did not recognize the importance of the impact of sexual 

abuse on the mental health of band members appeared to fnistrate Rochelle. 

She recounted that outside consultants interfered with the sexual abuse 

cornponent of the treatment program that local Native helpers had fomulated 

to assist in treatment: 

So they brought this guy in, an AA consultant, and he just took 
over because the leadership was [&aid to address the issue]. 
[They liked] the way this guy believes and teaches and everything.. . . 



And he [the consultand didn't believe in [sexual abuse treatments] 
.... See, in the old school [AA treatment] they diddt deal with the 
person's emotions .... A person was not dealt with holistically. 
It was very intellectual .... So after then, things just kind of went 
do W.... 

Rochelle said that treatment for sexual abuse has remained unaddressed 

since off-site nomNative decision-makers had taken over the design of the 

treatment programs. Rochelle considered that this interference had had a 

harrnfui effect on treatment when clients sought treatment for issues arising 

out of the emotional repercussions (alcoholism, substance abuse etc.) of 

experiencing semai abuse. 

Evelyn, a thuty-four year old Native woman who had not been sexually 

abused and who was employed for five years as a community support worker, 

offered some reasons as to why treatment for abuse issues was not fully in 

place in the communïty helping system: 

. . .because as a worker, counsellor in this First Nation's.. . 
I'm really aware of all the problems in this community. And 
I've been touched by a lot of the same problems. Everybody 
has. So having a good support system for rnyselfin place 
at work is really important because any time an incident cornes 
up Itve been affected by it in some way myself. So, it gives 
me a chance to take care of my own shit there before 1 start 
counselling.. . . 

She explained that local Native counsellors had only recently begun to be 

adequately trained in addictions counselling; however, training had not yet 

progressed to the point where helpers were prepared for addressing abuse 

counselling needs: 

How did it happen [addressing the need for training]? 1 was 
starting the position here five years ago because as a band ... 
the band or the chief noticed that people [helpers f?om with] 
in the comrnunity.. .there wasn't a high productivity corning £tom 



the melping] positions and uh, not saying the workers weren't 
working. Workers being fiom the same commiuuîy, they carry 
the same shit that the people cany. So part of the reason was 
that they put together some training for workers for them to 
start to ded with some of the ir.... So that they could become 
more effective. So my fïrst day at work 1 was sent [for training] 
it's an eight week course. Mostly about alcoholism and the whole 
process of addictions uh, and how it affects families and 
communities in perspective, 1 guess. 

These participants said that the lack of semal abuse treatment for band 

members and interference with available treatment fiom hding sources had 

resulted in no treatment being available. That the women felt alone and 

isolated in the afterrnath of their Mctimization is explained by this situation. 

Silence surrounding the issue was not only a problem within the community 

but was reinforced by the agendas of outside h d i n g  agencies. Local Native 

helpers recognized that s e d  abuse issues needed to be addressed, but their 

voices were soon silenced by outside forces. Silence around other 

troublesome psychological dificulties was also revealed by these narratives. 

Participants reported the same silence in reference to suicide, another major 

theme that emerged fiom these narratives. 



A major theme tnat emerged was that more than haIf the women in the 

group had contempllated suicide at some point in their lives. Sub-themes that 

arose fiom this major theme were alcohol use encouraging suicidal thoughts; 

feeling hopeless; marital betrayal and suicidal thinking; suicide associated 

with physical abuse and low self-regard; suicide as a means to avoid 

emotional pain; and factors discouraging suicide. Many research studies have 

found depression amd suicide to be highly correlated (Beck, Emery, and 

Greenberg, 1985). Pt has been found that suicide among depressed individuals 

usually occurs d e r  - the depressive mood lifis. It is assumed that it is the 

experience of hopelessness about the friture that is the important factor in 

suicide for individmk who have expenenced depression (Beck et al., 1985). 

With six of the participants, it was certainly the feeling of having no choices in 

Me or, of being in a hopeless situation that was descnbed as a factor for 

considering suicide. In dl, six female participants described having 

experienced suicidall thoughts. 

A sub-theme t h a ~  emerged was the occurrence of thoughts of suicide when 

under the d u e n c e  of alcohol. Evelyn said her feelings of unhappiness began 

in her adolescence. She attempted suicide because she felt she had no other 

choice: 

I was suicidal around eighteen, seventeen and uh, I wanted 
to commit suicride and when 1 look back I think it was, 1 guess 
for me 1 thouglht it was one of the only choices 1 had at the 
t h e .  Then again, I was dnink. You know, I'd thùik about it 
other times bua 1 wasn't drunk so I wasn't stupid enough 
to try it. But eb,  I thùik a lot had to do with that time because 



it was around a boyfiiend too ... but when 1 think about it this 
time it had nothing to do with a boyfiîend redy.  

Evelyn elaborated on factors that she saw as making the realization of 

drearns for the fùture impossible, and how these were comected with suicidal 

thoughts. She discussed the impact of isolation fiom the outer world has had 

on community members. Interactions with nonoNative institutions would have 

encouraged this isolation: 

1 think something else too that led me to that point in my 
life of [contemplating] suicide is, 1 was never given much 
independence eh? Or trust, or options around choices and 
that. 1 was always told this is what you had to do and that 
was it. 'Cause pretty well our mother dictated to us what 
our lives would be me, 

Jarnie, a Native woman living on the reserve, said she had experienced 

sexual abuse, but she did not provide details. However, she tried to explain 

that memones of what had happened had contributed to her becoming 

suicidal: 

1 think just a lot of things in the past were hopping, jumping into 
my head. Things were coming back, and 1 just remembered 
things, eh? And 1 never, ever dealt with it, the...problems. 

Jamie mentioned her ongoing d.ïEculties with suicidal thoughts, "[It's an] 

easy way out. 1 don't know". Jamie also said: 

1 was suicidal in January and they were lookuig for help 
to try to get me in treatment ... I just stayed away fiom 
drinking because it's mostly when 1 drink that 1 have 
enough nerve to do it. No plan. Just when I'm dnink 
it hits. Though sometimes when I'rn sober I'l1 think yeah, 
it'd be easier being dead. Ill Say that. 1 always thuik of 
my kids too, eh, when I'm sober. So 1 always think 
twice what they would go through, who would look 
after them and who would love them and support them. 



But when you drink, it's a different story. 

6.1.3 Absence of Hooe S u d a l  Ge- 
. . 

Ginger descnied havhg made a suicidal act when she was eighteen: "1 

really didn't try it. But 1 put like a M e  to my wrists and 1 was like pushing 

down on it. 1 did it in fourteen spots, I would push down and just wait unti1I 

could see blood coming and do it again". She elaborated on her thoughts of 

suicide, "1 just t .  of killùig myself. ... 1 can do it if 1 wanted to. It's no 

problem. It's easy to get pills. It's easy to knock myselfout or just go up the 

mountain and get all pilted out and pass out on the ledge". But these suicidal 

thoughts no longer occurred to her she said, because she was "too excited 

about her plans for university " . 

Bernice, a victim of incest, described her attempts to commit suicide that 

had occurred in her early adult years when all hope about believing in the 

continuation of her rnarriage dissolved. Her husband's treatment of her was 

too similar to the sexual abuse she suffered in the past: 

I dont feel suicidal anymore, I donft feel that way. 1 
don? feel like killing myself or doing away with myself. 
1 don't allow people to get real close to me, though. 
Actudy, 1 did try to ... kill myself a couple of times. 

Once, way back, when 1 was in my middle twenties. 
My husband was cheating on me ... and he used to lay 
d o m  on the bed ... and tell me how much he loved me and 
I'd have to get up .... 1 just felt like 1 was being used. 1 
don't know, it must be al1 the feelings that 1 have to go 
through, my God! 

6.1.5 P h v s i c a l u s e  Low Self Regard 

Linda described the circumstances around her thoughts of suicide. When 

asked ifkhe had ever had such thoughts, she replied, "Oh yeah", and 

explained why: "II was never able] to find good in people looking at me. So 1 



was never able to fhd good in rny own self". At one point she did have a plan 

to commit suicide: she was going to hang herself. Interestingly, she came to 

this decision during a very good time in her Life. She wonders now whether 

she was suffering f?om PMS (premenstrual syndrome) at the t h e .  Linda 

originally said that "past traumas" had precipitated her plan to hang herself 

Fominately, she never carried this plan out. 

A sub-theme that emerged for one-third of the group was that suicide was a 

means to stop unpleasant feelings. Two participants described what they were 

trying to escape kom. Donna described feeling suicidai: "Oh yeah. I felt I 

don't want to wake up but didn't [attempt suicide] .... Not redy  to end it ail, 

just didn't want to wake up and have to face it". 

Evelyn described the feelings of "hurt" that precipitated her thoughts of 

suicide. She actually tried to commit suicide when she was in her early adult 

years: 

[I felt] sad, lonely, [felt that] uh, 1 guess your heart stops 
feeling. Start to feel isolation, alone, 1 mean, you donft 
see that you have choices left in your life. Um, start to 
be withdrawn [long pause]. . .. Uh, 1 think itfs also 
when there's an event happening in your Me where there's 
a lot of hurt with it. 

6.1.7 Remons for S u d e  b t e s  - .  
Bev, a participant-commentator, offered her observations on suicide in the 

community. She said that the suicide rate at the Native reserve examined in 

this study was "relatively low" and explained: 

We have a suicide intervention team but prevention is needed 
.... We had one suicide a year ago. We have attempts, 
tendencies, and thoughts . . . . Being there is 
what works, being available at al1 hours of the night. Our 



team is what works for us, team support for ourselves and 
the client.. . , 

She commented that suicide rates are Iower on this reserve than on more 

northem, isolated resewes for sociological reasons: people on this reserve had 

fewer reasons to feel hopeless. 

. . . [there is] a close proximity with the city. Itts only five 
minutes to town and there's not that much poverty. The 
people are taxpayers and many work for the city. They 
have their own businesses, know how to apply for jobs, 
they're very sophisticated and do fine, very fine. A good 
many people [here] are half and half wative and non-Native] . 
In rernote communîties they don't have jobs or close proximity 
[to a city]. ... They fhd  Me hopeless. It just takes two secs 
[seconds] to kill yourself and when one does it there's a 
chain reaction. When a friend goes the next does it. 

In the above discussion, participants rnentioned feeling that they were 

alone while haWig to deal with their emotional difFlculties. Support fiom 

other cornmunity members was absent. Tenaciously, several woman devised 

their own strategies for coping. Several woman stated that achieving goals in 

their lives was a problem. Coinciding with their need to find options for 

themselves was a local political impetus to gain control over child welfare 

which provided employment for women as local helpers. Helpen need 

secretaries, and as a result two career options opened up for Native women on 

the reserve. Several women took advantage of these empIoyment 

opportunities. Participants mentioned that the preparation that is required for 

people who became helpers in this type of employment enabled them to work 

through their own ernotional diniculties. Their experiences are narrated in the 

following section. 



7.1 Ways of Coping 

1 Cbosing to Becme Heipers 

Native participants in this study mentioned various ways they approached 

for coping with their expenences of psychological distress. A common 

experience or a major theme is s h o w  by the fact that six women became 

employed as helpers in their communiîy. Sub-themes related to this major 

theme were: becoming helpers because of cliildhood expenences; helpers' 

histories of their own abusive encounters; personal stress f?om caretaking; 

caretaker bumsut; and the need to 6nd mechanisms for coping. 

Of the six female helpers, two, Bev and Rochelle, were participant- 

observers. Arlene, Donna, Evelyn and Linda were participants. In addition to 

these participants, Gïnger was entering studies in psychology to becorne a 

helper, and Jamie had taken the training but had chosen not to become 

employed in the helping profession. Margaret was employed as a helper- 

assistant. The two remaining participants, Shirley and Bemïce, were 

employed in other professions. 

Five of these women worked with Native children who were experiencing 

psychological distress, and all of these women had experienced their own 

episodes of emotional difficulties. 

Evelyn was employed as a community social service worker. She had not 

been sexually abused but had experienced episodes of depression and had felt 

suicida1 in her late teens. She said that being a helper began for her early in 

life: 

In my own recove~y, I had a redy bard time with this 
"havùig fun" because 1 was uh, my whole life has been, uh, 



1 was so serious about everythuig. 1 was the youngest of 
the fkst six [children] and 1 was the oldest of another five 
that my mother raised. And I've taken on that role [caretaker] 
in the f d y .  

7.1.3 Hel- Becme of H a v i n g c d  Past Abuses 

Linda alluded to having been sexually abused in the past. Initidy, she 

huited at her own experience of abuse when asked why she chose employment 

as a social worker with chijdren who have suffered fkom semai abuse. "Oh 

my gosh! I guess, life experience". She noted that "lots of [Native] kids" she 

worked with had been sexudy abused. When asked duectly whether she was 

abused as a child, Linda replied, "Yes". When asked whether her own 

personal experiences affect her as a helper, she again replied, "Yes". Linda 

expanded on this: 

1 can almost see where they're at .... 1 think 
also because of the work that 1 had to do for myself, I've 
really learned a lot. Ifit hadn't happened to me peing 
sexually abused], when I went into placement like Thunder 
Bay PhysicaVSexual Assault [training], I wouldn't have 
done anywhere near the reading or have had as much 
curïosity or interest. 

Margaret worked closely with local hefpers and she felt that being a 

caretaker was also a role imposed on her in her private life: 

1 was always le& to pay the bïils. To pay the arrears. 
People looked [at] us and they were really angry and 
it hurt me and my kids because we had to listen to it blarne]. 
Maybe if 1 hadn't heard he [her husband] was going to 
die, maybe I woddn't [have cared about hun].... 

Bills, bills, my credibility and it's important. I'm the 
one that has to go out and pay ... and the kids at school and 
work. But 1 came back [fkom stress Ieave] because 1 needed 
to work. My mother always told me I had so much patience, 



I'm the family caretaker. I've always been cheery. 

er Burn-out 

Because the had experienced emotional distress personally, two 

participants said the work required of îhem as caretakers became 

overwhelming. One chose to leave helping profession and the other took a 

medical leave to work on her own emotional problems. Both had experienced 

childhood distress. Arlene became a caregiver Oife skiUs coach) 

professionally but she chose to change professions because the work took an 

emotional toU on her: 

1 feel sadness ..., plus I worked as a Me skius coach and 
went through sadness there because of students I 
worked with, 1 think 1 felt a lot of their pain because of the 
things they told me. 1 hurt for them. 

Doma, also a counsellor with children, was in the process of tryùig to 

achieve a sense of her own emotional well-being. At the time of our 

interview, she had been off work for ten months for "stress leave". She was 

seeing a counsellor, having just lost her mother and pnor to that, a son to 

death. Donna described the type of stress she felt at work: "1 work with 

Native children with behaviour problems. A lot of them are experiencing 

depression and anger. 1 need to feel healthy to work with them". Doma said 

that s h e  had felt stressed for a long time and was of the opinion that the stress 

was sourced in ber need to assume a caretaker role in her childhood: "You 

look to see if everybody's in the right place in the moming. I'd try to ùitervene 

in the marnage of my parents. I do that now - go to somebody else's home 

and jump in to help out. Don't notice it mtil ...". 

7.1.6 C o p i o g  as a K&ux 
Two women believed that the stress that resulted fiom the working as a 

helper required both personal and collective initiatives for helpers to remaïn 



psychologicalIy weli. Linda explained how she relieved her stress fiom this 

type of work, "1 tak about it with CO-workers". Linda also spoke of finding 

her own ways to heal. She gained knowledge on how to cope with stress fiorn 

re-discovering her own Native traditional healing practices through her 

training to become a counseiIor. "Actually, it was a program on the reserve ... . 

It was eight weeks, but there were other things in tbere, so it lasted almost a 

year" . 

Bev, a social worker, explained how reserve helpers work together to 

alleviate the emotionai impact they feel fiom working with others in states of 

psychological distress: 

We as a team have to support each other. When 1 go down 
the rest jump in and get you up. Cnsis &er crisis. Most 
people don? understand that you're going through a lot. 
The team jumps in and we go tak togeîher as a team. That's 
where ou. strength is. A lot of times our team know a lot 
about each other, more than our spouses do. Communication 
in the team is a biggy. 

7.2 Ways of Seeking Healing: Rejection of Religion 

A major theme for almost half the women participants was appraising the 

role spirituality played in their lives. Sub-themes were rejecting religious 

teachùigs, rejecting the Catholic faith systern, rejecting al1 spintual beliefs, re- 

evaluating belief systems, and stmggling with family acceptance of new-found 

beliefs. Native traditional spirituality had disappeared in community practice. 

The Catholic Church and its belief system played a large role for many years 

in this Native community. The church has long been situated in the centre of 

the reserve and until the sixties, the elementary school was also on the reserve 

and was managed by the church. Four women described personally 

experiencing a need to re-evaluate the esteemed role that the Catholic belief 



system held in their commutzity and in their personal lives for so many years. 

Three women were moving toward revitalizing their lost Native traditional 

spiritual practices. Ody one participant described that neither Native or non- 

Native spiritual beliefs interested her. 

One of the four women, Ginger, had become disdainhl and rejecting of 

both the Catholic religious beliefs and traditional Native spiritual practices : 

Native spirituality? It's bd-shit. I've seen so much 
molestation, dninks and women-beaters and then they say, 
"Oh, 1 believe in this and this" and then, they go beat their 
wives. The Pow-wows are really sexist, like only guys can 
drum. That's just my opinion. They do the smoke stuE 
[smudging] and d m  and that just annoys me. 1 don? believe 
in God. My Grandma mative] feels the same way. Sometimes 
my Mom likes it but Grandma, she says, "Ahh, those Indians!" 
[The] Catholic Church is bdshit too and my Mom was t e h g  
me like her cousin was only fifteen and slept wîth one of 
the muiisters! 

Linda felt that her disillusionment about the churchs teachuigs arose fiom 

her personal experieoces of both childhood and marital abuse. These abuses 

led her to abandon her Catholic faith. She felt the church promoted abuse 

through its teachuigs to be humble and accept personal suffering: 

Some of the beliefs that I was given.. .worked against me. 
And then, 1 was married to someone who was through 
residential school [and sexually abused there] . . . . I had to toss 
[Catholicisrn] aside for my own sanity. 

Linda said experiencing her depression led her to rnake value changes as 

part of her healing process: 

[The depression made me feel] very, very sad. Hopeless. 
Helpless. .. . In sort of a sense of [me being] a really, 



really bad person. How did I cope with it? That was when 
1 had to decide for myself what I wanted to keep for myself 
and what 1 wanted to throw away. And partly that was 
religion. I had to decide that wasn't for me. I was raised 
very much Catholic. And changing my beliefs helped [me 
with] being Native, a woman. 

Linda commented: "ln the northern reserves, 1 think they have a lot of people 

coming in to try s o  fk them and telling them what's right." When asked who 

was coming in, she replied, "Daerent church groups". 

Arlene articulated her anger toward the Catholic religion for denying 

Native peoples' nghts to practise Native spuituality: 

I think d e  Catholic religion put us where we are today. 
They wauldn't let us practice Native traditions. I think the 
people going to the Catholic church don't want no part 
of Native tradition. I heard once that they don't, Like 
they say tradition is bad and 1 think it cornes fiom the 
Catholic religion. 

. e L o c a v  Prac-ed Bel 

Evelyn explaimed how she was moving away from only practising her 

Catholic beliefs: 

Um, I d id  a lot of thing after that [realizhg she was 
depressed]. . . . Support £kom my own family, support fkom 
the chweh, but it didn't help me. It ~asn't until 1 actuaily 
got in tmuch with who 1 was 1 guess, as a Native person and 
that's when a real change began in my own life. And 1 really 
can Say thatts when 1 started to like who 1 am and 1 can tell 
rnyself I love myself and uh, I think it came fkom knowkg 
where 1 corne fkom now. And being able to t ak  and share 
my hurts and attending support groups and being involved 
in sharimg cucles. 

Evelyn experienced di€Eïculties personally and with her family when she 

temporarily put aside Catholic faith practices and began focusing her spirituai 

intetests on her lost Native iraditional spiritual beliefs: 



Maybe rny second time in my He I used sweetgrass ... 
and I felt really good about using it. And at that point I 
stiU struggled with using it because I hadn't learned fkom 
my parents that and being raised Ui the Catholic church 
and uh, [learning] some of this stuff was bad for me 
and my parents had told me it was bad and uh, so each t h e  as 
1 went back [to leam Native spirituality] ..A felt more, 
every time 1 used it [sweetgrass] I knew it was part of me 
and 1 started feeling a real cornfort level with it.. . . 

Evelyn enlarged on how her mother's engrained Catholicism contrïbuted to 

an emotional struggle for Evelyn in her new-found practice of Native 

My mother struggled with me doing it and 1 had asked, I had 
her one day to use it with me and she did and she really 
struggled with that still and she still does today .... She 
keeps t e b g  me "you gotta get back in touch with God" 
and 1 tell her, "You know Mom. The Creator is God and 
1 feel good about the way I'm, what 1 use today". And you 
how,  1 don't biame my mother at all for that, 1 guess. 
Being raised or going to uh [ the Catholic Church], she 
shared some stories with me too about when she went to 
school and stuE ... They didn't go to residential schools, 
just to [Catholic] schools here [on the reserve] and the nuns 
and s t u f f  like that put that mative spirituality] dom. 

7.3 Ways of Healing: Changing Behaviour, Thoughts, and Coping Style 

A common therne was that the women individually attempted to achieve 

their own sense of well-being. Sub-themes related to this theme were wanting 

to leave the reserve, trying to change thinlcing styles, using disclosure as a 

fonn of therapy, and utilizùig Western therapeutic approaches. Six women 

described the personal approaches they took in trying to find healing for 



Bernice felt that physically leaving the reserve would help her to heal fiom 

her emotional tunnoil that arose fiom her experiences of sexual abuse. She 

wanted a new identity, different fkom the one that she felt hamessed her in the 

II want to] leave [the reserve] to heal my inner child, 
to hed the person inside of me and maybe then 
1 could corne back, But I'd like to see like the real 
me ... . Quit hiding behind this big woman. 

Shirley described changing her ways of thinking and using both her 

Catholic and Native spintual faith practices to overcome her fantasy of 

impulsively attacking people. She described the rage she felt and how it 

fightened her: 

And I'd thùik, "Hey, hey lady! This has gone too far, 
this is gethng serious, you'd better start working [on 
the feehgs]. And then 1 did start doing my work and 
1 thought, this was foolish, so mean for me to think 
it. But I knew 1 coddn't to that extreme when you 
wanted to hurt someone to see the blood - that's just 
unreal!. . . Even though I asked for forgiveness, 1 
just coddn't. Kept praying over and over again 
for thinking like that. 

Linda described what she did both behaviourally and thought-Wise when 

she felt stressed. She said she engaged in Native traditional rituals and "1 just 

trust that things are going the way they have to go. Sometimes itts not good 

but it somehow works out in the end ,  

7.3.3 Disclosing 

Arlene said that she was able to express her feelings and that doing so 

helped her in coping with bothersome thoughts: 



Yeah, guitty thoughts - going to bingo, spending money 
when you know it shodd go for something else ... 
that rigùt there can cause depression. 1 got no trouble 
workïng with feelings. Before 1 used to be like that. 
No one needs to know my business. Tears work wonders 
A lot think it's not OK to cry. 1 often think it's the 
best medicine, unless you get depressed.. . . 

Shirley chose to share her story as a survivor of sexual abuse in her healing 

process. This process was therapeutic for her. She was most connected, of 

all participants, to her Native traditional healing roots. She was one of few 

people on the reserve who spoke her Native language. She explained that she 

was taught both her language and her Native spïrihiality by her grandmother. 

She used this knowledge to hed after being raped. During the month she hid 

Ui the cabiq "1 just washed and used that moss [to heal physically]". She has 

talked in a sharing capacity to other victims about her abuse. "1 did a tape on 

my sexual abuse but I did it in Ojibwe". 

Ginger said that she coped by seeking Western style therapy off the 

reserve. She believed that this had been "helpful" for her in her healing 

process: 

I was jus t  bummed. 1 felt so alone. 1 just felt like, 
unwanted. And I still feel that way. But it's not as bad 
since I saw a psychiatrist. .. . She helped me out. At 
Grst 1 wouldn't really talk to her. She asked me 
questions and 1 didn't. .. . put]  after a while.. .I 
really noticed a dinerence. 1 felt more open with her. 
1 c m  tell her more thuigs .... It's been helping a lot. 

7.4 Healùig and Rediscovery of Native Traditional Practices 

A major theme was that four women were working to rediscover their 

community's lost Native traditional practices. This rediscovery was important 



to them and recovering this knowledge was necessary to an improved self- 

identiîy in their own healing. Sub-themes that emerged fiom this were 

practising as a traditional heder, fïnding ways to self-hed using traditional 

methods, rediscovering lost traditions, and kding ways to learn about lost 

traditions. 

Shirley quietly practised as a Native healer because people sought her out 

for this purpose: "1 share what I know with them". Shirley's knowledge had 

been passed down to her fkom her grandmother: "1 knew 1 had it [traditional 

healing gifts] when 1 was young. My grandmother was one of my teachers". 

However, Shirley's Catholic upbringing also provided her with beliefs that she 

drew on: 

But when 1 look at it today, 1 see it's very similar 
al1 the way through. Like I'm @ad 1 heard about Jesus 
and the two eagles. They're the same thing as the Creator, 
Jesus. And when 1 tak about culture, 1 tell people not 
to Say the Native culture is the only way. If they've 
been brought up Catholic they can combine it. Basically 
that's what it is. They're still praying to the same person, 
the Creator. 

Shirley had achieved her chîldhood dream of having a husband and 

children despite being told that she codd never become pregnant because of 

the physical damage done by the rape. "They said 1 codd never have any, and 

1 have four!" She also had a professional career unrelated to the helping 

profession. 

7.4.2 S e l f  frr~m a Native Tra- Perspective . - 
Linda outlined what she would do if she became "depressed again": "I'd go 

Native. I'd look for an elder that 1 tnisted. And rnaybe attend a sweat." 

Linda described how she now attempts to avoid negative mood symptoms: 



"@?ractising Native] Spintuality.. . . Really taking care of myself. Doing what 1 

enjoy . And making the changes that are necessary" . 
O O . cover 1,ost Natwe Traditions 

Margaret mentioned how a family member encouraged her to begin 

exploring Native traditional approaches in her attempts to achieve healing: 

I keep everything under control. Friends don? really care 
or Iisten. Are they afiaid ofmy husband? Are they avoiding 
me? My sister gave me this feather.. .pas  it on to.. .house 
bums.. .go up the mountain to a special place. [She] gave the 
feather to me and I went to a fiend's tu get the feather and 
asked what does that mean? He said, "You're putting your 
spintuality on hold." But 1 love God and tell Him that 
every night. 1 was told the feathers have to float and 
maybe it has to be there .... 
1 love Native spuituality but 1 don't know much about it 

but I want to. 

Evelyn felt the educational training she received to leam to becorne a local 

counsellor had helped her to l e m  about her Native traditional healing 

practices: 

I go to Winnipeg once a month for a week to go to school 
Bative counsellor training] and I went to a medicine lodge. 
It was the most wonderful feeling that I've had for such 
a long, long.. . . When 1 went to this medicine lodge.. . 
it was wonderful .... I was given my medicine rock because 
sometimes my sad feelings about my husband 'til corne 
back and I take my grandfather rock and put it on my 
chest and they go away.. . . 

By travelling out West for counsellor training, she had acquired new 

leamhg and Evelyn was able to bring the Native teachings back. She £kt 

began practising them in her own home: 

I've been to a number of sharing circles involving 



women and men. I was actually given an eagle feather 
... and uh, that eagle feather, when 1 hold it gives me 
such strength. And I've started to smudge in the last 
five years. I've started to use sweetgrass, sage, cedar 
in my own home and I've started to teach my fiends 
about that and we do have f d y  meetings together 
and use that in ou.  home ..., 

I'm gonna go back again [to Winnipeg and the sweat 
lodge] next month. Stuff Like that seems to be something 
that started to make me feel really good about who I am. 

Evelyn explained why she believed Native traditional healing practices 

would emotiondy benefit people living on the reserve: 

Ritual helps with depression. I really do like.. .. I've been 
in circles. I've seen people corne in there and feel really 
d o m  and yet when they've waked away from the circle 
they really.. .. 1 think because ifs ah, sacred. They've 
been places where whatever's been said there stays 
there and you're not judged, you're not judged for what's 
happening and uh, you use a feather.. . . 

Many Native people had not yet begun exploring or rediscovering their 

traditional practices as part of their healing process. Those who had been 

exposed to non-Native treatment models funded by outside agencies descnbed 

the problerns they encountered with this approach. 



A major theme for over one-third of the women participants had 

expenenced treatment in programs provided for Native people. Sub-themes 

related to this were considering treatments to be unhelpful, fhding attending 

treatment personally demanding, having issues with the type of treatment 

offered, having issues with high counsellor tumover rates, and encomtering 

problems because of conflicting treatment systems. 

8.1 Experiences with Treatment Provided for Native People @mg and 

Alco hol) 

Shirley had been sent to a treatment program that was offered in the United 

States. Many Canadian Native people were sent to these program, until the 

past few years when govemment fùnding to attend them was terminated. 

Shirley did not h d  the treatment program helpful and she was not concemed 

that she could not "complete the program". When she attended it, she found 

a group of people fiom other Amencan minority groups. Shirley left the 

program before completing it because: "There were things happening at home. 

My sister went through a suicide and basically, 1 was the care-taker". 

es with the D e w d s  of T r e a w  

Jamie commented that even thought she had attended a treatment program 

and had received suicide interventions, she remained emotionally distressed. 

She felt that she would benefit fkom counselhg. However, she believed 

attending a treatment program would be difficult for her because treatment 

requïred O ff-site attendance: 

1 keep putting it off because they put a lot of pressure 
on my kids and thek lives changed lots since I went 



there [to a treatment program], and their marks went 
down to nothing and just going away fiom them for six 
weeks changed their Iwes. 

. s- the T v ~ e  of T r e a m  Ofired 

Jarnie felt Enistrated by the over-emphasis of Native cultural counseUing 

she had received in a funded treatment program: 

I went once for six weeks. 1 figure I should go again 
. 

'cause the treatment 1 went to was more like culture 
and there's not more dealing with whatts happening 
to yoy like why are you doing this or what's happening, 
why you feel this way? It's more WEe culture, and they 
deal with it that way, like sweats. Like I seen my 
counsellor like maybe once a week, like when you're 
in treatment you have one on one a week and then you 
have these Little sessions like step groups and that. 
1 dont think there was enough t h e  for more individual 
counselling to do anything. 

f igh counsellor tum-over was a treatment program problem and the 

instability of counsellor employment evoked Jarnie's mistrust in the process: 

I'd not get involved again with somebody like that [a 
counsellor]. Wou trust] and then they walk out or 
they get fired.. . . You put al1 your.. .give them every- 
t h g  that you have and then they're gone. It's just 
hard to trust another person. 1 used to think, if 
they quit or get fired then they spread things like that, 
spread what 1 Say. It's hard to trust, that's all. 

A second participant, Margaret, also expressed how emotionally dficult it 

is for Native people who lose counsellors fiom the high turn-over rate: 

1 loved one counsellor. She got another job and I miss her. 
Someone I k d y  got to trust. She's just a nice lady. 



stems 

Seleciions corn Margaret's narrative illustrated the type of inadequate and 

inappropriate care Native people descnbed encountering. Her situation 

exempmed why Native people are reported to need to engage in pluralistic 

help-seeking behaviours . 

Margaret enlarged on her ambivalent feelings about treatment. One 

problems was that no back-up supports were in place and participants needed 

the se: 

1 thought I just needed somebody there to talk to. My 
sister doesnrt c d  me a fool to hope thingsll get better ... 
I'U be leaving in three months again [to attend a treatment 
program] and it puts pressure on the other person [the family 
member rnanaging things while I'm away]. We 
never get caught up [hancially] and people [are critical of] 
.... St. Norbert's Treatment Family Centre, me and my 
kids. It's a f d y  program. Six weeks. [For] bereavement 
after the baby.. . . 

Treatment programs were designed only to address dmg and alcohol 

problems. Native people were sent to programs that did not provide treatment 

to specifically address other diaculties. Margaret felt compelled to have to 

justm attending an inappropnate program for her bereavement: 

I went to a Treatment Centre for the baby. [This type of 
treatment was perhaps necessary because] I did drink 
and do dmgs when we were young. 

Margaret did need to engage in other help-seeking behaviours to have her 

individual counselling needs met: 

1 did see a doctor and the bereavement group 
helped a whole lot because 1 met other women 
whose. .. . 1 can't be alone with a baby Pecause of 
the reminder of her own grief]. 



This participant's situation also demonstrated the dilemma of being caught 

between two helping systerns, the court-ordered non-Native one and the local 

reserve helping system: 

The treatment centre was husA, hush [reserve provided]. 
The children and 1 go back [secretly] to see their dad 
[against court-ordered and nomNative social worker 
mandates]. I want the kids to understand. 

Outside helpers lack of empathy for the issues an individual had to deal 

with in the closely knit Native commimity was demonstrated when Margaret 

narrated her experience of feeling shamed by her individual social worker 

fkom the nomNative commmity. The nomNative social worker was 

counselbg Margaret to leave her husband. When Margaret arranged an 

Easter shopping excursion with her children and her husband, she encountered 

the social worker and her judgmental attitude towards Margaret: 

[We] sent for jeans and shoes and my husband and 1 
are not supposed to be together and we ran into the worker. 
She looked the other way. And that really pissed me off. 
When 1 do see him, 1 feel so good .... I believe in a home 
and a family so much and not just children and grandchddren. 

Another participant, Evelyn, commented on the Merences in types of 

treatment she has been involved in. She explained why treatment in tune with 

her own Native cultural background felt more suitable to her needs: 

Like, I ais0 attend a group [A.A.] in the city and it's not 
ah, there's no culture in it or anything. 1 attend al-a-non 
in the city and 1 enjoy it and I probably go because I stiU 
have fiiends there flaughs]. I still dont get the same 
feeling 1 get when I go to sharing circles. That peace .... 

Inappropriate treatment, high counsellor tuni-over, off-site treatment 

program attendance requirernents and non-Native interference in treatment 

were described by participants as working against their ability to receive 



satisfactory care for their psychological difficulties. Addressing the sources 

of the psychosocial stressors such as sexual abuse and racism îhat participants 

felt contributed to their emotional difficdties was not occurring. It appeared 

îhat for the women, repeated stressors had to be managed. However, the 

wornen also had to cope with the distress of feeling their emotional pain and 

receiving no counselling support to deal with their emotions was' yet another 

stressor. 



IVb 

ANALYSES AND DATA PRESENTATION 

art Two: I n t r o d w  

The Men's Stories Describing Low Moods Occurring in Their Lives 

Seven adult male Native participated in this study. Six of them chose to 

discuss their experiences as they related to being unhappy psychologically. 

The seventh participated as a commentator. 

As did the women, the men reported that at certain times in their lives they 

had felt they had experienced episodes of mood difficulties. A major theme 

for the men, as it had been for the women, was their discussions of unhappy 

experiences occurring in their childhood. Sub-themes that emerged fiom this 

major theme were witnessing violence as a child, experiencing physical abuse 

as a child, experiencing parental alcoholism, going through the trauma of 

parental separation, being subject to childhood poverty, being abandoned by 

parents, losing a family member to death, and encomtering problems at 

school. These experiences were described as psychosocial sources for mood 

difficulties. For al1 the men, childhood difficulties arose in the area of 

relationships with parents. 

9.1 Depression Described As Beginning in Childhood 

9 .1 .1gVio lPnce inood 

George described bis  emotionally tumultuous childhood experiences. He 

was fightened fiom watching his mother being physicdy abused when he 

was a youngster. His father's violence caused George to develop mental 

means of escape: 

1 seen a lot of thùigs go down, mother getting beat up 
or having sex in the ne- room and I'm watching, you 



how.  II was] a little kid. And um, my father on the 
other han& he wasn't with us but when he did corne he 
was very violent. Like he'd be fighting with my mom 
and I'd be sitting right there, eh. You know how most 
kids go hide under a bed but 1 didn't, I'd stay there and 
close up you know, gone to another world sort of, to 
speak. I was off in la la land while they're fighting .... 

One participant elaborated on his experiences of physical abuse. His 

mother would experience rages and take these out on her children. A 

consequence of thïs was that Chns experienced tendencies to become tearful, 

even as an adult, when he saw children in unhappy circumstances. He 

experienced severe physical abuse fiom his mother throughout his childhood: 

1 was beat a few tirnes where 1, [and] the next day my mother 
seen the bruises [she caused] and had to keep me from 
school. 

Chns mentioned when he took control, so that the physical abuse stopped: 

Al1 I remernber was a big white flash fiom being hit across 
the side of the head with a hockey stick. She [my mother] 
took about fifteen, twenty more whacks. 1 saw red and 1 
reached out and grabbed the hockey stick, 1 reached out 
and grabbed the hockey stick and threw it out of her hand. 
And that was the last time my mother ever hit me [at age 
sixteen]. 

At the tune of the interviews, Chns continued to feel a strong resenûnent 

towards his mother, who he said "denied" that she "had ever physically 

abused" him. 

9.1.3 Parental Alcoholism 

Chns descnbed his childhood experiences of witnessing parental 

dissension created by their alcoholisrn and the effect that being a mernber of 



this argumentative family had had on him emotionally. He felt that it impacted 

on h i -  psychologically and that the effect remained with him as an adult. 

There was lots of times being dragged out in the middle 
of the night, going to aunts and uncles [Chris sighs]. 
Listening to them drinking al1 night. 1 had one expenence 
1 remembered. It didn't dawn on me until years Iater. 
Actudly my mother to this day thinks I tried to commit 
suicide then. When I was a kid, 1 used to love my 
pillow. And 1 don? remember why 1 used *O love it 
but 1 used to want to wrap it around my head. And 1 
remember one nîght 1 got my belt and I tied it around my 
head [laughs]. My Mom came in the middlle of the 
night and she thought 1 was trying to commit suicide. 
But to this day, I remember this now, that a lot of times, 
the screaming and fighting, 1 would wrap tne pillow 
around my head to stop the noise. And to Rhis day I 
tike lots of pillows on my bed. 

Wayne described a difficult childhood growing up with lis parents and 

witnessing their conflicts and alcohol misuse: "They &ank and argued and 

fought all the time in fiont of Ipause]. They fought". Wayne described a 

happy family life f?om "ages three to five years old" but this he said was 

"changed by booze", a habit he said he too adopted "when very young": 

We used to go camping, we used to go and have fun 
swimming and boating [as a family]. My rmom [started 
drinking at first]. At the time 1 didn't h o w  what it was. 
[I started to drink at] twelve. 

Michael lost contact with his father through the separation of his parents. 

He never again achieved a sense of closeness with his father. At age five, 

Mchaei described the emotional foss when his mother chose to leave his 

father. She moved the family into the city, away fkom close contact with his 



father. His fatherls alcoholism remaùled a problem in their father-son 

relationship: 

1 dont see hùn [my father]. He phones me when he's 
dd. Nice guy and everything but not a father and 
a son. He probably just wants to hear me Say I miss 
hïm and [say] "corne on home Dad". And 1 always Say the 
sarne thuig but he lives in British Columbia. 1 don't h o w .  
He never phones me when he's sober and when 1 catch 
hun off guard and phone him when he is sober, he 
really doesn't have much to Say. 

9.1.5 Broken F m u b  and Poverty 
. . 

One participant edarged on his feelings about his childhood experience of 

growing up in a broken family. Chris remembered the deprivation and shame 

of the poverty he Lived in. In effect, he lost two parents because of theu 

separation and of his mother's need to provide for her family removed her 

presence fiom the home. Chns experienced two major losses during his 

childhood. Efis mother took the children and left both the resente and his 

father. To eam an income, she left the children alone while she worked. The 

children fkequently went hungy and eventually their house was repossessed. 

Chns described his feelings of embarrassrnent fkom the family's poverty: 

We had moved into the city. We had moved 
off the reserve when 1 was six years old [ d e r  
my parents divorce], moved into the city. We bought 
a home. We couldn't f iord that, that got repossessed. 
It was embmassing now that 1 remember it all. Me 
and my brothers and sisters tak about it know and 
kinda laugh but ah, in the mornings for breakfast, one 
wodd run across the street and borrow milk, the 
next one would r u  next door to borrow bread, the 
other would nui across to the other side and borrow 
sugar and this was like a daily routine to us and [pauses]. 
1 hated it, 



9.1-6 P a P  

Phi1 lost both of his parents when they abandoned their children and left 

them to the care of his grandparents Phil described the poignancy of this loss, 

which was intensifïed by the death of his grandparents as weLl when he was in 

grade eight: 

I grew up with my grandparents ftom day one. 
Abandoned [by mother] and father too, 1 guess. 
I was abandoned by my mother. 1 had five brothers, 
one old and four younger. [She] abandoned three of us and 
kept three of us. The fist two my grandparents took 
uh, one was placed in a foster home and the other three 
stayed with her. I was kuid of disappointed that I didn't 
have a parent, rny parents when I was growing up Wce 
every other kid, most of the other kids had. Parents that 
uh, went [with them] through their life. 

Phil's grandparents raised him and he felt he had "leamed a lot fkom his 

grandfather" who "taught [hun] a lot1'. Still, he reaily missed having parents: 

It would have been nice to have your parents there at your 
going to school, the fïrst day of school, passing all 
that kind of stuff because with my grandparents I 
wasn't involved in any kuid of recreations, sports . . . 
'cause my grandfather used to be a beachcomber and 
when he retired we Lived on welfxe and we never had 
a heu of a lot but we made do with what we had- So 
there was no money to do certain things. 

Phil felt that his childhood emotional pain irnpacted on his ability as an 

adult to trust other people. This created difliculties in his marriage in which 

he was fearful of being abandoned again: 

1 always think because my mom left me sornebody else 
is gohg to do it [leave me] anyways, again. So I try not 
to attach myself too close to anybody. Even my wife you 
know? 1 even told her that a few thes.  She says, "how 
corne you don't cry?" or stufflike that. I learned to hide 



that stuffwhen 1 was a kid and then 1 don't have to show 
that to anybody. But you how,  it hurts. 1 still do that 
today. It hurts. But then again 1 guess that 1 leamed to 
deal with that kînda stuff. 

Phil said that children like hunselfwho did not have parents were 

stigmatized at school and this created more stress in their Lives: 

It was especially hard you know when you're in grade 
one, grade two, you know the first day of school and 
everybody's asking, "who are your Mom and Dad?" or, you 
how, 1 don't know if the teachers they do it just to 
embarras you sometimes? Like you got it d e n  
down like my guardian and my Grandparents. They ask 
you in fiont of the class.. .. rd just give them a quick 
answer and they wouldn't ask the second question [about 
my Grandparents] . 

ers 

Chns had experienced growing up in a family that was abusive and poor. 

In addition to these psychosocial stressors, he also experienced his sister's 

death when he was young. At the tune, he was unable to process the 

psychological impact of her death. 

1 feel, when my [other] sister mentioned it to me, 1 feel that 
way too [that I didn't go through the grieving process]. 
1 feel that 1 was so young at the hme that uh, it didn't 
seem to affect me that much at the tirne. I know I 
missed her and dl that and 1 went through a Little bit 
of a period, but then it seemed to wash over right 
away . 

He noted how he had blocked out his feelings to avoid coping with them. 

The feelings he needed to escape fiom arose fiom his childhood of poverty 

and then fiom his sister's death. Emotional stress was and continued to be 

hard for hlln to deal with: 

And uh, I always felt that I wasn't uh, affected by it uh, 



but 1 h o w  I'm kinda of ah, I gotta hard way of dealing 
with things in my own situation and stuff. 1 have a 
hard time deahg with pain, 1 have a hard time dealing 
with ah, any emotional stress or whatever. 1 kinda 
block it out all the time. 

Chris cornmented on how the loss of his sister impacted on him 

emotionally. He had to contend with watching helplessly the stress his mother 

went îhrough over her child's death. This loss also aEected the psychological 

states of other family mernbers: 

Uh, I have a brother that's going through a lot of 
alcohol problems right now. 1 have a sister thatrs 
going through a lot of uh, emotional problems herself. 
And ... 1 went through an emotional state there when my 
sister died. I was really close with my mother and I 
used to always sleep with my mother or sleep in her 
bed 'til she got home and then move over to my 
bed after she got home and stuff like that. And uh, 
I used to share the sarne room with my sister that 
died .... 

Phil said he and his brothers blended into his grandparents family to create 

sixteen children. Phi1 felt that it was a "supportive" family with "strong family 

ties". However, his grandparents died when Phi1 "finished grade eight" and 

this loss caused Phi1 to be alone again so that he was, "kinda on my own since 

I was about fourteen." Phil lost out on his schooling because he needed to 

support himself: 

1 had aunts and uncles to live with, but then again it 
was still hard going to school because you have no 
money and any money that you get was paying somebodyrs 
rent and to stay in school and try to do everything like 
everybody else does and even the sarne kind of lunches 
even, 1 just coddn't do it. So 1 quit school when 1 was 
fifteen, 1 went to the raihoad and told them 1 was, I 
lied about my age and got a job. 



One-third of this group of men said that they had behavioural problems or 

interpersonal difEculties at school. Chïldren who have troubled home lives 

fiequently get into diaculties in other situations, especially at school. Chris 

and George both reported that they had problems at school when they were 

children. Both boys had no authority figures in their lives to provide both love 

and guidance. Chris said he became involved in criminal activities at a young 

1 had a Lot of problems as a kid, um, I had a lot of 
hard time in school. Uh, lot of B & E's break and 
enters], lot of shop-lifting. Uh, 1 was getting into drugs 
and drinking heavier. Al1 kinds of stealing and stuff 
like that . 

George said that he eventudy gave up defending himself in school-yard 

fights when he was in grade school. It appears that the passive manner he 

adopted to cope with the arguments he witnessed between his parents canied 

over into other areas of conflict: 

I stopped [fighting] . 1 became very af?aid. And 
when it came down for me to fight, I'd just fieeze up 
and didn't want to fight. And I'd allow myself to get 
beat up. 

The psychosocial stressors that these men described experiencing as 

children were extrerne in nature. Almost dl of them felt that some emotiond 

fall-out of what they had lived through affected them in their adulthood. 

Below, the men describe theu feelings about what happened to them, in 

particular wliat they consider contributed to a poor sense of self. 



9.2 Low Sense of Self-Esteem Interpreted as an Aspect of Depressive 

Experiences 

Two-thirds of the group described their feelings of low self-regard. This 

emerged as a major theme. Sub-themes related to this main theme were 

experiencing unpredictable parental care, abusing oneself through substances, 

feeling shameful, feeling inadequate, and feeling alienated. The participants 

mentioned the sources of their poor self-concept in thek descriptions of how 

they felt about thernselves . 

e P a r a  Care 

George felt his mother's treatment of him in his childhood contributed to 

his feelings of self-hatred in adulthood: 

1 remember uh, when I was living with my mother, when 
she was sober she hated us, when she was drunk she 
loved us. Very confusing on my part, I guess. It affects 
me to this day, I'm like my rnother, kind of in ways, I 
love iife when I'm stoned. However, when I'm sober, 
I hate mysetf.. . . 

George believed his behaviour contributed to a poor sense of self-esteem. 

His troubled conscience contributed also promoted his substance abuse and a 

suicide attempt: 

Ahh, drinkùig and doing pus and stealing off my parents, 
being taken away by the cops, feeling really shitty about 
myself, I'd convinced myself that everybody would hate 
me and wouldn't want me, you know. So, I thought the 
best thùig would be, to do, was to die. You know, they 
wouldn't have to worry about me, you know. They could 
just shove me aside. 



George also believed that his self-dislike d e d  out ahe possibility of m a k i g  

my progress in treatment. He was feamil about discloasing his feelings, 

thinking he would be attacked for who he was: 

And, being &Gd, 1 was mostly &aid in treaiment 
because I always felt like 1 was going to be nike uh, . 

attacked for being the person 1 was so, I had to talk 
about them [feelings] but 1 would minimize #hem and 
1 wouldn't feel .... 1 didn't allow myselfto get better .... 

dequate 

Wayne felt he had no one in his Me who valued hirm for who he was. He 

mentioned feeling "hurt inside" because the brother he loved was "living with 

ml, eating all [his] food", and "using" him. His said his fiiendship pattern 

was one of usury, where people befkiended him "until ffüs money ran out". 

u . 5  Fee-ted 

Michael believed that his departure fiom the reserve at age £ive and later, 

his return as a young adult caused him difficulties in his  attempts "to be 

accepted" and reintegrated "back into the community". 

Phi1 who was paralysed in a work-related accident felt that his disability 

caused him to be a burden to others. He lost his &ends as a resdt: 

Even today, 1 dont feel like going to any of their [former 
fi-iends] houses no more. Cause 1 dont wantt them to uh, 
puiling me upstairs.. .. 1 don't like somebody doing 
something for me ... since 1 got hurt .... 

Feeling badly about themselves as children and adolescents was hrther 

reinforced for these participants through their interactimns with non-Native 

people. Experiences ofracism at school not only affecaed the educational 

opportunities of these participants but increased their vnilnerabihty to 



psychosocial stressors. Then, lack of education iimited employment 

opportunities. Discrimination against Native children M e r  abused these 

already emotiondy compromised children. The fears they developed when 

they were children fkom interactions with white society carried over into 

adulthood, 

9.3 Experiences of Racism 

A major theme of the impact on self-esteem was the description by half of 

the group of being exposed to racist attitudes fiom the non-Native cornmunîty. 

Sub-themes emerging fiom th is main theme were racism experienced 

generally, experiences of racism at school, and feelings of reverse racism. 

Two of the participants said they had witnessed racist attitudes toward 

Native children in school. AU three participants had achieved their Me goals 

but their comments on racist attitudes felt by Native people provided insight 

into the effect these attitudes have on other members of the reserve, who do 

less well in life. This i n t e ~ e w e r  noted that the three participants were less 

easily identifiable as Native people than many other reserve members. 

9.3.1 I k h n E x p e r i a -  Members 
Dan said that Native people who lived on the reserve, feared racism and 

that this increased his work duties. Dan's experience was that people on the 

reserve over-worked him by calhg on hirn to intervene in conflicts when he 

was off-duty. He said that they did not call on the on-duty officers who were 

non-Native because, "people out here have had a bad experience of prejudice 

[&om the police]. 1 just made a call when 1 was off-duty two days ago 

because she [a Kative woman calling for help] didn't want to talk to anybody 

else". 



Two participants mentioned that they had witnessed racism at school. Phil 

had clear mernories of feeling racially discriminated against in school, where 

his Native ancestry wodd be known by teachers: 

There was a time I'd get sîrapped and put in the hall 
but I'd rather get that than get put in fiont of the class 
and asked questions [about his parents]. Like 1 used to 
hate it when they used to do it to the Native kids, 
especially at school it seemed like at school they were 
picked on the most. 

Phil said that Native children who had the fewest local social supports 

experienced the worst racist treatment: 

Fort William wative] kids diddt have it that bad because 
they're here but for Fative] kids that were from out of 
town, boy did they have it hard in school! 

Native children who were disadvantaged because of family break-ups were 

described as most vulnerable to racism at school: 

You know, "Who are your parents?" "1 dont know my 
parents, I'm adopted". But they'd make them get up in 
the fiont of the class and Say that, eh. And these kids were 
just, 1 remember this one kid Connie, she would just cry 
al1 the t h e ,  cry every time she had to get up in the class, 
in fiont of the class. Right up to grade 5 or 6 shetd cry. 
P d  think] "Why do you keep dohg this to her, you know 
she's gonna cry when you ask her a question?" You know, 
in school the only one 1 seen getting the strap was the Indians. 
None of them cried either. 

Phil reported that school discipline was also physically abusive for Native 

students : 

1 used to get the strap and not even blink and it 
would seem llke [the teachers would] try to hit you harder 
because you know he couldn't make you, you know, 1 mean 



it hm, boy did it hurt but 1 wasn't going to give him the 
satisfaction to cry or like they made you beg for it to stop. 
My hand was so sore one day, it was just stinging. He was 
trying to get me to admit something. But 1 never did it 
and I wasn't gonna admit it. It was f'unny, he'd start off 
a hitting and it seemed like he'd jump in the air to try to hit 
ya harder, eh. 

Michael believed that because he did not "look Indian", he fxed better in 

the non-Native city school system than other Native students: 

Ah, yeah. I seen it [racism] but 1 never fe1t it. Like I said, 
1 don? look Native so 1 never really had too much on me 
but I seen it. I've seen it both ways. I've seen Natives be 
racist to white people and the white people be racist to Natives. 
When 1 was going to university, 1 drove a cab part-the 
and 1 seen it all the tirne - both ways. There's racism both 
ways, "those damned white people". 

When Michael saw racism towards Native children in public school, he 

said: "1 guess I probably got mad, I know I used to stick up for them anyway". 

Michael observed that Native students were treated as less intelligent: 

The teachers did [ignore racism] when 1 went to school. 
That was twenty years ago when I went to school. It was 
pretty bad in high school, yeah it was really bad. It just 
seemed like they [teachers] picked on Native kids. If there 
was a bunch of kids acting up in the class they, the first 
one they grabbed and take 'em out in the hall would be 
the Native kids. I've seen them maybe talked down to a lot. 
Talk louder to a person maybe they'll understand it better 
sort of thing, you know. #en they can understand what 
you're talking about, you know? They figure if you 
talk louder and make big expressions they'll understand it 
better. Where they're just a person just iike the white kid 
in the next aisle. I'm sure it does [contribute to drop-out 
rates], I'm not sure how much. 



9.3.3 Reverse Racism 

In a case of reverse racism, Michael said that even his Native moîher, 

who felt, "we could do better in town [than on the reserve]", was not 

accepting of his non-Native wife. Both his mother and his wife lived on the 

reserve "now". His motherts attitude toward his wife perplexed Michael 

because his mother encouraged him to "chase the white girls". She did not 

want her children "going nowhere like she seen Fappening to] a lot of young 

people [on the reserve]": 

1 don't think she's prejudiced or nothing. She just 
want us to be exposed to wider opportunities, not 
as sheltered [as those on the reserve] . 

Racism contributed to a loss of a positive sense of self as a Native person. 

Schooling became an additional psychosocial stressor for participants who 

descnbed feeling ovenvhelmed by what had already occurred to them in their 

lives. Experiencing more losses in adulthood caused M e r  emohonal 

distress - 

9.4 The Experiences of Low Mood in Relationship ta Losses 

In addition to the childhood stressors the men described above, several 

faced additional psychosocial difnculties in adulthood. A major theme that 

emerged fiom the men's narratives was that of encountering losses. Sub- 

themes emerging fiom this major theme were loss of physical health, loss of 

marital stability, and losses as a result of deaths of family members. Half the 

men explained how the experience of losses contributed to mood problems in 

addthood. 

9.4.1 L w  of Phpical Md&ty . . 
Phil's sense of grief when as a child, he lost his parents was tragically 

compounded when he lost his ability to wak and almost lost his wife. Phi1 



had worked steadify since the age of fourteen. However when he took a job 

workuig in the bush lpaper mill labourer], he broke his back: 

It completely severed the cords.. .so after that for the 
next two years, 1 was just recovering fiom my injury 
1 guess. But, 1 lefi the hospital in ten weeks. When 
1 woke up, 1 was knocked out for eight weeks. In that 
time my heart stopped twice. 1 was cllliicdy dead there 
for couple of minutes, a few times. And 1 had these uh, 
I don't know if yeu cal1 it out of body experiences, when 
your dead. 1 was going somewhere's anyways. But uh, 
for some reason I came back .... When 1 woke up 1 was 
about 1 10 or 1 15 pounds. 

Phil fought for two years in a rehabilitation program to regain some 

physical mobility. He was required to travel to Toronto for a tracheotorny and 

skin grafts. Back home and away fkom the medical expertise of Toronto 

doctors, he soon became depressed. Being bedridden at a local hospital 

created more physical problems with the result that he faced more surgery: 

1 was gettiug so depressed. 1 thought oh God am 1 
going to end up like this [bedridden]? I seen some guys 
that were sort of bent fkom the back down and 1 thought 
"oh geez, I dont want that!" 

Phi1 atîempted to fight the depression that was brought about by his 

paralysis but the problems his disability created withui his marrïage soon 

overwhelmed him. 

It's so easy to lay there and do nothlli'. But 1 was getting 
pretty depressed you know, your wife cornes in and visits 
you at night and she's going [home again]. And 1 
thought, "Oh shit, I'm not staying here". But 1 found out 
too, a lot of people when they get a back injury, their 
wife or their husband's would leave. You laiow, then they 
were alone. It went through my muid a few times.. . . After 
awhile there's nobody there, just your wife coming in. 



Phi1 succumbed to depression because bis disability threatened the loss of 

his sense of stability in his rnarrïage. His marital breakdown brought back 

mernories of being abandoned in childhood: 

Actudly it [my depression] wasn't that long ago. My wife 
was thinking of ah, 1 dont know, she was having thoughts 
of being single, moving out, leaving. [I felt] womed 
and uh, dont know why this is happening again, being 
abandoned. Um, I wasn't ody thinkUig for myself, 1 was 
thinkùig for rny kids. You know, how this is gonna affect 
my kids. 1 don? think we let them h o w  what the worries 
were.. . . 1 dont think my health would remain the same.. . 
the biggest fear was, "oh no, this is happening again 
[abandonment], how could this happen again? Being 
left again?" Because I do everything 1 cm, I provide 
for rny kids .... 1 give her everything 1 can. But that's it 
money can't buy happiness. 

9.4.3 Jloss from the Death of Famil-ben 

Wayne had expenenced the loss of two siblings to suicide and a mother to 

a stroke within a three-year period. The emotiond intensity of these 

unexpected losses placed significant pressure on the remaining family 

members. In addition, according to Wayne he grew up in a home life situation 

of dissension and he said that his father was "depressed". 

Just my father [is left]. He's an angry man and lie holds 
everything in and he takes it out on us. We argue and 
everything. He doesn't hit us or nothin' but he won't 
do nothin' for us much anyrnore. I know [my father's] 
depressed. 

Mike had experienced the losses of several family members, "Sister died 

fïrst. Mother went nea. Grandfather went third. And brother went fourth". 

Mike said he had "no emotions" and he demonstrated a flat affect, comrnon 



for depressed people; however, his addictions and aggressive bekaviour rnay 

speak for him. 

Because most of the band members are related to each other, t h e  emotional 

impact of the losses of these men would have reverberated throughout the 

community. The narratives of these men reveal that they had faced relentless 

emotional hurdles. Overcomùig the emotional strain fiom these h--wdles would 

have required strength beyond that which most people possess ui - their 

adaptive repertoire. Experiencing repeated traumas rnay have alsa, been 

negatively reinforcing It is reasonable to expect that hope would be 

extinguished wheu skepticism towards the trustworthiness of the world 

around them has developed. Perhaps this is what occurred for the men who 

reported that they were unable to summon the energy needed to aochieve life 

goals. 

9.5 Depression and Goals 

Several participants discussed their inability to make progress Lin their lives. 

This was a major theme, and over haif the men enlarged on this a s  a personal 

issue. Three had been exposed to violent experiences in their chil* dhood and 

although a fourth man had not experienced violence or abuse, his aetum as an 

adult to the reserve was very dficuit. Another three participants,. as well the 

last of the persons mentioned earlier, were well-employed and h a d  achieved 

satisfactory work and family goals, even though two had faced stressors as 

children. Sub-themes arising fiom this main theme were tendencies to 

procrastinate, addictions interfering with personal progress, self-irnflicted 

physical injuries that impeded progress in Me, feelings of low sociiial support, 

and the feeling that community amtudes blocked goal achievemenrt. 



George said he was unable to feel motivated enough to make the effort to 

move on with his life: 

The only problem with me is thinking that F m  unable] to jump 
fonvard, you know. However, 1 can't pull myself to do that 
right now. Someday, maybe tomorrow, I'll wake up and 
1'11 take that jump forward.. . . I'll get thuigs done. I'm the 
only one suffering fkom d l  this, nobody else is. I'm not 
&aid to admit that. Because 1 know everything about 
myself, what's wrong with me, so. 

George explained why he did not finish high school. He said: "So, 1 just 

held myself back ... and 1 regret it". George also contuiually battled his 

problem with alcohol addiction and this too would diminish his energy. 

9.5.2 .Addictions 1nterfet-h~ with Feeling Motivated . . 

Mike was unernployed. Both his prison record and his addictions 

interfered with achieving any goals: " [1 use] alcohol, pills, dnigs, uh, coke, 

hashish, um, al l  kinds.. .twice a week [1 use]". 

Wayne too was abusing dmgs and alcohol at the time of the interviews. 

He demonstrated an unwillingness to work towards sobriety and rejected a 

hospitalization referral made for hirn at the time of the interviews. 

Wayne had no motivation to work and he felt he could never work because 

of his legs which he "damaged" during a suicide attempt. He also felt that he 

could not accomplish anythmg until he got "over this family stuff kst". 

Wayne was so preoccupied with the strain of his emotional turrnoil that all 

interest in anythmg else was obliterated. 



Michael was well-employed with the band and had a university education. 

He had also been empIoyed with the proMncial government training as a land 

manager through Indian Affairs programs before retuming to the reserve. He 

expressed his thoughts as to the employment situation on the reserve and how 

he felt it contributed to depression: 

Perhaps if more people were employed and feeling better 
about themselves, mental illness would be a little bit ah, less. 
1 don't like it (seeing psychological distress) ... alcohol and 
drug addiction, 1 guess it's an illness .A is prevalent. There 
is a lot ofalcoholism and drug addiction. 

Michael mentioned feeling depressed "lots of times, yeah". He said this 

was £kom wonying about his possible loss of employment and the ability to 

provide adequately for his family. The inability of the band to provide 

comrnitments to its employees fiustrated hùn: 

Usually, for me, it's just money problems. That would be 
it, I don? know. Like 1 love rny d e ,  I love ail my kids dl 
that, but I just can't give them ail I want to give them. 
Maybe that's the biggest. When 1 see a neighbour or some 
other person has more than me, 1 don't mean to sound 
materialistic but that's just the way it is 1 guess. I guess 
it would be rnoney and maybe [worry] job-wise. I'd Like 
to be in somethùig better or somethuig more secure. I'm 
o d y  in a contract position here. Kind of prevents me 
kom doing anything like getting a loan or a mortgage 
because I'm only on contract. Financing and stufflike 
that is hard ... not secure until my contract is renewed again. 

Michael said that even the band was not "sure" how he was paid. He was 

unable to get a wrïtten employment agreement. He said, "the thing is they 

spent $20,000 to train me and now they havent got any money to pay me". 



Michael felt that "community jealousy" demoralized those employed in the 

few positions that were available on the reserve aII of which bothered hirn: 

It's hard working in a little community like this 'cause 
everybody knows you and there's a lot of uh, jealousy 
back-biting and aU that. "Why's he working? How corne 
he's still there? Isn't he supposed to be done in June? 
Why is he still on?" 

Michael felt he had lost the support of both the community and his family. 

He said that even his own aunt was " m g  to get rid" of him because her own 

son's contract was not being renewed. In amazement, he said that, "my 

mother's sister!" was trying to force him out. He also felt that possessing a 

post-secondq education alienated hirn fkom other cornmunity members: 

I thllik the fear is with her too that I'm, I've been to 
university and i've got my technologist [diplorna] and 
engineering and stuff. 1 think therefs a little fear that 
1 know a bit too rnuch and 1 rnight try, I rnight get in 
there and be signing cheques or something like that. 
A little jealousy. ... They h o w  I'm not stupid. M a i d  
I'm goma use it against them or use it to my benefit and 
screw the band there somehow. I don't see it like that. 
1 could do good things for the band if they'd give me 
a chance, 

9.6 Engaging in Abusive Behaviours 

A minor therne that emerged was that one-third of the men had become 

abusive themselves. Mike and Wayne had both witnessed famiiy alcoholism 

and violent confiicts. They stated that they too engaged in this behaviour as 

adults. Sub-themes reiated to this therne were addictions and troubled 

relationships, sexual abuse leading to violent behaviours, and the difnculties 

dealing with addiction and violence w i t h  the community . 



9.6J A d d i e h o n s t i o a s h i p -  
. . 

Mike stated that he had spent several periods of time in penitentiaries. He 

said, "the shortest time in jail was six months, the longest t h e  was two 

years". He had experienced both legal and addiction problems and he also 

said that he had "no friends". He then explained that his own abusiveness 

contributed to the loss of a male fiiend and of his girEend: 

Listen, 1 got friends, but I ainY got best fiiends.. . . 
My best fiiend and rny, the girl I'm with, they both 
screwed around with each other due to my neglect 
of her emotionally .... A lot of things are my fault. 

Mike said that he had been sexually abused by "uncles" and "very heavily 

physicdy and mentaUy [abused] by [his] father and mother too". He stated 

that he had dealt with the perpetrators by becoming abusive himself: "Before 

[treatment] 1 punched them out. They said I'd go to jd". 

At the t h e  of our interview, Wayne, who admtted that he had been in 

trouble with the Iaw since his adolescence, was ordered by the court to see a 

psyclùatnst &ter having been charged with "Assault with a Deadly Weapon" 

against his "grandmother's boyf?iendW. In the interview, he denied that he had 

caused the assault but later, he admitted to being prone to violence: 

1 was at home cutting a baloney sandwich and I had 
a knife in rny hand and my grandmother's boyfhend 
was passed out on the couch in the living room. 1 
went over, asked him for a smoke and I still had the 
h i f e  in my hand. He opened his eyes up and he 
started screaming his head off that 1 was gonna kill 
huri. So he phoned the cops. So I waited for the cops 
and they were believing ... . They [court] brought up my 
emotional stress, 1 guess, fi-om the family that 1 had 



and they says it's caused me to be violent but that's lies. 
Well, I guess it's not lies. 

9.6.4 Addict ionsd Violence in the Community * .  

A female participant-commentator who worked with male band members 

in the capacity of social worker offered her observations on what happens in 

the community to men who have been sexually abused, as these participants 

had been and who were untreated. She said: "With some it's OK because 

they've realized whatts happened to them, with others it's not OK because 

they've become the abuser". 

Bev mentioned that as a helper she liad had to deal with sorne untreated 

male victims of abuse who have become dinicult community members: 

[They have come to my and] my partnerfs house [which they have] 
destroyed a couple of tirnes.. . . If they're using [dmgs or 
dcohol] we tell them to go away and come back when they're 
sober or straight. They don't r e d y  come for help, they come for 
money, they wheel and deal and scarn, and they're good 
at it. ..they can t ak  psychoiogy.. . typical sexud abuse 
. . . deathly afiaid to put [their] heart [s] into [therap y] 
. . &aid [they'll] explode. Fairly pervasive sema1 abuse 
is comrnon. Itrs not al1 out [in the open]. They have anger, 
it's everybody's fault but their own. They're trymg to 
crawl out of a nit but keep sinking back in. 

Ln the following, the men elaborated on the drug and alcohol abuse 

difficulties Bev described. They explain why they have difficulty "crawling 

out of the rut" that she dluded to. 

9.7 Self-A buse 

The majority of the men admitted that they misused alcohol and drugs. 

Sub-themes related to this major theme were that they were repeating parental 

addictive behaviour, that they were using addictions as a form of coping 



strategy, their inability to overcome addictive behaviours, their addictions and 

relationship difficulties, their attempts at keeping addictions a secret, and the 

comrnunity's problems with "legal" drugs. Three of the participants had 

chronic, ongoing problems with drug and alcohol use. The fourth still used 

both substances but that he felt he had some control over. Below, it is seen 

that these men explained that their drug and alcohol use was learned fiom 

parental behaviour. They felt it was a coping strategy which they were unable 

to stop. 

George said that he had become an abuser of substances "just like [my 

mother]". His poor feelings about h s e l f  in regard to his addictions had 

precipitated a suicide, attempt. M e r  briefly quitting, he had recommenced 

drinlang, and he said this was because he was emotionally unable to continue 

with what he had Iearned in treatrnent: 

I didn't take that stuff forward to deal with things, take 
that risk, follow through with things, you h o w ,  get things 
done. Because 1 was da id .  And its like that to this day ... 
wow, because of resuming drinking] I'm back emotionally 
to where 1 was. It's like I always tell myself, 'You can 
never ever have a life, so why deal with it?" 1 convince 
myself to do a lot of things. 

Chns said that he began to use drugs and alcohol at a very young age "My 

dmg problem and druiking problem started at an early age too. Grade six. 

My older brother was a dealer. ..". These problems, that started in his 

adolescence, followed hïm into adulthood: 

I've been busted for marijuana and cocaine. But 1 dont 
do cocaine no more, 1 don't do any chemicals. I just 
drink every now and then, um, I don't party d l  the t h e .  
I drink yeah, I usually drink once a weekend but it's 
never, ever nothing.. . . 



Mike felt that it was his family's alcoholism that "stunted his growth" 

emotionally. He presented his comments about this in an i n t e l l e c t u ~ g  

fashion, mirroring the deadened emotions he described feeluig: 

Inside of me, emotionally, therers stunted growth. Due 
to my family's alcoholism. That's caused from trauma 
and people that are parents that are alcoholics. They are 
so predisposed to alcoholism that they are unable to give 
their children the required numire that they need to grow. 
So, because of the lack, because of the predisposition 
of alcoholism, you are unable to give the required 
nurturing to their child and because of this, you have 
what is called uh, stunted growth emotionally. 

9.7.3 Using-es or Alcohol to COB 

George explained how he coped with negative feelings that he had not fblly 

worked through during his treatment: 

I coped with those thuigs through drinking and using 
drugs and um, totalIy getting bombed, you know, 
closing up, not taking much and really, I don't lcnow 
how you say [sigh], closed. 

Chris contuiued to use marijuana to alleviate feelings of stress. "CI use] 

when under pressure, work, family, money. The joint takes everythhg away. 

I guess it just masks everythuig". 

Wayne followed the pattern of his parents and his grandfather in becoming 

alcoholic. He said: "It takes away the pain, und the next day. Then 1 wake 

up and 1 start thinking about my family [deaths, dissension] again". 

9.7.4 Being URahle to Sobriety 

After receiving treatment in a h g  and dcohol program and being 

encouraged to address some of his feefings, George was still unable to 

maintain sobriety for any sustained period of time: 

Although 1 stayed sober for six and a half monùis.. . 



I started drinking again not too long ago. 'Cause 
I didn't take that stuff [the bowledge fkom treatment] 
forward to deal with things.. .. I'm back to where 1 was 
before 1 crashed and burned- Before 1 went to treatment. 

Wayne's speech was slurred during our interview and he appeared to be 

under the influence of either dmgs or alcohol. He said that he was on "pain- 

m e r s  for injuries" that stemmed fiom the suicide attempt he made two years 

Chris said that drinkùig and substance abuse occupied much of his time in 

early adulthood. In his mid-thirties he was sti l l  drinking. He commented on 

his nomadic mestyle following his teenage years: 

I was heavily into drugs and the party scene when 1 was 
younger. I lived in every major city in Canada over [a 
period ofl six to eight years. And that was one of the 
reasons why my relationship [with a partner] out 
there [in B.C.] didn't last. came back to the reserve 
fiom B.C. on a holiday] and I got a job here and 1 
just ended up staying here. 

Chris knew that it was his drinking behaviour that caused difficulties in his 

fint rnarriage. It became a problem again in his second marriage: 

1 have a tendency to fall back on my old ways. I'm IMd 
of an outgoing person, I know a lot of people, I have 
a lot of f?iends. Uh, I like to go out and have a good 
party now and then. Because of that, there are times when 
I urn, not necessarily take off but I'll stop off after work 
for a few drinks and 1'11 end up staying out al1 night or 
whatever, not al1 night but corning in at two or three in 
the moming and stuff like that doesn't please my wife. 
baughs] But, 1 dontt blame ber though. 



Chris believed that he was hiding his dmg and alcohol use fi-om his family. 

Quitting was a problem for hirn because he felt he needed drugs to relax: 

I do drink, I still do drugs, but my dmg habit has, Itn 
not trying to make it sound like it's lesser but I dont have 
any uh, 1 don? bring booze or my drug habit into the 
home and it's not visible by my kids or my d e .  Uh, . 

1 do like to smoke a joint every now and then, usually 
when I'm drinlang and if1 do smoke a joint at home, 1 
will smoke it late at night after my wife and kids are 
in bed and 1 wanna relax or somethuig. I'm one of those 
people who'll Say, "a jouit will relax me". 

Michael, who was not involved in drug or alcohol abuse, offered his 

observations conceming some of the community members who were not using 

alcohol or illegal dmgs but who had channelled their addictions instead to the 

habitua1 use of prescription drugs: 

I see so many people just walking around in a daze and 
1 just know that they're not stmed on marijuana. They're 
all pilled up.. . . I never experimented with that, thank God. 
My sister's pretty bad for that. Like 1 see it personally in 
her. She denies it all the time but 1 can tell .... 1 thuik emotion 
ûiggers it, in her case anyway. Maybe it's just an economic 
thing. It's cheaper than buying booze. Easier to £hd, 
access [than illegal drugs]. Probably if 1 left here nght no 
in a halfan hour 1 could go get what 1 want, what 1 need [on 
the reserve]. Whereas I'd probably have a harder tirne findïng 
grass [marijuana] or something.. .buy them off [each other] . 

Michael believed that access to "illegal" drugs was not the real comrniinity 

problem regarding addictions: 

1 do know people who are on, who are not on, while they're 
dmgs 1 guess, but they're on prescription drugs. Seems 
like that's the most popular thing nowadays. Easy to get. 



Everybody's got them to sen. Seems to be a doctor 
or two that people go to town to see îhat'll just write you 
a prescription like that. They [the doctors] shoddn't be. 
There should be some kind of mechanism to look into the 
proliferation of all these prescriptions. There's one doctor, 
Doctor X we'll Say, you and just go see hlln and tell him 
what you got and get what you like. 

Mlchael commented: "Tt seems to be more the women fkom what I've seen. 

Tylenol3 painkillers, SM like that". Michael added that "mostly they're 

addressing the illegal dmgs [in treatment] not the prescription drugs". 

Chris believed that drugs served to "relax" him and perhaps it is the relief 

from stress that dmg or alcohol temporarily provides that perpetuates their 

misuse. Next, the men elaborate on their feelings of stress that they believed 

were related to their emotions. However, they also refer to other unpleasant 

subjective experiences. 

9.8 Feelings of Distress 

A major theme was that almost all of the participants mentioned that they 

had experienced at least one emotion accompanying their psychological 

discornfort. Sub-themes related to this theme were being angry about the 

parenting they had received (displacing anger and needing to work off anger); 

feeling anger about aspects of  their childhood; and feeling anger fiom havuig 

suffered fkom abuse during their childhood. 

Another sub-theme related to the main theme of subjective feelings of 

distress was that of sleep problems. Participants commented on theix fear of 

sleep, on using sleep to escape emotional problems, on disturbed sleep and 

fiequent awakening, and on the need to self-medicate to get to sleep. Another 

sub-theme was that of isolation which produced loneliness which allowed 

participants to avoid feeling emotions. Isolation occurred because of the 

distrust of others or of being unable to feel emotions. Still, another sub-theme 



was that of feeling anxiety and other related sub-themes were feelings of 

hopelessness, experiencing tearfulness, and h a d g  to tolerate physicdly 

distressful reactions. Eating problems was also mentioned. 

9.8.1 Feelings of Anger 

Four participants elaborated on their experiences with anger. 

George mentioned how angry he was towards his mother for abandoning 

[1 just stopped crying you know]. And my feelings 
toward my mother, I just started to hate her, and 
to this day 1 don't even talk to her. 1 haven't talked 
to her in so many years. 1 lived with a [non sexually 
abusive] foster family since I was seven until now. 
They can't fill the emotional need, the numiring.. . . 
Love is a very scary word for me. 

George believed that his problems with anger began wlien he was in 

elementary school, "1 remember when I was in grade school I was a very 

angry person. 1 would always fight but after awhile, 1 stopped". 

Mike did not talk about his feelings of anger but they were evident by the 

detached manner and the tone of speech he assurned when he discussed his 

own and the reserve's issues. He commented: "No one's [stopping abuse on 

the reserve] and that's al1 tliis anger [that is] coming out". 

George explained how his anger empts when he drinks alcohot: 

. . . there is a lot of anger in me and 1 dont know how 
[to express my feelings in m e r  counselling]. 1 
check that anger when I'm straight. But when I'm 



drunk ifs just [snaps his fingers] like that, you know. 
1'11 feel when I'm drunk7 I don? know why? 1 dont 
know if 1 really feel or if it's just the booze, you how. 
Like I want to stop drinking but I dont know how and 
I don't, maybe 1 donit redy want to right now. 

Mike said that his anger "hurts [him]" and that when he feels angry he goes 

"drinking m go after the people that didn't Save my family." He admitted that 

he "picks fights" when he is M g .  

M e r  denying feehg angry at one point in our interview, Chris then 

described his feelings of anger afler leaming about his wife's history of sexual 

abuse. He could not accept his wife's ab- to still care for her father who 

was her abuser. Chris said that he occasionally used his d e ' s  sexual abuse 

experience against her in arguments between them. He was particularly 

incensed when she chose her father's birthday as their wedding day. 

1 feel a lot of hatred about [my wife's sexual abuse]. 1 
hate her mother and father today for it.. . . Al1 they wanted 
to know was "who knew?" It kind of hurts me. 1 don't 
know how to kind of think about it or dl ,  but she really 
cares for her father? A lot of our fights are because of 
this situation. Our wedding day is her father's birthday. 
It seems like our anniversary is not our anniversary. It 
always reminds me of that [the sexual abuse]. It angers 
me, she didn't tell me about al1 this 'til after we married. 
1 don't understand. 1 don't hate her for it, but 1 donTt 
understand how she put our wedding day on his birthday? 
It's always in the back of my brain. 

9.8.1 (vi) Copine with Angrv Feelings 

Wayne said that he needed to find ways to work off his anger: 

CI work on] weights once in a while. To relieve the 
anger and the - but after that's done it cornes right 
back again and all that emotional stuff. 



9.8.2 Over-Sleeping and Sleep ProbIems 

Four men said that they had diniculty sleeping. These participants 

mentioned a fear of goïng to sleep, using sieep as an escape, and being 

troubled by both fiequent awakenuig and disturbed sieep. There was also 

mention made of utilizing self-medication strategies to deal with sleep 

problems. 

George noted that he had difncdty sleeping because of his fearful 

Like, you know, there's tirnes when I'm going through 
like these past few nights when I've had a very hard 
time to sleep because you know, I've been thinking 
that way. You know, I try to tell myself, you know, 
it's nothing. [I'm] not crazy, just being possessed or 
something. 1 dont know why it's like that? 

George connected his sleep problems to his expenences of sexual abuse: 

Fuid myself [when 1 wake up], 1 dumo just feel really 
shitty. 1 hate myself. Feel afiaid. You how,  
1 don't know, I've been thinking, you h o w ,  the 
abuse also happened while 1 was sleeping.. .. 

Mike said he had difficulty sleeping, falling asleep, and staying asleep. He 

said: "I'm trying to sleep during the day and stay awake during the night". 

9 . 8 . u )  Sleep I Jsed to lhuipe 
. . 

George believed that he used sleep as an escape h m  feeling his emotions. 

His feelings were most problematic in the momings, after awakening: 

[Il feel my main coping ski11 is sleep where you don't have 
to feel nothuig, 1 sleep. 1 recognize that fiom treatrnent. 
IIfl I just [didn't] want to feel, I'd go to sleep. Like 
during the day that's when it's the worst, 1 feel really 
shitty and stuE But at night, at night 1 feel OK you 
know, 1 feel right on. But when I wake up, 1 don't know 



why that is, you laiow, I don? Like that. 

Wayne said that his sleep was disturbed by dreams about his dead family 

members: 

I dream about them and everythmg, like crazy. They won't 
go away and itrs dnving me nuts .... 1 start dreaming about my 
famdy. Nightmares and I wake up and I'm just pouring 
with sweat and everything. And then I go check the rooms 
out to see ifthey're stiU there and they're not. But they don't 
scare me. 

Chris said his sleep problems invoived problems with fiequent awakening: 

Lf I go to bed early, 1 wake up in the middle of the night 
and I'm wide awake for the rest of the night. I don't 
usually go to bed until about two o'clock in the moming. 
And then again, I'm up at seven. So I get about five 
hours sleep 1 guess. II awaken fkequentiy during the 
night] yup, lots of tîmes. 

Chris explained that he used marijuana as a f o m  of self-medication: 

Sometimes 1 think that's the reason [sleep problems] that 
1 do it [smoking marijuana] is to get to bed [to fall asleep] 
'cause sometimes I feel like it's a waste, 1% smoke one and 
I'11 fa11 asleep twenty minutes later. 

Over half the men stated that they felt isolated. Unlike the women 

participants, who felt the desire to withdraw, these male participants did not 

choose to isolate themselves. Rather, they felt isolated and were unhappy 

about it. 

Mike believed his abuse experiences contributed to his feelings of isolation: 



1 was sexually, mentaily, physicalfy abused.. . . 1 feel different 
You're not like everybody else. You're, there's no one like 
you. You're alone. Nobody's there to help you. Nobody 
understands you. Nobody can talk to you. Nobody c m  
reach you. And that unreachable is unresolved issues. 

Mike said he had gone to a priest for support "a couple of years ago". 

However, the priest that he "didnt want to ded with it m e ' s  wanthg to talk 

about his abuse]". Mike commented that he would like, "someone to talk to 

without feeling rejected, laughed at". He also said: "II feel] aloneness. 

Merent .  Somebody else. Dinerent fiom everybody" . 

9.8.3 (11- to Deal with Feelings 
O O 

Phil also mentioned periods of feeling alone. He tried to manage his 

palliful emotions by going places by himself: 

[I ded with painful feelings by] just go[ing] alone 
somewhere. I go to a show by myself sometimes. 
Just to get away, eh. Uh, or 1 watch TV by myself 
but to show the emotion thing, 1 learned to cover 
those up. Shouldn't of. But it was one of the ways of 
me getting through the day to day 

Wayne said that he had not sought out counselling or someone to talk to 

about his depression or difficulties. He was reluctant to confide in people: 

1 keep everything in here lpoints to his chest]. 
1 don? like to get that close to anyone. 

9.8.3 (iv? Iselation from Feelings 

Chris believed that he was unable to feel his anger. He reacted emotionally 

to the pain of others, especially that of children, but he was unable to "handle" 

his own feelings: 

Actually, 1 don? have an anger streak. 1 can't handle pain. 
1 can cry on a dime at any program on TV and stuff 



Like that. Like when 1 see a kid d o m  the street crying 
or whatever, I want to get out of the car and go pick 
that kid up. 

9.8.4 Feelings of Anxiety 

Two participants reported that they felt fearful most of the the .  Childhood 

experiences had taught George to live in a state of perpeîtial fearfulness in 

case extemal conditions triggered old memories. An earlier history of familial 

conflict had taught Wayne to live in dread of it leading to family tragedy. 

George noted that when he witnesses c o ~ c t s  he becornes very nervous: 

I get tense, 1 just walk away f?om it. I don? lke 
it. Or, when even when two people are fighting 
and it's not even my problem, 1 get &aid and 
um, 1 tend to just walk away or go to a safe place 
and just sit there and relax. 

George believed that his own thought processes caused him to feel f e d  

and that fear was triggered by extemal stimuli. He provided an example of the 

subjective terror he felt after he watched the movie The Exorcist : 

1 remember when 1 was a kid, when 1 was Young, 1 always 
thought the devil was going to corne and get me, you how? 
And, even when 1 was an adult, I always thought, it could 
happen to me! 

Wayne said he lived in fearfid expectation that deaths would occur even 

prior to the deaths of four of his family members: 

I was afiaid all the time that 1 was gonna lose someone. 
in my farnily and wondering who it was going to be. 1 was 
like this since I was a little boy. 

9.8.5 Individual Experiences with Distressing Feelings: Hopeiessness, 

Tearfulness, Physical Reactions, Eating Problerns 

Two men described their stniggles with emotion-related disturbances. 

George had problems with feelings of hopelessness and he also experienced 



strange physical reactions. Chris mentioned weekly bouts of tearfihess and 

he also said that in his own eshation, he over-ate. 

George believed that he had little hope of being able to attain sobriety with 

treatment. He felt guilt about seeking M e r  help and about possibly being 

labelled for k i n g  the system": 

1 thought about it [retuming for treatment] but what's 
the use, you know? It's like in that area I've convinced 
myself too, although like, 1 went to treatment, why do it 
again? What am I going to accomplish fiom it? I don't 
want to be one of those, like 1 read about, who use the 
system. Go in and out oftreatment, they use the system, 
eh? Like 1 guess, they get a kick out of it. Nah, I'm not 
one of those kind of people, eh. 

Chris was the only participant who mentioned that he often felt tearfid, 

which occurred particularly when he witnessed children in distress: 

I probably get a tex in my eye maybe three or four 
tirnes a week. Watching the news, it just totally 
pains me when I see kids in the news, it just, it's 
basically children that always seem to [make me] feel 
hurt [for them]. 

9.8.5 {ui! Physical Distress o.. 

George said he experienced the discornfort of severe bouts of physiological . 
shakuig. Chronic physiological hyperarousal to stimuli that was reminiscent 

of the trauma is a well-documented feature of the response to trauma. In 

traumatized people, visual and rnotoric reliving experiences, nightmares, 

flashbacks, and re-enactments are generally preceded by physiological 

arousal. Studies are exploring whether the activation of long-term memory 

tracts may explain why current stress is experienced as a retum of the trauma 



(van der Kolk, 1988). One participant in this study descnbed his experiences 

with a fonn of these kinds of reactions. 

George said his episodes of unpleasant physical shaking were noticeable to 

others. This reaction was most likely to occur when he either talked or 

thought about his experiences of sexual abuse: 

Like 1 shake violently sometimes, I don? know 1 just - 

shake, And some days 1 won't shake at all, I'm real 
relaxed. However, when I'm feeling things or remembering 
thuigs, my hands will start to shake and SM- And 
people ask me, "why do you shake so bad?" I Say, "1 
dont know ?" 

George remembered that his shaking was most severe when he talked 

about the abuse during a group session in a treatment program: 

1 did a lot of that in treatment, like in treatment I'd bring 
issues and.. . . Like the fkst time in group there, 1 was 
talkïng with the group and t e l h g  them 1 was abused and 
SM. 1 passed out, like uh, 1 shook so violently like after 
1 was done talking and that. [George sighs]. 1 donft 
know, 1 just don? like to feel those things. 1 always wonder 
what itfs like to be fiee or feel normal? 

Chns said that he tends to overeat to compensate for the scarcity of food 

when he was a child. His mother had been unable to eam enough income to 

feed her family. 

1 eat too much. 1 was always envious of the kids at 
school with the nice box lunches and the nice lunch 
bags. Uh, 1 know when I got on rny own and was 
able to afford my own meals and that, 1 was always 
trying to have something different or exotic. 

These men's descriptions reveal that they suffered fiom a variety of 

discomfiorting subjective experiences and they described these in relation to 



their mood. For the most part, they also had a tendency to associate any 

current psychological problems with their experiences of anguish in childhood. 

Several men commented that they had difficulty taking about their feelings. 

Yet, that they felt strong emotions was evident from the content of their 

narratives. Generally, they seemed to Say that their own reluctance to open up 

ernotionally hindered their ability to explore their feelings. 

9.9 The Inability to Address Psychological Issues 

A major theme was that male participants mentioned that they were either 

reluctant or unable to address their feelings. Alexythymia, or the inability to 

feel, was a problem two men, Chris and Phil, mentioned. Two other male 

participants, George and Mike, said they attempted to distract themselves 

from any feelings that arose because they could not or did not know how to 

cope with them. This unexpressed emotion appeared to contribute to their 

inability to communicate and, hence, work through painful emotions. 

Chris noted that he avoided having to address his feelings. He did this 

because he felt ovenvhelmed by his emotions: 

When me and my wife have bad times at home, 1 have 
a hard t h e  dealing with it. She always says that I'm 

. cold but I don7 open up. But I find sornetimes when 
1 do open up and bruig out the feelings or whatever 
all it causes is pain or hardship or whatever and 1 
always think, "why bring it up, why deal with it 
because al1 it causes is heartache?" I'd sooner just 
hold it in or whatever, but [long pause]. . . . 

Phi1 did not think that he could acknowledge his feelings of despair when 

his wife was considering leaving hùn. He had learned to hide his emotions as 

a child: 

Just in the last few months I found out she m s  wife] 
wanted me to be mad [about her leaving] but I coddn't 



be mad, 1 was scared to be mad. But 1 think that goes 
back to my childhood, I hid my fears, 1 hid my emotions. 
It was like, 1 coulddt get mad, 1 didn't want to lose her, 
didn't want her to leave ... . 

George said that he laew he needed to allow himself to feel emotions but 

he was unable to undertake th i s  kind of exploration while in treatment: 

I didn't allow myself to feel, while 1 was in treatment 
you know. Like uh, there's issues, you can talk about 
your issues but the important thing is to feel, to feel 
the feelings behind thern, whether anger or uh, sadness 
or, whatever. 

Mike vocalized his disinclination to speak about his emotions surrounding 

his depression: "1 don't got no emotion. Tallcing to you, like, you want 

ùiformation. You're getting information". 

Phil said that he was unable to disclose his feelings afier his accident, 

particularly when he felt done. Yet he admitted that there were a lot of 

feelings behind his silence: 

I don't h o w .  1 thuik when I was young I learned to 
hide my feelings about a lot of things. And I never ever 
showed anybody my, even today, rny wife - 1 don't 
show her how 1 feel or ... . There was uh, plenty of feelings 
there I guess, sometimes. 

Chris said that he was unable experience a validation of his feelings 

stemming fkom his mother's abuse of him. She refised to admit that she had 

physically abused him when he was young, and hence he could not resolve 

what had happened between them: 

My mother denies it. 1 felt temble [about her denial]. 
Me and my mother dont get along al all [now]. When 
1 look back on it, 1 dont blame my dad for leaving. 

These men's stories revealed that they were living in a state of unexpressed 

emotion, yet the depth of the turinoil wded  behind their almost stoic 



avoidance of their feelings echoed through these revelations. The content of 

their stones weighted heavily on me emotionally, and as an inte~ewer an 

inner sense of poignant grief for each man was stirred within me. 

The relentlessness of the stressors they encountered both in childhood and 

in adulthood seemed bizarre in nature. Below, the men enlarge on theïr 

experiences as victims of childhood sexual, expenences that contributed 

M e r  to understanding the overwhelming and aberrant nature of the stressors 

the men had been exposed to in their lives. 



Sources of Depressive Experiences 

10.1 The Experience of S A b u s e  

A major theme, common to half of this group of men was that of sema1 

abuses in their childhood. Sub-themes reIated to this main theme were 

recalling the experiences of their childhood abuse, being unable to feel better 

years after the experience, haWig to develop psychological escape strategies 

while being victimized, and experiencing post-abuse memory difficulties. 

A related sub-theme was experiencing the subjective distress of both 

fearfulness and anger. Also emerging as sub-themes were: feeling unable to 

address the psychological issues surrounding sexual abuse because of denial, 

the inability to feel emotions, and sensations of being traumatized. The 

inability to address the trauma while in treatment was a sub-theme. Another 

sub-theme was the opinion that the silence surroundhg the issues of sexual 

abuse was a commtdy-wide problem. 

From their stones, George and Milce appeared to be extremely traumatized 

by what had happened to them. Chris was unable to address his feelings that 

surrounded his sema1 abuse. 

10.1.1 Childhood S e x u a l e  Vichmizaition 
. o .  

George was sexudy abused as a child while living in foster care. He had 

been placed in several non-Native homes in the city close to the reserve: 

And when 1 was taken away [fkorn my mother], 1 went 
to diflferent foster homes. Must of been about four 
and a haif when 1 was taken away the fist  tirne.. .. to 
live with a family in town.. . . 1 dont remember much, 
rnaybe I just blocked it out.. .. And 1 moved to a 
family in town.. . . And I moved to a family out 



here and I guess that's where you could say the abuse 
happened. Although, 1 must have been abused before 
because 1 talked about it in treatment- I must've been 
abused for about three years of my Me. Little Gd, you 
know. And 1 have a real problem with that today. 
'Cause inside, inside I feel fùcked, man! My emotions 
are fucked up. 1 don? h o w  how to feel. Um. 

George suffered two incidents of sexual abuse while h g  in non-Native 

foster care. He also experïenced incest in his own Native f d y :  

A man [abused me]. Yeah, [they then changed my 
foster home] and it happened again. Well, first off, 
1 was abused when 1 was living with rny mother by 
a & I don't know, 1 guess 1 denied the abuse ever 
happened up wtil a few months ago. My sister, one 
of my biological sisters, 1 was abused by her and 
after than it happened by two males [in foster care]. 

Mike taked about the shame he felt from being sexually abused at four 

years of age: 

WelI, when 1 was four years old, that's what 1 got 
[sexual abuse]. And I developed toxic shame. 
Uncles [were the abusers]. It's al1 over here [the 
reserve man! 

o Feel Better 

George expressed his ambivalence about getting "better". His use of this 

word illustrated that he felt he had been made emotionally il1 fiom his sexual 

abuse. He said that he believed he was emotionally unable to recover from the 

abuse: 

There's two parts to me. There's the person inside 
the child that wants to get better. However, there's 
another part that's not allowing it, you know. There's a 
part that wants to be fkee. However, that's just not 
happening yet. 



George recollected that as a child he could only resort to the use of fantasy 

to avoid the misery of reality: 

1 rernember when 1 was a kid, 1 used to pretend that 
1 was a robot so that 1 diMt have to feel. Take on 
merent  characteristics Like to take on many different 
foms to deal with those issues [sexuaf abuse] or whatever. 

George's rnernory blocks served to obliterate his awareness of the actual 

abuse experiences. At the times of the abuse, he would mercifdly s a e r  

black-outs. 

1 remember that most times when I was ahid ,  I'd 
just black out. I'd wake up later you know, and it's uh, 
1 don? remember what happened, nothing, you know. 
1 h o w  I was abused, 1 remember at times being abused, 
but uh, there's times the abuse wouldn't be there. 

Chris said that he was unable to feel the impact of his own experience of 

sexval abuse. However, Iater in the interview he mentioned his wife's 

experience of sexual abuse and he felt intense ernotions about this: 

1 had one incident [of sexual abuse] when 1 was a child 
One of my uncles had a [teenage] foster child and 1 
had a fondling. He t ied to fondle me or whatever flong 
pause. 1 remember being scared and I ran home. 1 
remember ninning into a room but 1 dont ever remember 
telling anybody about it or anythuig Like that. It just 
never dawned on me 'til years later, 1 remembered it. [silence] 

Mike said that he seemed to be able to  detach himselffkom his feelings. 

When the feelings emerged in adolescence, he experienced a "deadening" of 

My mind was strong enough to bury it [the mernories]. 
b] puberty it came back. The feelings of it. Not the 



memory.. . . No, 1 can't [remember]. It's like looking at 
it f?om a camera. I'm sittuig back watching it. 1 become 
cold and uh, no. They're [feelings] deadened. They're 
just, it would take something, a hell of a lot to hit it, 
crack it and hope that it's busted open [the feelings]. 

10.2 Distressful Reactions Arising from Untreated Sexual Abuse 

A minor theme was that the participants believed they experienced at least 

one emotional consequence associated with their victimization. A sub-theme 

related to this theme was experiencing ongoing feelings of both fearfulness 

and anger. George described his fear and Chris discussed his anger. The thud 

semal abuse victim, Mike, communicated his anger through his hardened 

manner. He demonstrated this emotion through behaviour that led to criminal 

convictions. 

Although George could not always address his feelings regarding his 

sexual abuse, he did vividly remember certain traumatic experiences. George 

said that what he remernbered concemed his experiences of sexual abuse and 

incest. He disclosed a particularly disconcertïng episode of depersonalization 

that occurred in his childhood: 

I remember, I'm gonna tell you something, I don? know 
if it's nght, I've told a few people. 1 remember when 1 
was living with my mom when I was a little kd,  we were 
sleeping with her and my sister was on the other side of 
her, you know. 1 remember 1 went to sleep [clears his 
throat], just a little làd. I don't know if this is a dream or 
what, however, 1 could see myself, 1 was on this side and 
my sister was on the other side and 1 was wetting my pants, 
and 1 was a Little kid but I was on the ceiling. I don't know 
if thîs was a dream or what, 



Chns had not felt angry about his own experience of sexual abuse uniil 

he leamed about his d e ' s  abuse. He directed his anger towards both his in- 

laws and his wife. His anger persisted and affected his marriage. Chris could 

recount what had occurred in his wifefs experience with great detail: 

I couldn't look at them [when his wife was confkonting 
her father who was her sexual abuser] so I basicdy stared 
at the TV and her rnother, my father-in-law sat across 
from me on the couch and my mother-in-law was crying 
and asking my d e  about it d l  and what angers me today 
about it aU is she [my mother-in-law] asked my wife if her 
m e r  had penetrated her and my wife [pause], he [my 
father-in-law] looked at my wife and shook his head for 
her to Say "no". And she [my wife] said "no". On top of 
that, my wife tells me that on one incident her rnother 
w&ed in on her with her father on top of her and her 
rnother didn't do nothing about it. 

Chris's wife's stoiy provided an exarnple of the secretiveness surrounding 

the issue of sema1 abuse on the reserve. As can be seen in Christs case, this 

secretiveness perpetuated emotional problems, even within his mamiage. This 

secretiveness and the problems surrounding it are m e r  commented on 

below. 

10.3 The Inability to Address Psychological Issues 

A major theme was the secrecy surrounding sexval abuse issues both on 

the reserve and in available local helping systems was described. Two-thirds 

of the male participants who had been sexually abused felt that this 

encouraged ongoing psychological diaculties. Related sub-themes that 

emerged were: encountering the denial by other people that there had been 

abuse; being in denial about the abuse; feeIing traumatized by the abuse 

experience; hding treatment helpful in that it facilitated tallcing about the 



abuse; and wo-g that the secrecy surromding the subject might soon be 

broken causing commmity-wide emotional difficulties. 

George said that he could not address his abuse issues when he was a child 

and he stil l  had difliculties dealing with them as an adult. He said that when 

he was a child he told his social workers about the abuse but they did not want 

to "believe" him and chose to ignore what he confided to them: 

They [Childrents Aid] trïed to send me to counsehg 
but I wouldn't tell them nothing, you know. Like it was 
brought out into the open when 1 was about fifteen or 
sixteen. Like when C.A.S. got involved. But they never 
did nothing, nobody wanted to believe me. And so, I said 
"fuck it". 

Chris said that he felt an absence of feelings surrounding his sexual abuse 

that occurred when he was Young. He reported that he had been sexually 

fondled by an unclefs teen-age foster child. "1 remember being scared. It 

never dawned on me 'til years later, 1 remembered it. [Long pause]". Chns 

said he felt his experience of sexual abuse had not afTected hirn emotionally 

but intellectually he realized it was important: 

Ahh, I feel a little embarrassed by it. Ah, 1 feel it didn't 
go far, just a little bit of fondling and in one breath, 
I wanna basically Say, "it was nothing". But, ah, 1 do 
realize it was something but I don? feel, ah, affected 
by it. I don't, don? thuik it affecteci me in any way. 
1 don't, 1 don't, 1 guess 1 dont feel it afZected me. 

Mike said: "1 was sexuaily, mentally, physically abused." In a flat 

monotone, he also said that his brothers and sisters went through the same 

experiences. He felt his current problems were fiom "trauma that's not dealt 



with". Mike thought the whole reserve was "toxic". He came to this 

conclusion because his "entire family" had experienced some form of abuse. 

George descnbed how treatment had taught him that he needed to t a k  

about his sexual abuse experiences. He said that he felt he had muiimized the 

impact of the abuse and that doing so had worked against him. He sounded 

almost self-blaming about his inability to open up, even though he knew that 

his only recourse had been to "suppress" these issues for many years: 

Uh, chitdhood issues. Like I was in treatment not too 
long ago, last January I think, last November. 1 was 
in there 'til January and 1, uh, discovered lots of 
things about myself in there, eh. Uh, childhood 
issues that uh, I havent talked about or suppressed 
for so many years and W.. . . Just d i W  want to 
ded with anythmg. Just didn't like it. But, when 1 was 
in treatment I had to face those things in order to 
get better. But, however, I minimized my issues. 
I didn't explore the whole aspect of it. I just. 
1 just mininùzed those issues. 1 didn't really Like 
talking about them because 1.. . . 

From these inteniews, it was learned that abuse, whether sexual or 

physical, was a major contrïbuter to  feelings ofpsychological unwellness in 

adulthood. One participant noted that he was aware that the silence practised 

by members of the reserve around abuse issues would soon be shattered. 

10.4 Silence - Untreated Sexual Abuse Issues: A Community Probiem 

10.4.1 Bemnniog to Address the S e x u a l  in ine Commun& . . 

Dan, a local Native O.P.P. officer and participant-commentator stated that 

he believed approximately "forty per cent" of the members of the reserve 

were depressed and that "a s m d ,  small percentage are tryïng or Say theylre 

m g  suicide". He noted that people were now opening up about their sexual 



abuse experiences because they had been "holding in so long and [theyrre] 

getting angry instead of embarrassed or [of] feeling it was their fault". 

Dan discussed local aspects of the issue of sexual abuse: "1 thuik it's 

comuig more [the eventuality of havuig to deal with sexually abused victirns at 

a local level]. So far, it hasn't been the biggest problem out here, but 1 can see 

it coming. Because people are talking, through the grapevïne, I've been 

hearing it. People haven't actudly corne forward to the police yet. They taik 

about things that have happened a long, long tirne ago. [Pause]. It's going to 

be hard to deal with it". Dan explained why addressing these problems on the 

reserve will be difncult, "So many of us are related to each other or are 

fiends.. . ." When asked why sexual abuse was beuig tdked about more on the 

reserve, Dan said: "I'm not sure. Holding it in so long and ... feeling it was 

their fadt". However, "seeing [it] [sexual abuse being discussed] on TV" was 

encouraging people to open up. 

Abuse issues being brought out in the open might increase psychological 

distress and manifest itself, for example in increased suicide rates. As seen 

below, male participants were already quite Milnerable to being at risk for 

suicide. 



ree 

11.1 Suicidai Thoughts and Intentions 

A major theme was that more than half of the male participants said they 

had considered or attempted suicide at some point in their adult lives. Sub- 

themes emerging fiom this major theme were: suicidal ideas fkom feelings of 

stress resulting fiom family breakdown; viewing death as an escape fkom 

f d y  conflict; having suicidal ideas while feeling grief; feeling suicidal when 

using alcohol; and thinlcing persistently about suicidd. 

Chris said that he had contemplated suicide as a child d e r  his parents 

separated. At the time, he felt hopeless about there being anything left in bis 

Me: 

When rny parents, when they first [separated], I guess 
I must've been in my eady teens. 1 just felt there was 
nothing, you know . 

Strain in Chris's mariage had caused hïm to consider suicide again. He 

felt that his wife would be better off without hirn: 

And uh, a couple of years ago, me and my wife were going 
through a lot of problems or whatever, and uh, I knew 
1 was the cause of the problems and uh, 1 felt that, uh 
maybe if 1 wasn't around, she wouid have it easier or 
stdf Like that. For a little bit of time, 1 did go though 
those feehgs and stages. 

He stated that he had never discussed his suicidal thoughts with his wife. 

However, he noted: "I've contemplated counselling a lot. 1 guess just to see if 

I was normal". Here, Chris seemed to be saying that he wanted to discover if 

his feelings were valid in relationship to what he had gone through. 

as ao Escape f r m  F 

Wayne said he felt death would mean "fieedom fiom this miserable life". 



With regards the loss ofhis family his thoughts were as follows: 

Everybody drinks, argues, fights. Seems that nobody 
cares no more. Nobody helps each other out. Nobody 
wants to give a helping hand. 1 ûy to get that now fiom 
here right now, 1 got no food at my place. 

Wayne said that his father demonstrated affection "ody when he's 

drinking. When he's sober we don? even talk". Wayne did admit receiving 

support fiom his deceased mother's grandmother that was "pretty helpful" to 

him except that "she always says she's too busy" to t& to him. He explained 

why he felt suicida1 at the t h e  of our interview: "ah, a lot of arguing in the 

house and everytbïng about family and debts and uh [sighs], just eveiythllig". 

He said, the "whole family" argues. 

Wayne described the wounds he had inflicted on himself: 

1 got two knife marks right there, want to see them? 
I got two M e  wounds stuck in my chest. 1 did it. 
I walked into the bush and 1 just woke up all full of blood. 
Went home and washed up. Put some peroxide on it. 
Put some band-aids on it and that's it. They said, 
" What happened? " and I said, "1 feu down" . 

cide as a GriefBeaction -des in- . 

Mike spoke about several suicides and deaths that had occurred in his 

family. "Two sisters. Two brothers. Two younger. Two older. Oldest and 

youngest passed away. Both suicides. One shot himself and one hung 

himself. My Little brother [shot hirnself]- My older sister hung herself. Five 

and four years ago". Mike said he too had attempted suicide: "1 attempted it. 

Three times". 

Wayne said he felt "sad" that he survived his suicide attempt because he 

"wanted to join the rest of [his] family [who had died]". His hope came fiom 

his belief that he would go to "heaven" when he died: 



I leamed that fiom losing my brother and sister and 
my mom and my grandfather. I lost them dl in two 
years. Four, I don't know. [I was] very close to 
rny grandfather. He brought me up since I was ten 
years old. He was my dad's father. [I was] very 
close to my mother. 

Wayne mentioned the persistence of his depression fiom experiencing so 

many deaths in his family: 

Ahh, it's hard to talk about this part. Ok, 1 had one 
[long pause], 1 had six [brothers and sisters] and 
uh, two passed away. My sister died first in 1988, 
she was twenty-five, she hung herself. She was 
dnnking and stuff. My brother died in 1990, he 
was hventy years old. Shot himself. Tell you the 
truth it still hurts. It's been awhile but it wonft go 
away. 

Wayne commented on his awareness of the permanence of his farnily 

losses and the longing withui him that this was not so: 

1 feel he [God] loves me but he has taken my family 
away f?om me ... not a chance for us to get together 
and love each other, to hold each other, to make peace, 
to have good family life. 

ide Attempts -01 IJse 

Participants who were prone to alcohol or h g  abuse were most at nsk of 

rnaking suicide attempts. George stated: "like 1 m e d  to kill myself once". He 

disclosed the details of his suicide attempt at the time that he was abusing 

alcohol: 

And uh, 1 remember ah, hanging there. Although 1 
wanted to die, I probably didn't. I remember 1 kicked 
the chair over and 1 was hanging there and uh, you 
h o w ,  all the body fluids let go and uh, 1 was wet and 
sm Something, 1 remember, 1 couldn't feel my hands. 
1 couldn't feel nothing fkom my neck down. But something 



was there to help me get down. Something made my 
arms get the strength to pull me back up. The chair 
came back up. I don? know how 1 got the chair back 
up as 1 coddn't move my legs. Call it higher power if 
you wiU. God, whatever was there or something. 
1 feu down, 1 was shaking. I remember my brother came 
in, goes "oh shit, what's wrong with you man! ". . . . 1 
remember 1 passed out somewhere, 1 fell asleep and 1 
remember I woke up and they took me to detox. 

Chns too thought about suicide when he was using alcohol and substances 

regularly. It was at a tirne when he felt he had "nothùig" in his life: 

1 was Living on my own out West. Uh, I just felt like 
1 had nothÏng at the time. and uh, didn't feel Like 1 was 
going anywhere and 1 thought about it. 1 dont think 
seriously though about it, but it did pass my mind. 

Wayne had a long-standing substance abuse problem and in fact was under 

the influence of medication at the t h e  of interviewing. He had a poorly 

healed foot, the result of a suicide attempt, and the pain bothered hun during 

the interview. Suicide was a way out of not being able to "take it anymore": 

1 fell off Mt. McKay in 1993. Weil actuaily, I tried to 
kill myseK Jumped. Couldn't take it anymore. Both 
my legs were al1 smashed. 1 was in hospital for two 
months. Took me over a year to wak, just to be able 
to walk on them. I was even asking somebody here to 
bring me a gun so 1 could hl1 myself. 

After our interview, I referred Wayne to the local helpers to be seen at 

hospital for suicide nsk. Wayne was immediately sent back to the reserve by 

the hospital. Local helpers again sent him to the hospital but he released 

himself the next day and refused to r e m .  

Participants said that they had ideas about comfnitting suicide before 

making an attempt. George said that he had contemplated suicide long before 



he tried to kill himself. He felt it would be a way to stop "worrying" and to 

stop others fkom wonying about him. 

For years, like for years before I did that [the attempt] 
I always thought about it eh, dying and all that. 1 guess 
1 had an abnormal fascination with if just to die. Not 
to live anymore. So nobody would have to worry about me 
anymore, 1 wouldn't have to worry about anythuig. Really, 
r edy  uh, seffish on rny part. 

George revealed that his suicidal thoughts persisted even when he was 

sober. It bothered him that he contïnued to think about suicide even after an 

uncompleted suicide attempt: 

To be very honest, 1 think about it. Even though I've done 
it. Think about it still. But 1 laiow, 1 am, 1 am too af?aid 
to do it again because 1 know wbat happened the last time. 
But why do 1 thïnk about it? 

Wayne said that he was sure he would try to commit suicide agaui. He had 

iast thought about it two days before our interview. He described his suicidal 

feelings, at the t h e  of our interview: "To tell you the tnith, 1 dont feel 

anythmg. 1 just feel like giving up". Wayne said that he had been feeling this 

way over "the past week". Queries revealed that he had a plan, and he 

described it as "probably very simple"; "I've tried a couple of times 

[recently]". He tned to cut himself with "a broken TV" but was saved when a 

car stopped. 1 was bleeding on the road like crazy and they &ove me right in 

to the hospital [in the city]". Wayne said that he did not receive counselling. 

"They [the doctors] just let me go. The stitched me up and let me go." 

The narratives of these men described what for each of them both preceded 

and was related to their suicidal thoughts or actions. Their stones revealed 

that the psychosocial stressors of losses contributed to their psychological 

distress. Several men indicated that they viewed suicide as an option for 



escaping fiom troubling emotions. For those who were emotiondy 

Milnerable, alcohol or substance abuse was especially dangerous because, as 

these men said, this behaviour worked to disinhiiit any pre-existing suicida1 

ideas about suicide., 

In the narratives discussed below, the men mention additional stressors 

they faced. One of these was being put in the position of having to help 

others, which was a role they did not want to assume. The emotional fiagiiity 

of other reserve members who placed expectations of care-giving on the men 

was a heavy burden. 



12.1 Ways of Copiag 

A major theme was that several men felt they had been forced into roles as 

helpers. Sub-themes emerging fkom this were: feeling burdened by family 

caretalcing responsibilities; feeling forced into commua@ caretaking 

responsibilities; and feeling that the community was unwilling to support 

responsible caretakuig activities. 

Chris was appointed the f d y  helper. He did not choose îhis role and in 

his circumstances, it was an extremely stressfùl one for him. As a small child, 

he had dreaded having to take care of his grieving mother: 

when my sister died [when 1 was eight years old] my 
rnom went through a really emotional crisis or whatever 
and she was seeing my sister at night in the bedroom [in 
visions] and stuff like that. And uh, for about a year 1 was 
the one, the only one in our family that was able to soothe 
my mother and get her to sleep. And it got to the point 
whenever she'd, we hear her in the bedroom tallsng to my 
sister, and it got to the point where my brother's would 
force me into the bedroom to help her go to bed. 

Chris said he reakzed how rnuch stress he carried fiom this childhood care- 

taker role later in his life: 

That sWnever really dawned on me 'til later on in life 
that 1 remembered those kinda things and 1 started h a k g  
situations that 1 to deal with stress and emotional problems, 
or whatever, and then 1 started thinking back and wondering 
about those times [of family caretaking and mother's trauma]. 



Dan, a local Native police officer and participant-commentator wlio was 

married said that he was often t h s t  into a helper role to mediate between 

members of the reserve. This was a responsibility he did not feel trained to 

II have to deal with] things that are not my responsibility . . . . 
Oh, so much political disputes, boundq  disputes .. . 
things that the police have no control over. The police 
do not like violence being forced on them. 

Dan explained that being forced to intervene in family conflicts on the 

reserve caused hùn stress. He always felt "on-duty" with no t h e  for himself: 

People coming to my house, it [tirne] doesn't matter, 
At dl  hours of the night they come complaining about 
this or that or phone al1 hours of the night. I'm not even 
workuig! I've had cornplaints when I've been s i h g  
out in the back have a barbecue with some fiîends 
and we're having a few beer and some kid will come over 
and Say, "my Dad's beating my mom up". 

1.4 Respnnsible Co&@ Cam Rejected 

One participant believed that the skills he felt he possessed for bettering his 

comrnunity were rejected. Michael wanted to help by using his background as 

an engineer and land manager to improve his own and his community's Me. 

However, he felt that the reserve's inertia in providing a secure incorne would 

cause him to seek work elsewhere. 

12.2 Ways of Healing 

1 F ' y  Reconclliahon I .  - 

A minor theme was that, emotiondly, the m en were preoccupied with 

trying to heal inter-family conflicts. Sub-themes related to this theme were: 

reconciling with parents; attempting to successfidly parent; and trying to work 

on marital relationships. One man was enjoying a new-found relationship with 



his father. Two married participants discussed having explored how their own 

childhood famiy life experiences had negatively impacted on their 

psychological wefl-being. Frorn this, exploration they were able to examine 

these f d y  issues and had decided to make changes. They mentioned the 

importance of the stability they felt in their marriages, which may have 

contributed a sense of hope about being able to better their family lives. 
o .  O 0 

O- Parental Rel- 

Chris began communicating with his father to learn more about his father's 

experiences that had contributed to Chris's childhood distress. Chris talked 

about the benefit to himself of reconciling his hatred towards his father for 

king an alcoholic and for abandoning the family. He found that his father's 

ability to "listen" to his feelings promoted the healing that occurred in their 

relations hip : 

My dad's five years sober and uh, I've been able to bring 
up every issue in my whole life with my father and I've 
I've always wanted to ask and talk about and do this. 
And he's been honest enough and open enough to 
listen to my feelings and give me feedback on how 
he felt and uh, what he went through. Su 1 feel really 
good with my father now, 1 feel like I've got a good 
rapport with him and uh, I feel closer to h m  than I 
ever was. 

Chris said that he and his fiends often discussed how to be better parents. 

They did not want their children to experience the kind of childhood stress 

they themselves had had "to deal with": 

I c d  me and my fiïends, guys my age that got married, 
the nùieties parents. %ause we al1 talk about things 
and that and we all say to each other, even to our 
spouses that we don't ever want our kids to grow 



up in the same situations that we grew up in. And I 
tty everythmg in my power to not have rny kids see 
what I saw growing up and deal with any of the 
things that 1 had to deal with growïng up. 
. . . . o r w n  M W  Relatuuiships 

Stability in his marriage was important to Phil, who had lost a sense of 

family life as a child through both parental abandonment and bis-grandparents' 

deaths. He was willing to effect personal change in an effort to avoid Loshg 

his sense of family again. He said that working with his wife on his ability to 

express his emotions and increasing his communications with her improved his 

marriage. However, the needs ofhis wife to share emotions still perplexed 

him: 

But, you how,  1 Iûnd of changed that. Since we started 
talking, t a h g  more and more. But I still don't 
understand why she wants to go to these groups that 
she goes to ... support groups or whatever. Like how 
the hell can you get in there and tell a bunch of people 
you know, your problems and uh, 1 don't know, to me 
1 just can't sit down and do that in a group.. .soon as 
I'm gone they tell it to somebody else.. . . 

12.3 Rejecting Unbealthy Lifestyles 

A &or theme was the male participants saying they were attempting to 

adopt practices for healthier lifestyles. Sub-themes related to this were: giving 

up dmgs or alcohol; settling iuto mamage; and monitoring their use of dmgs 

or alcohol. One man said he was working to change his h g  and alcohol 

behaviour. He recognized that this would work in favour of improMng his 

own Me and the He of his f d y .  

Chris had reached a point as a young adult where he had become aware 

that his dnig and alcohol abuse and the resulting Mestyle were hannful. His 



desire to many and settle down caused hun to attempt to give up that way of 

living: 

Al1 rny years in Vancouver and aLl the crazy things I 
did after . . . 1 sat there on day and 1 just, I don? know 
why or how, or what kuid of revelation 1 had or what- 
ever, or whatever made me turn it around or whatever 
but uh, I just basically said to myself one day that 1 . 
was sick of the M e  I had. I looked at my possessions 
I had at the t h e  and ail 1 had for all my years of working. 
1 started working at the age of sixteen and I've always 
had a jog, always worked and I traveled. 1 seen the 
city and basically allI had for al1 the travelling around, 
moving around and all I had to my name was basically 
a stereo. Anyways, 1 sat there and thought, "shoot, 1 
have nothùig!" And that's when 1 basicdy wanted to 
get out of Vancouver. 

Chris met a woman on the reserve who came from a very strict, disciplined 

background. He believed that the apparent stability in her family life would 

benefit him. Marital stabilïty appealed to him: 

And 1 was actually looking to settle down. And that's 
when 1 met my wife [on his return to the reserve]. 
She would be helping me because of her conservative 
attitude and values]. 

3.3 MPnitasng DniganbBLFohol Use 

Chris felt that it was important to keep his f d l y  in the dark about his 

drinking (alcohol) and dmg (marijuana) use. He particularly did not want 

them to be exposed to the arguing and dissension that had driven him to tie 

pillows around his head when he was a child: 

if my kids. I do not get drunk, my kids have never 
seen me drunk. And one thuig my wife and 1 do is 
never, ever fight when we're drunk. We always have a 



good time. And we do keep our fighting, arguing and 
stuff  like that [away fkorn the kids]. We do keep it 
away fiom the kids. 

12.4 Rediscovering or Rejecting Native Traditional Practices 

A minor theme was the discussion of the issue of spirituality by 

participants. Sub-themes were: exploring lost cultural traditions; evaluating 

the loss to the community of Native elders; and rejecting Native spintuality as 

a personal need. Only two men offered their thoughts concerning spiritudity. 

One felt the loss of Native spirihial practices. In contrast, the other viewed 

this loss to be irrelevant. The two men difEered in their upb~ging.  The fïrst, 

Phil, had spent his entire life living on the reserve, whereas Michael's rnother 

had moved her children off the reserve. There were other Merences between 

the two men. Phi1 had tragically lost parental figures in his childhood and had 

also stûfered paralysis fiom a work accident. SufYeRng repeated losses 

appeared to stimulate more interest in existentid matters. Michael had a 

strong mother and he had Lived in a secure family life off the reserve. His life 

experiences had been less ernotionaliy m g .  

Phil talked at length about the lost role of community elders. He expressed 

the view that the parental and counsellor role that the elders could have 

provided was important. Ln lis case, although he had known his grandfather 

for only a short time, he felt him. 

1 2 . 4 . ~ ! ~  Cul- . . 
The role of elders as parental figures, teachers, and guides in Native culture 

is an important one. The important loss of these traditional symbols of 

security, especially for adults fiom depnved home-lives, was described by one 

pdcipant. Phi1 talked bout his interest in Native cultural beliefs. He 



believed that the loss of the Ojibwe language, that had usually been passed on 

by the elders in Native commmities, was regrettable: 

1 believe in the Catholic Church but I'm also starting 
in traditional ways. I'm mg to keep them both. 
Because it almost seems that they have the same values 
but in different ways. I'd like go leam how to speak 
Ojibwe. The problem I see at all those Ojibwe classes 
there at the university anyways you got to leam to 
speak Enghsh fïrst. And if you take somebody fiom 
the university and they want ta teach you Ojibwe, 
1 dont know, there's probably no result. When an 
Ojibwe person speaks Ojibwe it's nothhg close to 
resembling English.. .people graduating speaking 
Ojibwe but it's the white man's. version, it's something 
else they're stealing f?om you. It would be different if 
it was Ojibwe teaching Ojibwe. 

he Role of Elders 

Phi1 said that eiders fiom the reserve were not sought out to teach their 

Native language. He felt that the mutual disrespect on the part of both 

community members and elders had contributed to the loss of the input by the 

latter into community life. "Out here, the elders don't receive the respect that 

they should. And 1 also believe there're sorne elders out there that don't 

respect anybody either". According to Phil "To really cal1 yourself an elder, 

[you must] practise what you preach". He believed that elders were needed in 

the community and that the negative consequences of acculturation the older 

generation had saered  had created the local situation of disrespect towards 

them: 

We have some people in our community, 1 guess 
fkom the boarding school life that leamed Ojibwe's 
a bad way or Native's a bad way but now that they're, 
we got talk of elders and respect for elders, like we're 
al1 taught to respect elders but in the Native it's 



someone that's looked up to in the community. 
But I think that if you want that respect you should 
respect the person dso. And we have people in our 
cornmunity îhat don't do that. But they want to be 
an elder. 

Phil, who had lost his parents as a chïld, noted how an elder might have 

substituted as a parent for him: 

1 dont know what constitutes an elder but 
1 think an elder to me is a person who can sit down 
and talk with yoy you dont have to know al1 the 
answers, you don? have to know none of the answers 
but could sit there and Listen and talk with you as a 
person and not talk d o m  to you or try bull-shitting 
you. There's no formula that says an elder has to 
be a Ph.D. or a doctor or anyuiing. It's just someone 
who you could look up to, who you c m  trust for advice 
and guidance. He can't tell you what to do but he could 
tell you how to do it or how to try to do it. 

Another participant, Michael, commented on spiritual matters but he was 

not interested in practising any form of spirituality. In voicing his feelings, 

Michael said that he saw a benefit to religious practices for others in the 

community. However, he personally rejected both Catholicism and Native 

spiritual practices: 

[Catholicism] seems like a joke to me. My mother 
use to go to church untilI was probably eleven or 
twelve and then after that she said 1 could make my 
own decision and 1 did. My wife's Catholic and so 
she likes to go to church and she takes the kids there 
so.. . . Ifs a pretty good idea, it gives people hope when 
they think they're gonna die and thatts it.. . . 1 have respect 
for them [the local priests]. 1 guess [Native spWtuality] 
is back to the spirituahm h g ,  I don't know, whatever 
gets you through the night. It doesn't do anything for 



me. I dont know if1 have a lot of feelings about 
being Native. 1 guess 1 am, that's a fact 1 guess. 1 love 
all these people 1 see them as - we're one community 
bere and 1 like to do the best for them 1 c m  but sweet- 
grass and ail that, 1 dont know. 1 guess 1 don? under- 
stand it too much. Maybe that's it. But ifit helps 
people you know and makes them more confident 
1 think, "right on! Let's have another ceremony ri@ 
now." No II haven't seen it helping people]. It's a 
peculia. band 'cause we're not very traditional or 
Native. At least 1 ain't and 1 don? nin into too many 
people who are. Maybe we should be more. We 
probably shotdd be more. 

Michael said "there's too much influence from across the river" for this 

reserve to have held on to its Native cultural practices. Through his own 

acculturation, he had lost access to his o m  elders and was uncornfortable 

with traditional ways: 

As soon as you think of traditional knowledge, it's 
something that's passed down f?om your elders 
to you. WeU my elder died when I was, or rny grand- 
father died when 1 was ten and the other died when 1 was 
about twelve. And I was one of about one hundred 
grandchildren so nothhg really ever got passed on to me. 
Plus 1 lived in town for most of my formative years, 
or whatever they Say. 1 go to meetings and that and they 
have their prayers and that in Ojibwe and stufT like this 
and I really don't understand it. Maybe 1 should take 
some courses or talk to sornebody about it, I don't know. 
1 don't really feel any need for that. Ifit could help me 
in my job well then maybe. 

Neither Phil nor Michael had drug or alcohol abuse probtems. The men 

who did have problems and who were provided with treatment programs were 

also exposed to their own lost Native traditional practices in the process. The 

counselling offered to them was described as helpful. In more traditional 



Native communities, counselling is offered by elders but their absence in this 

cotllfnunity was described as a void that needed to be filled. 



13.1 Experiences with Treatment Provided for Native People @mg and 

Alcohol) 

A minor theme was the discussion by participants of their feelings about 

treatment programs. Sub-themes related to this theme were: the experience of 

being assessed for depression; the benefits fiom treatment; and the limitations 

of available treatment, Two men had been referred to correctional institutions 

for their h g  and alcohol problems and they felt they had benefited fiom the 

type of therapy offered to them. They were the only members of the group to 

have received treatment because they were exposed to it during their 

incarceration- 

13.1-1 Asesment for Depressian 

George was the only participant who described having participated in 

psychometric testing. He was diagnosed as clinically depressed: 

I had to do one of those um, it's called an.. . W T ] ,  
I had to do one of those in treatment, eh. She [the 
counsellor] said, urn, 1 was veIy depressed and she 
read a lot of things.. . . She said, "You're normal, but 
you're [a] very depressed person and you got 
a lot of problems that you're going to have to deal 
with or they will make you go off in ways you don't 
wanna be". 

George felt that treatment provided him with both group therapy support 

and with a helper. He viewed this as having been beneficial: 

However, when 1 found out [about my blocked mernories 
of sema1 abuse], when 1 was in treatment. People were 
there listening and they were trying to understand what 
1 was going through. Like 1 had a great counsellor there. 
Like Ill never forget her, she was very uh, very comforting. 



Mike said that his treatment in prison had taught him to cognitively refiame 

his understanding of his physicd and senial abuse: 

People that have the strength c m  make it. Mine [rny 
mind] takes the trauma and subconsciously buries it. 
Because the mind protects itself. By burying through 
the subconscious because the conscious mind at that 
age [four years old] haçn't the knowledge or understanding 
to deal with the traumas that has happened, so it automaticaIly 
kicks in and buies the hurt and pain and that's it. And 
it cornes out in the teenage years. 

George mentioned that he had had apprehensions about the anti-depressant 

medication suggested to hirn in a foilow-up program after his dnig and alcohol 

treatment program ended. He had not received any psycho-education about 

the use of pharmacological interventions for depression: 

Like uh, 1 remember when 1 got out of treatment [ h g  and 
dmg and alcohol] and they wanted me to go into a family 
program and so on and made some arrangements. And uh, 
1 rernember the first day 1 got there the counsellor 1 had 
in treatment was doing the family program downstairs 
and she pulled me inside her office and wanted to have a 
chat with me and see how 1 was doing and stuff and she 
saw right away that 1 was very, um, depressed. And she 
recornmended that 1 go on [laughs] anti-depressants and 
1 didn't wanna because I had a hard tirne with pills, you 
know. 1 was a real pill-head, 1 did lots of valiums and 
painkillers and stufY. I just said 1 can't 'cause ifs, my 
belief is that 1 can't do pas ,  you know? Because they're 
the thùigs that really screwed me up. 

He appears to have valued his treatment because of the counselling 

component. Unfortunately, access to this form of assistance was made 

available to the band members only through the criminal system. The loss of 

such local community supports as elders and the absence of other ways for 



obtaining support deprived the men of the emotional and psychologicai 

resources needed to replace lost familial and c o m m ~  forms of assistance. 

The men's stories resonated with their sense of the loneliness that they 

experienced in their attempts to manage stress and to pull their lives together 

in this reserve environment. 



v 
DISCUSSION 

14.1 Koowledge Gleanedl From a Local Contextual Approach 

The pwpose of this study's research approach was to explore, through 

qualitative analysis, the thcemes related to the meaning of illness surrounding 

depressive experiences of *Native women and men participants in the context 

of their local reservation. 

It is important to prefacze this chapter by addressing the comments put forth 

by Native writers and policy-makers. Some authors have referred to what has 

happened to Native people in North Amenca as "cultural genocide" (Green, 

1995; Momssette, 1994). In keeping with this, Roland Chrisjohn and Shem 

Young (1995) are critical aof the "existing explanations" for the distress many 

Native people experience. They argue that existing explanations for distress 

only "blarne the victim" and  lead to fïndings that Native people sufTer fkom 

personal adjusîment problems or emotional deficiencies like "low self-esteem" 

and "depression". They believe that "None of the existing explanations bave] 

alleviated the situation mative peoples experience] by acting or suggesting 

action against the forces otf oppression [that created their present 

circumstances]; they don't even recognize them". These authors are sconiful 

of the aims of governent treatment programs and are critical of the "cost 

effectiveness [of treatment: approaches] of the govemment's providing 

perfunctory, end-of-pipe smcial intervention programs instead of meeting their 

contractual treaty obligatic~ns". In fact, they Say the govemment's intention of 

doing so "doesn't [even] surface as an issue". 

It was not the aim of t h s  study to fùrther "victim-blame" Native people 

sufFering fkom emotional dhstress. Rather, it was to illuminate better the 

consequences of the mistreatment of Native people over the past two hundred 



years by the dominant society. This present research is for those readers who 

will not have access to the testimony delivered by Aboriginal Peoples and 

others to the Royal Commission. As Chrisjohn and Young (1995) state, the 

RCAP is an "immense and heterogeneous corpus of material" and "the 

testimony was 'not data' in a "social scientific investigation sense". The 

benefit of the testirnonies, these auîhors say, was that "the hearing did aliow 

information to be presented, and understanding c m  arise fkom its 

examination". These authors state that much can "be done f?om people simply 

being given the opportunity to tell their stones". This was the ulhmate 

purpose of this research. Chrisjohu and Young (1995) object to "therapy, 

heding, and reconciliation as effective responses" to the problems Native 

people have experïenced as a result of injustices done to hem, such as 

occurred in "the lndian residential school system", which was "an attempt to 

obliterate First Nations". Regarding residentiai schools, Chrisjohn and Young 

(1995) comment: "That this [aim] was so is explicit in extant p o k y  statements 

and other documents of the churches and the federd govemment.. .". 

It is the wish of this author that the present research should not be used in 

the way that Chrisjohn and Young (1995) believe most social science research 

is. They Say that to work ethically, psychologists must choose to become 

educated about a cultural group's history, culture, and economic situation: 

In really productive times, useful new tools, like psychology 
corne dong to aid in the assault. The roIe of the psychologist, 
we suggest, is to put a human face on the barbansrn of cultural 
genocide. If psychologists wish to change this, they must 
recognize (and admit to) their complicity in and regeneration of 
the genocidd program. They must go beyond their typically 
ahistorical and acultural strategies of "helping" ùidividuals, and 
incorporate the cdtural, historical and economic context in which 
First Nations peoples continue to struggle for survival. 



With these sentiments in mind, this research was intended to provide a 

process whereby Native participants could tell their story regarding their 

emotional and psychological experiences. It is in agreement with the research 

purpose that Chrisjohn and Young (1995) support: 

Whether narratives.. .personal recollections, stories told by one's 
parents or grandparents.. .they c m  contain material that will 
help us (individually or collectively) develop comprehensive 
understanding.. . . The format of these narratives is unimportant, 
except that it provide something that c m  be used by other .... 
Even if the task is solely to corne to grips with one's personal 
experiences, the act of recording one's experience may 
be useful. Further, being able to draw upon someone else's 
journey ... may help us clac our expenences to ourselves (B2 1) 

In the following discussion, " c l ~ c a t i o n s "  by participants of their 

experiences with emotional problems are presented thematically. 

Conceming my admiration for and overall favourable impression of the 

participants in this study, it is most important to note in the final analysis what 

is perhaps best expressed by Mail and Johnson (1993): 

What gets little publicity is the ùicredible cultural survival 
and the strength of the people who have endured despite 
the battles, reservation incarceration and isolation, and 
discrimination, which have been so hard to bear. Two 
hundred years after the beginning of the conquest of the 
West and the treaty epoch, we still have some reasonably 
intact cultures and people who are proud of their hentage. 

Gotowiec and Beiser (1993-4) further comment: 

Canada's First Nations have experienced a long, damaging 
history of interaction with the dominant culture, and they have 
survived. This testifies to the strengths of these commlmities 
and cultures. If non-native researchers and service providers 
are to make any contribution ... this strength must be recognized. 



h r m n e  
The Women's Narratives 

14.2 The Prevalence of Mood Problems 

As in other current research kdings (ONell, 1993; Ross and Davis, 1986; 

Manson, Shore, and Bloom, 1985; Shore, 1974; Walker, Lambert, Sillc- 

Walker, and Kivlahan, 1993), this study's themes reveal that depressive-like 

feelings were prevalent among the Native people who participated in the 

research. For example, the majonty of female participants felt that they had 

experienced episodes of depression in their lives. S d a r  to other research 

findings, this study found that diffïcult life experiences appear to be associated 

with a higher incidence and greater severity of mental disorders among Native 

Americans than in the population in general. Shidies also k d  that depression 

seems to be the most common disorder suffered by both adult and children 

Native Americans and that it is frequently complicated by the use of alcohol 

and other drugs. Low self-esteem, substance abuse, and life frustrations 

contribute to a high incidence of violent behaviours, uicluding physical and 

sexual abuse, spouse and elder abuse, assadt, homicide, and suicide, in many 

Indian communities (Mental Health Programs Branch, Indian Health Service, 

U.S. Public Health Service). 

14.3 Native Women and Childhood Distress 

In this study, a major theme is that women detennined that they understood 

the term "depression" to include experiences of being unhappy as children. 

Almost al1 of the women described being exposed to psychosocial stresses 

that occurred in their childhood. These stressors were discussed in 

relationship to personal feelings of emotional distress. In other words, the 

women expressed the feeling that there were causes associated with their 

mood problems. Similarly, Manson et al. (1985) found that symptoms of 



itlness among the Hopi interacted with presumed causes and social situations. 

Research has found that in some Native communities the impact of social 

circumstances on mood is reiated to theù. experience with depressive moods 

(Kleinman, 1977; Kleinman and Good, 1985; Kleinman, 1986). 

14.3.1 The Social P r o b l e m o f  caretah&% 

It is important to ascertain whether reai social problems created the local 

experience of psychological distress as opposed to psychiatric or 

psychological disorders (Kleinman and Good, 1985). Childhood distress 

stemming h m  familial difficdties is a major theme and a relevant 

psychosocial issue that emerged f?om this study. Social factors the women 

described as having an impact on their moods when they were children were 

parental alcohol use, parental break-up, parental behaviours of verbal and 

physical abuse, parental neglect or absence, and experiences of familial sema1 

abuse. 

es 

A major theme was that, ovenvhelrningly, the women described 

experiencing troubled home lives in which their relationships with their 

parents were strained. One woman became hypervigilant and watchfid 

because of her parents' alcoholism. Feeling it safest to hide her own emotions 

she therefore never learned to process her feelings. Her need for control 

developed as a survival strategy to counteract fears that arose f?om observing 

so much disinhibition among her alcoholic family members. Another woman 

became a perfectionist in an attempt to be noticed in a family where her 

father's alcoholism drew attention away £kom the children. Parental break-up 

caused one wornan to feel caught between her parents, favouring her father 

but pityîng her mother who was abused by hùn. As a result of this conflict she 

acted out herself behaviourally and used drugs. Being the v i c h s  of verbal 



and physical abuse led three women to become either htimidated, 

traumatized, or resentful. Two other women felt abandoned emotionally by 

their parents; this was a result of either the parental lack of interest in them or 

the parents preoccupation with their own psychological difEculties. The 

experience of sexual abuse violated personal boudaries during the childhood 

years for several woman. Consequently, one woman described feehg  

unloved, unclean, and abandoned, fiom these experiences. Another felt it 

safest to "be on" her "own", and the experience also induced a sense of feeling 

impure. 

Overall, these women described having experienced poor parenting. 

Familial violence, abuse, alcoholism, and breakdown were experienced by the 

majonty of the women. As R e d e y  (1992) cornments, the destruction of 

traditional cultural values, practices, and means of material support, and the 

failure of the dominant culture to force Ml assimilation or acculturation have 

ieft most Native Americans caught between conflicting cultures. Many h d  

themselves in a sociaily and economicaily untenable position, and the result is 

that personal and interpersonal stressors precipitate diverse health and mental 

health problems. The hdings fiom this study of the prevalent abuse of 

alcohol by parents are similar to that of other research. Oates and Altar 

(1 996) found that in a survey, 83 per cent of the Native women stated that 

they had corne f?om families where alcohol was abused. 

14.4 Low Sense of Self Esteem 

Inevitably, esteem difticdties arose as an aspect of the women's experience 

of depression and this emerged as another major theme. Almost al1 of the 

women described feeling poorly about themselves as a consequence of their 

childhood expenences. For the most part, the women described the feeling 

that they gave too much credence to over-regarding the valuations others made 



of them. The source of this appeared to be in childhood leaming expenences. 

Leaming the personal metaphors that the individuals utilize to explain their 

experience of illness, their explanatory models (EMS) for its cause, leads to 

leaming what the experience of depression means for the person suffering its 

symptoms (Kleinrnan, 1 9 86). 

1 l c e  of Esteem Issues 
Esteem issues were described by the women as problematic, and they 

viewed poor self-esteem and the sources of it as part of their illness 

experience. As Waldram et al. (1997) comment, self-esteem has been a 

problem in many Native communities. These authors provide an example o fa  

paradigm for cornplete care that was attempted to remedy esteem problems. 

They cite a study (Fox et al., 1984) on Manitoulin Island, Ontario, five years 

after an outbreak of suicides in the mid-1970's. A decline in the incidence of 

suicide, para suicide, and violent deaths was amibuted to a multi-dimensional 

program consisting of residentid alcoholism treatment, family counselling, 

community feasts, job creation for youths, and assistance in self-esteern 

enhancement in the schools. Aboriginal mental health workers were employed 

to provide crisis intervention and to establish a liaison with non-Aboriginal 

professional health and social services sectors (p.92). 

14.4.2 O ~ e r w h e l m i n g e i e s F u r t h e r - R a t e e m  . . . .  

Related to creators of low esteem were my observations while visiting the 

reserve examined in this study, of the nurnbers of very young Native women 

with children of their own. These women were unemployed and my casual 

conversations with them revealed that for the most part they were unrnarried. 

Findings by Warren, Goldberg, Oge, Pepion, Friedman, Helgerson and La 

Mere (1994) note that Native women married quite young and that sexual 

activity tended to begin at a younger age than it does in the general United 



States population. They found a high level of unintended amd unwanted 

pregnancies among Native women, almost twice that of the- total United States 

population- Being young and required to support f a d e s  emotiondy and to 

h a n c i d y  support f d i e s  on their own wodd contniute t:o these women's 

experiences of stress. Ill-preparedness, both socially and economically, for 

assuming parental responsibilïties during one's own youth f0sters stress and 

fiirther contr-iibutes to Iow-esteem. 

es 

A sub-theme was that two women felt that low seKesteem was 

perpetuated by the lack of opportunity for Native people. One wornan said 

that "feeling stuck" contnbuted to her feelings of low mood.. Another said that 

having been a victim abuse had "shattered any future plans she had for 

henelf. The absence of educational and career oppomurities appeared to play 

a role in preventing the developrnent of self-esteem. 

14.4.4 1.- Support and Esteem 

However, the women seemed to suggest that the attitudes of their parents' 

generation also contributed to their sense that they had no o.ptions for 

thernselves. Certainly, none of the women descnbed feeling encouraged by 

local mentors to pursue educational or career goals. Moreover, these low self- 

expectations were certainly reinforced by the outside influences described 

below , 

14.5 Racism and Self Esteem 

Experiences of racism emerged as a major theme. Being the victims of 

racist attitudes largely contributed to a poor sense of self for women in this 

study. Almost all of the wornen stated that they had encounitered racist 

incidents, and, then felt poorly, even shameful, about thernsclves as a result. 

Racist interactions occurred £îrst at school. As children, the  women were 



emotionally Milnerable and they described these experiences as w o r h g  

against their already £rade sense of esteem. The women were victimized by 

nomNative fellow students as well as by educators. One woman said she was 

"segregated and pushed aside". This made her feel that there was somethùig 

"wrong" with her. One participant said an educator scorned her for wanting to 

pursue social work as a career. He intimidated her by suggesting that being 

Native and hence poor made that option unavailable to her. 

1 -comtered in Career 

This woman encountered this attitude again h m  fellow non-Native helpers 

once she had become a social worker. She felt that white helpers had a "hard 

the"  accepting Native social workers because they believed Natives were 

more "in need of help rather than being able to provide it". 

1 4 . 5 . 2 m  from Cliurch Teachings 

Even institutions Wte the church influenced Native peoples' attitudes about 

themselves as a culture. The efforts of the churches to Chnstianize them 

Mplied that who they were and what they believed in and practised culturally 

was evil. 

act on 
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o-tv m d  - Set 

A sub-theme was that community members did not support each other in 

planning for the future. Support was absent fkom the outside educational 

system. One woman said "teachers were not only unsupportive but vev,  very 

cruel, very unsupportive". Lack of encouragement fiom both home and school 

conmbuted to low esteem. One women felt t h i s  had been a problem ui their 

own upbringing and one woman saw this lack of support as continuhg to be a 

problem for the next generation. 



14.5.4 U-e s O !  
0 .  - 1 

As a sub-theme, one woman stated that local youth in the commwliity did 

not envision post-secondary education as a personal option. This participant 

also felt that comunity attitudes kept band members fiom considering 

furthering theù- education. Racist experiences in school were described by 

several participants, and those who Mewed themselves as "not looking Man" 

stated that they fared " better". Negative evaluations of education may have 

been encouraged by the experiences of schooluig of older reserve members 

where the aim of the dominant society was to assimilate Native people into 

white society (Waidram et al., 1997, p. 15). 

14.5.5 The F*e at A t t e a t  on . .  . 

Students 

A sub-îheme was that several participants in this study enlarged on their 

negative experiences of racism when attending school in the city where they 

were expected to assimilate. Several participants stated that they feIt 

unwelcorne in the white school environment. This is consistent wiui the 

hd ing  by Beiser, Lancee, Gotowiec, Sack, and Redshirt (1993) that despite 

enomous acculturative pressures, many Native people do not adopt the values 

of the majority culture. Consequently, in cornparison to non-Natives, children 

with First Nations' backgrounds are more likely to be challenged by discrepant 

home and school values and socialization practices. As Native children 

mature, associations between their self-perceptions, teacher assessments and 

grades become increasingly tenuous. These authors found that results 

obtained by First Nations students support the argument for them, the school 

is an environment that is asynchronous with other major arenas of 

socialization. School-based symbols of success, such as teacher regard and 

grades, may be less relevant reuiforcements for the development of self- 



perceived competence for Native children tha. they are for non-Native 

children. If school is a place where Native children leam to expect failure and 

non-acceptance rather than success and acceptance, then they will turn to 

other armas for validation of their seK-percept. These authors state that the 

students' rejection of school may also be for them a way of coping with 

otherwise overwhelming value conflicts. 

14.5.6 Educati.nal C o u w  Needs 

A sub-theme was that the wornen indicated that within the school system, 

îhey found no support even £iom the educators themselves. Counselhg 

services harmed one woman's sense of career purpose eighteen years 

previously and at that tune, there were no Native counsellors for the Native 

school population. Recently, this need has begun to be addressed in some 

school boards. Now shidies explore what is required h m  counselling 

sewices with regard to Native students. BigFoot Sipes, Duphinais, 

LaFromboise, Bennett, and Rowe (1992) studied the preferences for 

counsellors of American Indian secondary school students and found that they 

preferred taking to Native counsellors regardless of whether the problems 

concemed academic matters or were of a personal nature. Given the school 

experiences described by participants in this study, racist attitudes on the part 

of educators likely influence this choice. On the whole, the presence of 

Native counsellors in the school system has been lacking, and the extent of the 

attention given to the needs of Native students is questionable. Two women 

said that their children were also experiencing racist problems in schaol and 

that these were simiiar to those the women had themselves encountered at 

school. As Trirnble and LaFromboise (1985) state, relatively little of the 

literahire addresses the counselling process with Native peoples and there are 

few research-based reports. Articles of relevance to Native Americans in 



therapy are scarce. As Renfkey (1 992) comments, studies by Sas-Berman 

(1 989) show that only 3 8 arîicle had been published on psychotherapy with 

Native Americans in the previous 20 years. 

BigFoot et al. (1 992) comment that the assirnilationist underpinnings of the 

school system have long required that Native children be separated fiom their 

fatnilies, and many children became deculturized, losing both their ability to 

be cdturally "Indian" and the ability to provide good parental role models to 

their own children. Interestingly, in this present study, most reserve members 

had attended a Catholic run school situated on the reserve. Only a minonty of 

band members were sent away fiom the reserve for schooling. Still, the effect 

this had on acculturating children was apparent. 

14.6 Losses and Psychosocial Stress 

Losses o c c ~ g  in adulthood emerged as a major theme and was 

described as a stressor for several women. The women mentioned these 

losses wlien describing the sources of theu mood dïflïculties. One-third of the 

women experienced multiple Iosses through unexpected deaths. Two other 

women experienced losses through a spouse's disabling accident and the loss 

of children through adoption. 

Several participants spoke of their feeling that their experiences of 

depression were associated with losses. These losses included the deaths of 

family members. The losses for several women were multiple in nature. For 

example, one wornan described losing a "brother ... and [experiencing] other 

deaths in the family". Another woman's baby died, her husband was court- 

ordered fiom their home, and her f d y  home bumed down. The women 

descnbed painful emotional reactions to these events. 



14.6- on Mood 

Research shows that encountering losses is a common experience for 

Native people who live in this geographical area. D-ple, ODoherty, and 

Nietsche (1 995), whose study included participants fiom this present reserve, 

found that mental health clinicians working in the northwestern Ontario 

reported unresolved grief reactions to be present in the majority of Native 

people who presented themselves for mental health treatment. From their 

resdts, these authors believe that the overuse of mental health care facilities 

by Native people in the region may be indicative of an increased prevalence of 

undiagnosed affective mood disorders. In view of the large nurnber of women 

who described their losses and their emotional suffering, this study supports 

the findings of Dalrymple et al. (1995). 

14.6.3 The Prevalence of hsses  in Na- . . 
The number of losses by death these wornen in this study experienced was 

found to be similar to that given in other research hdings. Dinges and Quang 

Duong-Tran (1993) state that research indicates that mixed types of 

psychosocial stressors seem to exist prior to the onset of depression among 

Native people. The common Gnding fiom their study was that depressed 

Native patients have experienced both more undesirable and more fiequent 

losses through death of uidividuals from their social field or through their own 

loss of an identity-confirming social role. The experience of death or 

abandonment was prevalent among all the participants in this study. 

14.7 Low Mood and Goals 

A major theme was that over halfof the women rnentioned that they had 

stmggled with issues surrounding motivation when discussing the topic of 

depression. They associated mood problerns with theh feelings of low 



motivation and they felt that their difnculties worked agauist their ability to 

feel purposeful. 

14.7.1 Jkow S o - . o r t U e  P r e v a l e n h  

The women also felt that an absence of a sense of social support had an 

impact on their ability to feei motivated and this emerged as a sub-theme. A 

sense of social support rnay be impossible to obtain ifother members of the 

reserve are themselves depressed or coping with psychosocial stressors. As 

Redkey (1 992) comments, the most liberal interpretation of available research 

on the prevalence of psychiatrie problems of Native Americans is that it may 

exceed fïfty per cent. Renfrey believes this type of evidence suggests that 

Native Americans as a group have signincant mental health care needs. 

14.7.2 Lack of Opportuiubes and Options 
. . 

As a sub-theme, the women in this study enlarged on other sources of 

stress that they felt contributed to low motivation. One woman said she felt 

"bored", too bored to "get off the couch". Another said "living alone" made 

her feel "really empty". One woman was of the opinion that her motivation 

was dampened by her mother's reluctance to encourage her to pursue her 

goals. She said her mother feared failure for her daughter. Lack of 

"oppominities", "options", and "choices" were described by one woman as 

prohibiting Native people fiom considering "doing" things. She expressed the 

view that the youth were "close-rninded" about school and about explorhg 

career choices because of their lack of exposure to the world and their 

inabiliîy to see a place for themselves in it. 

14.7.3 Law Motivation and Stress 

Other women mentioned as a sub-theme, the stressors that interfered with 

theu ability to maintain professional activities. Stress fiom personal losses 

figured in this, but the women also said that their emotional vulnerability 



arising fiom their own experiences of psychoswcial stress made them 

susceptible to becoming easily overwhelmed. Employment opportunities were 

few for these Native women. The helping field was one of the few areas in 

which they could find emplopent Iocally. At the same time, several wornen 

had to stmgg1e with their own stress issues, wflule being required to care for 

those of other people. 

14.8 Abusive Victimization in Adulthood 

A major theme was abuse. Over half the women said that in adulthood 

they had become involved in relationships in which they were abused. Two 

women said they experienced physical abuse as adults. Another viewed her 

marital relationship as abusive because of her husband's dmg use. Another 

woman said she set herself up to be psychologËcally abused by needy people, 

a behaviour she thought came fkom her childhmod. It is not h o w n  whether 

unhealthy interactional patterns were learned to be accepted by the women 

because of an exposure to these in their own f d i e s  contributed to the sarne 

thhg occumhg in their adult lives. However, tIhe study's findings are similar 

to those of other research. As Oates and Altar (1 996) report, over haif the 

male (52 per cent) and two thirds of the fernale: (69 per cent) Native 

participants in their study reported histoncal sesxual abuse. Some 44 per cent 

of the women reported being sexually assaulted as adults. Over half of the 

women (59 per cent) reported having been battered by a spouse. 

Interestingly, one woman left her husband amd was working hard at trying 

to be psychologically well. However, another woman remained in her 

maniage, and her husband's dnig use entandedi the entire famiiy in the court 

system and court-ordered therapies. She expertienced M e r  stress because of 

her detemination to keep her family together im the hopes of healing it. This 

too is simïlar to other research findings. Oates and Altar (1996) found that 



Native respondents in their research overwhelmuigly favoured keeping the 

fnmiy together and they wanted to receive f d y  counsehg over 

prosecution and jail-time in dealuig wïth domestic abuse. The responses of 

their Native participants reflected the desires of both nuclear and extended 

families to remain intact, and to heal both the offenders and victims. The type 

of seamless care-giving that is required for this kind of healing was 

mavailable, and as a resdt the f d y  in this study was sent nom one program 

to another to no real benefit. 

14.9 Substance Abuse Behaviour 

A major theme was that half of the women descnbed engaging in substance 

abuse at some point in their lives. However, only one-quarter of the women 

experienced chronic alcohol or dmg use. The use of alcohol or dnigs appears 

to have coincided with occurrences of major stressors. For example, one 

woman started to abuse alcohol after her husband was paralyzed as a result of 

an accident, 

ce Ahuse Amangthe W o m  

For the majority ofwomen, the sub-theme of ongoing substance abuse 

behaviour was not descnbed as a problem. But, for one woman in particdar, 

it was a major problem in her Me. However, again, she was given 

inappropriate treatrnent resulting in even more stress. h g  and alcohol 

programs, in which the aim is to immerse clients in Native cultural activities, 

fnghtened this woman, who had no previous experiences with her own Native 

traditions. Mail and Johnson (1993) report that there is a group of Indians that 

is rarely discussed: those who drink heavily, even becoming alcoholics, and 

then stop suddenly when they are about 40 years old without severe 

withdrawal problems or apparent ~ c u l t y  in maintaining sobriety (Burns, 

Daily, and Moskowitz, 1 974; Medicine, 1982). There are kdings that the 



women u s d y  quit between the ages of 35 and 40 and report that they stop 

because they cannot reprimand their childm for drinking unless they set an 

example themselves (Medicine, 1982). 

14.93_Issues witb Tmatmmt Pragmms for D n i g a n b B L E a h o l h  

Other problems regarding treatment programs were mentioned as sub- 

themes. One was that of a hi& turnover arnong counsellors which prevented 

a therapeutic alliance and caused one woman to feel even more hstrated. 

Programs did not appear to be attuned to the real needs of the clients, and they 

seemed to be driven by an agenda that favoured a saturated exposure to lost 

cultural traditions in the expectation that this would result in a good outcome. 

The gap between treatment delivery and treatment needs was made evident by 

this woman's experiences. 

1 4 A 3  W e d  Addictions PnMems . . 
One participant in this study noted that the use of prescribed "legal drugs" 

used for treating mental health problems was creating addictions problems. 

He felt that this was particularly an issue for the women in the community. 

Mail and Johnson (1993) found that reports on the use of sedatives and 

tranquilizers are extremely rare in the literature, although anecdotal reports 

fiom tribal paraprofessionals and health care professionals would suggest that 

abuse of prescription dnigs may be higher than surveys suggest. 

Comors (1993) comrnents that "withui Native cornmunities the healïng 

offered firom the medicines produced by the causation mode1 [Western 

medicine] have often proven ineffective in dealing with the illnesses of our 

mative] peoples .... Urhile the physical healing approaches have had some 

impact in fighting diseases, their overall impact appears to be dwarfed by the 

accumulating illnesses that are associated with the cures". Connors M e r  

states: "For example, the warehousing of various medications within our 



homes has conîributed to addictive behaviour and serves as a method for many 

Fust Nation's persons' suicidestt. Connors makes the generh t ion  that "the 

medicines fiom this model of heaiïng often do not address the sources of the 

illness and may become M e r  sources of illness". As Renfkey (1992) found, 

the mental health needs of Native Americans are among the most underserved 

by the professions, yet Native Americans are the country's fastest growing 

ethnic group. This population growth trend is similar in Canada (Waldram et 

al., 1997, pp.3-4). SeMcing this group, as Trimble (1990) suggests, is 

difficult, because of the few Native American psychologists and because of 

the number of Native Amencans pursuing higher education is dechhg  in 

relation to non-Natives. Native people seeking mental health treatment fiom 

nomNative practitioners currently corne into contact with helpers trained in 

the medical model treatment paradigm. Medication is fieequently over- 

promoted korn this medicalized perspective, but as Connors (1993) shows, 

this only exacerbates addiction problerns. Treatment fkom a non-medicinal 

counselling perspective is mavailable. 

14.10 Subjective Feeiings of Distress 

A major theme was that over two-thirds of the women described 

experiencing either physiological or psycholo~cal discornfort in conjunction 

with their ernotional diaculties. 

l4.lO.l Problems wi thhger  

AU of the women mentioned anger as a major emotional diniculty. Feeling 

chronically angry was a problem for half the women. On the whole, these 

women did not address the sources of the anger. However, one participant 

said that for her this had been necessary. Being able to address the source of 

her feelings, and in the process to go "through a lot of emotions" by talking 

about them, had helped her with her anger. She said anger still "pop up" but 



"not like before". One helper-participant said that she and other Native 

helpers soon realized that problems with anger were a consequence of having 

been sexually abused. Anger also appeared to accompany stressors. The 

stress of being powerless over one's hancial flairs, of feeling alone in coping 

with tragk losses, or of seeing "no good  in others or oneself were rnentioned 

as sources of anger. 

However, a sub-theme was that outside interference came fiom treatment 

providers hired by the governent to implement alcohol and dmg treatment 

programs on the reserve. These providers did not view emotional problems as 

a treatment need. The treatment component of one program for addressing 

anger was eliminated. It appears that having input Uito their own treatment 

needs was impossible for these Native people, who had to rely on govemment 

funding for their mental health care services. Research indicates that 

addressing the anger at an early age brings about good outcornes. Oetting, 

Swaim, Edwards, and Beauvais (1989) found that for Native fernale 

adolescents, higher levels of anger predicted lower alcohol use. They also 

f o n d  that anger is positively relatcd to self-esteem arnong them. It may be 

that for the women in this study, anger was a healthy emotion. 

14.10-3 1s- 

A sub-theme was that h G o f  the women chose to isoIate themselves- The 

women's narratives suggested that this was a way of avoiding situations in 

which angry feelings could erupt. One woman said she became "initated" in 

the Company of others. Anotlier said she needed to just "stay away from 

everybody". Another did not want more "pressure" h m  interpersonal 

interactions. Yet another said interacting with oîher Native people made her 

feel they would have too much of "a say" in her Me. It appears that living in 



close physical proximity to each other was also a stressor for these 

participants. 

14- 10.4 TAow lMood and P v  

A sub-theme was that half the women reported that negative physical 

illness symptoms accompanied their mood states. Three women descrïbed 

experiencing feelings of panic and al1 three said that particular memories 

precipitated their panic. For one wornan, panicky feelings arose when she was 

around other people who were drinking and she linked her reaction to fears 

she developed as a child living in an alcoholic family. Somervell, Beals, 

Gmie,  Boehnlein, Leung, and Manson (1993) have found that in selfkeports 

fiom Native respondents', there was a hi& correlation in the questionnaires 

between a depressed affect and somatic distress factors. Native participants 

did not make a clear distinction between somatic and affective items, or, in 

other words, between psychological states and bodily sensations. Withui the 

Native population, the "somatization" of depression is common, and in some 

other non-Western populations normative. Therefore, a person may express 

severe depression in an idiom of physical distress, which in fact is how he or 

she perceives it (Katon, Kleinman & Rosman, 1982). 

14-10.5 Probiem Eating Behaviour 

A sub-theme was that the women discussed their mood in relationship to 

problematic eating behaviours. Two women said they overate when their 

mood was low. Another could not eat when she was unhappy. Osvotd and 

Sodowsb (1993) found that in a study of Chippewa women and girls living 

on a reservation in Michigan, seventy-five percent of the women were using 

"potentially hazardous" techniques to lose weight. These authors suggest that 

there is a higher prevalence of eating disorders among Native Americans than 

previously hypothesized. A study by Garb, Garb, and SWard  (1975) found 



that Native children who were classifïed as acculturated had a sigmfïcantly 

higher obesity rate. 

r- 

Sleep issues also emerged. A sub-theme was that one-thùd of female 

participants descnbed sleep problems, and in particular that they used sleep as 

an escape. Sleep was described as a way to "waste al1 that time'' or to avoid 

having to "deal" with another problem". Feeling "tired and la&' much of the 

time was mentioned by one woman. 
. . 

ve Com- 

Several participants commented in the sub-themes that part of their feelings 

of depression was a result of a sense of feeling "lonely, al1 alone". OWell 

(1993) found that loneliness was a term of distress that appeared at every turn 

in her study of adult depression at the Flathead Reservation. Loneliness 

always seemed related to the disruption of affective and instrumental 

relationships. Loneliness was used by Native participants in ONell's study in 

two ways: first, it was used to ta.Lk about the feelings of grief that followed the 

death of a loved one or fiom experiencing a sequence of tragic deaths that left 

no time for recovery; second, it was used to talk about feelings of being 

aggrieved because of unfulfilled expectations of support or aid. Feeling 

aggrieved was usually described in tems of anger or irritability because of the 

undeserved sharne of being treated poorly. Finally, lonelùiess was mentioned 

in tems of feelings of abandonment accompanied by an internalized sense of 

worthlessness. Timpson, McKay, Kakegamic, Roundhead, Cohen, and 

Matewapit (1 988), found that Native people living in nore remote 

communities in Northwestem Ontario, than the participants in this study, used 

several words in the Nishnawbe language to refer to depression. The actual 

rneanùigs of the words incorporated the concepts of loneliness and sadness as 



well as the implications of the term "depression" used by Western medicine. 

Participants in this study reported that all these experiences were present in 

their life stories. Momssette (1994) connments that remarkably many Native 

clients feel very alone in their pain and are unaware that other Natives share a 

similar emotional experience. 

of Sajective Di-d T- to 

O- Smptams of De- 

The women in this study reported experiencing the above-descnbed 

syrnptoms, which are similar to those fo-and among non-Native depressed 

people. Kleinman (1 977) refers to the "* depressive syndrome" which 

represents a small &action of the entire field of depressive phenornena. The 

question that Kleinrnan (1977) wants researchers to explore is whether the 

depressive syndrome is a "disease", that is, a biologically based illness, or 

r e d y  a socially caused form of human miisery manifesting itself in 

psychological distress. To look at this question, it is important to examine the 

meaning of the tem "depression" fkom the point of view of the participantst 

world-view . First Nations Confederacy (1 985) found that Northwestem 

Ontario people living in a remote area did  not entirely define the terrn 

"depression" in ternis of the clinicd syndrome. Shore and Manson (1985) 

found much higher rates of reactive dep~ession arnong Indians than non- 

Indians. In keeping with this study's hdings, the term "depression" is the 

emotional reaction participants experieniced f?om having things happen to 

them. These psychosocial stressors were often ovenvhelmùig in nature and 

Little support for coping uith them was atvailable. 

14.11 Exploring Psychological Issues 

A major theme was that the women =lt that local social noms encouraging 

the practice of denial imposed a social pattern of avoidance for addressing 



feelings within the community. The women's narratives reveal that exploring 

theu low mood difnculties was something they had to find a way of doing on 

their own. As one woman put it, "everybody seems to know, but people just 

don't want to talk about it". Perhaps the stress of hearing about other people's 

problems is too much to bear when one is dealing with one's own issues. As 

one helper-participant said, "when they deal with what's happened to them, 

then there'll be a lot more suicides". The only way of coping for these people 

appeared to be through an avoidance of the issues. Interestingly, Timpson et 

al. (1988) state that in their kmwledge about Native people living in 

Northwestem Ontario is tbat by nature, these Indian people do not show 

emotions publicly. 

1 Dwressive Feelings to S o m  

Native participants in this study did not attribute theïr experiences of 

depression to the two causes, white man's sickness and Anishùiaabe sickness, 

Garro (1990) found among Native peoples in Southern Manitoba. Instead, 

this study's participants attributed their depression to extemal (exogenous) 

sources. No participant felt that she was depressed or experiencing depressive 

symptomatology fkom intemal (endogenous) causes such as biological 

predisposition (Sue, Sue and Sue, 1990). 

Participants in this study overwhelmuigly attributed their psychological 

unhappiness to experiences that had happened to them. They considered these 

experiences to have been sornewhat intensîfied by their negative interactions 

with white society, which ranged fiom cognitive experiences of religious 

indoctrination and racism to physical expexiences of sema1 abuse. However, 

for the most part, the participants attributed their psychological distress to 

local social problems in their own families and comrnunity. Key among these 

were early Me experiences of family breakdowns that impacted on a sense of 



safety or of feeling loved fiom childhood to adulthood. The ill-effects of these 

early life family experiences has been researched by Gfellner (1994), who 

found that Native adolescents in mother- only and mother-stepfather families 

were more likely to use alcohol or to be involved in problem behaviours than 

those in intact f a d e s .  Timpson et al. (1 988) state that for Native people 

fiom Northwestem Ontario, disruptions in the f d y ,  marital str$e and 

depression seem to be increasingly prominent reflections of the almost 

ovemight shift in their communities fiom that of a preagrarian economy to the 

age of information. They found that various symptoms of mental health issues 

arose fiom this rapid social change. 

Section Two 

14-12 SexuaI Abuse Victimization 

A major theme that emerged eom this study was that two-thirds of the 

female participants had experienced sexual abuse. The resdting emotional 

difliculties were described as working against the development of a sense of 

well-being early in their lives. One-third of the female participants who said 

that they had been victims of sexual abuse as children continued to be affected 

emotionally by the expenence as addts. Two women said that they continued 

to suEer fiom symptoms of depression. The participants reported that they 

considered that the experience of sexual abuse had encouraged low self- 

esteem, unattained ambitions, and feelings of fearfulness and unsafety. 

1 Fe- of D i s D  . . 
A sub-theme was that several women felt that symptoms commonly related 

to depression emerged from their expenences of sexual abuse includùig 

memory difficulties, feelings of anger, a desire to avoid social contacts, and 

somatic or physicai illness distress. Two of the women engaged in ongoing 

substance-abuse activities, but neither had cruninal histories. 



14.13 The Inability to Address Sexual Abuse Victimization 

A major theme was that participants in this study described the silence 

around sexual abuse and other abuse issues that was prevalent in their 

cornrnunïty. This resulted in individuals being unable to work toward 

resolving the effects of the abuse either Ïndividually or collectively. As Oates 

and Altar (1 996) comment, the problems may have been pushed.underground 

out of fear of severe punishment and destruction of the family by legalistic 

punitive approaches that are devastating to Native communities and families. 

These authors Say that alternative approaches to court are simply ignored by 

those who have the power to fund or legislate in these areas. 

14.13.1 Protectiogtbe Perpetrators 

The wish to avoid irnperiling community or family mernbers through 

charges of sexual assault worked against community-wide healing approaches 

to such problems was a sub-theme. As Oates and Altar (1996) comment, "It 

has been [our] experience during the last 25 years of working with Native 

farnilies that most wish to remain together despite the pressure of non-Native 

workers and agencies to separate them". Participants in this study stated that 

they did not wish to report family members who had sexually abused them. 

Ibis is understandable, when the only living environment available to 

participants is the reserve setting. 

14.13.2 I.imited Access to Alternative Attachment Figures O O 

van der Kolk (1989) notes that as people mature, they develop an ever- 

enlarging repertoire of responses for coping but that adults are as intensely 

dependent as children on social support to prevent and overcome 

traumatization; d e r  threat adults still may even cry out for their mothers 

u.393). This author further states that people in general, and children in 

particular, seek increased attachent in the face of extemal danger. When 



there is no access to ordinary sources of comfort, people may tum towards 

their tomentors. The bond between victimizer and victim is a very strong one 

in the absence of outside support or influence. Also, people who are exposed 

at an early age to violence or neglect corne to expect it as a way of Ise. 

Typicdy, they are conikonted with the chronic helplessness of their mothers 

as well as their fathers' altemating outburst of affection and violence. They 

leam that they themselves have no control (van der Kok, 1989). 

ve Wavs to G u  Co- 

In this study, a sub-theme was that no woman mentioned that she had ever 

confionted her sexud abuser. Two participants who had stated that they had 

been sexudy abused as children mention that they had developed a need for 

control as adults. One woman who had been sexually abused and exposed to 

her parent's alcoholism said that her "need for control started in her 

"childhood". She said that because she felt she had "no control" as a child, 

she needed to control other's experïences in her adulthood. She said that she 

"rushed in to rescue" other people who would in tum, resent her when she 

withdrew fkom taking care of them. Another woman who had been both 

sexually and physically abused stmggled with her feelings about her brother 

who had been the sexual abuser. She could not resolve the conflicted feelings 

of both love and hate she felt towards him. She Ioved him as a brother but 

hated him for what he had done to her. She could not gain a sense of control 

over her different feelings towards him. She also said she could not report the 

abuse. One example of her need to feel some sense of control in her life 

revealed itselfthrough her inabiliîy to socialize with other women who 

brought their children to her home. Visiting each other's homes is a common 

socialization practice on the reserve. However, she could not control the 

children's behaviours or tolerate a mother's unwillingness to control her 



children's "crawling aromd on the fumiture" and their visits angered her. She 

did not want people coming to her house and she felt îhat their Company 

violated her personal boundanes. 

14.14 The Inability to Address Psychological Issues 

A major theme was half'of the women who had experienced sexual abuse 

felt that the local noms of silence surrounding the issue were encouraged by 

fears of exposing the perpetrators. They also feared that the community 

would regard them negatively. Three participant-commentators listed the 

factors w o r h g  against addressing abuse issues: the reticence or inability of 

victuns to deal with it; the lack of appropriate treatment strategies for either 

the victims or the perpetrators; the focus on other treatment issues (dmg and 

alcohol); and inadequate training as counseiiors for local helpers. 

14. 15 Treatment Needs 

Healuig the community kom within requires financial resources and finding 

these was described by participator-commentators as an ever present hurdle. 

The absence of treatment or inappropriate treatment are a great source of 

stress in local Native comrnunities where insufficient funds are available to 

develop on-site, self managed care. Participants in this study described how 

this stress was their experience when seelcing treatment. As Waldram et al. 

(1997) comment, funding for Native health care and other community healing 

initiatives is a long-standing problem: al1 prograrns have expenenced 

shortages, and funding is becoming more dinicult to arrange just as progress is 

being made. On a more positive note, the current federal govemment seems 

to be tryuig to reduce the role of Medical SeMces Branch by transferring 

resources to Native comrnunities and organizations. Under this new approach 

to health care delivery, Native groups appear to be attempting to keep the best 

of biomedicine while complementing it with more traditional Native programs. 



Future research will reveal whether local control addresses local needs more 

effectively (Waldram et al., 1997, p.256-7). 

Section Three 

14.16 Suicida1 Thoughts and Intentions 

A major theme of the study was' that two-thirds of the female participants 

had entertained suicidal thoughts. The women stated that feeling hopeless 

about their life situations, wheiher because of the absence of options in their 

lives, the inability to escape negative feelings, or, in one case, an unhappy 

interpersonal situation of a bad rnarriage, encouraged thoughts of suicide. 

Several women said that suicidal thoughts occurred most when they were 

using alcohol. However, two women cornmented that îhe idea arose even 

when they were sober. That the risk of suicide is increased by alcohol or dnig 

use is womsome. 
. . of Addictions 

Gfellner (1994) found that some young Indian girls may be at increased risk 

of usuig dmgs if supports (ie. parents, grandparents) are engaged in substance 

abuse. Family sanctions against dmg use were found to be important as a 

deterrent for subsequent h g  use arnong Indian adolescents (Geoerer, 1987). 

Gfellner's (1994) results underscore parent modelling of dmg or alcohol use as 

a potential risk for young Indian girls. Female children of addicted parents are 

at risk for addictions themselves. 

14.16.2 Family Breakdown and I n c r e a _ d ; ~ d i c t i o n s  . . 
Broken familes increased the risk of children becoming addicted, because 

as Gfellner found, adolescents in mother-only and mother-stepfather families 

showed greater involvement in problem behaviour. On reserves, the extended 

family may operate as a powerfid influence on an adolescent's dmg use 

because of multiple models and "peer clusters". Gfellner's (1994) findings 



also indicate that Indian adolescents in non-intact families who live in cities 

may be at even greater risk for drug use and related dïfliculties than their 

white counterparts. Several of the wamen in thîs study said that they 

considered suicide most fkequently in their adolescence and late teenage years 

and when they were using alcohol. The occurrence of these ideas in 

combination with alcohol or substance-abuse during these years would be 

particularly dangerous. 
o .  of Suicide on the R ~ e r v e  

A major theme was that a female participant-commentator remarked that 

suicide rates on the reserve were generally low because the band had a suicide 

intervention team in place to address imrnediately "attempts, tendencies and 

thoughts". This woman also felt that close proximity to the city and the 

greater availability of jobs lessened the sense of hopelessness compared to 

that felt by community members living in more remote sites. 

14.16.4 T u  Precding Suiride o .  

A major theme was that several participants described that feeling "stuck" 

or having "no options" for themselves preceded their suicida1 thoughts. 

Research indicates that there is a high unemployment rate among Aboriginal 

people of almost 25 per cent, compared to around 10 per cent for Canadians in 

general. Compared to Aboriginal people living in urban settings, 

unemployment is particularly high among those Native people who live on a 

reserve, where both low educational levels and higher unemployrnent rates are 

also more evident. (Waldram et al., 1997, p.2 1). First Nations Confederacy 

(1983) state that on reserves located in more remote areas in Northwestern 

Ontano and Manitoba "depression" was defïned in words reflecting 

hopelessness and despair about the hture. The inability to be meaningfully 

and gainfully employed not only increases low self-esteem, it also works 



against psychological heaiing because a lack of purpose also decreases 

motivation. 

14.16.5 Career O- 

A major theme was that most female participants in this study who were 

employed worked as local helpers M t h  the comunity. The availability of 

this career option encouraged self-healing behaviours by providing for the aim 

of being a better helper. Helping those who are suicida1 was one of the job 

requirements. Only two female participants were unemployed and one of 

these was only temporarily out of work. - 
However, a sub-therne was the career option of becoming a local helper 

had taken an emotiond toll on one of these two participants and one other 

woman. Two other women who were employed in secretarial capacities had 

also taken leaves at certain points in their employment. Al1 these employment 

issues were mentioned by participants as contributing to the risk of suicide. 

Interestiugly, Timpson et al. (1988) note that it is the gainfully employed, 

upwardly mobile Natives f?om reserves in remote areas of Northwestern 

Ontario that are over-represented as receivers of couoselhg services. These 

authors state that it is feelings of being stressed fkom the rapid social and 

cultural transition to modem ways that has encouraged the development of 

mental health issues. 

14.16.7 Y o u t h .  of Suicide Füsk . . 
Suicide has been reported to be a problem among many Native people. 

Most of the women mentioned suicidai thoughts as emerging in middle and 

later adolescence and in early adulthood years. This was a time in Life when 

several women said they felt most hopeless about the future. The importance 

of peer modelling with respect to aicohol use behaviour has been mentioned 



above. This has also been described as a problem in relationship to suicide 

behaviours. As Gotowiec and Beiser (1993-4) comment, despite the great 

variation in suicide rates fkom one place to another place, Aboriginal teen 

suicides show some common characteristics. There is a tendency for suicides 

to occur in clusters or as epidemics among particular groups of youths. The 

suicide of one young person may trigger a series of suicides or suicide 

attempts in a community (May, 1990). Manson (1995) may have given the 

best explanation for these suicide clusters. He states that dehitions of the 

selfvary dong a continuum between "egocentric" and "sociocentric". The 

former, best exemplified in Western industrialized populations, characterizes 

the person as unique, separate, and autonomous. The latter, found in many 

non-Western cultural traditions, depicts the person in relational tems as part 

of an interdependent collective, d e k e d  by kinship and myth. 

16.8 Alto-J . . 
Cluster suicides were not a problem in this study's reserve community, 

perhaps because acculturation had iduenced a more egocentric view of the 

seK A sub-theme was that participants reported that their experiences with 

suicidal ideation occurred mainly when they were intoxicated. However, 

several women clearly stated that they also thought about suicide when they 

were not under the influence of dmgs or alcohol, but that substance use did 

disinhibit them enough that they considered suicide more seriously. Several 

participants stated that their reasons for contemplahg suicide arose fiom a 

feeling that they had no alternative strategy for coping against distressful 

feelings. 



Section Four 

14.17 Ways of Coping 

A major theme was that six women in the group actively chose to become 

local helpers. 

at Wo-d Stress 

A sub-theme was that three of these women who became helpers did not 

continue in the profession because of emotional stress. One of these 

participants took counsellor training but never assumed employment because 

she felt her own problems interfered with her work. The other two women 

found employment as counsellors but personal distress, combuied with the 

employment requirements of lookùig after distressed children, caused one to 

take a medical leave and the other to change employment. AU the women 

helpers described that they chose this career because of their own experiences 

with emotional distress. 
0 aretaking at -and Stress 

A sub-theme was that female Native participants descnied in particular 

feelings of exhaustion and of being burdened by family responsibilities. 

Several described the absence of male input into child and family care-giving 

and said they felt overwheimed by the responsibility of taking care of their 

children and grandchildren and of having to provide the family income. One 

woman commented on the guilt she would feel in abandoning her children and 

grandchildren if she followed her wish to leave the reserve. Several wornen 

described viewing their role as one of sustaining other family members, both 

their children and grandchildren. Because of women having their children 

early in age, the grandmothers were in their mid-thirties. These women as 

well as older Native women felt their traditional roles as cumbersome because 



other traditional forms of social support (i-e. male elders, intact families) were 

no longer in existence wiîhin the community. 

14.17.3 The  Stress of Be& a Gr- 

The women's family situation was similar to findings by Bahr (1994) who 

discussed the continuing cornmiment of many Apachean grandmothers as 

bearers of the cultural hentage and as the persons ultimately responsible for 

the physical well-being of their families. This author states that Native 

grandmothers are defuied by their culture and ofien by circurnstances as the 

"caretaker of last resort". The grandmother devotes extraordinary efforts and 

persona1 sacrifice to perform the role of grandmother. Community respect for 

this role was more evident in the past times. American Indian standards 

defined the grandparent as very important in the socialization and care of 

children. Grandrnothers were boùi authorized and expected to play a major 

role in the rearing of the new generation. The women accepted the heavy 

obligations of child care and support, whereas their counterparts in English- 

speaking society tended to celebrate their fieedom fkom such responsibilities. 

This role was accepted and respected by Native grandrnothers but there are 

now difnculties with grandmothers assuming this role in modem times. As 

Bahr (1994) has found, many young Apache mothers are more interested in 

individualistic interests, seeking personal goals, or simply havuig a good tirne. 

This increases the role of child-rearîng on the grandmothers and leads to a 

greater strain on these women within the family. 

14.17.4 Supports Mothers W e  to Avoid Stress 

Native mothers willing to assume their own parenting responsibilities 

report that other b d s  assistance is unavailable to them. A sub-theme was 

that one wornan said that she would not attend a treatment program again 

because it was sihiated off the reserve and her long absence fkom her children 



caused them to s a e r  both emotionally and academically. In another sub- 

theme, a woman was tqing to find help to emotionally support her children 

after their experience of having their house bum down and feeling the effects 

of their father being legaily removed fiom the home. This mother and her 

children were being sent by various helpuig systems to various treatment 

programs but attending these different treatment programs created more stress 

for the family. Sontag and Schacht (1994) found that there is clearly a need 

for information on parenting for Native parents. They want a consultant, 

someone who provides expert advice about the policies, procedures, eligibility 

requirements, and other aspects of the service providing system, or a culture 

broker. They require someone who serves as a link between two cultural 

systems (the family and the service providing community), wïth the expressed 

intent of changing the system and not the famiy to meet unique famiy needs. 

These authors also suggest that there must be an understanding of the cultural 

differences and of the ethnie differences in which consultants work. with the 

emphasis for change targeted at the agencies themselves, not the families they 

work with. Families may want to be able to obtain information about the 

validity of different approaches to their perceived needs but they want the 

decision to be theirs. 

14.18 Healing and Rediscovering Traditional Native Practices 

A major theme was that over two-thirds of the women discussed spintual 

issues. They described moving away fkom a Catholic belief system as part of 

their healing process. Two women had corne to completely reject their 

Chnstianity and three were beginning to explore and accept lost Native 

spiritual practices. 



14=18=1 Learning IJost Traditiooal P r a d k ~ ~  
. * 

This trend towards rediscovering lost traditions is reflected in other 

research hdings. Malloch (1989) comments that many M a n  people are no 

longer f d a r  with the philosophy or practices of Indian medicine but that 

Indian medicine keeps appearing on the agenda of workshops, dong with 

comments about the "need more information on Indian medicine"'. Malloch 

suggests that these comments indicate a genuine interest in leaming more 

about the subject, but also point out the curent lack of knowledge among 

some people at the level of reserves. 

14.18.2 Trea-d Native Tr- 
. . 

Momssette (1994) reports that although Native people may seek 

mainstream medical and psychologicai treatments, the power and innuence of 

traditional healing rituals (sweats, pow-wows, sweet-gras ceremonies, 

healing circles, etc.) should not be overlooked and that these should be 

integrated when therapy is proposed. Native clients should be encouraged to 

seek the guidance and advice of chiefs, elders, or medicine persons. This 

holistic approach encourages clients to connect with their own cultural healing 

practices. 
. 

O Make General C o 0  

However, Heming (1994) comments that the Native population is too 

diverse for general recornmendations regardhg counselhg implications. 

Because no consensus is available for a generic term of identity, in most cases 

successful counselling requires tribal identity and cultural specification. This 

author M e r  comments that another major variable for an individual is the 

degree of traditionalism versus the degree of acculturation to mainstream 

society. The continuum ranges fiom the very traditional individual who was 

bom and raised on a reservation where the tribal language is spoken to the 



Native Amencan Indian raised in a city who speaks only English and may feel 

little connection with a tribe @illard, 1983). 

14.19 The Need for Collaborative Treatment Paradigms 

A sub-theme was îhat almost al1 of the participants in this study did not 

speak their Ojibwe language. Their community was acculturated and situated 

closely to a city. Children attended school in the city and many of the Native 

band members were also employed there. Ideally, regarding hedth care, it 

would seem that it would be helpful for nomNative mental health s e ~ c e  

providers to work with band members for a collaborative counselling effort. 

Problems were described as having occurred with previous attempts to form 

collaborative enterpises and several Native women felt that the arrogant 

amtudes of non-Native caregivers toward Native people would continue to 

ïnterfere with the success of any fùture collaboration. 

A sub-theme was that two-thirds of the women described individualistic 

approaches for achieMng a sense of emotional well-being. These included 

leaving the reserve, changing cognitions, and disclosing through Native 

sharing groups or to western therapists. Almost half the women were engaged 

in rediscovering lost Native spiritual and cultural practices which they viewed 

as a hopefid approach to healing. 

Rediscovering lost iraditional practices and rejecting the doctrine of the 

Catholic Church was a sub-theme common to several women's experiences. 

Feeling abused by the church's belief system was also mentioned by three 

women. Momssette (1 994) and Bull (1 99 1) both explain that the aim of the 

Catholic Church through its schools and churches was to a s s d a t e  First 

Nation people into the dominant society. In doing so, it had to overcome the 



Indian people's resistance to the notion of corporal punishment of children. 

One of the results of this resistance was the establishment of residentid 

schools for the purpose of removing children away fkom their cornrnunities 

and Native parenting restrictions. In this study, however, the church and 

church-run school were situated on the reserve but the effects of the church 

were as Morrissette (1994) describes: it was powerful in its attempt to 

"civilize" the Natives, who soon learned that questionhg the intentions and 

behaviour of religious orders was not possible. As Timpson et ai. (1988) 

report, Native people in remote areas of Northwestem Ontario were 

Milnerable to Christianizing innuences because they were forced to move on 

to reserves and hence, made dependent. They were taught that their 

traditional spiritual beliefs were demonic. 

Section Five 

14.20 Experiences with Treatment @mg and Alcohol) 

A major theme was that almost half the women had experienced addictions 

treatrnent offered to Native people. This only available form of treatrnent was 

focused on dealing with drug and alcohol abuse issues. In sub-themes, the 

women participants described feeling that this form of dnig and alcohol 

treatrnent was problematic. Theù concerns were that the treatment required 

them to leave their homes and families for extended periods; that the programs 

were too focused on Wers ing  clients into Native cultural practices that were 

foreign to them; that programs suffered f?om a hi& counsellor turnover which 

prevented the growth of trust in the process; and that Native and non-Native 

helping systems confiicted with each other causing the person k i n g  helped to 

feel caught in the middle. 



14.20.1 AddichMs Progransad the ~~ on Cul- 
- - 

The heavy emphasis on Native culture in treatment programs particularly 

disillusioned the woman who experïenced the most problems with her 

addictions. 

14.20.2 The W o m ' s  Counselling Prefer- 

One woman stated that she preferred individual counselling. Pace, Mayo, 

Harpur, Kueiker, and Reimer (1996) fond  that Native mental health 

consumers &om the Treaty Seven Region in Alberta perceived that the 

majority of healers, including medicine men and women or elders were less 

effective than psychologists . Native health workers viewed psychologists, 

f d y ,  and fiiends as more effective therapists than medicine men or women 

or elders. They also thought that traditional cultural interventions were less 

effective than Westernized interventions. Only older individuals or those who 

had strong cultural identities were likely to acknowledge the effectiveness of 

traditional healùig methods. These authors surmise that psychologists were 

perceived as more helpfid because psychology requires the talking out of 

problems and a stronger interpersonal relationship than most other healing 

formats. According to these authors, because reserves are s m d  communities, 

people consider the confidentiality a psychologist provides to be desirable. 
* in m S e e b i n g  

When treatment for psychological problems related to abuse, loss, or 

related difficulties is not available, research indicates that Native people have 

adopted pluralistic help-seeking approaches (Garro, 1990; Walker et al., 

1993). This was found to be the case for participants in this study. h g  and 

alcohol treatment programs were prevalent, but for the participants of this 

study whose problems were not related to substance-abuse, alternative 



psychological treatments were scarce. Participants described attending 

several doctors or group programs in an attempt to have their needs met. 

A sub-theme was that one woman stated that the court-ordered treatment 

from a non-Native social worker made her feel badly about herself. As Darou 

(1 987) explains: 

a Spical counselhg program codd be seen as follows: 
The client cornes in for counsehg because the social worker 
said so, to gain something concrete such as child custody. 
The client is faced with a barrage of questions that represent a 
challenge to emotional restraint. To cope with this severe threat 
to outward amiability, he or she c m  take on an air of inclifference, 
and ifa response is inescapable, make a response that will please 
the counsellor. The obvious solution ... is simply to never corne 
back. 

As Darou notes, this scenario is supported by research. Sue and Sue (1977) 

found that 50 per cent of Natives dropped out of counselling after the first 

session. 

r w t  Pro- Dro 

Participants in this study may offer reasons for hi& treatment program 

drop-outs. Sub-themes revealed that available treatment suffered from a hi& 

therapist turnover. Another problem was that some clients continued their 

substance abuse behaviours during treatment. Until recently, programs were 

available in the United States, but these were not suited to this community's 

needs. One participant described how she had been sent to a program in the 

United States with individuals fkom Amencan minority groups and that she 

was "the only Native person in the program". Follow-up was not provided on 

the reserve after the treatment and this lack of continued care was a 

disadvantage for those requùuig aftercare. 



he I.imitahons of Drugand AlcdwI Trealment Programs * .  

Gutierres, Russo, and Urbanski (1994) state that programs to get clients off 

dmgs and alcohol should be seen as only one step in an ongoing therapeutic 

process. They state that a 45- to 60-day program is not long enough to help 

clients address long-standing issues and concerns underlying low self-esteem. 

From their knowledge, they comment that short-texm programs are hadequate 

and that clients should be offered 1- to 2-year aftercare services. These 

authors acknowledge that access to these services for American Indians is 

often problematic because many people return to reservations or other rural 

locales after treatment. Therefore, the authors comment, it is important for 

h g  treatment centres to build strong Links to the local mental health delivery 

systems so that referrals for mental health seMces c m  be made. 

Timpson et al. (1988) offers infornation that further argues for strong links 

between these to systems. These authors state that in remote areas of 

Northwestern Ontario, dmg and alcohol abuse is only a symptom of other 

mental health issues. These authors imply that treating the underlying mental 

health issues would also treat the symptoms such as those of substance-abuse 

behaviours. Most of the women in this study linked their substance-abuse 

problems, be they episodic or ongoing, to their feelings of being depressed. 

0.8 Probfems with Treat-t F- 

A sub-theme was that firnding that has been deemed important by 

govemment agencies up to now has been felt by some participants to be 

rnisdirected. As several women in this study cornmented, more traditionai 

Native h g  and alcohol programs are not always appealing to those seekuig 

healing for themselves . 



1420.9 A r e  for Gdlaborative Tre- 

Connors (1993), a Native psychologist who works with band members 

fiom this study's reserve, comments that in the case of Native people a greater 

degree of confidence can often be attained through traditional healing 

procedures as opposed to those offered by European and Western medicine. 

He argues for a collaborative healing effort or an exclusively traditional 

approach because he fhds that Native traditional healing approaches are often 

far more effective with First Nations clients than are Westem 

psychotherapeutic approaches. Comors also states that although there are 

considerable sirnilarities between the two approaches, the Merences are 

evident primarily in the match or mismatch of verbal and nonverbal healing 

syrnbols Mthin the healing constructs of the person being healed. The faith 

and confidence of the client in the healer and the healing procedure can be 

more easily attained when the world news of the two match. Connors 

comments that many Native communities are beginning to recognize the 

limitations of non-Native healing practices in addressing their needs. Many 

communities are reviving their traditional healing practices and seeking ways 

to integrate this knowledge with non-Native practices withui a new 

environmentai paradigm. C o ~ o r s  explains that many Native people have 

adopted, been raised in, or born into a non-Native environmental paradigm. 

They can nonetheless employ their beliefs withïn the holistic Native 

environmental paradigm that provides a way of thinking but does not dictate 

what people should believe. Within this paradigm, spuituality is defined as 

the personal relationship that each individual has with his or her Creator. This 

paradigm helps to structure Native peoplest relationships with all of creation. 

As Timpson et al. (1998) explain, the loss of hdian spirituality as a cause for 

depression in hdian people goes beyond concepts contained in religîous 



beliefs. It encompasses an entirely Merent relationship with the world, 

linked closely with maintaining hannony with nature. 

These authors state that the description of the loss of spirituality by Native 

people is remarkably similar to the concepts of normlessness and anornie. 

I k u l Y Q  

The Men's Stories 
. enences of J,ow Mood in Childhood O O 

A major theme was that all the male participants experienced unhappiness 

in childhood. The men commented that their relationships with their parents 

was a key source of their emotional difficulties. Witnessing parental conflicts, 

being physically abused by parents, parental use of alcohol, parental 

separation, poverty, and abandonment were experiences that contributed to 

negative emotions. Their feelings were described as canied over into 

adufthood. One man felt "strong resentment" towards his mother for 

physically abusing hun. Another still felt distanced fkom his "drunk" father 

whose alcoholism had pushed the family away fiom him. One man continued 

to feel the shame fiom growing up in a poor family where food was scarce. 

Another felt ongoing feelings of "hurt" fiom being abandoned by his parents. 

One man reported that his brother and sister were also having psychological 

problems as a result of their childhood experiences. 

15.1.1 The Lmpact of Childbood Stress on A W t  Moods 

As Brown, Harris, and Bifulco (1985) comment, the role of early life 

stressors as predisposing factors for adult disorders has received little 

attention. Studies have been focused on curent stressful life events as 

antecedent variables in predicting mental health status among Indian and 

Native populations (Dinges and Joos, 1988). Dinges and Duong-Tran (1 993) 

believe that contextual approaches to an understanding of life events, in which 



the meaning of the life event in the biography of the individual is measured 

over t h e ,  have considerable potential in terms of the cultural signifïcance of 

historical, ongoing chronic, and acute Me slressors. These authors feel that 

there is an equally compelling prospect that thematically congruent 

psychosocial stressors may be found to precede comorbid or the presence of 

two or more mental illnesses in one person believed to be prevalent among 

hdian and Native youth. 

t s  of ChilgLmwe 

Waldram et al. (1997) comment that acts of violence in Native 

commULLities are intimately related to the mental health of individuils and to 

the social health of the communïty. One particular fom of violence that is 

now receiving more attention is the abuse and neglect of children. Accurate 

data for this problem is extremely d8icult to obtain, and media reports of 

flagrant cases do not necessarily reflect the true scope of the problem. In 

198 1 more than 5 per cent of Native children living on the reserves were "in 

care". This figure declined to 3 per cent by 1987, which is still three tirnes the 

national average (Hagey, Larocque, and McBride, 1989). The study of this 

reserve indicates that the "scope" ofthe problem is flagrant. A major theme 

was that the male participants had expenenced sema1 abuse. Because of their 

ages at the time of the i n t e ~ e w s ,  the sexual abuse these participants 

described would have occurred fkom the 1950's to the late 1970's. 

15.1.3 Sources for Poor Parentiiig Prac- 

Tafoya (1989) comments that the effect of the church and the schools was 

to assault the Native's individual and cultural identity. They taught Native 

peoples that they and their families were savage. The result, as Bull (1991) 

states, was that Native people lost their parental role models and in tuni 



experienced their own difficulties in parenting. Children being parented 

poorly was a sub-theme. 

15.1.4 Efforts to lmprovrt C h h k a ~  

The reserve in this study had worked to stop the removai of children fiom 

Native care. The earlier practice had been to remove children fiom the 

reserve and place them in foster ("white") care, leading to greater social 

problems in the long run, and it was these problems which this Native 

c o m m e  was attempting to solve (Wddram et al., 1997). Sub-themes were 

that one participant in this study reported being either sexually abused in white 

foster care, and, the other of havùig difficulties re-integrating the Native 

community as an adult. The local child welfare seMces now in place on the 

reserve offers a new mode1 for local Native chîld-care. 

s the T m  Needs of mused Childm 

Regarding treatment implications for children living within their own 

Native families, Husted, Johnson, and Redwing (1994) found that modem 

psychotherapy seems to be most effective when dealing with Native victims of 

physical and sexual abuse and with children of active alcoholics. Teachuig 

adolescents to avoid taking responsibility for parental behaviour, especially 

when it was abusive, seems particularly helpful. A sub-theme was that one 

man in the study stated that as a child he felt responsible for taking care of his 

grieving mother. Others comented that in their childhood they were present 

when their parents were drinking and fighting. 

15.2 Low Sense of Self-Esteem 

Low sense of self-esteem emerged as a major theme. One man feit that his 

self-regard was learned fiom his mother's regard of him. He said that when he 

was "sober", he "hated" himself. However, his h g  and alcohol abuse 

increased his low sense of worth to such an extent that he wanted to "die" so 



that he would no longer be a "worry" to others. He "disliked" himselfso much 

that he expected others to feel the same, and he also expected to be "attacked" 

by people. Another man reported that he felt "used" for his money and food 

and that he was worthwhile only "until [his] money ran out". Another man 

was of the opinion that being brought up away fkom the reserve had led to a 

feeling of being "alienated fkom his Native community . A physically disabled 

man felt poorly about himself because he saw himself as a "burden". 

15.3 Experiences of Racism 

Racism played a role in how reserve members sought help when they were 

in difficulty and was a major theme. One Native police officer participant said 

that they did not report problems to nomNative officers. 

15.3.1 Fhim at School 

A sub-theme was the men both witnessed and experienced racism at 

school. One man thought that Native students in partictilar were singled out 

by teachers for corporal punishment. Native children with the fewest sociaf 

supports were seen by these participants as especially mistreated by teachers. 

One man mentioned that it was a distinct advantage for him at school that he 

"didn't look Native". He felt that Native children were treated as less 

"intelligent". Kis own mother was aware of the racist experïences and 

encouraged her children to become acculturated to the white society. 

15.3.2 The Effects of LOW Self R-d in ChiWood 

Beiser, Lancee, Gotowiec, Sack and Redshirt (1993) found that Native and 

non-Native children's self-percepts are at the same level in grade two. Non- 

Native children's self-precepts become more positive with age but Native 

children's self-evaluations tend to remain static or decline. These authors 

comment that research suggests that a childs self-perceived role competence 

helps predict his or her school achievements, and that, during times of stress, 



positive sewregard may help protect the child's mental health (Harter, 1990; 

Boggkano, 1988). In their study, Beiser et al. (1993) found that First Nations' 

children who were in grade two and then dropped out of theu study had lower 

scores on competency scdes and had higher depression scores than did 

children who stayed in their study. It is unknown whether the children who 

dropped out of their study quit school. These authors suggest that the stronger 

a school's comrnitment to taking into account appropnate local cultural noms, 

the better the child's self-percept will be. From the descriptions of racist 

treatment at school that the male participants in this study related, much 

improvement in how Native children are regarded within the educational 

system is required. 

15.4 Low Mood and Losses 

The impact of losses on the creation of low mood problems emerged as a 

major theme. In one case, work accident not only destroyed a man's ability to 

wak, it almost destroyed his mamiage. Feelings of depression arose fiom 

these experiences. Another man experienced multiple deaths in his family, and 

these family losses left the remaining family members in a state of depression. 

One man could not express his feelings to his wife and he discussed how 

difficult leaming to do so was for him. However, he was forced to open up 

emotionally in order to sustain his marnage because otheiwise his wife 

planned to leave him. Momssette (1994) comments that non-victimized 

spouses commonly report feeling emotionally distant fkom their partners. Not 

knowkng how to change a situation and feeling hstrated with failed attempts 

to do so ,  the non-victimized partner experiences defeat and withdraws, thus 

perpetuating a vicious cycle. 



15.5 Depression and Goals 

A major theme was two-thirds of the men were unemployed and appeared 

to be unable to make any progress in their lives. Leaving school without 

having finished and becoming involved with addictive behaviours were 

described by three men as obstacles in their lives. One had so physically 

damaged himself in a suicide attempt that he did not see himself as able to 

work. He also had problems with addictions. 

15.5.1 Motivation-mort 

However, a sub-theme was that for men who were employed and 

motivated, a low level of support fiom the commU12ity impeded their progress 

and dampened their enthusiasm. One member explained that he almost felt the 

community was "jealous" of his educational success. He thought members of 

his extended family were trying to sabotage his employment. 

S R e a s o n s t e r  - Communie Conflicts 

Timpson et al. (1 988) offers an explanation for discord between families 

often observed on the reserves. When people abandoned their nomadic 

Mestyle to live on reserves, these would contain several extended families. 

Frequently, antagonistic families were thrown together resulting in a 

heightening of historical inter-familial tensions. In the study, similar tensions 

existed among Native families on the reserve. 

1 5 , 5 . 3 C h i l d h o o d  UBeingle To Favision Go& . . 
Lack of goal-directedness may have begun in early life for many of these 

men and this was a sub-theme. Husted et al. (1994) found that one of the 

most distressing thùigs they found in their study of Native adolescents was 

their inability to articulate goals, in either the short or long tem. They found 

that as the children advanced through a mental health program, they appeared 

to act as if they were beginning to believe that the choices they made would 



make a clifference in what happened to them. This the authors Say, is the 

opposite of depression. 

e Role of Scbool on C 's S~ - Co- 

Gotowiec and Beiser (1993-4) cite the Statistics Canada (1989) findùigs 

that only one-quarter of Canadian First Nations people receive a high school 

diplorna. These authors suggest that positive role models in the schools and 

the absence of racial discrimination increase the Native child's sense of 

academic seE-concept. 

15.6 Engaghg in Abusive Behaviours 

A major theme was that half the men had cnminal histories. Two men had 

been charged and jailed for aggression towards others. A local social worker 

believed that men in the c o m m ~ t y  with similar histories had been sexually or 

physically abused and that the consequences were that they experienced 

unconîrollable anger, alcoholism, and a blaming attitude towards the world. 

Widom (1989) notes that about one-third of the children who are abused or 

exposed to violence as children become violent themselves in later life. 

15.6.ie Need to Address A b s e  I.wm 

Waldram et al. (1997) m e r  comment that many Aboriginal people 

recognize that the interrelated problems of self-inflicted and interpersonal 

violence (including child and spouse abuse) can be resolved oniy through a 

healing process undertaken by the communities themselves (p.92). It is 

important as a major theme to this study's findings as well, to note that îhese 

authors state that the re-establishment of individual and community self- 

esteem requires overcoming the denial of embarrassing or painful community 

problems on the one hand and emphasizing and enhancing positive traditional 

values and customs on the other, 



15.6.2 What is IGquired to lntervene 

As Renfkey (1992) comments, cultural farniliarity would assist the 

integration of conventional and traditional interventions, the latter still 

favoured by many indigenous people. In this study it was found that, several 

participants had corne to reject the Western helping system. The men were 

not attempting to revive lost traditional practices. French (1989) reports that 

aithough 65 per cent of Native Americans are cornpelled to live withùi two 

cultures they are inadequately prepared to live in either. These "marguials" 

want to become more acculturated to traditional ways but lack the knowledge 

of how to do so appropriately. Effective transcultural counselling with this 

group should begin with the enhancement of the traditional identity of the 

Native-Americans followed by problern-solving training within both cultures. 

LaFromboise, Trimble, and Mohatt (1990) found there were therapeutic 

benefits to strengthenïng the troubled Native American's traditional cultural 

values and family and community networks. 

15.7 Self Abuse 

Alcoholism and h g  abuse ernerged as a major theme for two-thirds of the 

men. Al1 the men had begun using alcohol at a young age and all had at least 

one alcoholic parent. It appears that misusing substances was leamed fkom 

within the family and adopted as a community n o m  of behaviour. Oates and 

Aitar (1 996) found that 100 per cent of the Native men in their study stated 

that they came £iom families where alcohol was abused. 

15.7.1 Mood Difficultiesd A-01 or D- 

However, a sub-theme was that it was evident fiom the men's narrative that 

mood diniculties were described in conjunction with alcohol use. One 

participant said that he "coped with those thuigs [negative feelings] through 

druiking and using dmgs, totally getting bombed ...". Another man said that 



he, "[used drink] when under pressure.. .. The joint takes everythllig away. I 

guess it just masks everything". Yet another man said: "It [alcohol] takes 

away the pain.. . ". Siniilar to fïndings by ONell(1993) this study found that 

the mea who said they had experienced depression also had concurrent 

difEculties with moderate or severe problem drinking. She found that 

experiencing depression and engaging in drinking was a lethal combination. 

Halfof her respondents who had attempted suicide were depressed at the time 

of their suicide attempts and had experienced drinking problems. 
. . 

Dalrymple, O'Dohery and Nietsche (1995) found that substance abuse 

among the Native population of this study's reserve was the most fiequent 

diagnosis when they presented thernselves for treatment. These authors 

consider it possible that this group is suiTering also f?om unrecognized or 

atypical depression. Their data suggest a significant underdiagnosis of 

depression in the hospitalized Native group and the authors comment that 

properly mandating and directing community mental health services to work 

with depression among Natives would assist in providing adequate mental 

health treatment and reduce hospitalizations and the risk of suicide. These 

authors stress the need for community mental health services, culîurally 

sensitive approaches, and substance abuse programs that are targeted to the 

male population who are in a depressive mood state. 

15.7.3 Pr- with Other Forms of Addiction . 

As mentioned by one male participant in this study as a sub-theme, alcohol 

addiction was not the only addictive problem. He stated that many band 

members abused prescription dnigs. One male 1 interviewed for the study was 

obviously under the influence of tranquilizers and pain-kilIers during the 

session. The local band council and others in positions of responsibility met 



while I was visiting the site to discuss problems with certain band members 

s e h g  prescription drugs to minors. Their goal was to stop at least one doctor 

in the city from prescnbing these types of medications. They were successful. 

A study done by K a h a n ,  Brickner, Vamer, and Washman (1972) found a 

high rate of sedative or "minor tranquilizer" prescriptions in an American 

Indian cornmunity. A program to reduce the prescnbuig of sedatives in their 

studyls Native setting was highly effective. 

ce of Addictions . . 

Unlike findings by Waldram et al. (1997) that only a minority of Aboriginal 

people experience alcohol-related problems, contrary to the widely held notion 

that racial stereotyping has encouraged, that of the "drunken Indian", this 

study found that in the male group, a majority had an alcohol or dmg problem 

or both. This emerged as a major theme. As the authors cited above comment, 

alcoholism should be seen as a disease that affects individuals, and the fact 

that some Aboriginal communities appear to experience disproportionately the 

negative eEects of alcohol abuse suggests the fairly uniform negative effects 

of poverty, racism, and margïnalization. The reserve used for this study is 

situated closely to a city where the use of alcohol is a central social pastime. 

It is likely that the Native people on the reserve have also been influenced by 

the heavy use of alcohol by city dwellers. As Mail and Johnson (1993) 

comment, the failure to leam alternative drinking styles because of prohibition, 

discrimination, and isolation have permitted the intergenerational ~msmission 

of highly distinctive and destructive styles of drlliking and of abuse of other 

dmgs or substances. 

t on Mood Difficulties 

Boehnlein, Kinzei, Leung, Matsunaga, Johnson and Shore (1993) found 

that in a Pacifk Northwest Amencan Indian community, the prevention and 



treatment of alcoholism and affective disorders would have a sigdicant effect 

on psychiatrie and medical morbidity and mortality. A study by Boehnlien et 

al., me that by Shore, Kuizie, Hampson, and Pattison (1973) and Shore, 

Manson, Bloom, Keepers, and Neligh (1987), found a fiequent CO-occurrence 

of alcoholism with major depressive disorders, particularly among Native 

males. These authors believe that the high prevalence of alcoholism among 

males suggests that symptoms of primary depression may be obscured by 

acute and chronic alcoholism. Nelson, McCoy, Stetter, and Vandenvagen 

(1992) state that it is the combination of poverty, poor opporhinity in jobs and 

education, htration, and substance abuse that has led to the hi& incidence 

of depression among Native adolescents and adults. 

15.8 Subjective Feelings of Distress 

A major theme was the men who experienced discomforting feelings 

explained them as the result of what had occurred in their lives as children. 

15.8.1 FeehgAngry 

Anger was a sub-theme and a common emotion for the men. They blamed 

certain sources in particular for their anger. One man believed that his anger 

came fiom the way his mother had treated him as a child. He said that even 

when in school he had been "angry". Another man felt rage at the sexual 

abuse he had experienced, and his anger was directed as the whole reserve 

which he believed was "toxic". Another man was angry about his d e ' s  

history of sexual abuse. Two men said that their anger was triggered when 

they used alcohol and one of these men said he "goes &er" people when he 

driaks . 

15.8.2 P r o b b  w- 

Sleep problerns were rnentioned as a sub-theme by almost al1 the men. 

Two men reported that these were directly associated with childhood 



emoîiond distress. One man had a fear of sleep which he attributed to his 

childhood expenence of sexual abuse. Another man was disturbed during his 

sleep by nightmares of his dead f d y  members. A thïrd man used dmgs to 

be able to fdl asleep but he woke up fiequently; he commented that as a child 

he had to cover his ears to block out the sounds of hîs parents' d d e n  fights. 

15.8.3 Fe- of L o n e l i n e s s d  Isalatinn 

The men also mentioned feeling lonely and isolated as a sub-theme. One 

man described this in relationship to his experience of sexual abuse and of 

being unable to h d  anyone to talk to about it. He said the experience of 

being abused had made him feel alone and different. Another man described 

his need to go places alone when he was emotionally distraught and said he 

did not know how to t a k  about his feelings. Another man mentioned his 

sense of mistrust and not being able to share what he felt. 

15.8.4 W t e d  F e e w  of Subjective Distress 

Hopelessness and fearfulness were mentioned by two men. Feeling teary 

quite regularly was described by one man. Another mentioned that he 

experienced uncontrollable physiological distress, which manifested itself in 

tremors and shaking and which he directly attributed to his experiences of 

childhood sexual abuse. 

15.9 Low Sense of Social Support in Childhood and Adulthood 

Al1 these men described childhood experiences in which they received low 

social support and were victims of abuse as a major theme. For the majority, 

alcohol or substance abuse was a problem. Two of the four men with h g  or 

alcohol problems had been referred for ireatment, and this occurred through 

the court system. 



m 
One participant-commentator noted as a sub-theme that treatment for 

childhood traumatization was removed fiom the curriculum of available h g  

and alcohol treatment programs because this component was viewed as an 

unnecessaiy. The treatment that was available to people on this reserve was 

focused only on h g  and alcohol behaviours. That the treatment offered was 

inadequate treatment without this component was supported in the literature. 

ort -d to Prom&&pmp&tte Treatoient 

Local encouragement to receive treatment for childhood traumatization is 

important. As Novins, Hanuan, Mitchell, and Manson (1996) found, Native 

students with better support systems were more Likely to corne to the attention 

of caring individuals and that students who were given a non-court ordered 

recommendation to receive treatment experienced a raised perception of social 

support. These authors also noted that students who received alcohol 

treatment appeared to have problems in more than just one area, not just with 

alcohol, including probIems were depression and suicidd ideation. Alcohol 

treatment reduced suicida1 ideation arnong the subjects in their study. These 

authors noted that recommendations for treatment by caring individuals are 

rarely made for individuals suBering fiom distress, yet kdings indicate that 

recommendations for treatment work to reduce both psychological distress 

and alcohol use and abuse. 

15.9.3 C o c  . . 
Gutierres, Russo, and Urbanski (1 994) found that both males and females 

who entered a dnig treatment program had low self-esteem and moderately 

high levels of depression. Both conditions improved with treatment but self- 

esteem did not rise to the nom for the general population. They concluded 

that the large proportion of respondents in treatment who had abuse histones 



indicated a need to train h g  treatment s e ~ c e  providers in the physicai and 

mental health consequences of physical and sexual abuse. 

15.9.4 T w  - Term Enects of ChUh~od Trauma 

Gutierres et al. (1994) dso noted that victimized individuals may use 

alcohol or dmgs to deal with or even repress trauma, partîcularly childhood 

trauma, and, that complicated the treatment of substance abusers. McGrath, 

Keita, Strickland, and Russo (1990) comment that even &er a year of dnig 

avoidaoce, memories of abuse rnay resurface and ûïgger depressive episodes, 

suicida1 ideation, and a return to dmg use. They Say that a failure to address 

victimization issues rnay undermine effectiveness of treatment and heighten 

probability of relapse. A sub-theme was that the resurfacing of memories 

appeared to have tnggered relapse for at least one participant in this study. 

15.10 Exploring Psychological Issues 

A major theme was that all of the men who descnbed being victims of 

sexual abuse comented on the secrecy surromding the issue on the reserve. 

One felt that outside helpers encouraged the denial, but another man said his 

own ability to deny his feelings was a contributing factor. A third man thought 

that sexual abuse had been prevalent throughout the "entire" reserve the 

"entire" reserve because his brothers and sisters "went through the same 

experiences". Two of the three men had begun to deal with some of the 

psychological difficulties surrounding their abuse by means of court-ordered 

treatment programs while in jail or on parole. 

0.1 Problems That Will . I w i u e  

A sub-theme was that one male participant-comentator stated that it 

would be "dinicult to deal witht' sexual abuse issues when they start to "corne 

out more" because of the close-knît community lifestyle and the fact that many 

band members were interrelated. He thought that addressing the sexud abuse 



issue would soon be addressed in the area because he had witnessed people 

beginning to feel their "anger" about it rather than remaining silent because of 

"embarrassment"- 

w 
Momssette (2994) comments that Native parents who were victimized 

eequently shielded their children fiom their past by remaining silent. 

Therefore, many Native youth are unaware of the devastating histories of their 

parents. Parents are fearful that their children will disrespect them since they 

did not rebel or fight back against church indoctrination or other 

discriminations. Momssette (1 994) advocates for the sharing of buried pain 

and shame to improve parent-child communication and ernotional ties: 

Some secrets are toxic, engendering debilitating symptoms 
and erosion of relationship reliability. Toxïc secrets are often 
long-standing.. . . They are fkequently about actions that 
occurred in the past, but whose power to affect relationships 
and individual well-being rernains dive in the present @ . I l )  

Section Two 

15.11 The Experience of Sexual Abuse 

As a major theme, two male participants stated that their experiences of 

sexual abuse resulted in fearfûl psychological re-expenencing of the trauma 

and anger. They both were abusing alcohol and drugs, were unemployed, and 

had been involved in criminal activities. Both had also served t h e  in jail. 

One described how he directed his anger outward in aggressive acts, but the 

second descnbed chronic feamil and anxious feelings. A third male was 

married, employed, and functioning nomally, and he claimed that his sexual 

abuse, which was less physically invasive than the experiences of the other 

two men, had no impact on hùn. 



1 Di-- Gpproadus 

The reasons for advocating Kleinman's argument for approaching the study 

of the experience of illness using local ethnographie investigations are based 

on the information that emerged £kom the experience of childhood sexual 

abuse of one of the participants in this study. He was the only participant who 

had received psychological testing designed to identm and classifi his 

symptoms firom a Western diagnostic categorization approach. It revealed that 

he was "very depressed". In fact, his narrative reveals that he experienced an 

intense array of distressing symptoms to which he could attribute social or 

environmental causes - 

Psychological testing for victims of sexual abuse that is based on another 

culture can result in dangerously invalid results. Waldram et al. (1997) 

descrïbe a study done (Jilek and Roy, 1976) that exemplines how 

psychological testing can inappropriately evolve into categorical 

generalizations. Jilek and Roy found that, generally, Native homicidal 

offenders were poorly educated, were occupationally unskilled, and had a past 

history of alcohol abuse; at the same t h e ,  these offenders were less likely 

than non-Native offenders t o  show evidence of psychiatric illness or sexual 

deviance. In terms of personality development, a lack of exposure to 

traditional Native culture was associated with the early onset of antisocial 

behaviour. However, items for identifjmg antisocial behaviour in a popular 

psychopathology assessrnent instrument are as follows: "1 was suspended f?om 

school one or more tirnes for bad behavior (True); In school 1 was sometimes 

sent to the principal for bad behavior (True); and, I have never been in trouble 

with the law (False)" (Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2, 1989). 

Native children who are alienated socially fiom their non-Native peers and 

attending school away fiom their reserve would likely encounter these 



difnculties as a result of racist attitudes, yet in white society these dficulties 

saddle them with antisocial personality profiles. 

1 for W e v e l -  of 

Jilek and Roy (1976) found that Native adolescents who showed a positive 

identification with their Native heritage were more likely to benefit from the 

education and therapy provided by correctional institutions. This suggests that 

involvement in traditional Native culture works against the development of 

antisocial behaviour, a conclusion that minimizes the impact of other factors, 

such as the presence of local social problems and extemal racist ones that are 

revealed in the present study, in the development of troubled Native children. 

The case of the Native young man in this study who was psychometrically 

assessed supports arguments by Native academics against the use of 

psychological instruments to diagnose Native people (Chrisjohn, 1995). Thus, 

the use of the Rorschach and other instruments to assess "antisocial 

personality traits" to profile this young man's diEculties seems inappropriate. 

He clearly described his tramatic expenences of sexual abuse and the 

resulting symptoms of feamilness and the temfjing physiological symptoms. 

Yet, during the treatment he received after his assessrnent, ody one counsellor 

suggested a treatment that was appropriate to the sexual abuse experiences he 

had suffered with their resulting symptorns of shock, terror, and depression. 

15.1 1.3 The Need to AddreAbuse  Issues 
Gutierres, Russor, and Urbanskai (1994) found that family dysfùnction 

manifested in (substance use and physical and sema1 abuse) undermked îhe 

Native individual's ability to respond to treatment. Gutierres et al. (1994) Say 

that a failure to address victirnization issues may undexmine the effectiveness 

of treatment and heighten the probabihty of relapse. The secrecy on this 



study's reserve may work to increase wlnerabïlity to psychological 

difficdties. 

15.12 The Inability to Address Psychological Issues 

The narratives of the men reveal a major theme that on the whole they had 

dificulty expressing their emotions. This diniculty was likely exacerbated by 

the details of the abuse which many of them could not describe. Momssette 

(1994) comments that clients are generally reluctant to disclose intimate 

information about their personal mistreatment or the mistreatment of others. 

The shame and humiliation experienced by victims inhibits their ability to 

recount and discuss abusive events. Morrisette (1 994) M e r  States that these 

mernories are painfül and couched in shame. Recounting abuse is comparable 

to reliving the abusive expenence, consequently a generation of Native people 

in cmel envkonrnents have been lefi with haunting memones and deep 

emotional scars. 

Section Three 

15.13 Suicida1 Thoughts and Intentions 

A major theme was that the men considered or even attempted suicide. 

Male participants linked their suicidal thoughts and actions to family problems 

and to losses, like the death of family members. Three men stated that aicohol 

use encouraged their suicidal thoughts. Two men attempted suicide while 

intoxicated, but both also stated that they had considered suicide when sober. 

Two of the men had lost several irnmediate famiy mernbers to suicide. 

Two of the men had made several attempts to commit suicide. One man 

said he attempted suicide so that no one would have to "wony" about hun any 

more. He felt hopeless about his ability to stop using alcohol and to move on 

with his Me. 



O O 

emns for S h  

A sub-theme was that one man felt his suicide would stop others fiom 

wonying about hun. ONell(1993) found in he r  study of Native men at the 

Flathead Reservation in Montana that feeling wmthless explained the relative 

preponderance of suicide attempts among male mespondents. ONell reported 

that the feeling of worthlessness was a condition that is marked by a sense of 

g d t  for being selnsh and for acting without regard for others, and, that it is a 

condition to be expected in young men in their late twenties or thirties who are 

making the dinicult transition fiom the status of -"condoned irresponsibility" to 

the roles of young leader in their famiy and in t&e community. 

15.13.2LowMood.oholismandSuicide 9 O 

A sub-theme was that the coexistence of alcoholism and depression was 

for the most part indicative of psychopathological distress for men in this 

study. Two-thirds of the men stated that their past or present use of dmgs or 

alcohol was related to dficulties with their momds. This too is slmilar to 

current research hdings (Walker, Lambert, and. S&- Walker, 1 993; Ross and 

Davis, 1986). 

Section Four 

15.14 Ways of Coping 

15.14.1 Fa- * * 

A sub-theme was that one-third of the male participants approached 

personal healing through attempts at a famifial reconciliation, particularly with 

parents and spouses. One male stated that he a m d  his fiends wanted to be 

better parents, and another wanted to be a better spouse. Controlling his 

drinking behaviour around his family was impomant to one of these men. 

However, halfof the men were unmanied and &scomected fkom a sense of 

famd y. 



. . . coverv or R e m  of Natwe Pradms 

A sub-theme was the discussion of Native spirituality. One man discussed 

at length his sense of Ioss over the absence of older reserve members who 

would have been able to contribute to the community as elders. 

15.14.3 Elders a d  Mood P r d h n s  

The honoured role of elders was lost when traditional practices and beliefs 

were suppressed. Bamey (1994) and Manson (1990) comment that research 

indicates that Native elders suftèr from clinically significant levels of 

depressive symptoms, more than twice the rate reported for elderly whites. 

Manson (1990) also notes that on reservations, elders who have access to 

traditional spiritual healing appear to have less need for other mental health 

services. With regard to this study's reservation, it may be that elders are 

sufEering f?om their own psychological problems and do not have access to 

either Western or Native traditional treatment. With this in mind, theù 

inability to function as elders would explain their absence in this community 

role, 

Section Five 

15.15 Experiences in Drug and Alcobol Treatment Programs 

A sub-theme was that male participants thought they had benefited from 

the type of drug and alcohol treatment prograrns that are made available by 

govemment fiinding. Interestingly, these programs included intense exposure 

to Native traditional culture. Male participants spoke somewhat positively 

about the programs offered to them. These men had serious cimg and alcohol 

problems and they had received court-ordered treatment. They noted that the 

therapy in the programs had encouraged them, and, had offered them the 

oppominity to begin to exploring their psychological ~ c u l t i e s .  However, 

the men resumed their alcohol or h g  use once they returned to the 



cornmunity. That the men found c o u m e h g  helpful is supported by research. 

Oates and Altar (1996) report that Native males want counselling and that 

they are more apt than non-Native males to discuss or admit to their problems 

in treatment, 

15.15.1 Trea-ns fram Dnig or 

Dahymple, ODoherty, and Nietsche (1995) found in their study, which 

included band members f?om this study's reserve site, that long hospital 

admissions occurred for urban Natives. Economic and social marginalization 

was a persistent condition that affected length ofstay. Length of stay was 

noticeably longer for Native males, a situation that may have resulted fiom 

their greater traumatization by role dislocation and by their higher Iîkelihood 

of engaging in aggression or in substance abuse. They comment that these 

behavioural choices may have been the result of the paradoxical adoption by 

Natives of Western cultural stereotypes of Natives. Oates and Altar (1996) 

found that half the Native men in their study reported battering their spouses. 

te Trea-roau 

With regard to treatrnent, Dinges and Quang Duong-Tran (1993) comment 

that it is necessary to entertain the unsettling prospect that the current foci of 

substance abuse and mental health programs for Indian and Native youths 

have been insufnciently assessed and that they may unintentionally produce 

chronic disorders (depression) by failure to recognize and respond 

appropnately to severe comorbid clinicd conditions (the coexistence of 

addictions with a mental illness). One Native participant in this study 

estùnated that at least 40 per cent of the Native band members living on the 

reserve were depressed at the tirne the interviews were conducted for this 

research. Treatment programs that address only the addiction and that ignore 

the mental health concerns that can both create and perpetuate the addiction, 



in fact delimit treatment and may very well encourage the chronicity of such 

illnesses as depression. 

5.3 The --ce of Betîer U- T r e a m t  Needs 

Narrative data that explores cultural, social, local, and individual 

understandings about iuness or the more general, broader social context of 

depression provides a better understanding of the illness and of the treatment 

needs (Garro, 1995; Fineman and Bennett,l995; Timpson et al., 1988). The 

causes of the feelings of depression among the participants suggest ways to 

approach heahng. 

Treatment that addresses solely the behaviour resufting fiom depression, 

that of alcohol use, and not the psychosocial stressors that induced the 

depressive feelings, does not ameliorate the potentially lethal consequences of 

the comorbidity of substance abuse with depression and possible suicida1 

ideation. 
. . ictions 

Ypung 

In this study, a major theme was participants with problems of alcohol 

abuse were also those who described experiencing the least sense of familial 

support both in childhood and adulthood. All the men who were abusing 

substances stated that their abuse of alcohol started early in their lives. Dick, 

Manson, and Beals (1991) found that the level of family support was related 

to drinking patterns in Native adolescents. Ganison et al. (1987) comment 

that adolescence is a period of time when the stress surrounding social, 

physical, cognitive, and academic growth is enhanced. Feelings of 

helplessness and powerlessness surrounding major life events may become 

ovenvhelming because of the person's lack of experience in dealing with these 



situations. Labouvie (1986) states that it is not surprishg that adolescents 

may turn to alcohol to relieve symptoms of negative affect. 

Dick et al. (1991) found that hi& alcohol use was correlated with factors 

of low familial support. High familial support corresponded significantly with 

a low rate of intoxication and ~e~perception of use. Correlations between 

depression, familial support and stressfid He events and alcohol use were 

found. In this study, a sub-theme was that participants who engaged in 

alcohol abuse, expenenced the least sense of familial support and had 

experienced the stress of losses. Also, most participants descnbed using 

alcohol or drugs in their early years and that their parents abused alcohol. 

15.1 5.6 The Need for Trea-nt C o ~ b o r ~  

Walker, Lambert, Silk-Walker, and KWlahan (1993) comment that 

competing and different programs and agenda in the treatment offered for 

alcohol, dmg abuse, and mental health services are not integrated and that 

they deny the issue of comorbidity. In their research, each provider addressed 

ody one part of the Native patient's mental health care needs. The lack of 

access to appropnate care remains a serious issue. The programmatic 

separation of treatment services creates obstacles to the treatment of a patient 

with more than one problem. Historically, various philosophies in the United 

States on substance abuse and mental health treatment have differed in 

£ündamental ways. Traditional psychiatry views substance abuse as a 

psychiatric disorder and treats it with psychotherapy and medication. 

Substance abuse therapies rely on persona1 motivation and shared group 

discussion with the single goal of abstinence. There is evidence that long-term 

use of alcohol and other drugs c m  produce symptoms of depression, anxiety, 



and other psychiatric illnesses. Treatment fragmentation results in patients 

continuing to have their mental health needs inadequately addressed. 

BoeMein, Kinzel, Leung, Matsunaga, Johnson, and Shore (1993) 

comment that a successful program for the prevention and treatment of 

alcoholism and affective disorders would have a significant effect on 

psychiatric and medical morbidity and mortaliîy . Psychiatrie treatment must go 

beyond the usual procedures for assessrnent and medications prevalent in 

many of the institutions that serve Native people. 

15.15.7 Treatment Neechm t h d h s e ~ e  

Protective environments such as detofication facilities and emergency 

hospice beds are not present on this reserve. Duriflg high-risk periods for 

Native people this creates difliculties for those living in close c o m m e  with 

persons suiFering fiom comorbid symptorns because community members are 

forced to take care of them. This problem emerged as a sub-theme. 

15.8 Barri- to Effective Tr- 

Band personnel noted that collaborative health treatrnent models were in 

the developmental stages, but there had been problems with the modes of 

collaboration utilized in the past. Problerns are not uncornmon in Kenora 

which as Waldram et al. (1 997) point out, has the most progressive Native 

health care site in inorthwestern Ontario, biomedical practitioners were 

reluctant to relinquish control. Only 55 per cent said they would ailow a 

healing ceremony to be held in their hospital. Nurses, who were more 

exposed to working at the commlmity level where most traditional healing 

takes place, were much more receptive to collaboration. NomNative helpers 

require intensive education before assisting Native people in care delivery in 

local contexts. Those who are und l ing  to adjust their care practices to take 

into account Native healing practices must be excluded fiom Native care 



delivery. When local funding is managed by Native people, the education and 

attitudes of helping personnel will change towards a greater acceptance of 

alternative treatments. 

15.15.9 J ,ocal Co-- - 
A sub-theme was that the personal treatrnent that some c o m m m  

mernbers reported having used in seekùig help for their ihesses was in some 

conûict with the vision of social change held by local band leaders and 

helpers. People who wanted to use Western therapies felt they were being 

criticized for this. One participant said, "the higher ups on the reserve" were 

dictating how she shodd access treatment. Band leaders scorned Western 

treatment approaches but had not hplemented the "holistic" treatment 

programs they wanted for the community. Forced to coilaborate by seeking 

outside assistance to address local social problems such as substance abuse 

was occurring only because the federal govemment provided funding for this 

type of treatment. However, participants stated that they had to individually 

cope with their own depression-like symptoms and band leaders recognized 

the lack of treatment resources as a problem. Prior experience had taught 

band leaders to be apprehensive about seeking outside assistance with the 

result that members of the band in distress were lefi to fïnd individual 

solutions to psychologicd distress until political solutions were found. It was 

an awkward penod in the illness experience of the participants and a new 

paradigm for addressing social problems such as sexual abuse had not yet 

materialized. 

16.1 Gender Cornparisons 

The women and men described sMilar developmental processes in gender 

in their experiences of childhood distress ranging fiom parental alcoholism to 



sexual abuse that laid the foundation for low sense of self esteem. The women 

acknowledged being affected more greatly by racism than did the men. The 

narratives of both genders revealed that the school in the nearby city provided 

a hostile environment that worked against the development of a sense of 

aEliation and of a positive sense of selfworth. This is an area educators must 

address given that participants stated that their own experiences of racism 

were being repeated by their childrem. (Tables 3 and 4). 

16.2 The Impact of Losses 

For both men and women losses encountered in later years induced 

feelings of distress. Several participants described experiencing multiple 

deaths within the famiy. Whereas, the  men who experienced losses engaged 

in even more drug and alcohol abuse, the stress £ïom these types of Iosses 

forced several women to require wofk leaves because they felt emotionally 

ovenvhelmed. There were exceptions and an example is that one man who 

lost his physical mobility and faced t h e  threat of losing his marriage felt 

prompted to l e m  to express his feehgs  and regain communication with his 

d e .  One woman who thought about "bang[ing]" herself at age hrty, 

decided to work hard to dramatically- change her Mestyle towards improving 

her health and sense of psychologicall well-being. 

16.3 Mood Problems and Achievintg Goals 

Women and men both felt that their mood problems and other experiences 

of psychologicd distress impeded their ab* to achieve life goals. The 

women appeared to overcome unemployment through local initiatives to 

employ Native helpers within the c o ~ ~ ~ ~ u n i t y .  This offered them options they 

had not previously envisioned for the:.mselves. Half the men were 

unemployed, and of those who were vorking none were engaged in the social 

services field of social work, Their kterests were more in the area of urban 



development and planning. Psychological issues were, however, mentioned as 

ever-present, even for those who were employed. Employed women and men 

described bouts of emotional distress and wanted more satisfaction in their 

lives . 

16.4 Abuse in Adulthood 

Differences occurred in the area of abuse victimization during adulthood. 

The women described being victimized by abusive interactions with men as 

adults, while almost half of the men admitted to becoming abusive. Several 

women had disentangied themselves f?om their abusive partners but were lefi 

alone to support their children. Their decision to end abusive relationships 

was no doubt made easier because, as helpers, they served as cornmuni@ role 

models. The men who had become abusive did not describe taking active 

steps to attempt stopping this behaviour. However, one man who recognized 

that he could be psychologicaily abusive towards his wife expressed the 

opinion that counselhg might help. 

16.5 Substance Abuse 

The majority of the women who had begun abusing drugs or alcohol early 

in life were able to stop without requiring treatment, whereas the men 

continued to do so in adulthood. The drinking and dmg use behaviours of the 

men appeared to be more entrenched thm the women's. Only one woman 

mentioned experiencing severe problems financially and socially f?om her 

alcoholism. 

16.6 Feelings of Distress 

Men and women described similar feelings of subjective distress, and anger 

was a major theme and common emotion experienced by both genders. The 

women chose to isolate themselves socially and felt this was a symptom of 

their low mood, whereas the men felt socidly isolated and were unhappy 



about this. Both genders associated eating and sleeping ~ c u l t i e s  with low 

mood problems. The women were more likely to mention more difliculties 

with health concems that were related to their mood. The women dso 

described more incidents of panic-like symptoms than did the men. Both 

women and men felt that they were unable to explore psychological issues 

stemming fkom sexual abuse and other negative experiences because of a 

commuaity "code" of silence. 

16.7 The Impact of Sexual Abuse Experiences 

The women did not describe their expenences of sexual abuse 

victimization as did the men. Instead, the women talked more about feelings 

that stemmed fi-om these personal violations. The men discussed their 

inability to descnie or address their feelings and focused on seeondary 

behaviours such as dnig and alcohol use that resulted fkom their ernotions. 

The women were more reticent about confionting their abusers than were the 

men. Both wornen and men felt that the negative psychological impact of their 

sexual abuse expenences continued to affect them in adulthood. Several of 

the women had developed their own self-healing strategies by trying to find 

f o m s  in which to tell their story and thereby, begin to heal through 

disclosure. No male mentioned using this approach as a healing strategy 

except for two who were court-ordered to receive treatment. These IWO men 

found therapeutic disclosure helpfùl. 

16.8 Suicide 

Almost al1 the women and men admitted having contemplated suicide at 

some point in their lives. However, half the male group had actively 

attempted suicide through violent means. By contrast, the women mentioned 

that their suicide plans involved "pills", although one woman did Say she had 

thought about hanging herself and another considered rolling herself off the 



mountain ledge or cutting herselfwith a knife. Several of the women and men 

had lost family members to suicide. Both genders associated drinkuig and 

drug use with increased contemplation of suicide. Half of the women had 

thought about suicide when they were sober but for all, except for one woman 

in this group, suicida1 thoughts had occurred in their younger years. Whereas, 

half of the men mentioned they had recentty thought about suicide when they 

were not using drugs or alcohol. 

16.9 Ways of Coping 

Women differed fkom men in their ways of coping. The women chose to 

become helpers, and training for this career enabled them to learn ways to 

help themselves. The men reported that they were reluctant to be placed in 

familial helping roles. They conceded that they felt uncornfortable or 

psychologically unable to cope with the demands of distressed family or 

comunity members. 

16.10 Interest in Native Traditional Practices 

The women were far more inîerested in e x p l o ~ g  lost Native traditional 

spiritual practices than men: only one man expressed an interest in Native 

traditions. The women were more aware of community-wide treatment needs 

than were the men. (Tables 5 and 6).  

16.11 Attitudes Towards Family 

Both genders were seeking ways to change their own family's experiences 

so that the difficulties they had encountered as children would not still prevail 

for the next generation. 

16.12 Drug and Alcohol Use 

More men than women were disabled fiom what appeared to be their drug 

and alcohol addictions. Half of the men were unemployed, and these same 

men had also experienced sexual abuse as children and disruptive childhood 



family Lives. However, the other halfwere well employed including one 

person who had sufEered severe physical abuse and deprivation as a child. 

One-third of the men also had cnmuial histories, whereas none of the women 

had been in legal difliculties. 

16-13 Attitudes Towards AvaiIable Treatments 

It would appear that the men's incarceration experiences stemmed fkom 

aggressive behaviour while dn'inking or using d . s .  The men who had been 

exposed to counselling while in jail, both non-Native and Native cultural, were 

more satisfied with their experïence than were the women who had sought out 

voluntary dmg and alcohol treatment that was available locally through federal 

funding initiatives. The women were disenchanted with the heavy emphasis 

on Native culture in treatment programs. It appears that they wanted more 

individual counselling. The women were also more likely to choose to seek 

help pluralistically or fiom a variety of sources and they mentioned seeing 

medical practitioners and attending AA groups and sharing circles. M y  one 

man described receiving more than one type of treatment. M e r  participating 

in group counsehg in jail, he received some individual counselling in an 

af3ercare program in the city. He found both to be helpful, but he had 

nonetheless resurned his substance abuse behaviours. He had not contrnued 

with counseIling. In his narrative, he descnbed traumatic symptoms of 

depersonalization and panic. He had been sexualIy and psychologicaily 

abused repeatedly as a child but this was not addressed in his treatment. 

16.14 Receiving Inadequate Trea tment 

Neither the women cor the men who experienced panic symptorns reported 

having receiving the treatments that were then available, whether cognitive- 

behavioural therapy described as an effective treatment approach with Native 

people parou, 1987; Renfi-ey, 1992), pharmaceutical intervention, or a blend 



of the two. The narratives c o & m  the participants' lack of knowledge and the 

caregivers' inability to direct participants with intensely felt psychological 

discornfort to appropriate care. If collaborative models of care-giving were 

implemented and made accessible to these participants, an alleviath of some 

symptoms wodd occur. At the time the i n t e ~ e w s  were carried out, it 

appeared that the participants did not have the resources to obtain access to 

counselling or other interventions to treat symptoms in non-addicting ways. 

17.1 Examining Other Sources for Mood Problems 

The findings that emerge fiom this study suggest that the participants 

believed that there were particular sources for their mood difficulties. For the 

most part, the participants described their mood problems as socially created. 

However, it must be explored whether the sources were more individual in 

nature, either biologically based or secondarily induced by such behaviours as 

chronic substance abuse. Comorbid ihesses, such as those of depression and 

alcoholism, need to be more closely investigated. A closer examination on an 

individual basis is required to better determine individual experiences of mood 

difficulties and causality. If the sources for the emotional diniculties can be 

identifie4 then attention can be paid to these. 

Meanwhile, this study explored what participants believed were the 

sources of their psychological unhappiness. Important Uiformation emerged 

ftom the major themes in the participantsf narrations. This was that from theû 

Mewpoint, mood problems were sourced to psychosocially negative 

experiences that had happened to them. Their insight into these as sources of 

psychological distress appeared to be beginning to mobilize participants to 

eliminate these sources as fuhue stressors. 

With regard to future research directions, Roland Chnsjohn (1997) 

comments that participatory research conducted by Native people in their own 



contexts will be important. At present, there is a scarcity of controlled 

investigations by Native people for i d e n t m g  treatments of choice and for 

deterrnining their efficacy. Research by Native people will best provide 

caregivers with information on the therapeutic needs in a c o m m ~ .  With 

regard to social or individual causes for illness, it will also i d e n e  what these 

are and how îhey should be addressed. Ultimately, the goal of providing 

culturally sensitive seMces wiU be best achieved through Native ownership of 

the research. One step towards advancing this ownership is that Native 

psychologists are now able to join their own psychological associations in 

both Canada and the United States. Research activity and networkùig are 

very actively pursued by these professionals. 

18.1 Strengths within the Community 

It is important to stress the strengths of this community. Weaknesses were 

described by participants to the study but it must be kept in mind that this was 

the focus of the narrative material. It is important to note that there existed a 

strong helper-knowledge base in the community. The narratives revealed that 

îhese helpers recognized the existence of local mental health problems. 

Trained helpers who knew well the psychological needs of the people were 

few in number but their presence was of great assistance on the reserve. 

Unfortunately, the work-load of these individuals was dual in nature by the 

need not just to tackle program development but also to attend to the 

requirements of their job descriptions. The first need they regarded as 

essential was that of addressing child welfare. Helpers were actively involved 

in developing a process to regain controt over child wetfare fkom city child 

welfare control and at the time of inteniewing much had been accomplished. 

This had been the focus of their intervention efforts for several years and this 

involved a great deal of political wrangling with the nomNative helper system. 



Gaining control over their own child weKare provided them with the required 

fùnding to address the needs of children and families on the reserve. 

Possessing both funding and control facilitated Native helpers in providing 

more appropnate interventions. Their temacity in this endeavour was 

admirable. 

Helpers mentioned that for the fùture fhey envisioned a place for a local 

medical c h i c  and on-site practitioners fiom all professions. Clearfy progress 

was beùig made and to start the process b y  addressing the needs of children 

was an astute move since most participamis mentioned that their troubled 

childhood had precipitated ernotional difsculties. 

Participants were aware of the social problems related to dnig and alcohol 

abuse, and several had attempted to deal with their addictions difficulties. 

Several were successful in managing the problems on their own. Issues 

surrounding treatment prograrns were alsa  acknowledged, and necessary 

progrmatic changes are Wcely to follow. The local policing unit included a 

Native officer, who was able to intervene in disputes before they led to greater 

dinicuities. He could i d e n e  the commumity needs for future pohcîng and 

crisis-intervention requirements. Local helpers mentioned that they worked 

well as a team within the community and rnentioned that this inter-community 

collaboration was necessary for their effectiveness. For exarnple, the police 

consulted with the helpers regularly and these liaisons worked to intervene in 

community members' problems before the y escalated. 

Self-identity issues - the sense of who rooe is in the world - were being 

addressed through an exploration of lost Native traditional practices, 

particularly by women participants. This exploration was working towards 

increased esteem for several of the female: participants. The rejection of 

abusive acculturation strategies by means of both religious and educational 



indoctrination was also occurring. Participants discussed their awareness of 

what had happened to them in the acculturation process, and this knowledge 

was empowering them to be resistant in the fùture. 

Multi-phasic treatment needs were also recognized as important. Several 

participants described feeling left on their own to fïnd psychological healîng. 

However, the positive impact of counsehg, Native traditional healing, 

Western medicinal treatments, and other therapies were mentioned as helpîul 

by participants. The evolution of holistic treatment strategies and of 

collaborative interventions were rnentioned as required by several participants, 

an4 it seems that these needs were soon to be addressed. Participants 

appeared to be moWig in a direction where they would be able to choose or 

reject what they needed for improving their own psychological health. 

In my role as interviewer, 1 was itnpressed by the strong sense of care the 

band members felt for each other. The desire to take control of their health 

needs, whether physical or psychological was very present. Past experience 

had taught members that they had to carefully develop on-site programs with 

great care so that negative experiences would not be repeated. 1 have since 

learned that elementq school education will be delivered on the reserve in 

the near future. Until problems in delivering education to Native students are 

addressed by the school system, the participants in this study will be the best 

persons to protect chldren fkom the psychosocial stressors of racism. 

19.1 Strengths and Weaknesses of the Study 

This namative study was exploratory in nature and designed as an initiai 

investigation into what the mcanings of the ihess  experience were for 

participants who had experienced depression and suicida1 ideas. Because 1 

was only well-experienced as a quantitative researcher, I had not anticipated 

the unwieldy amount of Sonnation 1 would gather fiom conducting open- 



ended intewiews on the topics of depression and suicide with the participants. 

They responded to the research approach by providing life histories detailed 

with examples of times in their lives in which they understood that they had 

experienced depression. Had I been experienced as a qualitative researcher, 1 

would have been prepared to focus on a specific time that each person had 

experienced depression and I would have explored the details of that 

particular experience more deeply. As it hirned out, participants provided me 

with examples of times when they felt they had experienced bouts of low 

rnood throughout their lives. These experiences coincided with developmental 

stages and provided knowledge as to what contributed to their experiences of 

low mood at diEerent stages in their lives. However, a deeper or more 

textured understanding of the actual experience of the depression itself for 

each participant was not achieved by this broad interview approach. 

More detailed information about an experience of feeling depressed for 

each individual such as that related to the expenence of having been sexually 

abused was not obtained because of the research approach. Focused and 

repeated interviews with each participant who had experienced semal abuse 

would have revealed more richer information about the depression that was 

sourced in the sexual abuse experience. 

Because I was not prepared for the many sources participants attributed to 

theû experiences of depression, 1 gathered a great deal of information. Had 

there been more time for collecting the data, I could have explored the many 

themes more deeply. Realistically, more expenence as a qualitative 

researcher would have taught me to concentrate on saturating fewer themes 

for the purpose of exploring each one more fuily. A more intensive 

understanding of the experience of depression related to one theme was 

limited because I did not concentrate on pre-selected themes. From this enor, 



1 leamed the required skills to manageably collect qualitative data in the 

fiiîure . 

Because I did not repeat interviews with each participant, each interviewee 

focused on their negative experiences related to episodes of mood problems in 

their iïves. As a counsellor, 1 know that an initial interview wiU elicit the most 

morbid feelings surrounding the topic of an individual's experiences with 

depressed affect. Follow-up sessions with clients usually introduce a variety 

of other feelings, even those related to their sense of personal strengths that 

they may have also experienced as part of their depression. This information 

was not collected because participants were not given the opportunity to 

provide this material through follow-up interviews. The result is data that are 

slightly one-sided and focused on the most morose aspects of their 

expenences of low mood. 

Ultimately, the data provided a survey of the many factors participants 

voiced as sources for their mood difficulties. The themes the data reveal 

pruvides interesting information to be foIlowed up in fitture research. The 

study successfully provided an overview of many themes participants related 

to depression and offers insight into the complex interplay of factors 

contributing to mood problerns for Native people living on the reserve. Future 

research must examine the contributions of each factor and the interaction 

effects of the factors more closely. 

Other problems with this investigation involved the size of the sarnple. For 

an overview study, it was relatively small, ùivolvuig as it did ody eighteen 

participants. For a nanative study, it involved almost too many participants. 

The women outnumbered the men by four, and so the unequal representation 

was a problem. The proximity of the Native reserve to a nearby city made 

acculturation influences evident. It would not be possible to generalize the 



fïrtdings fiom this to other reservation settings, particularly those sites that are 

more remote and less influenced by nomNative culture. Most of the 

participants in this study were in their young to middle adulthood years. The 

contents of their narratives should not be generalized to either younger or 

older persons living on the reserve. 

As Renfrey (1992) notes, there is much cultural heterogeneity among 

Native Americans. They are not members of a common culture, but represent 

a diverse cultural collage. Waldram et al. (1997) note that this diversity is 

similar in Canada @p. 5- 10). LaFromboise (1 988) points out, there are 5 1 1 

federaily recognized Native groups and 365 state-recognized mies in the 

United States. More than 200 distinct Native Amencan languages (not 

dialects) are still spoken. Trimble (1 990) notes the complexiîies arising f?om 

these distinctions are increased by the fact that more than 60 per cent of the 

individuals with Native American status are of rnixed heritage and, regardless 

of blood quantum, can range fkom very traditional in alliance and custom to 

M y  acculturated to the dominant culture. As Re&ey (1992) notes, 

stereotypes of Native Americans simply do not apply, and making 

generalizations across îrïbal groups should be attempted with extreme caution 

even though certain general issues are germane to clients fiom al1 indigenous 

groups. 

Fuially, although the study provided much important information 

conceming the psychosocia.I sources contributing to participants' expenences 

with depressed moods, more objective measwes would help to distinguish 

these psychosocial factors f?om other, more individual sources of mood 

problems. For example, individual measures of depression, anxiety, suicida1 

nsk and social measures of psychosocial issues would a k w  for cornparisons 

to be made using validated instruments. One approach might be to apply a 



multiple regression analyses where the models could explain the contribution 

of personal and social variables (predictor variables) on the experiences of 

depression (dependent variables). This type ofresearch would provide a 

clearer understanding of the pertinent personal and social factors and what 

combination of them contributes most to what kinds of depressive experiences 

among these Native people. The acculturated nature of the Native people on 

the reserve would not invalidate the results obtained fkom instruments normed 

on the general population, a criticism levied against those doing research using 

validated instruments to assess Native peoples. With this particdar group, 

this quantitative research approach would provide useful information. 
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Table 1 

Bernice 

Ginger 

Doma 

Shirley 

Arlene 

Evelyn 

Bev 

Rochelle 

Educatioi 

Education 

- - 

40 1 High School 

36 1 High School 

University 
Eutrance 

36 1 Port Secondary 

35 1 University 

34 1 Post-Secondary 

36 1 College 

36 1 College 

34 ( University 

Secretary 

and Occupation 

Yes 

Occupation Participant 

- - 
w -  

r 

Stress in 
Occupation/ 

School 

44 College 

Secretary I 
- -- 

Yes 

Unemployed 1 NIA 

Student/ Part-time 
Secretary 

Yes 

Child Care Worker/ Stress 
Leave 

Yes 

Social Worker 1 Recovered 

Note: Participants names are pseudonyms. AH women were employed on the reserve. 

- - .- 

Accountant 

Life SkilIs Coach 

Social Worker 

Teacher 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 



Table 2 

Education and Occupation 
1 -  --1-- 1 

Participant Age Education Occupation 

- - 
Chns 35 College Land Manager 

Michael 30 University Urban Manager 

33 Dropout Unemployed N/A - 

- Stress in 
Occupation 

No 

Yes 

Phi1 38 College Accountant -- 
Mike 32 Dropout Unemployed 

Note: PParticipants narnes are pseudonyms. The employed men worked on the reserve. 

No 

N/A 

Unemployed N/A 



Table 3 

1 Profile of Childhood Stress 

Participant 

Bernice 

Margaret 

Jarnie 

Ginger 

Donna 

Trou bled 
C hildhood 

No 

1 

I Linda 

Shirley 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Arlene 

Evelyn 

Alcoholic 
Parent 

Yes 1 No 

Yes 

Bev 

Yes 

ï e s  

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

History of 
Child Abuse 

Yes 

Yes 

Unknown 

Rochelie 

. Experiences of 
Racism in 

School 

SexuaV Physical Yes 

Sesuab' Physical 

Sexual 

Sexual 

Yes 1 Unhown 

Yes 

Yes 

Unknown - 1 Sexuaf 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Sexual/ Physical 

- 

Unknown 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

- Unknown 



Table 4 

Experiences of 
Racism in 

School 

- - 

Profile of Childhood Stress 

Yes 

Yes 

Participant 

Chris 

Alcoholic 
Parent 

Yes 

Yes 

Troubles in 
C hild hood 

Yes 

History of 
Chiid Abuse 

SexuaU Physical 

No Michael 1 No 

Phi1 

Mi ke 

George 

Wayne 

Dan 1 Unknown 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

- 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

- 1 Yes 

Abandonment 

SexuaY PhysicaI 

S e x u d  PhysicaI 

SexuaV Physical 

Yes 

Not Mentioned 

Not Mentioned 

Not Mentioned 



Table 5 

Marital Status and Number of Children 
I I I 

Participant 1 Number of Children Interest in Native 
Spirituality 

Jamie 1 Divorced 

Bernice 

Margaret 

Donna 1 Divorced 1 2 1 Yes 

Divorced 

Separated 

Ginger 

Linda 1 Divorced 1 3 1 Yes 

II Shirley 1 Married 1 3 1 Yes 

2 and grandchildren 

3 

Single 

Yes 

Yes 

11 Bev 

None 

Arlene 

Evelyn 

Yes 

No 

1 Rochelle 1 Divorced 3 Yes 

Divorced 

Married 

3 

3 

Yes 

Yes 



Table 6 

Pa rticipant 
I 

1 Marital Stetus ( Number of Children ( Jnterest in Native 

Marital Status and Number of Children 
t 1 r 

1 Spirituality 

Chris 

Michael 

Phi1 

Mike 

George 

11 Dan 1 Mamed 1 3 1 Yes 

Manïed 

Married 

Wayne 

Mamed 

Single 

Single 

3 

- 7 

Single 

Yes 

No 

3 

None 

None 

Yes 

No 

No 

None No 



Appendiv 1: Consent Form 
Consent to Participate in Research Study 

Investigation into Suicide and Depression: IUness Meanings in a 
Northwestern Ontario Native Community 

Dear Band Member: 
As part of a research project conducted by Cheryl Walker, Doctor of 

Education student a t  the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 
University of Toronto, you are  being invited to  vol^ participate in 
individual interviews concerning your experiences, understandings, and 
beliefs related to depression and suicide in your iife and in your 
community. This study strives to explore how the mental health needs 
related to depression and suicide can best be addressed in your community. 
The results of the study will inform local caregivers living on the reserve 
and Western practitioners about the ways they can best work to promote 
h e a h g  outcornes for Native people. AU band members are being asked to 
participa te. 

Your agreement to contribute about 60-90 of your time to 
participate in a taped interview will be greatly appreciated. 

AIthough 1 will be asking you for personal information, your name will not 
be attached to any of the documents used in the study and after analyses, 
tape recordings wiil be destroyed. Every attempt wiil be make to preserve 
your privacy. However, there exists a possibility that someone familiar 
with a case will read the report and may recognize a participant. Although 
1, Cheryl Walker, wilI be visiting your reserve after completion of your 
interview, you will not be involuntarily obliged to further participate. 
Your right to withdraw a t  any time from participation in the shidy will be 
respectfully accepted and will not affect any care you receive currently or  
in the future. Upon completion of this study, a summary of the main 
findings will be distributed to the Band counselLing office. 

If you agree to participate, please sign this consent form and give it to 
the counselling office or to me when your interview begins. Please feel free 
tu  contact or at the Band counselling omce or me, a t  
(416) . Please cal1 collect if you are contacting me. 

Your participation and input is greatly appreciated! Thank you. 
Cheryl Anne Walker, Doctoral Student, OISE 
Signature of the Researcher: Date: 

1 agree to participate in the study. 
Signature of the Participant: Date: 




